The return of the dining room
even new ways to enjoy it
How to make cooking art of the party
Fast-the-table cook Book
GIFTS GIFTS GIFTS
Two dozen from $2 to $12
Henredon

PROVINCIAL

If you've a taste for the elegant

If your heart longs for the elegant ... and your head for the practical, you'll love Henredon Provincial. There is a luxurious flavor in the lines and carving. Yet, this furniture was designed for you to live with, as well as admire. All Henredon buffets and china cabinets have a special drawer for silver storage. Large buffets have casters, so they roll out for easy cleaning.

There is a large variety of sizes and styles of buffets, tables, dressers and chests ... to make planning your home decoration easier. And the luxurious Provincial finishes blend happily with woods of other periods. All designs are in Deauville, a warm brown fruitwood. Some are in soft Antique Green or French White.

This versatile buffet could create a handsome setting for high-fidelity equipment ... or for linens and dishes. The left-hand doors open to a 48" wide space with a drawer across the top. You might use the right-hand cabinet for records.

This Provincial sofa combines graceful carving with soft, cushioned comfort. In French White or other finishes ... ottoman and sofa in wide selection of fabrics.
Fine hand-craftsmanship has duplicated these chairs—down to the last scroll—from a rare Louis XIV bergère. You may order it in the fabric of your choice, of course. Any number of these low (29½" high) cabinets may be grouped for your living room or hall. Grille or wood-panel doors.

You'll find room for nearly everything—from stockings to sheets—in this spacious triple dresser. You may order dresser and matching mirror in Deauville or French White.

Write for the name of the nearest dealer where you may see Henredon Provincial. To receive booklets illustrating this superb collection and other distinctive Henredon furniture for your living room, dining room, bedroom or hallway, send 50 cents to Henredon, Department HG-11, Morganton, North Carolina.
On the cover:
A merry assemblage of Christmas gifts from all over the world circles a dashing carousel pony that might add his high spirits to someone’s game room. Perched above him: three Mexican papier mâché heads (one a pincushion, two merely decorative) in a Japanese bird cage. On floor below, left to right: Italian flower party-horns; Haitian raffia basket; Japanese chessboard with Koshidoll chineses; Spanish velvet folding stool. All-American entries: silky-haired doll in child’s bergère, trio of velour-covered boxes for what-you-will, a painted owl. Bottles blown with gold ball from Majorca; terra-cotta candlestick from Mexico; relief wall plaque from Italy. Standing on a miniature leather-covered Chinese wedding chest: a festive candle in a giant champagne glass. Complete details and prices on page 244. For the whole harvest of H&G’s gifts, see pages 184-195.
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Your New Creations by Viking

Sparkling in distinctive beauty... treasured American glass to enhance your home with modern luxury and grace. All available in a variety of colors, and in clear crystal.

Bud Vase — Exquisitely tapered symmetry... approximately 10 1/2 inches... slender perfection to contain the finest rose.

Fruit Bowl — Radiant six petal masterpiece of pure form and balance in sculptured glass.

Bird — Unique and delicate, with fluent lines that sweep up in a tapered tail. Approximately 9 1/2 inches. Delightful!

Paul Revere Bowl — Strikingly handsome in its pure design and tasteful simplicity... an elegant centerpiece in any home.

Combination of Bird set in a graceful Gardenia Bowl, about 12 inches across, creates a beautiful focal point.

Prices from $2.50 to $6.00 (Prices slightly higher west of Denver)

Treasured American Glass

VIKING GLASS COMPANY NEW MARTINSVILLE, WEST VIRGINIA
Sneezing, wheezing,

New Honeywell Electronic Air Cleaner traps up to

The next 60 seconds may be vital to you—if dust, pollen and similar irritants ever make you or anyone in your family sneezy, wheezy or weepy-eyed.

For this introduces the most practical unit ever developed to whisk allergens from the air—not in just a single room, but all through your house.

It's the new Honeywell Electronic Air Cleaner, easily installed in duct work of any forced air heating or cooling system in either a new or existing home.

Automatically, electronically, this remarkable new Honeywell appliance traps 99% of the pollen and up to 95%* of all airborne particles passing through the system.

The result: The cleanest indoor air you ever breathed and the cleanest house you ever lived in!

Almost at once, you sense a new freshness in the air, delight in the way tobacco smoke vanishes, even when entertaining a crowd. Next, you notice you're not dusting nearly as often. You don't have to! The Honeywell unit captures dust before it settles.

Then your windows. They stay sparkling so much longer. And draperies and walls: it seems they just don't need cleaning. Why? Because the Honeywell Electronic Air Cleaner traps the tiny bits of grime that go right through ordinary filters—the sticky dirt that does the damage with most of the soiling power.

So here's new "breathe-easy" comfort—at a practical price. For the whole house Honeywell Electronic Air Cleaner costs no more than a good refrigerator, uses no more current than a 40-watt bulb. Mail the coupon for full details. You'll like them.

*As measured by National Bureau of Standards Dust-Spot Method.

4 KEY FACTS

• For allergies, this is a preventive measure, not a treatment. See your Doctor. Ask him what electronic air cleaning may do for you.

• Provides clean-breathing air throughout your entire home.

• Traps 99% of pollen, up to 95% of all other airborne irritants going through system, including house dust, tobacco smoke, mold spores.

• Removes particles as small as 1/850,000th of an inch.

New whole-house Honeywell

traps the tiny particles that ordinary
wiping, weeping?

95% of airborne dust and pollen in your entire home

Electronic Air Cleaner

filters miss
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The warmth of color that challenges the eye, the pattern that defeats the commonplace—both can be yours with cotton. Cotton inspires originality as no other fabric does. And no other fabric can match cotton’s day-by-day easy care, fast dyes, comfort, durability. For rooms that reflect interesting personalities, cotton is a natural for every decorating need—draperies, curtains, slipcovers, upholstery, bedspreads, floor coverings. National Cotton Council, Memphis—New York—Los Angeles.

for the dramatic accent

cotton
is a natural

The warmth of color that challenges the eye, the pattern that defeats the commonplace—both can be yours with cotton. Cotton inspires originality as no other fabric does. And no other fabric can match cotton’s day-by-day easy care, fast dyes, comfort, durability. For rooms that reflect interesting personalities, cotton is a natural for every decorating need—draperies, curtains, slipcovers, upholstery, bedspreads, floor coverings. National Cotton Council, Memphis—New York—Los Angeles.

100% Cotton Fabric by Imperial Textile Co., New York.— Setting by Arthur Burke
Reminders of your good taste and timely thoughtfulness all year round... Sheffield's exquisitely designed clocks.

Top: Rectangular shape clock with etched floral design, about $16.*

Left: Graceful circle clock with modern roman numerals, 5¾" in circumference, about $19.*

Bottom: Antique design clock, about $22.* Sheffield clocks from about $6.* to about $40.*

Soft water is for the birds, too

The blessings of soft water are available to one and all. Culligan soft water lightens your chores, brightens your complexion. You use less soap, yet get more soapsuds. Soft water bathing is so enjoyable that young boys have been known to take a bath voluntarily. And fathers shave on weekends. Whistle up your Culligan man. Soft water is for you, too.

Culligan...SEEN MOST OFTEN WHERE THERE’S WATER TO SOFTEN

Culligan, Inc. and franchised dealers in the United States, Canada, Latin America, Europe and Asia • Home Office: Northbrook, Illinois • Franchises available.
Will you build a 1940 house in 1962?

In the 1940's very few houses were built with central air conditioning—mainly because the cost of cooling was three times as much as it is now.

Today Carrier air conditioning in an average custom-built, three-bedroom house costs about $800 more than heating alone. This adds only a few dollars a month to your mortgage payments.

Does $800 sound surprisingly low? It is. Carrier central air conditioning is one of the few quality products that have come down in price during recent years.

Central air conditioning never costs less than it does when you build. And the added investment will make your house worth more when you sell. Meanwhile, everyone sleeps better, eats better, feels better—even in the hottest weather. There are fewer allergy reactions. Rooms stay cleaner. Indoor living is happier and entertaining so much easier.

Small wonder that so many homes enjoy Carrier air conditioning today—more than any other make!

Your nearby Carrier dealer can give you the exact cost of air conditioning your home. He's listed in the Yellow Pages of the telephone book. Carrier Air Conditioning Company, Syracuse, New York.
Colony  Hill: a great past shapes the pattern of today

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Jewelers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>Appalachian Jewelers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>Phoenix Jewelry &amp; Jewelers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>Decorative Jewelers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>Portland Jewelry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>Denver Jewelry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>Bridgeport Jewelers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District of Columbia</td>
<td>Washington Jewelry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>Orlando Jewelry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>Atlanta Jewelry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii</td>
<td>Honolulu Jewelry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>Spokane Jewelry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>Chicago Jewelry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>Indianapolis Jewelry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>Des Moines Jewelry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>Kansas City Jewelry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>Louisville Jewelry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>New Orleans Jewelry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>Boston Jewelry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland</td>
<td>Baltimore Jewelry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>Portland Jewelry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>Detroit Jewelry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>Minneapolis Jewelry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>Jackson Jewelry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>St. Louis Jewelry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>Helena Jewelry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>Lincoln Jewelry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>Las Vegas Jewelry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Hampshire</td>
<td>Manchester Jewelry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>Newark Jewelry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td>Albuquerque Jewelry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>New York City Jewelry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>Cincinnati Jewelry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td>Oklahoma City Jewelry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>Portland Jewelry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>Philadelphia Jewelry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
<td>Providence Jewelry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>Charleston Jewelry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>Nashville Jewelry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>Houston Jewelry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah</td>
<td>Salt Lake City Jewelry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermont</td>
<td>Burlington Jewelry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>Richmond Jewelry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Seattle Jewelry</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Available at all the fine stores listed above. 16-pc. service for four $24.95; 24-pc. service for six $34.95; 50-pc. service for eight $59.95. For further information on this new pattern and other stainless steel designs, write Reed & Barton, Taunton, Mass.
in stainless steel by REED & BARTON
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Impressive contributions from Picasso and Chagall are among this year's group of designs for UNICEF greeting cards. Also included are designs by a Turkish and a Pakistani artist, and five beautiful Eskimo stencils called Artic Life. The Party," right, is one of a charming series called A Child's World, by André Francois of France. Proceeds from these cards go as always to the United Nations Children's Fund for needed food and medicine for children all over the world. Write to UNICEF, United Nations 17, N. Y. for an illustrated brochure.

- The U. S. Submarine Force has always claimed to have the gourmet chefs of the military. Now the public can judge for itself. The Dolphin Cook Book, with 850 recipes contributed by the men of the Submarine Force, their wives and families, is offered for general sale. The recipes are mouth-watering—Hawaiian Steak Terrlachi, Seafood Fit for a Sea Leopard, Rum Thud, Pheasant in Sour Cream for example. Funds from the book go to a college scholarship foundation for Submarine sons and daughters. It is ordered for 83.50 from Dolphin Dishes, P.O. Box 9611, Norfolk, Va.

- What child wouldn't love to receive from all over the world such collectors' items as silkworm cocoons, bits of ore, pressed flowers, foreign coins (not to mention the stamps on the packages!) 'Round the World by Mail sends a souvenir—and explanation of it—from a different country every month. A subscription, including a large full-color world map and an explorer badge, costs 83 for 6 months. 'Round the World by Mail, 505 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

One rug manufacturer now tells you frankly on its labels what kind of wear its products will take. A & M Karagheusian (295 Fifth Ave., New York 16, N. Y.) has initiated a performance rating system—light, standard, medium-heavy, or heavy use—for its entire line of Gullstan carpets, regardless of fabric, weave or style.

- Home sewers should be able to cut down considerably on cutting-out time when they use these new, compact electric scissors. Speed Snips have high-carbon steel blades for lasting sharpness, a handy push button for quick start-stop cutting action. Speedway Manufacturing Co., Division of That Power Tool Co., Ma Grange Park, Ill.

For further information about any product, write to the manufacturer.
FIBERGLAS™—THE DRAPERIES PROVED WASHABLE, NO-IRON, COMPLETELY SUN-SAFE, CANNOT SHRINK OR STRETCH... FIRE-SAFE, TOO!

Economical ready made Fiberglas Draperies available from $7.00 the pair. For Howard Bay's decorating hints write to Owens-Corning Fiberglas, Dept. HN, 717 Fifth Ave., New York 22, N.Y.

See "Trend House" exhibition produced by the National Society of Interior Designers for National Interior Design month at Fiberglas Fabric Center, 717 Fifth Avenue, New York. Open to the public, September 10th through December 10th.
HOW A WHOLE FAMILY USES Home Interphone

Photo record of a day with the B. W. Hailes family of Chicago shows versatility and usefulness of new Bell Telephone System home communications service.

8:05 a.m. “Time to come down to breakfast.”
Home Interphone helps Mrs. Hailes get the day organized and off to a good start. By phone she wakes the children, calls everyone down to breakfast when it’s ready. Her voice is quietly broadcast from speakers mounted near each of the other extension phones in the home.

12:20 p.m. “Lunch is ready. Come on in.”
Children playing near the front or back doors are summoned easily. The steps and stair-climbing which Home Interphone saves for Mrs. Hailes can’t be counted. With three children, one of them a new baby, she’d be even busier than she is without this service to help her.
10:10 a.m. "Package for you, ma'am."

When either the front or the back doorbell rings, Mrs. Haines can answer it from the nearest phone. The visitor hears her voice through a small microphone-speaker unit mounted above the door. Phone-to-door link gives welcome protection, especially at night or when Mrs. Haines is alone.

11:05 a.m. "Can we go out to play?"

The Haines' two older girls find Home Interphone very easy to use. Operation is extremely simple, and can be learned quickly. An added advantage is the fact that the system works through regular telephones which are conveniently located to serve the family.

5:20 p.m. "We're having dinner at seven."

Home Interphone handles many casual, spur-of-the-moment household conversations, and gets questions answered fast. Mrs. Haines is shown answering hands-free at a time when she has her hands full. A small microphone in the telephone's base picks up her voice.

8:25 p.m. "It's Jack for you, dear."

Incoming calls from the outside are smoothly relayed via Home Interphone. Here, Mr. Haines hears his wife's voice from the speaker. To take his call from friend Jack he will simply lift the receiver of the nearby extension phone, turn the button, and talk.

NOW—why not take a moment and think of all the daily ways that Home Interphone could make living easier for your family? Remember, too, that any repairs that arise from normal use are fixed promptly by skilled technicians at no extra charge. If you'd like more information, just call or visit your Bell Telephone Business Office, ask your telephone man, or use the coupon below.


Name:
Address:
City or Town: Zone: State:
Telephone:
...all the explosive beauty of the infinite night will live forever in solid silver by Towle

Vespera...the first, lovely star of evening...inspires the chaste contemporary line...the utter purity of design in Towle’s infinitely beautiful new sterling silver pattern. When you hold it, turn the handle this way and that to reflect each exquisitely sculptured curve. Imagine it as a gleaming background for your very own applied monogram or engraved initials. Lift it lightly...and discover that the mere crescent of silver reinforcing its line creates a wonderfully delicate but well-defined balance of design in Vespera! Then you’ll know why it is said that “sterling is always sterling...but sterling by Towle is a treasure.” 6-piece place setting: Plain, $39.75. Engraved, $44.25. Applied monogram, $49.95. Fed. tax inc.
Register VESPERA... or any other Towle Sterling pattern as your favorite and ENTER TOWLE'S

"BRIDE OF THE YEAR"
CONTEST

PRIZES: $12,000 WORTH OF HONEYMOON MONEY
AND LOVELY FURNISHINGS FOR YOUR HOME!

Imagine! There's nothing to buy, nothing to write! Just by registering your name, along with the Towle silver pattern of your choice, at your Towle dealer's you may become the "Bride of the Year" and win absolutely all of this: $2,500 for honeymoon and wedding expenses... a 141-piece treasure chest of lovely, lasting sterling silver created by Towle... a 60-piece set of fine translucent Lenox China, the "superlative" quality china... a 60-piece set of handblown Fostoria Crystal, the fine crystal with a fashion flair... a 15-piece Carvel Hall Steak Knife and Carving Set in a beautiful walnut "presentation chest."

And there's so much more—actually 1,025 prizes in all including Hostess and Bridal Sets of solid Towle sterling in handsome chests—beautiful luxury serving pieces of Towle silver... a total of $12,000 in wealth and gifts!

If you start your silver service and then win the contest... Towle will refund double or triple* the money you've spent on Towle silver, complete your service, and give you all the additional prizes too!

So, don't wait a minute. Be sure to see Towle's exquisitely sculptured new "Vespera" pattern in enduring solid silver... and get complete details on Towle's "Bride of the Year" contest at your Towle dealer's soon. Remember—it could be you!

*Triple for Vespera, double for other Towle patterns.

REGISTER NOW

...1,025 PRIZES WORTH $12,000 IN ALL!

Contest details and entry blanks for Towle's "Bride of the Year" Contest are available at your jeweler's or the silver department of your local department store. YOU DO NOT HAVE TO PURCHASE ANYTHING. Simply select the Towle silver pattern of your choice and register it with your Towle dealer, who will forward it to the company.

All contest entries must be registered with your Towle dealer by December 31, 1961. Contest drawing will be held on February 28, 1962 and all winners will be notified as soon as possible thereafter.

Federal, State and local laws apply. Contest is not open to any employees of Towle, its advertising agency, or their families.
Why do more dishwasher owners use Cascade than any other product? Because Cascade eliminates drops that dry into spots!

**WATER DROPS** See what happens when even clean water is sprayed on glassware, silver. This test shows how drops form. These dry into ugly spots.

**CASCADE** But see with Cascade no drops form! Just as in your dishwasher, water slides off in clear-rinsing "sheets." Dishes, silver dry spotless, sparkling.

You've never seen your dishes cleaner, your silver brighter! Cascade is absolutely unsurpassed at stopping spots (your toughest problem in automatic dishwashing). That's because Cascade contains Chlorosheen...an exclusive formula that eliminates the drops that cause spots. No drops left to hold grease and food particles or dry into cloudy streaks or messy spots. For best results, give your dishwasher the best—Cascade.

No other dishwasher detergent cleans so well yet is so safe for fine china patterns! Only Cascade is rated safe for today's loveliest china patterns by the American Fine China Guild, whose members make Castleton, Flintridge, Franciscan, Lenox and Syracuse china. Their exclusive recommendation was given Cascade after thoroughly testing every leading dishwasher detergent. Look for their seal of approval on every Cascade package.

**TO ENCOURAGE YOUTHFUL TALENTS,** (left to right.) Trimhandy that cuts paper (5½ by 4½ inches, $4.95); or Sewhandy, a miniature sewing machine—electric (10½ by 5 inches, $24.95) or manual (7½ by 4½ inches, $14.95). Sewhandy is beige and white; its plastic carrying case is persimmon.

**A STITCH AT THE RIGHT TIME**

Three new machines that can teach a little girl how to sew

The machine age is arriving much earlier these days for the young seamstress who wants to emulate her mother's sewing habits. If your little girl has an urge to sew, yet is too young to use your adult machine, Singer's new machines for children will help her develop her sewing machine dexterity creatively—and safely. If she is of preschool age, she can begin on a Trimhandy, a paper cutter that operates like a manual sewing machine. The cutting edge at needle-point position enables her to cut out paper dolls and their clothes, paper flowers and other designs.

If your little girl is 6 to 10 years old, she will be able to operate the more advanced Sewhandy, a real chain-stitch sewing machine on which she can make potholders, place mats, doll clothes, and, with practice, something to wear. Here are several things she can make on her Sewhandy. For complete instructions prepared by Singer, write to H&G's Reader Service, 420 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

**BOOK COVER AND CARRYING CASE**

can be made by a young seamstress from two colors of felt. She can stitch the pocket into sections to carry her pencils, ruler, other small accessories.

**MATCHED DRAWSTRING SKIRTS OR APRONS** are two wearable things a small girl can make for herself and her doll with only a little bit of help from mother.
Potholder has its own reversible and removable envelope-type slipcover. Child can make the inner pad of heat-resistant flannelette and the slipcover of bright cotton.

Butterfly wall hanging is made from fringed burlap brightened with butterflies cut from felt. Ribbon loops, through which to slip a tiny hanging pole, can be sewn along the top.

Dusting mitt is made of pastel cotton flannelette. A little girl can outline her own hand in pencil or ink on the top half, then cut out press-on tape to resemble vivid red nail polish.

Place mat and matching napkins might be made of butcher linen. The trim can be graduated sizes of rickrack in a contrasting tone, the hems fringed.

Felt cover for Sewhandy, with pockets for spools of thread, strawberry needle cushion, is a project on which the child will need mother's assistance.

Christmas tree bag is something a child might enjoy making to hang up for Santa's visit instead of a stocking. It can be of bright green felt with white felt snowflake appliques.

From the SOPHISTICATE collection

For colorful decorating brochures of TOMLINSON furniture for the living room, dining room, bedroom, and listing of franchised retailers, send 50c for each brochure desired to

Mary Hopkins, Furniture by TOMLINSON, High Point, North Carolina

□ The SOPHISTICATE Collection, a milestone in contemporary design.
□ The PAVANE Assemblage, classic themes designed for 20th Century living.

NAME
ADDRESS
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There I was across the finish.
Goggles down, riding on three wheels and a grin.
No, but I had the look of a winner. You’ve got that look, Gimlet.
And the taste. Vodka, Rose’s Lime Juice and ice. First in a field of one.
From now on it’s you and me, kid.
Grand Prix all the way.

Gin in a Gimlet also comes across as a winner.
Recipe: 4 or 5 parts gin or vodka to 1 part Rose’s Lime Juice, over ice, in an old-fashioned or cocktail glass.
IMPORTED FROM ENGLAND
Designed to live beautifully forever

These twelve timeless designs are among the best loved, most cherished patterns ever to bear the Gorham name. We call them the "Encore Group." If you own one of these patterns, here's your opportunity to add to or complete your service. If you are just starting, why not choose your sterling from these or any of the other permanently available Gorham designs.

SPECIAL DINNER-FOR-EIGHT SET SAVINGS ON ALL GORHAM DESIGNS:

Eight 4-piece place settings, save $20.
Eight 5-piece place settings, save $25.
Eight 6-piece place settings, save $30.

Gorham Sterling Silverware
130 Years of Leadership
The Gorham Company, Providence 7, R.I.
You've seen rare antique china in museums, breath-takingly translucent, glowing with a bright, diamond-blue whiteness. Now Syracuse brings you "museum piece" china of the same superb color and translucency with a fluted and swirled shape, simplified for modern taste. For all its fragile-looking charm, Silhouette is made of enduring, gem-hard china. Matchings are guaranteed for at least twenty years! Ask your dealer for details.

5-piece place settings:
- **BELOVED**, undecorated white, 11.95.
- **WEDDING RING**, with platinum edge, shown, 14.95.
- **DEBONAIR**, with gold edge, 14.95.

Other Silhouette patterns from 15.95 to 17.95.

For color brochure, send 25¢ to Syracuse China, Dept. G-111, Syracuse 1, N.Y.

Having difficulties getting replacements of older patterns? Write Dept. M.
UNOBTRUSIVE YET ELEGANT, PANELING OF REDWOOD has a timeless natural beauty that creates a delightful feeling of warmth and graciousness...sets off your prized possessions to best advantage. And the years will not dim its beauty, for scuffs, mars and dents are inconspicuous on the surface of saw-textured redwood. When your architect specifies Certified Kiln Dried redwood, he is assuring you lasting satisfaction.

For information on finishing redwood paneling, write Dept. C-10 for your copy of "REDWOOD INTERIOR FINISHES".

Architect: Goodwin Steinberg, A.I.A.
Our boarding-school daughter called up out of the blue to advise us that she had an unexpected free weekend and could she bring two friends home with her and might they have a small party. There wasn't much time for preparations, but I thought it would be well worth making a glorious effort to pull off something special.

I decided to make it an All-American dinner, not expecting Diana's friends to have an international palate and remembering how I felt about school cuisine. Besides, it gave me a chance to use the children's last birthday present—three marvelous pieces they picked out themselves at Altman's: a cake stand, footed compote and tureen, all in white pottery with an American eagle coat-of-arms design. I whipped up the nearest thing I could think of to emulate a Turkey-red tablecloth—yards of red flannelette, seamed together at the center.

Diana helped me set the table, buffet fashion, with the towering four-layer fudge cake atop the cake stand and the compote piled with figs and nuts as centerpieces. From the matching tureen we served an old-fashioned beef stew, studded with glazed pearl onions, minuscule peas and tiny whole carrots. From the general high spirits, I gathered the whole party was quite a success.

It was a large glass urn for wine nested in a base of wrought-iron vine leaves and grapes, with a spigot at the side. Would be marvelous for large, serve-yourself parties—each guest could fill his glass at will—and it's so good looking, it would make a distinguished center of attention on a buffet. I like this particular color, a Rhine-wineglass green called "Empoli," but I noticed the urns also come in amethyst, deep green or amber glass.

Ann Babcock came back from a family reunion in Grand Haven, Mich., with what she calls her perennial border, a brilliant Hungarian tablecloth she found at Reichardt's. It's 63 by 82 inches, of white linen, embroidered the whole length of its center with a riot of flowers-that-never-were—ruby reds, gentian blues, pinks and yellow worked in a flat stitch that looks almost like appliqué. The cloth is so beautifully made that it's more elegant than picturesque, but it certainly will be a happy sight when the outside world seems cold and colorless.

I am about to enter a vale of tears—glass tears. I've just ordered four dozen fragile, clear glass teardrops that you can use to make all kinds of charming...
In the way it looks... and in the way it rides and handles... the new Cadillac car has brought a new level of elegance to modern motoring.
NOTES FOR THE HOSTESS
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decorations. They may be filled (half full seems to look best) with colored water and suspended mobile-fashion to catch the light. I plan to hang up one group of sapphire blue with emerald green over the dining room buffet. Or I might try piling them like giant baroque jewels in a clear glass bowl. They present marvelous possibilities as Christmas decorations—you could even hang the little ones on the tree. They’re imported from Germany in four sizes: smallish to pear size.

I’ve come across a new brand of ice cream and ices that is an ice cream addict’s dream come true. The off-beat sherbets are especially refreshing—pink grapefruit, cantaloupe and watermelon, not to mention the bitter chocolate sherbet spiked with mandarin orange. Don’t take especially to the coffee ice creams. In addition to black coffee ice cream, there’s mocha and espresso! All these treats are made by Baskin & Robbins and so far sold only in their own stores, which are rapidly opening all over the United States. While awaiting the imminent arrival of one in our town, I’m going to get out our electric ice-cream freezer and see if I can come up with one of the exotic flavors by guess and by golly (maybe cantaloupe, to serve with the fruit itself).

A quick trick I must write down before I forget: Seaside Special, a super soup in seconds. You take a can of white clam sauce, a can of cream of tomato soup, half a can of milk, some oregano, heat them together and there you are.

Why did we always love to go to Great-aunt Jessica’s when we were children? It wasn’t just the ever-fresh hot cookies, the orchard swings or the dress-up trunk. The main thing we loved was how good the house smelled. It has only occurred to me that I might try to recapture those poigniant fragrances—shallow bowls of potpourri in the living room, pomegranate in the closets, small bags of lavender between the sheets in the linen closet, balsam cones in the wood basket. Since not all of these olfactory delights can be bought nowadays, I’m going to get my hands on some old recipes and make some. In fact, while I’m at this pleasant pastime I think I’ll make a lot, so I’ll always have some on hand for house presents.

HOUSE & GARDEN

Cannon’s dream-of-a-bedspread for Christmas

Colonial PERFECTION, a dream to give, to own, to treasure for years. Luxurious, yet carefree; never lints, never needs the iron. A Cannon Royal Family spread in all cotton, with rounded corners, double-knot fringe. Twin or double, about $25 (slightly higher in the West). In Antique White, Williamsburg Blue, Colonial Brown, Dogwood Pink and Federal Gold. CANNON BEDSPREADS—CREATED TO BEAUTIFY YOUR LIVING

Cannon Mills, Inc., 70 Worth St., New York 13
CHOOSE IT FOR BEAUTY ALONE...
CHERISH IT FOR PERSONALIZED COMFORT
SIMMONS FINE FURNITURE FOR THE WAKING HOURS

Now, from Simmons, magnificent new custom-detailed sofas and companion chairs, luxuriously beautiful, luxuriously comfortable. And every graceful piece has revolutionary Comfortor® construction to provide unique personalized comfort. No body see-saw: it independently adjusts to each individual’s weight! Only Simmons, makers of Beautyrest, could build this luxury comfort into such fine furniture for your waking hours. A wide variety of styles custom-covered in choice of fabrics. Shown, 100-inch sofa about $400; chair about $200. At better stores.

SIMMONS EXCLUSIVE COMFORTOR® CONSTRUCTION
Each luxurious cushion rests on its own independent base of famous Beautyrest springs. Both are supported by an independent flexible lifetime steel grid. Result: personalized seating comfort...outstanding durability.
Magnificent family entertainment center... 24" Video-matic TV... true Stereophonic High Fidelity... FM/AM radio... Music becomes magic, pictures become “alive” with breathtaking new realism! Only Magnavox brings you all these innovations for your greatest viewing and listening pleasure: Revolutionary new Video-matic TV that always gives you the finest pictures—automatically... spectacular true Stereophonic High Fidelity with the fabulous new Micromatic Record Player that eliminates both record and stylus wear... plus thrilling new Stereophonic FM radio.

Let your Magnavox dealer, listed in the Yellow Pages, show you why Magnavox is the finest and your best buy... on any basis of comparison.
The Magnavox Company, world leader in stereo-precision electronics for industry and defense, Fort Wayne, Indiana.

Stereo Theatres priced from only $359.50 to $935.

Greatest Reliability! All tubes... parts... and service are guaranteed for a full year because Magnavox adheres to the acclaimed policy of advanced research in high reliability electronics for the military, makes Magnavox Gold Seal instruments the most dependable ever! Sold only by authorized dealers listed in your Yellow Pages. Other Stereo Theatres priced from only $359.50 to $935. The Magnavox Company, world leader in stereo-precision electronics for industry and defense, Fort Wayne, Indiana.


going places, finding things in PARIS ANTIQUE SHOPS

The city that is the perennial inspiration of poet, painter and couturier is also an antique collector's paradise

BY NAOMI BARRY


A very old lady I know was discussing the last two great wars as she had lived through them in France. While she was describing the problems of how to eke out an existence under duress, she remarked with some envy of a friend, "Well, if there is another war, she has nothing to worry about. She's just starting to sell off the eighteenth century and considering how much she has of it, it should last her another twenty years."

Thus she summed up the advantages of an economy where nothing is treated as rubbish and almost everything eventually turns up again on the market. What can no longer be used in its original form can always be re-used slightly transformed. Eventually—if you can wait long enough—it is likely to mount in value. Even the recently despised Napoleon III is now considered charming, and 1890 is back in vogue.

Consequently, there are antique shops all over Paris—on the Right Bank, the Left Bank, and on the flats at the Porte de Clignancourt where the famous Flea Market opens its stalls Saturday, Sunday and Monday. Any woman visiting Paris should reserve time to browse the shops, especially for little things—you can make several significant purchases without exceeding the new $100 duty-free allowance.

If you want to start with the Flea Market, professional dealers say the best time to find a real treasure is early Saturday morning. Then the antique merchants from Paris descend like a band of locusts to snatch up all the new, fashionable or obsolete, items they can wait long enough—it is likely to mount in value. Even the recently despised Napoleon III is now considered charming, and 1890 is back in vogue.

Consequently, there are antique shops all over Paris—on the Right Bank, the Left Bank, and on the flats at the Porte de Clignancourt where the famous Flea Market opens its stalls Saturday, Sunday and Monday. Any woman visiting Paris should reserve time to browse the shops, especially for little things—you can make several significant purchases without exceeding the new $100 duty-free allowance.

If you want to start with the Flea Market, professional dealers say the best time to find a real treasure is early Saturday morning. Then the antique merchants from Paris descend like a band of locusts to snatch up all the new, fashionable or obsolete, items they can wait long enough—it is likely to mount in value. Even the recently despised Napoleon III is now considered charming, and 1890 is back in vogue.

Consequently, there are antique shops all over Paris—on the Right Bank, the Left Bank, and on the flats at the Porte de Clignancourt where the famous Flea Market opens its stalls Saturday, Sunday and Monday. Any woman visiting Paris should reserve time to browse the shops, especially for little things—you can make several significant purchases without exceeding the new $100 duty-free allowance.

If you want to start with the Flea Market, professional dealers say the best time to find a real treasure is early Saturday morning. Then the antique merchants from Paris descend like a band of locusts to snatch up all the new, fashionable or obsolete, items they can wait long enough—it is likely to mount in value. Even the recently despised Napoleon III is now considered charming, and 1890 is back in vogue.

Consequently, there are antique shops all over Paris—on the Right Bank, the Left Bank, and on the flats at the Porte de Clignancourt where the famous Flea Market opens its stalls Saturday, Sunday and Monday. Any woman visiting Paris should reserve time to browse the shops, especially for little things—you can make several significant purchases without exceeding the new $100 duty-free allowance.

If you want to start with the Flea Market, professional dealers say the best time to find a real treasure is early Saturday morning. Then the antique merchants from Paris descend like a band of locusts to snatch up all the new, fashionable or obsolete, items they can wait long enough—it is likely to mount in value. Even the recently despised Napoleon III is now considered charming, and 1890 is back in vogue.
Grand Hotel
A private pleasure-land for discriminating guests from all over the world, the hotel and grounds occupy all of historic Point Clear on Mobile Bay. During the century before the present modern hotel was built, two other fashionable resorts on the same spot established its aristocratic tradition. On the 40-acre estate, guests enjoy club privileges and championship course at Lakeview Golf Club, as well as sailing, power boating, private beach, golf course (and caddies), tennis, badminton and lawn bowling, American Plan. For color brochure and reservations, write Ladies B. P. Post, Resident Manager, Grand Hotel, Point Clear, Alabama. (Murray Stevenson, Vice President.)

Point Clear

Indies House
"In the U.S.A. ... but fols away" in the Florida Keys. The same management as the famous Indies Inn of Virginia. Graceful hospitality, memorable dining, great fishing & other sports, dancing, entertainment. Easy to reach by plane, bus or boat. Information & reservations write Box 250, Key West, Florida, 33040, U.S.A.

Miami

Palm Beach
La Coquille
A private Club-Resort, midway between Palm Beach and Delray. Luxurious accommodations . . . all rooms face the ocean, and have private terraces overlooking the pool. 1/4 mile private beach. Superb cuisine. Modulated American Plan. For Membership information, contact Ross W. Thompson, General Manager or Representatives: Robert F. Warren, Inc., New York, Boston, Washington, Chicago, Toronto.

St. Petersburg

Scottsdale

Phoenix
Camelback Inn
Open Oct. to early May. Golf under Arizona's close sunny desert skies at Paradise Valley C.C. Small fry attend "Bishopdale College" while teenagers enjoy riding, swimming, tennis & dancing. Thanksgiving and Christmas-New Year's are outstanding vacations for family fun. A.A. Western, TWA offer quick trips to Phoenix. For reservations write, wire, or phone Whitney 5-8441. 25 years under management of the Jack Stewarts.

Tucson


World Famous Wild Horse Ranch Club, AAA Rating. 2200 acres, 160 guest rooms, 18-hole weeks, incl. riding, swimming, excellent food. Write Box 5665.

Wickenburg
Rancho de los Caballeros hide you and your children welcome on famous 20,000-acre luxury ranch. Swim, ride, tennis, golf, and fun in the sun.

Arizona . . . where the sun spends the winter and you will too, over and over again once you visit the "Grand Canyon State".

California

House & Garden Travelog
A DIRECTORY OF FINE HOTELS AND RESORTS
IDENTIFY YOURSELF AS A READER OF HOUSE & GARDEN WHEN WRITING TO THESE HOTELS FOR INFORMATION OR RESERVATIONS

ALABAMA

Point Clear

ARIZONA

La Coquille
A private Club-Resort, midway between Palm Beach and Delray. Luxurious accommodations . . . all rooms face the ocean, and have private terraces overlooking the pool. 1/4 mile private beach. Superb cuisine. Modulated American Plan. For Membership information, contact Ross W. Thompson, General Manager or Representatives: Robert F. Warren, Inc., New York, Boston, Washington, Chicago, Toronto.

St. Petersburg

Scottsdale

Tucson


World Famous Wild Horse Ranch Club, AAA Rating. 2200 acres, 160 guest rooms, 18-hole weeks, incl. riding, swimming, excellent food. Write Box 5665.

Wickenburg
Rancho de los Caballeros hide you and your children welcome on famous 20,000-acre luxury ranch. Swim, ride, tennis, golf, and fun in the sun.

Arizona . . . where the sun spends the winter and you will too, over and over again once you visit the "Grand Canyon State".

Florida

Duck Key

Sun Valley

Virgin Islands

New Hampshire

FRANCONIA NOTCH
Mittersill—Ski resort on Cannon Mtn. A Tread­

New Jersey

ATLANTIC CITY

Marlborough-Blenheim. On boardwalk. N-w

Virgin

Williamsburg

WILLIAMSBURG

The Cloister


Has House & Garden Travelog helped you in deciding where your vacation or holiday will be spent? If so, when writing to the hotels or resorts for literature, or when making your reservation, inquire whether House & Garden will be given special consideration.

Inn, Lodge & Motor House

A visit to historic Williamsburg is more than a journey back to colonial days. It is an oppor­

tunity to enjoy a delightful vacation. Fine lodg­

ings in modern hotels, guest houses, restored taverns and the Motor House. Excellent food and service. Golf, tennis and other seasonal sports. Come and see the Governor's Palace, Capital and other famous buildings, watch crafts­

men at their benches and don't miss visiting nearby Janevort and Yohnsont. For informa­

tion write Box 718, Williamsburg, Virginia or Williamsburg Reservation Office, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York. Telephone Cicle 4-4000.

Sun Valley Lodge and Challenger Inn

Home, a 30-year-old school and ski center other lifts make the sport loss work and more play. Skating, warm-water swimming, fine food, music, dancing and evening entertainment round out the winter fare. Silver Anniversary season opens December 16. For reservations, Winston Mc­

Crea, Mgr. Color folder.

Isle Hilton

Unreal and unique, this island where the charm of yesterday lives... where there's still a 19th century case of pace. Glorious relaxation plus modern salt-water pool, exotic food and drinks, all water sports, duty-free shopping. Only 25 min. by air from San Juan. See your Travel Agent or call any Hilton Hotel or Hilton Res­

ervation Office. (See your telephone directory)

Bahamas

Emerald Beach Hotel
Occident with private 1/6 mile beach. Pool, 6-hole pitch 'n' putt course, tennis, shuffle-board, all water sports, Landscaped gardens, Entertain­

ment nightly. Air-conditioned, open all year. See a travel agent or call LA 4-2388, Boston; RO 4-3108, Chicago; WO 2-2700, Detroit; DU 8- 1515, Los Angeles; PL 4-1607, Miami; NU 9- 0123, New York; XJ 7-2117, San Francisco; TE 6-4002, Washington; EM 3-3668, Toronto.

Nassau

Nassau Beach Hotel
This year, go where the fun is. To Nassau's favorite seaside resort. Outdoor life is at its best now. Nightly entertainment and dancing. Free-port shopping, Symphonious cuisine. Tmes­

raced, air conditioned accommodations. The Nassau Beach Hotel is heaven . . . on earth. By Elaido International, New York, Plasa 7-5436 and all major cities.

Bermuda

Smith's Parish

Pink Beach Cottage Colony

On the renowned South Shore, fourteen exquisite cottages offering perfection in Bermuda Living. Superb cuisine, flawless service. New pool, private beach, tennis courts, air-conditioned clubhouse, dining rooms, Cocktail bar, spacious lounges. Colour folder, reservations, limit your Travel Agent or Leonard P. Brickett, Agenten­

tion write Box 718, Williamsburg, Virginia or Williamsburg Reservation Office, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York. Telephone Cicle 4-4000.

The Tides Inn

Georgeous living in rural Virginia includes a village recognized by experts as real Colonial Virginia at its best. The friendly atmosphere of pure Virginia. The charming elegant guest rooms, Gourmet living in rural Virginia includes a village recognized by experts as real Colonial Virginia at its best. The friendly atmosphere of pure Virginia. The charming elegant guest rooms, 

Virginia

IRVINGTON

Inn, Irvington 4, Virginia.

GEORGIA

SAINT SIMMONS ISLAND


SEAS ISLAND

NEW JERSEY

Virgin Islands

EMERALD BEACH HOTEL

Emerald Beach Hotel
Occident with private 1/6 mile beach. Pool, 6-hole pitch 'n' putt course, tennis, shuffle-board, all water sports, Landscaped gardens, Entertain­

ent nightly. Air-conditioned, open all year. See a travel agent or call LA 4-2388, Boston; RO 4-3108, Chicago; WO 2-2700, Detroit; DU 8- 1515, Los Angeles; PL 4-1607, Miami; NU 9- 0123, New York; XJ 7-2117, San Francisco; TE 6-4002, Washington; EM 3-3668, Toronto.

Nassau

Nassau Beach Hotel
This year, go where the fun is. To Nassau's favorite seaside resort. Outdoor life is at its best now. Nightly entertainment and dancing. Free-port shopping, Symphonious cuisine. Tmes­

raced, air conditioned accommodations. The Nassau Beach Hotel is heaven . . . on earth. By Elaido International, New York, Plasa 7-5436 and all major cities.

Bermuda

Smith's Parish

Pink Beach Cottage Colony

On the renowned South Shore, fourteen exquisite cottages offering perfection in Bermuda Living. Superb cuisine, flawless service. New pool, private beach, tennis courts, air-conditioned clubhouse, dining rooms, Cocktail bar, spacious lounges. Colour folder, reservations, limit your Travel Agent or Leonard P. Brickett, Agenten­

tion write Box 718, Williamsburg, Virginia or Williamsburg Reservation Office, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York. Telephone Cicle 4-4000.
PARIS ANTIQUE SHOPS

continued from page 29

and interesting things that have been discovered during the week. By noon, they have swept back to Paris to resell their finds.

The Village Suisse

To me, the in-town version of the Flea Market, the Village Suisse, seems to have a higher proportion of valuable to junk. A jumble of barracks on the Avenue des Sucref near the Champ-de-Mars, it is small enough to cover completely in about two hours. The alleys are paved, which means less dust in your shoes.

The proprietor of Stand 61 in the Village Suisse, an attractive young woman named Nitcha, differs from the other merchants in that she is primarily a creator. Every week she travels an area of approximately 600 miles seeking mass lots of scrap that at first glance look hopeless. This is the base stock to be transformed under her direction by sculptures and iron workers into gay and charming accessories and pieces of indoor and outdoor furniture. One such piece that caught my eye was a garden or terrace table devised in the bottom; a marble slab covers the top.

Nitcha's is the place to go for 6-foot-tall rubber trees made of zinc—to decorate an entrance hall. Zinc is Nitcha's favorite material. It is light; it does not rust; it has chic in its brute state, yet its smooth surface also takes well to paint. Nitcha suggests painting the leaves with a shiny dark green paint to bring out a suggestion of a yellow overtone in the green.

Quai Voltaire Section

The aristocrats of the Paris antique shop world are housed in the Quai Voltaire section. Their establishments are beautiful historic mansions on the Left Bank of the Seine looking across toward the Louvre. I lived for years around the corner from the Quai Voltaire, admiring these antique shops without daring to set a foot inside, until the merchants of the neighborhood inaugurated their Wednesday evening block parties. Apparently my reticence had been shared by the public, which had been shunning this handsome and historic Left Bank quarter to rummage for supposed bargains in the
PARIS ANTIQUE SHOPS continued

Before the French Revolution, there were no standard liquid measures. Pewter wine pitchers were supposedly to come in regulation sizes, but they varied from province to province. A Norman beaker, for instance, was more generous than a Parisian beaker. Wine pitchers were always made with covers. If you come across a pitcher without a cover, it was intended for water.

From M. Boucaud I learned the origin of the expression, mettre le couver, which currently means to set the table. The phrase harks back to a more semantically exact era when putting on the cover actually meant putting on the cover. In the time of Louis XIV rich people ate their soup from pewter porringer, which were lidded to keep the soup warm until the host and his guests could make it to the table from the salon after the announcement that dinner was ready.

M. Boucaud’s shop with its eighteenth-century meat grills, cake forms and long-handled spatulas is like a humanistic foot-

Continued on page 44
Wallace Sterling is designed for the woman behind every successful man. Behind every successful man is a woman with a plan. If you’re headed for a president’s residence in Washington, Detroit or elsewhere, Wallace has designed Grande Baroque for born leaders—just like you. It’s one of America’s best-loved patterns...quite understandable when you know that Grande Baroque was inspired by the courts of the kings and queens of Renaissance France. Grande Baroque four-piece place setting, $33.75. Federal tax included. Tip: when you buy in quantity, Wallace place settings (four or more) cost less. Ask about extended payment plans. At leading stores in the U. S. and Canada. Write Wallace Silversmiths, Wallingford, Conn. for free “Silver Selector Gift” booklet.
Precious gifts (WURLITZER PIANOS) come in compact, spinet, console and grand packages!

—and the fun of a "Wurlitzer Merry Music Christmas" lasts a lifetime. Custom-choose the piano for your home this Christmas from the more than 50 handsome styles and finishes Wurlitzer offers. New compact decorator-designed pianos save precious floor space. Lovely spinets and consoles and imposing grands extend the largest line of pianos offered. All have famous Wurlitzer features... all are comfortably priced. There's nothing like the thrill of music you play yourself... on a Wurlitzer Piano. See your Wurlitzer Piano Dealer today.

WURLITZER, Box HG-1161, DeKalb, Illinois
Please send me the Christmas Catalog showing the complete line of Wurlitzer decorator-designed pianos.

NAME
STREET
CITY

WURLITZER, DeKalb, Illinois
World's Largest Builder of Pianos and Organs

NOVEMBER, 1961
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Connoisseur's corner

**SCONCES TO LIGHT YOUR WALLS**

Decorative candle holders add a romantic accent to any room

Baroque torch held by a carved hand evokes the splendor of the late Renaissance. Sconce is hand-carved and painted in antiqued colors. Socket is for candle, but can be electrified. $89.50. From Angel Loft, Inc.

Bold ironwork makes a sconce adapted from an old French design. We can picture it against a white brick fireplace wall. The sconce is 31½" long, holds candles only. $165. Yale R. Burge.

Gilded tiers touched with red add up to a bright accent for a Provincial dining room or a contemporary living room. Italian-made sconce, 27" high, is of gold-leaf, metal and wood, with an incised pattern etched in red. $80. From Palladio.

**Create an impression of charm—Give Montag Writing Papers**

Warm as your own House, enchanting as a Romance of Roses...the distinctive flair of MONTAG fine writing papers create a charming impression of your good taste. Give the particular box for every personality.

House $1.59
ARomance of Roses $3.00

MONTAG, INC., Atlanta • New York • Dallas

---

English crystal glistens in a magnificent sconce—one of a pair that might take the place of a chandelier in a small dining room. A reproduction of an Adam design, sconce is 30" high and has two movable arms. $560 a pair. Nesle, Inc.

Continued on page 42
When Edward Wormley designed the first Long John table the comment ran, what do you think we want—a newsstand? A decade and many thousands of tables later the original Long John continues to grow in number. Cut from the heart of the wood the grain is worked to its full and visible splendor. As with all Dunbar the labor is more man than machine. This table of sap streak walnut wood, seven feet long, about $245.

Write for "Dunbar Portfolio" of four separate booklets, over 150 designs. Dept.211,Dunbar Furniture Corporation, Berne, Indiana. $1.00 includes handling charges. Showrooms: New York, Boston, Chicago, Dallas, Denver, Kansas City, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Seattle, Honolulu, Brussels.
WHY IS GRANT'S SCOTCH SO POPULAR?

Just this, every drop in Grant's bottle is 8 years old, whereas Scotch that does not carry an age on the label need not be more than 4 years old. For mellowness, it's the age that counts.

Grant's Scotch is sold all over the world—the finest whisky Scotland produces.

Grant's 8

Pewter plaque in a bow-knot design backs a sconce that would be a handsome ornament for a stair well or breakfast nook. Sconce, 11" high, is a reproduction of a Colonial Williamsburg design. Polished or antique finish. $29.25; electrified version, $35.75. Craft House.

Traditional scoop shape in shiny brass, another Williamsburg reproduction, makes a charming sconce to decorate a young girl's bedroom—or to help light a sheltered terrace. 6½ " high. For candle only. $8.05. From Craft House.

Majolica plaque in traditional blue and white is teamed with gold-leafed metal candle arms in an unusual sconce for a dining room. It is Italian-made; 12" high. $40. From Palladio.

Old railway coach lantern inspired this brass sconce, which might now light an entrance or foyer. The fixture is 12" high and has a removable glass chimney. It comes either with candle, $36; or electrified, $50. Available through decorators from Warren Kessler.

Directoire tôle sconce, a one-of-a-kind antique, might be the final flourish in an elegant bedroom. Sconce, 12" high, is mustard colored with black figures, and can be electrified. $180. It is available through decorators from Doris Dessauer.

For store addresses, see page 244.
PARIS ANTIQUE SHOPS

note to history. The past for me always becomes more immediate before such a curiosity as M. Boucaud’s sugar cleaver. Once upon a time, sugar was available only in loaves and had to be cut as needed.

It was in this shop that I saw the long-handed moule a gaufres (waffle iron), which could be used today over a charcoal fire or gas flame to make waffles with a profile of Napoleon molded in the center. For some reason the moule reminded me of the elaborate recipe for “Omelette Aurore” that George Sand used to prepare for her guests—the detail that evoked for me a quicker picture of life at Nohant—her country house—than pages of descriptions of the masquerades, theatricals, marionette shows and musical soirees that went on there. Here is the omelette, lifted from George Sand’s own recipe book and handed on to us in the Alice B. Toklas Cookbook (Harper):

OMELETTE AUREO

Beat 8 eggs with a pinch of salt, 1 tablespoon of sugar and 3 tablespoons heavy cream. Prepare the omelette in the usual manner. Before folding it, place on it 1 cup diced candied fruit and small pieces of marrons glaces which have soaked for several hours in 2 tablespoons curaçao. Fold the omelette to keep the fruit in place, surround with marrons glacés and candied cherries. Cover at once with a Frangipani cream made by stirring 2 whole eggs and 3 yolks with 3 tablespoons sugar until they are pale lemon colored. Then add 1 cup flour and a pinch of salt, stirring until it is perfectly smooth. Add 2 cups milk and mix well. Put in a saucepan over lowest heat and stir until quite thick. It must not boil. Be careful that the cream does not become attached to the bottom or sides of the saucepan. When it has thickened, remove from heat and add 2 tablespoons butter and 3 powdered macaroons. Stir and mix well. Pour over omelette and sprinkle ¼ cup diced angelica over the cream. Then sprinkle 6 powdered macaroons on top and 3 tablespoons melted butter. Place the omelette in a preheated oven only long enough to brown lightly.

5 Rue de Beaune, “Au Petit Hau-uard,” specializes currently in bright yellow earthenware cups, saucers and plates with black decalcomania designs. These were manufactured around 1820 at Creil, a town 50 kilometers north of Paris, and at the time were vulgarly common, but you would hardly guess that today from the prices. The finest collection of yellow Creil is reputed to belong to Mrs. Armour of the Chicago packing-house family.

24 Rue de Beaune looks like a little plot of heaven for sale. The owner, Marguerite Fonfleur, hascornered the angel market. She has French angels, Austrian angels, Italian angels, Spanish angels—all with their national characteristics. Of wood or terra cotta, some are polychromed and some are simply touched with pure gold. They range from diminutive palm-sized to the rounded proportions of a full-sized cherub.

The angel era ran from the beginning of the seventeenth century to the end of the eighteenth. It was the custom for individual families with large properties to maintain their own private chapels, many of which were ornately decorated. Now these estates are being sold with increasing frequency, and it is from their private chapels that Mme. Fonfleur obtains many of her darlings, to be transformed into decorations for somebody’s home. Their plump figures become lamp bases, dimpled arms hold candles or sash draperies, or a smiling face may just pose on a wall.

36 Rue de l’Université, a shop called “Curiosités,” brings to mind something Cyril Connolly, the English critic, once wrote: “We can often penetrate into the past more easily through the small things which people loved rather than through the great, through their idle thoughts rather than...
Can you imagine
with what eloquence this silver
speaks of beauty and of love...
of an artist who shaped it proud and pure...
of craftsmen who turned a dream into solid silver...
of the woman who will own it.
Can you imagine...can it be you?

VISION

INTERNATIONAL STERLING
...loveliest by design

VISION

award-winning pattern
in the first
International Design
Competition
cosponsored by the
American Craftsmen's
Council and The
International Silver Company.

206 designs from 17 countries:
The Design...Vision
The Laureate...
Ronald Hayes Pearson
of the United States.
5-piece place setting, $50
Federal tax included.
their serious ones.” In this particular grab bag of endearments, uselessness and necessities left over from yesterday, everything is small, piled into a piquant rummage and still vibrant with human personality.

Here is a black rectangular box—a plumier or pen box—of papier mâché, on its lid a sybarit scene of some ducks at the water’s edge. One can imagine the pride of the child who went off to school with it (probably a girl with an extravagant bow in her hair).

How did a pretty Parisienne of a century ago keep track of her personality. Here is a black rectangular box—a plumier or pen box—of papier mâché, on its lid a sybarit scene of some ducks at the water’s edge. One can imagine the pride of the child who went off to school with it (probably a girl with an extravagant bow in her hair).

Here is a black rectangular box—a plumier or pen box—of papier mâché, on its lid a sybarit scene of some ducks at the water’s edge. One can imagine the pride of the child who went off to school with it (probably a girl with an extravagant bow in her hair).
PARIS ANTIQUE SHOPS

continued from preceding page

Parisian friend Simone. Ordinarily I might say that changing knobs and handles is a job that takes time, trouble or expense. But Simone is firmly convinced that these are the details that make or break a house. Simone’s husband, an expert in antique hardware, agrees. Once you spend three days searching for a suitable button for his radio, which shows you how mad you can go when you embark on the redecoration of a Paris apartment.

Fanubg St-Antoine

18 Rue d’Anjou, near the American Embassy on Rue Gabriel, is one of the most exciting shops in Europe, one of the only specializing in antique buttons. It would not exist if it were not for Americans, who are the most button-crazy people on earth and even have a button club made up of devoted collectors all over the United States. Buttons are easy for tourists to collect—there is practically no packing problem. You simply load up your coat pockets and be off. Once in the button sanctuary, the fever grips you, too. If you’re not a collector per se, you can sew your antique buttons on clothes or for a small sum transform them into cuff links.

The buttons for sale here have been snipped from military uniforms, hunting costumes, royal livery. With luck, you might find yourself a pair of buttons once worn by, say, the third footman of Marie Antoinette. The buttons are made of silver, gilted copper, pewter, mother-of-pearl and gold and are decorated with everything from a stag’s head to the figure of an inccy-wincy, the dandy of the Restoration, usually pronounced incroyable. Those of the Revolutions period are marked EF (%atard Français).

The shop is run by M. Fon- deur, whose wife has the angel shop on the Rue de Beaune. He estimates that in the past several years he has bought and sold close to 3,000,000 buttons. His usual stock numbers about 100,000. Prices start at about 50 cents each, stock numbers about 100.000. But Simone’s husband, an expert in antique hardware, agrees. Once you spend three days searching for a suitable button for his radio, which shows you how mad you can go when you embark on the redecoration of a Paris apartment.

6. M. H. landlord on Rue d’Anjou, Paris, specializes in carved, gilded wood frames and doors, usually pronounced incroyable. Those of the Revolutions period are marked EF (%atard Français).

The shop is run by M. Fon deur, whose wife has the angel shop on the Rue de Beaune. He estimates that in the past several years he has bought and sold close to 3,000,000 buttons. His usual stock numbers about 100,000. Prices start at about 50 cents each, stock numbers about 100.000. But Simone’s husband, an expert in antique hardware, agrees. Once you spend three days searching for a suitable button for his radio, which shows you how mad you can go when you embark on the redecoration of a Paris apartment.

6. M. H. landlord on Rue d’Anjou, Paris, specializes in carved, gilded wood frames and doors, usually pronounced incroyable. Those of the Revolutions period are marked EF (%atard Français).

The shop is run by M. Fon deur, whose wife has the angel shop on the Rue de Beaune. He estimates that in the past several years he has bought and sold close to 3,000,000 buttons. His usual stock numbers about 100,000. Prices start at about 50 cents each, stock numbers about 100.000. But Simone’s husband, an expert in antique hardware, agrees. Once you spend three days searching for a suitable button for his radio, which shows you how mad you can go when you embark on the redecoration of a Paris apartment.

6. M. H. landlord on Rue d’Anjou, Paris, specializes in carved, gilded wood frames and doors, usually pronounced incroyable. Those of the Revolutions period are marked EF (%atard Français).

The shop is run by M. Fon deur, whose wife has the angel shop on the Rue de Beaune. He estimates that in the past several years he has bought and sold close to 3,000,000 buttons. His usual stock numbers about 100,000. Prices start at about 50 cents each, stock numbers about 100.000. But Simone’s husband, an expert in antique hardware, agrees. Once you spend three days searching for a suitable button for his radio, which shows you how mad you can go when you embark on the redecoration of a Paris apartment.

6. M. H. landlord on Rue d’Anjou, Paris, specializes in carved, gilded wood frames and doors, usually pronounced incroyable. Those of the Revolutions period are marked EF (%atard Français).

The shop is run by M. Fon deur, whose wife has the angel shop on the Rue de Beaune. He estimates that in the past several years he has bought and sold close to 3,000,000 buttons. His usual stock numbers about 100,000. Prices start at about 50 cents each, stock numbers about 100.000. But Simone’s husband, an expert in antique hardware, agrees. Once you spend three days searching for a suitable button for his radio, which shows you how mad you can go when you embark on the redecoration of a Paris apartment.

6. M. H. landlord on Rue d’Anjou, Paris, specializes in carved, gilded wood frames and doors, usually pronounced incroyable. Those of the Revolutions period are marked EF (%atard Français).

The shop is run by M. Fon deur, whose wife has the angel shop on the Rue de Beaune. He estimates that in the past several years he has bought and sold close to 3,000,000 buttons. His usual stock numbers about 100,000. Prices start at about 50 cents each, stock numbers about 100.000. But Simone’s husband, an expert in antique hardware, agrees. Once you spend three days searching for a suitable button for his radio, which shows you how mad you can go when you embark on the redecoration of a Paris apartment.

6. M. H. landlord on Rue d’Anjou, Paris, specializes in carved, gilded wood frames and doors, usually pronounced incroyable. Those of the Revolutions period are marked EF (%atard Français).

The shop is run by M. Fon deur, whose wife has the angel shop on the Rue de Beaune. He estimates that in the past several years he has bought and sold close to 3,000,000 buttons. His usual stock numbers about 100,000. Prices start at about 50 cents each, stock numbers about 100.000. But Simone’s husband, an expert in antique hardware, agrees. Once you spend three days searching for a suitable button for his radio, which shows you how mad you can go when you embark on the redecoration of a Paris apartment.

6. M. H. landlord on Rue d’hui, Paris, specializes in carved, gilded wood frames and doors, usually pronounced incroyable. Those of the Revolutions period are marked EF (%atard Français).

The shop is run by M. Fon deur, whose wife has the angel shop on the Rue de Beaune. He estimates that in the past several years he has bought and sold close to 3,000,000 buttons. His usual stock numbers about 100,000. Prices start at about 50 cents each, stock numbers about 100.000. But Simone’s husband, an expert in antique hardware, agrees. Once you spend three days searching for a suitable button for his radio, which shows you how mad you can go when you embark on the redecoration of a Paris apartment.

6. M. H. landlord on Rue d’hui, Paris, specializes in carved, gilded wood frames and doors, usually pronounced incroyable. Those of the Revolutions period are marked EF (%atard Français).

The shop is run by M. Fon deur, whose wife has the angel shop on the Rue de Beaune. He estimates that in the past several years he has bought and sold close to 3,000,000 buttons. His usual stock numbers about 100,000. Prices start at about 50 cents each, stock numbers about 100.000. But Simone’s husband, an expert in antique hardware, agrees. Once you spend three days searching for a suitable button for his radio, which shows you how mad you can go when you embark on the redecoration of a Paris apartment.
MORGAN-JONES bedspread

...circa 1725. One of the most revered Early American weaves, “Summer and Winter,” inspired the new “Primrose” spread. The color, too, is authentic — turkey red. Even with its rich, hand-crafted look, “Primrose” is machine-washable, iron-free, lint-free, preshrunk. About $15†; woven border coverlet, $13†. At fine stores. Morgan-Jones

“Primrose” bedspread also comes in other authentic Early American colors (all fade-resistant): indigo blue, pink, gold, green, mocha.

†Prices slightly higher in the West.

See opposite page for store nearest you.
This column is devoted to questions about old things. No attempt at evaluating antiques will be made. Letters will be answered on this page or by mail. One question to a letter, please. Mail letters to: House & Garden, 420 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N.Y.

Your comments regarding the style and age of my antique solid mahogany desk would be appreciated. It belonged to my grandfather, born in 1840. G.M.J.—Port Washington, N.Y.

You have an American desk of the Sheraton period, dating between 1810 and 1830. The combination of a pedestal base and slightly sloping writing top is unusual.

Can you tell from the sketched mark when and where my heirloom silver spoons were made? V.J.D.—Houston, Texas

The record states that this is the mark of Richard E. Smith of Louisville, Kentucky, who was working there in 1827.

What information can you give me about my antique cradle? P.R.—Aurora, Ill.

The turning of the spindles, the netting support and the over-all design indicate that your cradle is American Victorian, made between 1860 and 1870.

Continued on page 51

Antiques

QUESTIONs & ANSWERS BY THOMAS H. ORMSBEE

I purchased this pair of vases in 1945 at Changleing, China, where I was stationed when the war ended, and was told they were quite old. Many families sold such heirloom pieces to obtain money for passage back to the coast. The scenes painted on them are exquisite workmanship, even under magnification. I've copied eight of the marks that appear on both vases. Can you identify them?

S.A.M.—North Olmstead, Ohio

This is a beautiful pair of antique Chinese vases of the Ch'ing dynasty, Ch'ien-lung reign (1736-1796). The marks include the Ch'ien-lung seal and the palace collection mark.

Continued on page 51

Colonial Classics by PENNSYLVANIA HOUSE

A solid cherry dining room ensemble in the finest tradition of Early American furniture, from the treasured Pennsylvania House Collection! You choose from over 300 different masterpieces in solid cherry and maple, for dining areas, living rooms and bedrooms. It's a wonderful feeling to own the finest!

For a wealth of inspiring ideas on Colonial Furniture, write for the colorfully illustrated "Pennsylvania House Collection". Send 25¢ in coin.

PENNSYLVANIA HOUSE
DEPT. H-11, LEWISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA
Luxurious adventure—a dram of Drambuie

Moment of moments... cordial of cordials... a dram of Drambuie! Made with a base of finest Scotch whisky, Drambuie is truly a luxurious adventure. Originally the personal liqueur of Prince Charles Edward, Drambuie has been made in Scotland since 1745 from Bonnie Prince Charlie’s secret recipe. Enjoy Drambuie in the traditional cordial glass—or on the rocks, with twist of lemon peel if desired.

Drambuie
The cordial with the Scotch whisky base

IMPORTED BY W. A. TAYLOR & COMPANY, NEW YORK, N.Y.—SOLE DISTRIBUTORS FOR THE U.S.A.
Architect Harris Armstrong mixed creative design, keen concern for today's busy woman, and Ceramic Tile to produce this modern kitchen design. Island burner top and sink combination ... just a step from the colorful breakfast bar. A hot pan from oven or range finds itself at home on the fireproof counter at rear. Warm red floor that never needs waxing. All surfaces mentioned are easily-cleaned Ceramic Tile with a waterproof, dentproof, stainproof, fireproof lifetime ahead! Ceramic Tile will make sense in your home, too.
ANTIOQUES Q & A continued from page 48

AMERICAN FLAG, 1796 DESIGN

This is a picture of a large old flag I own. I would appreciate knowing something of its history.

L. O'M.—Belmont, Calif.

Until about 1810, the flag of the United States had a field of thirteen stars and added a stripe as each new state was admitted. After that, the design changed to thirteen stripes for the original states and a star to represent each state. This flag with thirteen stars and sixteen stripes dates from 1796 when Tennessee was admitted to the union as the sixteenth state. Your flag could be of this time or it might possibly be a later copy.

I would like to know the age and origin of this lacquered wall cabinet. It has flower and bird designs in mother-of-pearl on a silver coating over brass.

M.R.L.—Fulton, N.Y.

The cabinet is Chinese, probably made in the second half of the nineteenth century.

My silver-plate bowl has the mark I have sketched. Where and by whom was it made?

J.D.H.—Jacksonville, Fla.

This was the mark of the Manhattan Silver Plate Company of New York City, which was started in 1860 and joined the International Silver Company in 1898. Your mark dates the bowl about 1870-1880.

I bought two chairs like this one at Lake Wales. I would be grateful for any information about them.

H.B.S.—Haines City, Fla.

Your chairs are American Victorian of the Gothic substyle, dating between 1840 and 1865. The Gothic arch shaping of the back and the spiral turnings are characteristic.

Would you please tell me the approximate age of this plate, one of a set of twelve I purchased in Aix-en-Provence. The mark is also enclosed—do you know whose it is?

D.C.—APO 401, New York, N.Y.

The plate is modern French earthenware with transfer printed decoration. It was made after 1900 at the pottery in Glen, France. This pottery opened in 1864 and first made copies of Italian majolica. After 1900, it started to produce earthenware.

CERAMIC TILE

Design for a modern kitchen
by Harris Armstrong, F.A.I.A.

Inside or outside the home, Ceramic Tile surfaces give busy homemakers much less work and much more beauty—permanently. In baths, kitchens, foyers, utility rooms, patios—your common-sense choice is tile. Improved, lower-cost installation methods are leading the way to even wider use of this quality product. Whether you are remodeling or building, why not talk with a local tile contractor about putting more tile in your life?

Get new tile construction and remodeling ideas from colorful brochure, "Ideas Unlimited Volume 25." Write Dept. HC-111, nearest Tile Council of America office listed below.

PARTICIPATING COMPANIES

American Olean Tile Company
Atlantic Tile Manufacturing Company
Aztex Ceramics, Inc.
Cambridge Tile Manufacturing Co.
Carlyle Tile Company
Continental Ceramics Corporation
General Tile Company
Gladding, McBean & Co.
Hood Ceramic Corporation
Jackson Tile Manufacturing Co.
Jordan Tile Manufacturing Co.
Lone Star Ceramics Co.
Monarch Tile Manufacturing, Inc.
Mosaic Tile Company
Murray Tile Company
National Tile & Manufacturing Co.
Oxford Tile Company
Pomona Tile Manufacturing Co.
Redondo Tile Company
Ridgeway Tile Company
Robeson Manufacturing Company
Sylon Corporation
Summerville Tiles, Inc.
Texeramics, Inc.
Wenczel Tile Company
Winburn Tile Manufacturing Co.

Tile Council of America, Inc.
800 Second Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
Room 923, 727 West Seventh St., Los Angeles 14, Calif.
Room 207, 5738 North Central Expyssway, Dallas, Texas.

November, 1961

WHEN THE CAROLERS CALL She'll serve them all with the big, big, Cory Buffet Queen. Automatically perks 10 to 40 cups. Only big capacity perk with Flavor Selector. $39.95

SHARP GIFT TO A SHARP GAL. Cory Knife and Scissors Sharpener works swiftly and safely—sharpen all cutting tools. Can't harm precious edges. $16.95

Have a very merry Cory Christmas

SHE CAN LIFT HER LITTLE FINGER and open cans swiftly, safely automatically. Locks can, cuts top, holds lid. New Cory Compact Electric Can Opener stands on table or mounts on wall. $24.95

PRECIOUS GIFT FOR PRECIOUS PEOPLE Crown Jewel automatically perks 4 to 9 cups of superb coffee. Stainless steel with elegant 24K. gold-plated base. $80.00 . and worth every penny.

Cory Corporation — Chicago 45
Cory Corporation (Canada) Ltd., Toronto

Would you please tell me the approximate age of this plate, one of a set of twelve I purchased in Aix-en-Provence. The mark is also enclosed—do you know whose it is?
Homebuilder's scrapbook

Here are three new products to consider when building, remodeling or repairing your house.

Decorative light shields for incandescent bulbs are made of hand-blown, heat-resistant glass. The units vary in size and shape (the widest dimension is 12") but are designed to be connected to any standard electrical box. The shields can be mounted separately or placed side by side to achieve an interesting surface. Prescolite Mfg. Corp., 2299 Fourth St., Berkeley 10, Calif.

Lavatory with storage cabinet has a guard across the back to protect walls from splash marks. Lavatory is 36" wide, comes in eight colors. Cabinet is faced with white laminated plastic, has legs and door handles of chromium. Crane Co., 200 Park Ave., New York 22, N.Y.

Electric drill attachment can be used for mixing paints and cleaning paint rollers, simplifying both tasks. To use it as a mixer, place the rod in the can of paint and turn on the drill. The fast rotation mixes the paint so that it is free from air and uniform in color. For cleaning a paint roller, slip the roller on the rod and rotate it in a pail of solvent. To dry the roller, spin it in an empty box.

B. Shackman & Co.
Items on opposite page available at:

ALABAMA
Jesse Jacobs, 417 University Ave., Tuscumbia
CALIFORNIA
Sherry House, 412-18 College Ave., Berkeley
SILVER BY GORHAM
COLORADO
Vesta May & Gift Shop, 243 Blessing, Boulder
FRANKLIN MFG. CO.
ILLINOIS
Ludwig Biehler, 1849 N. Throop, Chicago
KANSAS
Tom Edwards, 124 N. Broadmoor, Pittsburg
KENTUCKY
KU Upholster Shop, 2000 S. 35th, Louisville
LOUISIANA
The Pintas Alley Shop, 712 Royal St., New Orleans
MARYLAND
Blackett Bros., 427 N. Charles St., Baltimore
PENNSYLVANIA
The Tract Shop, 914 W. Market St., Gettysburg
MASSACHUSETTS
Parker Toys & Novelty Co., 1412 Richmond St., Boston
MICHIGAN
Parker Toys & Novelty Co., 1412 Richmond St., Detroit
MINNESOTA
The Toy Fair, 119 Southdale Center, Minneapolis
MISSOURI
The Toy Fair, 119 Southdale Center, Minneapolis
MONTANA
The Toy Fair, 119 Southdale Center, Minneapolis
NEBRASKA
The Toy Fair, 119 Southdale Center, Minneapolis
NEW JERSEY
Bryan & Co. No. Party Shop, Tract Shopping Ctr., Trenton
NEW YORK
Leggadina Square, 741 Lexington Ave., New York, N.Y.
Ohio
The Craft Shop, 513 Oakwood Ave., Columbus
NEW YORK
The Toy Fair, 119 Southdale Center, Minneapolis
NEW JERSEY
Bryan & Co. No. Party Shop, Tract Shopping Ctr., Trenton
PENNSYLVANIA
The Toy Fair, 119 Southdale Center, Minneapolis
RHODE ISLAND
Windsor Toy Shop, 1 South Angle St., Providence
TEXAS
The Toy Palace, 1200 N. Lamar, Austin
Utah
Inner City, 240 E. 5th, Salt Lake City
WASHINGTON
The Toy Palace, 1200 N. Lamar, Austin
WISCONSIN
Windsor Toy Shop, 1 South Angle St., Providence
Oklahoma
The Toy Palace, 1200 N. Lamar, Austin
Pennsylvania
The Toy Palace, 1200 N. Lamar, Austin
Rhode Island
Windsor Toy Shop, 1 South Angle St., Providence
Texas
The Toy Palace, 1200 N. Lamar, Austin
Utah
Inner City, 240 E. 5th, Salt Lake City
Virginia
The Toy Palace, 1200 N. Lamar, Austin
West Virginia
The Toy Palace, 1200 N. Lamar, Austin

...WITH PACIFIC SILVERCLOTH

Get all the pleasure your silver can give immediately with wonderful Pacific Silvertouch! It's the work-free way to keep it brilliant bright. You see, Pacific Silvertouch is embedded with tiny particles of silver to eliminate tarnishing ...provides positive protection! You'll recognize Pacific Silvertouch by its rich brown color and by the familiar Pacific name stamped on the fabric. Available in bags, wraps, chests, rolls and by-the-yard at fine jewelry and department stores everywhere.

For free booklet on care of your silver and name of your nearest dealer, write Dept. 106.

SILVER BY GORHAM
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MAGICAL COLORSCOPE
A new optical device that picks up any image that is viewed and transforms it into unique kaleidoscopic patterns. Shapes and colors are intensified into intriguing and incredible designs of unlimited variety. Forever there has been anything like this before! Perfect for all ages, adults or children. 7½" x 9½" $1.00

MYSTIC QUIZ FORTUNE TELLER
Great fun predicting the future, and uncannily answers all questions. Great party fun for adults and teenagers. Attractively decorated wooden board plus mystic pointer-indicator. Full directions included. If you like mystery and intrigue, this is for you. 7¼" x 12¼" $1.00

BUSY BOARD
Wonderful for busy little hands and fingers anxious to explore the complexities of everyday life. Locks, hinges, bolts, nuts, doors, hooks, etc. Heavy wood with rubber base. For kindergarten age and younger. Nothing to break and perfectly safe. ½" x 8½" $2.00

TILT-TOP GAME
See how far you can guide spinning tops as you manipulate wood tilting table. Many holes and traps to bypass. Clever game designed for skill and coordination. Dad will enjoy this game as much as Jr. Smooth, hard wood construction with nothing to break. 7½" x 7¼", with 3 tops $1.00

FRACTION LEARNER
The easiest way we've ever seen to learn all of fractions in jig time. The child easily understands the entire concept and relationship of halves, thirds, quarters, sixths, ninths, etc. Jr. will love you for this! Beautifully made of hard wood, in wood container, 7½" x 9½" $2.00

THE NEWEST AND MOST UNUSUAL IMPORTS IN TOYS & NOVELTY GIFLS
CREATED BY B. Shackleman & Co.
AVAILABLE at leading stores in your city... See opposite page

APPRENTICE TEA SET
Polished to a high lustrous finish 21/2" set, a miniature hand decorated wood tea service: pot, sugar-bowl, cups, etc. Top is made of wood inlays to become tray-table $3.50

MOTHER & BABY DOLL
Now available for the first time! Mother, Dad, Sister, Brother & Baby. Soft, harmless, easy to manipulate soft latex rubber. For all creative children—affords hours of play. Brightly colored, beautifully designed and completely washable. Dad is 9', others in proportion. $2.00

MOTHER & BABY DOLL CONTAINER
Off with his head and inside are 12 assorted crayon-pencils. All wood, handsomely hand enameled, non-toxic. 4" tall $1.00

SOLDIER PENCIL CONTAINER
This adorable cutie has a rubber ball head, covered with stringy shoulace hair sits or stands with book of poetry in her hand, ideal for teenagers, beat, or otherwise. 6" $1.00

AUTOGRAPH PUZZLE
A 10 assorted pieces, each with knob to simplify lifting out and handling. For young'uns. Smooth, hard wood, colorfully enameled, non-toxic. Individual parts may be taken out and played with separately $2.00

BENDING BABY DOLLS
This attractive cloth doll has a rubber ball head, covered with stringy shoulace hair sits or stands with book of poetry in her hand, ideal for teenagers, beat, or otherwise. 6" $1.00

ELASTIC STRING CLOWN MARIONETTE
Attractive cloth costume on jointed wood frame. Fun & non-tangling Hand decorated, excellent value, 9". Also available: policeman, soldier, boy — $1.00

NUMBER LEARNER
Each 3" numeral (1-10) has corresponding number of holes in which pegs fit. A concept the child quickly grasps. Smooth, hard wood. $1.00

SLEEPY LULLABY MUSICAL BABY
8" of adorable helplessness. Flips into all sorts of lovable positions. Has hand turning music box with fine tone to tinkle young ones to sleep with Brahms' lullaby. Virtually indestructible $1.50

SKITTLES
Our famous hard wood table bowling set, beautifully made, blond finish. Pins are set up automatically. All ages enjoy this. 6" x 8" $1.00

MAGNETIC BOAT SET
Five non-toxic hand enamelled wood ships 3"—4" which are controlled by magnetic wand. The best bathtub toy we know of. Problem is getting Jr. out of tub! $1.00

MAGNETIC STRING GAME
Handsome blond wood maze with precision tilting knobs. Object: guide steel ball from start to finish, avoiding traps and holes. Perfect coordination game for all ages. 7½" x 10" $5.00

BABY HAT
Closed. Contains beautiful knit hats for infant in shades of pink, blue and white. $1.50

UNUSUAL IMPORTS IN TOYS & NOVELTY GIFLS

APPLE SALAD BOWL SET
Now available for the first time! Mother, Dad, Sister, Brother & Baby. Soft, harmless, easy to manipulate soft latex rubber. For all creative children—affords hours of play. Brightly colored, beautifully designed and completely washable. Dad is 9', others in proportion. $2.00

APPLIES TIP PLATE SET
Now available for the first time! Mother, Dad, Sister, Brother & Baby. Soft, harmless, easy to manipulate soft latex rubber. For all creative children—affords hours of play. Brightly colored, beautifully designed and completely washable. Dad is 9', others in proportion. $2.00

FRACTION LEARNER
The easiest way we've ever seen to learn all of fractions in jig time. The child easily understands the entire concept and relationship of halves, thirds, quarters, sixths, ninths, etc. Jr. will love you for this! Beautifully made of hard wood, in wood container, 7½" x 9½" $2.00

OLD CODGER HAND PUPPET
Hand molded cloth face, felt hat, funny beard. Fine quality, 12". Comedians and Old Lady also available. (Regular $3.00 value)... $1.50
SAFE-LOCK GUN RACKS
DISPLAYS YOUR GUNS—PROTECTS YOUR FAMILY
THE GUNS AND AMMUNITION ARE LOCKED IN

These handsome sturdy gun racks safely lock your guns in the favorite display posi­
tion. The large drawer keeps up ammunition, hunting knives, sheets, cleaning gear, etc. One key unlocks drawer and guns. Guns cannot fall or be taken out. Children, friends cannot tamper with them. The only ones of their kind. Hold all antique or modern guns, with or without scopes and crafted in satiny smooth honey-­
tone honey color or lovely amber or mahogany finish.

4-gun Rack—$19.95 • $25.95 • $31.95
4-gun Rack—$42.95
6-gun Rack—$29.95 • $35.95

Immediate delivery.
Money-back guarantee. No C.O.D.'s.

211 Drake Bldg., Colorado Springs 1, Colo.

12 PENCILS WITH ANY NAME
YOU WANT IN GOLD—69¢

Any name you want is clearly im­
printed in brilliant gold letters on high
quality Venus pencils. Great for busi­ness offices and home use; kids love
them for school because they're person­alized. Prevents loss. Full dozen, you
always have a pencil handy with
YOUR NAME ON IT! Use any first
and last name you want. Pencils are
always have a pencil handy with
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12 PENCILS WITH ANY NAME
YOU WANT IN GOLD—69¢

Any name you want is clearly im­
printed in brilliant gold letters on high
quality Venus pencils. Great for busi­ness offices and home use; kids love
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WORTH CROWING ABOUT!
ROOSTING STOOL—$5.95

What a fun way to sit! Keep those colorful ducks in kitchen, dorm rooms or den and you'll be set for gath­
erings. Covered in antique honey-­
tone honey color or lovely amber or mahogany finish. Use as a stool, seat for pic­
thn or anywhere. A successful deco­
• $31.95

311-95

$2.95

$5.95

$10.95

4-gun Rack—$19.95 • $25.95 • $31.95
4-gun Rack—$42.95
6-gun Rack—$29.95 • $35.95
Immediate delivery.
Money-back guarantee. No C.O.D.'s.

211 Drake Bldg., Colorado Springs 1, Colo.

Selected Oregon English
HOLLY SPRAYS-WREATHS
FOR CHRISTMAS
Say "Merry Christmas" the traditional way with
beautiful green, full, un-barked English Holly
sprays and wreaths, Carefully selected. Tressed for
long life. Ideal for gifts and home decoration.
Greeting cards enclosed. Holly shipped about Dec.
20th. Mail gift list early to assure delivery.

"MERRY CHRISTMAS" BOX
Over a bushel of English Holly sprays
Choice red-barked English Holly sprays ... $$6.65
Choice red-barked English Holly sprays ... $$5.65

WREATHS
Lavishly wreath, heavily clustered, 12" dia. • $3.35
Outside diameter: 16" • $5.35

"DECORATOR'S" BOX
Holly wreath, 18" dia., and over a
bushel of assorted length sprays .......$9.95

ENGLISH HOLLY PACKERS
P.O. Box 425 • Portland 7, Oregon

Jeff Elliot Craftsman
DEPT. GII, STATESVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA

GREETING CARDS
Piper's choice, 10 in. $1.25
Black and white $2.95
Red or black lacquer $3.95
Unfinished, ready to paint, stain, wax or oil $5.95

GIFT LIST
Regal Holly, 24 to 30" high, for Christmas $5.95
Holly wreath, red or black lacquer $6.95

The Confederacy, Sir
For the die-hard Rebel of the deep South, or for any student
of Civil War days: cuff links and
tie bar decorated with the Old
Confederate flag. The bright red,
white and blue flag is made of
durable enameled metal mounted on nickel-­
plated metal. $3.95 the set, pld.
Lee Products, HG11, 103 Park
Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

Indispensable, Sir
This instant speller is packed with
words. Listed alphabetically on
pages set into a metal case fin­
ished in black. $2.95 pld. Kimball,
100 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis.

Nursery tricks
Give the children pajama cases of
soft plush, designed like a puppy or
kitten. The cunning animal
faces show the dog or cat asleep
on oneside, wide awake on the
other. Background is white; deco­
trations, multi-color. Zipper and
hanger encourage neatness. $2.98
ea., pld. Gifts Galore, Box 272,
Dept. G24, Culver City, Calif.
Order merchandise by writing directly to shops. Enclose check or money order. Any unused item (not personalized) may be returned by insured mail for refund.

**AROUND**

with Ann McLaughlin

---

**Final fillip**

Serve Benedictine and brandy, Cointreau or any other popular cordial in elegant Venetian pork glasses. Handblown, each is a different color, each is decorated with 24k gold. Stems are clear crystal. Graceful decanter is 17½'' high. $7.88 complete, postpaid. Palley's, HG11, 2263 East Vernon Avenue, Los Angeles 58, Calif.

**For the tree**

You and the children can make uniquely beautiful ornaments for the Christmas tree, for gift packages, for flower arrangements. Send 25c for "How-To-Do-It" booklet which explains the use of Cashtas and how to make angels which have the quality of translucent porcelain. Casblote Co., HG11, Woodstock, Ill.

**Inspired idea**

For compact traveling, use the "Inner Pack" designed to fit into any hanging travel bag. It will hold toilet articles, underwear, handkerchiefs, jewelry. Of ivory gabardine trimmed with black. Waterproof lining. 36'' length for men; 49'' for women. $19.50 ppd. T. Anthony, HG11, 722 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.

**No pig in a poke**

When you order gourmet food from Harry & David you receive choice varieties gathered from all over the world. A superb basket of fruits, candies, jams, nuts and cakes (17 lbs.) is $13.95. Others range upward from $16.95 to $21.95. Ppd. Send for catalog. Harry & David Orchards, HG11, Box 40B, Medford, Ore.
For Miss Snipit
If she loves to sew, give her the ultra in sewing accessories: a pair of gold-plated scissors with an engraved three-letter monogram. These superior steel scissors are 6" long, have fine points for close work. Modestly priced at $1.15 a pair, including engraving, postpaid. Vicki Wayne, Dept. HGS, Box 4035, Tucson, Ariz.

On the mat
Anyone who likes horses will prize this sturdy handmade sisal mat imported from Portugal. It will add an informal note to an entrance hall, a child's room, or to the family tack room. 30" long by 18" wide, horse is worked into a natural background. $.95 ppd. Jenifer House, HG11, Great Barrington, Mass.

No favorites here
Give Civil War fans these 7 1/2" book ends of cast iron, authentically decorated in battle regalia. A set consists of two Generals ($6.95) or two soldiers ($5.95). With great impartiality a pair is made up of one Rebel and one Yankee general, or one Rebel and one Yankee soldier. Ppd. Crescent House, HG11, Box 621, Plainview, N. Y.

Stack 'em up
Hang a neat belt rack in home or dormitory closet to help eliminate disordered bureau drawers. Made of walnut finished in the shape of a shield, it has a large brass hook to hang on the closet rod, five smaller hooks for a whole collection of belts. 4 1/2" by 5 1/2", $1.00 ppd. Vernon, HG11, 30 Evans, New Rochelle, N. Y.

Bucket of fun
Neat canikin made of natural finish pine is designed to hold a young one's collection of crayons. Designs and "My Own Crayons," are hand painted in bright colors. A first name is included on the side. 5" by 5", it will hold 48 crayons. $3.25 ppd. Gotham, Dept. HG11, 67-85 Exeter, Forest Hills, N. Y.

Glamour from Old Mexico
For Christmas giving or home enrichment order this exquisite Candelabra from down Old Mexico way. Of solid brass with a gilded non-tarnish finish; crystal center standard 15 in. high, 10 inches wide. Without imported prisms $29.50 a pair, $15.75 for single -- POSTPAID. Branches pierced for prisms, available in sets of 18 for $3.60 per Candelabra. Order early. Check or money order -- NO COD's.

PAN AMERICAN IMPORTS
P. O. BOX 3082 • CORPUS CHRISTI, TEXAS

SHOPPING AROUND
The right step
Wear a pair of fur pumps made from natural sealskin with special sports clothes. Smooth as satin, the skins are beautifully marked. In black and white or brown and white. Pumps are foam cushioned, leather lined. 4 to 10 (half sizes, too). Medium width. $16.95 ppd.

A right hook
Accent a hallway decorated in an Early American fashion with cast iron hooks finished in flat black. Sturdy and good-looking, the short hook at the bottom will hold an overcoat, while soaring top hook accommodates a gentleman's hat. 6" high. $2.75 each pair, postpaid.

Gay fiesta
Enchanting straw angels playing musical instruments come from Tizintzuntzin, Mexico, the home of the humming birds. Made by skilled basket weavers, they make wonderful decoration. 10" h. $1.70 ea.; 8" h. $1.10 ea.; 6" h. 85c ea. Use as mobiles, or to decorate the tree. Ppd. Poco, HG11, 2617 E. Third, Denver, Colo.

Planning to build?
Be sure to send for one of the many books about building a house published by Home Building Plan Service. For example, the book on Block Masonry houses gives 238 plans for contemporary or traditional structures. Specifications are available. $1 ppd.

Fluffy whimsy
This sparkling white leather tree with white plastic roses, glossy green leaves and sprays of glitter is a lovely table decoration for any occasion. A perfect Christmas adornment, it also adds charm to parties of any season. 26" high, in milk glass pot. $10 ppd. Edith Chapman, HG11, Route 303, Blauvelt, N. Y.

Be the hostess with the hottest
CHAFING TRAY
To add an ease and perfection to your buffet serving that you've never achieved before . . . a simple flat electric heating surface, thermostatically controlled . . . of gold-toned aluminum with handsome wood handles . . . free of drip-catching edges . . . space enough for your large size dinner plates to warm beside your big casserole. We use ours from breakfast to dessert time.

Heating area 11" x 16" $9.95 ppd.
What shape is your scotch supply in?... if it’s Pinch, it’s in famous shape!

HAIG & HAIG • BOTTLED IN SCOTLAND • BLENDED SCOTS WHISKY, 86.8 PROOF • RENFIELD IMPORTERS, LTD., NEW YORK
“Are you aware that Callaway makes carpets in 421 different shades?”

Callaway—“The Label of Luxury” in carpets-rugs-towels.
“Colorful lot, aren’t they!”

“Who told him?”

“A little birdie, I guess.”
No home should be without one. A is a wife. B is a smartly chic, wonderfully useful Crane Crescent Lavatory. Surprising how much happier B makes A. It's a whole beauty parlor — in beautiful disguise. Spacious top for toiletries in use. Capacious cabinet to hide them away. Modern slant-back for the dripfree Dial-ese controls (exclusively Crane). Sculptured handsomely of deep, lustrous vitreous china and available in seven lovely, living colors plus white. And made with the famous flair for precision beyond ordinary standards that characterizes all Crane products. With year-round bathroom luxury, winter warmth, and summer cooling by Crane—the heart of your home will always work like a charm. Crane Co., Box 780, Johnstown, Pennsylvania.
NEWEST DEAL — ROUND CARDS!
Be the first to spring this sensation on your friends. Watch their startled expressions when you deal from a deck in the round. Round cards are easy to deal, easy to read, easy to hold. Only the shape is different. No more dog-eared playing cards! Make clever responses, too. Quality plastic finish, deck and finish. $1.98

4730- Round Cards...

IT'S REALLY SOAP! It looks like a charming little apple, but it's really pure castle soap, so skillfully hand-colored you can't tell from the real thing! Wonderful for the complexion, quick to lather, heavenly scented. Beautiful gift-boxed, teacher will just adore it! And so well-wrapped you'll appreciate exquisite dressing.

4275- Apple for Teacher...

YOUR NAME in Christmas lights extends radiant holiday greetings to every visitor, every passerby. A dimensional star of translucent plastic spell-out "WILL" in letters of Christmas red, and your family name appears on the center bell. Slight button press makes weatherproof. Set extends 12 feet. Specify family name or 2 first initials.

4821-P - Noel Lights Set...

PERSONALIZED 2-TONE DOOR MAT.
Your own name, or any name of your choice, is permanently molded in colorful rubber with ivory letters. Large 15 by 28 inch mat has 7000 scraper fingers. Self-drying. A personalized gift you'll be proud of...it's really durable! Comes in brick red, green garden, powder blue or jet black. Specify color and name desired.

154-P - Door Mat...

MINIATURE PLAY FOODS
will thrill any little girl...and her dolls! 39 different foods and 9 slices of bread. Look absolutely real. Chicken, steak, lobster, vegetables, snacks, fruits...mouth-watering watermelon, bananas—even a bunch of grapes! They're all non-toxic and guaranteed to please any child! Set of 48 pieces.

4170 - Daily's Feed Set...

AMERICA'S MOST UNUSUAL GIFT IDEAS
ORDER BY MAIL FROM SUNSET HOUSE
857 SUNSET BLDG., BEVERLY HILLS, CALIF.

INSTANT HOT POT bolls a full 4 cups of well-cooked, instant, all-electric, perfect for making fast instant coffee, tea, cold or hot canned foods, baby's bottle. Practical four-ply seam, stay-out-of-place handle let you use it right on the table. Made of polished aluminum—unbreakable. Complete with electric cord. Great for home, office, travel.

4364 - Instant Hot Pot...

AN ELEGANT PERSONAL GIFT for his tie or shirt cuff...a wonderful gift! Hand-written script lettering...perfect for lifetime service. Federal Tax included. Made to order, specify first name.

5314-P - Name Cuff Links...

TOD'S 'TICK-TOCK' WATCH. This playful little Watch ticks just like momma's and daddy's! Keeps its lucky owner fascinated. Ticking never stops...Watch is self-winding, has stem, working hands and sturdy band. Stock-proofed to take hundreds of knocking about. Sure to become his proudest possession.

1322 - Ticking Watch...

GROW TINY ROSES INDOORS!
Perfectly shaped Miniature Rose Bushes bloom indoors all winter! They grow no more than 8" to 12" tall, yet they bloom indoors all winter! They are cut of gleaming, silvery tor his tie or shirt cuffs...a wonderful gift! Hand-written script lettering, made to order, specify first name.

4275- Apple for Teacher...

GIANT 4-FOOT ELECTRIC CANDLES light your doorways with Christmas splendor! Each3 lighted candle stands 4' high on a sturdy plastic stand. The bright yellow glow shines thru the eye-catching striped tube, white "wax" and orange "flame". Comes complete with U.L. approved 3' cord and plugs. Assembles and detaches fast for compact storage. 2 Giant Candles in each set.

4223-P - Electric Candles Set...

THEY'LL JUMP FOR JOY! What fun for children! Kangaroo Shoes fit over any kid's shoes, convert him into a spaceman, or a kangaroo, or what ever his imagination says! The bouncing is wonderfully healthful exercise...and perfectly safe. Sturdy made with high quality steel springs to give years of service. Exciting gift for children 6 to 12.

4882 - Kangaroo Shoes...

MAGIC BRAIN CALCULATOR does all your math problems with ease! Just slides—subtracts, multiplies to 99,999,999. New type pocket adding machine automatically balances checks books, adds grocery, Bridget books, children's schoolwork income tax statements, car mileage. Gives the answer in seconds! Simple to use. Steel mechanism works fast.

3750 - Magic Brain Calculator...
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THEY'LL JUMP FOR JOY! What fun for children! Kangaroo Shoes fit over any kid's shoes, convert him into a spaceman, or a kangaroo, or what ever his imagination says! The bouncing is wonderfully healthful exercise...and perfectly safe. Sturdy made with high quality steel springs to give years of service. Exciting gift for children 6 to 12.
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AMERICA'S MOST UNUSUAL GIFT IDEAS
ORDER BY MAIL FROM SUNSET HOUSE
857 SUNSET BLDG., BEVERLY HILLS, CALIF.
BUILD-A-TUNE of Christmas Cheer

FUN FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY! Easy to play a perfect tune. Your child can play familiar melodies using attractive music sheets provided — or compose own original tunes. You'll be surprised at your child's inborn musical abilities! Build-A-Tune is a perfect introduction to music for children. Challenges them at their own level. Electronically-tuned steel music bars can be arranged in any desired sequence to build melodies. Children experiment, learn, have fun with the all new Build-A-Tune!

Set includes 37 colorful music bars in convenient plastic storage rack. Sturdy hardwood keyboard. Twelve beautifully illustrated full color music sheets. Mallet and instructions. Satisfaction guaranteed — Postpaid $9.00

Send check or money order to:
PLAYTIME INC., Dept. B
116 East Walnut St., Milwaukee 32, Wis.

$199 plus 35¢ shipping

WOODEN FRUIT COMPOTE

A fabulous foil for a decorator! Heap it with golden fruits, rose apples, dripping clusters of grapes or gilded nuts. Line with red and fill it with low floral arrangements or glistening vines for a charming centerpiece. Made of warm, polished pine, the lovely compote is 6¾" high with 7½" bowl. $1.99 plus 35¢ for shipping.

Foster House
4523-A11 Colona Rd., Fortin, Illinois

Take a look

When applying make-up, use a magnifying mirror to spot every flaw. This large attractive one for dressing table or bathroom is a brass-finished double-faced mirror on a sturdy polished base. 19½" high, mirror reverses with ease on swivels. $14.95 ppd. Order from Colorific House, HG11, Box 325, Evansville, Ind.

Make a note

With a small memo pad (2" by 2") a pocketbook will look neat and the recipient will not forget important errands, purchases or appointments. Cover is colorful and comes marked with a name or monogram. Each pad holds 20 memo pages. $1 ppd. for 12 pads. Order from Giftcraft, Dept. HG11, 1234 E. 47th St., Chicago, Ill.

Life of Riley

Red suede slippers lined with snow white lamb's wool make a luxurious gift. Available in men's and women's sizes, they are cozy, warm and handsome. Meticulously made, treated to resist soil. Soles are leather. Men's: 7 to 13 ($9.95); women's: 5 to 10 ($8.95). Ppd. Appleseed, HG11, Box 701, Beverly, Mass.
MINIATURE ORANGE & LEMON
FRUIT-BEARING! TREES

PLANT NOW BEFORE WINTER &
GROW FULL-SIZE FRUIT INDOORS IN YOUR HOME

After years of botanical research, a breakthrough has been accomplished with the development of these true miniature citrus trees that will actually grow full-size fruit indoors, right in your own home! And these are not grafts, but true trees, rooted cuttings of good well-known fruiting varieties. Take 5 minutes to transplant indoors or outdoors, the baby tree you'll receive then watch it grow. When it buds, bursts into beautiful fragrant blossoms, and then bears fruit, you'll get your greatest "green thumb" thrill. Before you know it, you'll be eating fresh fruit that you'll pluck yourself sitting at the breakfast table. These bear 5 to 7 pieces of fruit at a time, live indefinitely, can be transferred indoors at wintertime where they will thrive. It's a thrill to grow and eat your own fruit from true miniature trees (grow up to 4 ft. tall) that decorate your apartment, patio or garden.

Three varieties: Meyer lemon and Othahite orange which bear full-size fruit, Calamondin orange which bears small fruit. Shipped from our Florida groves. You can have your own little grove. Order now! This year's planting is limited.

MADISON NURSERIES
National Sales Office
Dept. HG-11, 125 East 41st St., N.Y. 17, N.Y.

Enclosed is check or m.o. for $ [amount]. Send me:
Each tree, $2.35; All 3, $7.00; Any 6 (Specify), $14.35
Orange Orange Smell Lemon

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY _______ STATE _______

NOVEMBER, 1961
**SHOPTING AROUND**

**Beauty Aid**

Remove annoying blackheads with a precision cosmetic tool imported from France. Pencil slim Flexiglass tube fitted to a battery sheds light on the offending blemish, removes it without harming the skin. Included is a tube of Mask Bache cream. $7.50 prepaid. Order from Ella Bache, Dept. HGII, 24 E. 55th St., New York, N. Y.

**Just desserts**

Choice comice pears, hand-selected and individually wrapped in tissue paper, arrive in tip-top condition to crown a holiday meal. Large and luscious, they are perfect to eat alone or combined with Camembert, Brie, or Stilton. Box contains 8 to 16 pears. $4.35 prepaid. Pinnacle Orchards, HGII, 411 First St., Medford, Ore.

**Wing shot**

Give a sportsman bookends designed to represent one of his favorite birds: the mallard duck. Beautifully hand-carved from solid walnut, each stand is rubbed to a satin-soft finish. Appropriate for use in the executive office or the family study. 15" by 5½". $10.95 prepaid. G.M.H., HGII, Box 271 Grand Central Station, N. Y.

**Yours alone**

Send a photograph as a Christmas card. Any black and white negative (or colored negative or slide) will be printed and framed in a colorful folder. $2.85 for 25 black and white printed cards with envelopes. $6.35 for 25 printed in color. Postpaid. Photo Mail, HGII, Box 216G, Madison Square Sta., New York, N. Y.

**Nefertite**

Down through the ages the beauty of the famous Queen of the Nile has been universally admired. Bust was faithfully copied from the original, now in the Berlin Museum. Finished in natural colors, mounted on fine-grain wooden base. 6½" high. $12.50 prepaid. Shopping International, HGII, 25 Lafayette, White Plains, N. Y.

---

**PERSONALIZED DRIVING GLOVES**

$2.50 per pair

Practical and pretty driving gloves with gold monogram for fashion flair. Excellent quality magic, Helanca nylon yarn, with butter-soft genuine leather palms to grip the wheel, they're warm and comfortable. Fits all lady's sizes perfectly (no size problem for gifts). HG-SNOWY WHITE, HG-WARM BEIGE AND HG-JET BLACK. $2.50 prepaid. Detachable gold initials for ease in washing. Also available in man's size (not shown) in TAN OR DARK GRAY with matching leather palms. $2.95 per pair.

**SPECIAL: ANY 2 pair**

$4.95

All prices are postpaid.

*Lillian Vernet*

Dept. HGII, 30 Exum St., New Rochelle, N. Y.

---

**BRIG TOPAZ**

Built in Newburyport, Mass., 1807: a typical "round the Horn" trading vessel of her day. 17¾' long and 14' high; hull is black with yellow sheer stripe; antique copper bottom. Fully assembled on maple base with name engraving (or colored negative or slide) will be printed and framed in a colorful folder. $2.85 for 25 black and white printed cards with envelopes. $6.35 for 25 printed in color. Postpaid. Photo Mail, HGII, Box 216G, Madison Square Sta., New York, N. Y.
Traditional grace combines with modern elegance in this ample-sized coffee server. Its lustrous polished brass finish is enhanced with a sturdy wood handle, uniquely attached at right angle to pouring spout for easier serving.

**No. G-1194, 4 cup**  $6.88  $2.98
**No. G-1193, 12 cup**  $10.88

---

**ITALIAN ALABASTER GRAPES**

A lovely compliment to any decor . . . an exciting gift for any hostess. Each grape delicately shaded and generously proportioned to form a gorgeous decorator piece. Use one or more "bunches" to decorate that special bowl, table or window sill. Colors: white, yellow, pink, green, brown, black and blue. Specify color and size. Give second color choice when ordering.

- **7 1/2" length** per bunch  $1.98
- **9" length** per bunch  $3.98
- **15 1/2" length** per bunch  $6.98

---

**CROWNS**

"Jovial Jesters" from sunny Italy . . . imported specially for the party at heart. Made of brilliantly colored red and black straw. Buy the collection of 9 or choose from Violin, Harlequin, Accordion, Jester, Saxophone, Cartoon or Piano Feet. Each a collector's item. As at 97.¢.

**No. G-1193, 12 cup**  $3.88

---

**ITALIAN GLASS**

**FANCY HEADBOARDS**

Dramatic new "heart" designs from the raffman craftsmen of Hong Kong . . . truly an inspiring decor accent for any bedroom. Specify size desired.

- **TWIN HEADBOARD**
  - No. R078  $24.95
- **QUEEN HEADBOARD**
  - No. R080-54" x 48" high  $18.50
- **KING HEADBOARD**
  - No. R080-60" x 48" high  $29.50

---

**ITALIAN GLASS**

**CLAYTON**

Add to this a delightful touch to your Christmas table . . . serve graciously from delicately hand-stained glasses, each etched with 24K gold design flower.

**No. G-1193, 12 cup**  $7.88

---

**WOODEN TIDBIT SERVERS**

A gift for the bridge "fiend" or party giver. Hand hewn of Haitian hardwood. Polished and lacquered to a gleaming shine. Set includes heart, spade, diamond and club. Size: 7" x 7" x 2 1/2" deep. No. 3072.

**Per set of 6**  $14.88

---

**STYLISH BRASS TRIVETS**

Elegant brass cocktail fighting cocks. Unbelievably beautiful. Each detail clear and sharply defined in highly polished brass . . . will suit the most discriminating collector's taste.

**No. R076-A**  $45.00 value  $22.95

---

**ITALIAN GLASS**

**Candelight DECORATOR SET**

Handblown glassware to enhance your finest wine . . . serve graciously from delicately hand-stained glasses, each etched with 24K gold design flower.

**No. G-1193, 12 cup**  $7.88

---

**ITALIAN GLASS**

**FOOTED DECORATION**

Relax with unbelievable comfort on this conversation piece of Victorian rattan. Ideal in den, lanai, boudoir or family room. Seat a long 48" x a wide 28". Size: 8" high. Back ht. 26". Back ht. 12". Back ht. 26". No. R076-A  $14.50 value  $22.95

---

**ITALIAN GLASS**

**TOOTHPICKS**

Add a colorful note to your holiday parties . . . extra chic phong of individually packed with a fortune or proverb wrapped around it. Bright cellophane pom-poms in an assortment of red, green, yellow and blue. In boxes of 1,000 pieces.

**Per box of 1,000**  $1.98

---

**ITALIAN GLASS**

**BUTTER DISH**

Gracefully contoured . . . contemporary in design. Dine in casual elegance with this handsome set. Of gleaming stainless steel with dramatic ebony black contour handles. Knives have serrated edge.

**No. G-1200 with stand**  $7.95
**MOPPER**

the original "one-size-fits-all"

**TERRY AFTER-BATH ROBE**

Here's the great big, wonderful "terry bear" of a robe that towels you dry instantly, cosily after tub, shower or swim! It's a whopper of a Mopper! Beautifully tailored of thick, thirsty, luxurious, snow-white Cannon terry, with yards of comfortable fullness, raglan sleeves, huge draft-screen collar, tassel tie, wrap-around belt, two big "carry-all" pockets! Smartly personalized with velveteen press-on monogram. One size fits men or women perfectly. For 6-footers, order king-size Mopper... only $1.00 more. Order several: for gifts, for guests, for all the family! Over 200,000 bought by mail. Orders shipped at once. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Gift-ready in clear plastic box. Free 2" monogram (initials) on belt. (Save! 2 for $15)

In Cans. add 31/2% Sales Tax
Gift sizing free, as requested.

Woodmere Mills, Inc.
Dept. G-L, Hamden 14, Conn.

---

**DEER HILLS CO., Dept. Cin. Collete Poini 56. N.Y.**

Send check or money order. Satisfaction guaranteed. Free 3" monogram (initials) on belt. Add 35c postage. Each Mopper. (Save! 2 for $15)

Free 3" monogram (specify) M*" ea.

---

**SHOPPING AROUND**

**Golden swans**

Your bathroom will take on a new elegance with these 24k gold-plated appointments for basin and bath tub. Faucet handles and plunger are in the shape of graceful swans. Basin set is $139.50; tub set, $159.50; matching towel bar, $47.50. Exp. coll., Sherie Wagner, HG11, 125 East 57th Street, New York, N. Y.

**Learn with music**

The child who has difficulty in learning to multiply will be helped by a wonderful set of five records which teach the tables from two to twelve. Each table is set to a catchy tune, has a musical quiz which delights the child and helps him remember each lesson. Send for catalogue. Brenner-Records, HG11, Wilmette, Ill.

**By any other name**

To make certain you receive your mail or the books you lend to friends, use a three-line hand "printer" on your stationery, on flyleaves, on magazines. Put one in each of the children's schoolbags, too. About 3" long, it comes with a case fitted with an ink pad.

$1 each, ppd. Sunset House, 81 Sunset Bldg., Beverly Hills, Calif.

**Special delivery**

A box of fruit, delivered every month to a favored friend, makes a mouth-watering gift. One month it will be mammoth pink grapefruit; another, a box of pink-cheeked apples. Throughout the year your thoughtfulness will be remembered. Subscriptions run from $12.25 to $53.95, ppd. Harry & David, Box 40C, Medford, Ore.

**To save a life**

Small but indispensable locket made of lightweight metal finished in gold plate opens to disclose information regarding blood type, allergies to medications, doctor's name and address and name of nearest relative. Clip it to keychain, bracelet, billfold. $1 ppd. Nancy Norman, HG11, 4347 P. O. Bldg., Brighton, Mass.

---

**LIVE SEA HORSES!**

Order one mated pair of Dwarf species Living Sea Horses, sent air mail from Florida for $35 postage, paid. We include food and instructions free. The Sea Horse often swims in an upright position much like a stalk. It is not unusual for Mr. and Mrs. Sea Horse to swim along with tails entwined. The Father actually bears the young alive! At times 3 or 4 babies take a ride on the Father's head! Easy for you to keep in a goldfish bowl. Highly educational, fun for the entire family. We guarantee Live Delivery. An ideal gift for young or old. Special Offer. Order 2 mated Pair for $6.98 and get 1 PAIR FREE! (Extra Food Included) Also available: Send $1 for pair of Dwarf Sea Horse Trees —will decorate and beautify any fish bowl. Order today.

FLORIDA SEA HORSE CO., Dept. 100 BOX 5095, MIAMI 1, FLORIDA
Perfect model
This live steam engine provides a safe, fascinating way to teach the young some principles of dynamics. An import from Germany, it is 10" high. Using a tiny wafer of dry fuel, it develops ½/10 hp at 1000 r.p.m. Whistle is brass, pulley wheel, grooved. $8.95 ppd.

Charles, 10 E. 81st Street, New York, N. Y.

Grand prix
Beautifully detailed scale models of the Ferrari and the Mercedes-Benz racing cars have microsensitive adjustments, differentials for precision steering, brakes, freewheeling and crash absorbers. 4" long, they run 20 mph. $2.95 ea., $5.75 the set. Ppd. Prince Enterprises, HGII, 122 East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.

Venetian glass?
Make your own enchanting arrangement of calla lilies. Just a little common sense and Casto-lite’s “How-To-Do-It” booklet (price 25c) will open exciting avenues of creative craft to almost anyone. The Castoglas flowers are simple to form, beautiful when finished. Write to Castolite, HGII, Woodstock, Ill.

Test it first
When the TV set develops the dolldrums or the radio gets faint and frantic, use the Visulite Tube Checker before you call the repair man. An ailing tube may be causing trouble. The checker indicates which tube needs replacing. Buy it and replace it yourself. $4.95 ppd. Chabon, HGII, 122 East 42nd St., New York, N. Y.

Full of bounce
Probably the largest ball in the world is this one 12' in diameter, made of long-lasting neoprene rubber. It’s a new government surplus meteorological balloon, inflatable, and a smashing success at a children’s party or a beach frolic, and a smashing success. $2.50 ppd. From Davis Company, 509 East 90th Street, HGII, New York, N. Y.

Save on Victorian Furniture
This handsome hand carved solid Honduras Mahogany side chair, hand covered with tufted foam rubber seat in your choice of 20 colors, covered with antique velvet, Plain Velvet, Tauperies or Brocuites...$49.40

Solid Honduras Mahogany ladies side table with genuine imported Italian Androsiana Marble...$54.50

FOR CATALOG AND SWATCHES ON OTHER VICTORIAN PIECES SEND 50c TO DEPT. HG11
All Victorian pieces are priced F.O.B. Alabama Factory...Allow ample time for delivery.

750 CHARMS IN THIS FREE Charm & Treasure CATALOG
14K SOLID GOLD and STERLING SILVER CHARMS AT DIRECT-TO-YOU PRICES
To have and to hold “those precious moments” are now at hand, brought to mind by cherished charms and miniatures that tell a story all your own.

* ALL CHARMS SHOWN ACTUAL SIZE  * PRICES INCLUDE FEDERAL TAX & POSTAGE  * MONEY BACK GUARANTEE (Unless Personalized)

(A) Castle on Charmes $12.00 Sterling Silver 3.00 (B) Glasses, Patriotic's Castle Charmes $15.00 Sterling Silver 3.00 (C) Georgia Mary & Full of Surplus Meteorological Balloon, in D) Wrist Watch true wall mounted, 14K Solid Gold 12.00 Sterling Silver 3.00

(A) For Good Angels Charm $15.00 Sterling Silver 3.00 (B) Holly Prig $11.00 Sterling Silver 2.50 (C) Bible Cover Enameled in Color for the Nation's Savior $12.00 Sterling Silver 3.00 (D) Christmas Tree Enameled on 14K Solid Gold $12.00 Sterling Silver 4.00

(A) Real Home Town $2.50 Sterling Silver 1.50 (B) Bible Contemt $2.20 Sterling Silver 1.50 (C) Bible Cover 14K Solid Gold $15.00 Sterling Silver 4.00 (D) College Pennants for any of 600 colleges $5.00 14K Solid Gold $12.00 Sterling Silver 5.00

(A) Map of the World $11.00 Sterling Silver 2.50 (B) Map of the United Nations $12.00 Sterling Silver 2.50 (C) United Nations Flag $12.00 Sterling Silver 2.50 (D) Birthday Cake $12.00 Sterling Silver 2.50

(A) United Nations Flag $12.00 Sterling Silver 2.50 (B) World Map $12.00 Sterling Silver 2.50 (C) Christmas Tree $12.00 Sterling Silver 2.50 (D) Christmas Tree $12.00 Sterling Silver 2.50

MINT CHECK OR MONEY ORDER

Send only 50c in cash or stamps and you'll receive the huge, 52 page, all inclusive 1960 charm catalog. A must for all collectors of charms.

SPECIAL OFFER!
I Dept. HG11, 509 Fifth Ave., New York 17, I
Please send me the charm(s) I have circled:

I enclose check or money order for the total $I

NAME. ADDRESS.

CITY...ZONE...STATE.

Engraving on any charm—10c per letter or number. Please print inscription clearly, Enclose with order.

.charms & treasure new york inc

PHILADELPHIA CHARMS
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**Elegance indoors or out**

**it's AmesAire beyond compare!**

**Exciting combination or order separately. Classic design. Years of smart, modern, trouble-free enjoyment. Choice of black or bronze frames with white, orange, pink, yellow, tan or turquoise vinyl cord.**

ARM CHAIR ............... $29.95
OTTOMAN ................... $14.95
SAFETY TEMPER GLASS TOP TABLE ............... $24.95

Satisfaction guaranteed. Write for catalog.

Amy-Ames, Box 18, Belpre 8, Ohio

---

**SHOPPING AROUND**

**Farrier's bench**
Copied from the portable rack used by the village blacksmith, this mellow pine piece stands a charming piece to place beside an easy chair. Trough holds books and magazines, crossbar can be used for smoker's aids, ornaments or vase of flowers. 19" by 15" by 21". $24.95 exp. coll. Lennox Shop, HG11, Hewlett, N. Y.

**Serves you right**
Keep delicious gravy piping hot throughout a meal with an aluminum candle warmer which comes with an attractive aluminum covered pot and slim ladle. Both pot and ladle handles are fitted with ebony black ends. Cover for candle cup is black plastic. Capacity 24 ounces. $4.50 ppd. Littlejohn, HG11, Box 375, Cincinnati, Ohio.

**Good as new**
If your silver needs replating or reconditioning, send it to the Simmons Company, which makes a specialty of putting sterling, Sheffield or any plated silver into first-class condition. Both flatware and hollow ware will be beautifully reconditioned. Simmons Plating, Dept. HG11, 409 Whitehall Street, S. W., Atlanta, Ga.

**Oriental accent**
This white porcelain bowl on a black split-wood base is the perfect foil for a beautiful wood commodore or table. Let it stand unadorned as a classic ornament or fill it with fruit or floating flowers. Removable bowl is 9" in diam. 4½" high. $4.25 the set, ppd. Ziff, HG11, Box 3072, Merchandise Mart Plaza, Chicago 54, Ill.

**Label it**
If you put up your own fruit preserves, relishes or pickles for Christmas giving, dress up their glass containers with handsome personalized labels: marked with the name of the cook and a charming design of an old-fashioned stove or mixing bowl. 500 black and white, or 250 gold, for $2 ppd. Bolind, HG11, Boulder 55, Colo.

**COIN PILL BOX**
Finally, a real man's pill box (and conversation piece). Gift for him (or her)—for scurvy or stronger.

Handsomely done as authentic replica of French Napoleon coin. Hand polished, im in either antique gold or silver finish. Half dollar size... Only 5.50 ppd.

**NASSAU IMPORTS**
Dept. HG11
200 West 34th Street, New York 1, N. Y.
MEMBER DINERS' CLUB
Distinctively textured "Memento," luxurious solid colors, bath sizes, each about $2. Other styles, about $3, $4. Enchanting gifts all!

LET YOUR BATH BLOOM—WITH CANNON

Pick the rose-covered "Memento" towel from our "America at Home" collection. See all the designs in step with America’s favorite decorating trends. They’re created to show with pride, to use with deep pleasure.

THE CANNON ROYAL FAMILY OF TOWELS
Coronet’s "SUPER FRIEZE," in 12 dramatic colors. Other superb selections by Aldon, Callaway, Carter, Croft, Masland, Modern Tufting from $7.95 to $24.95.

This is the carpet that loves young marrieds...

caprolan

defies soil...defies time

Thick pile! Decorator colors! Exciting styles! And a price even young homemakers can afford! Yet carpets of Textured Caprolan® nylon clean easier; wear like crazy. Proof? 1,500,000 people tramped on one in New York’s Penn Station. It cleaned fresh as new while carpets of other fibers were worn out. P. S. All Caprolan carpets are "Certified for Performance.”

Fiber Marketing Dept., 261 Madison Ave., New York 16, N.Y.
Here, in one dramatic contemporary cabinet, is everything new and wonderful in 1962 Motorola® TV and Stereo Hi-Fi.

Styling matches Drexel's popular *Declaration* grouping... mixes deftly with many decors. Cabinet has all exposed solids and veneers of genuine Walnut in hand-rubbed oil finish.

With sliding tambour doors at the TV position, the 23” screen (overall diag. meas.; 283 sq. in. viewing area) brings you pictures that are bold and clean-cut. Famed Motorola reliability makes sure they stay that way.

A touch slides the twin doors to the center for an exciting stereo or FM/AM radio performance. Motorola's 3 separate amplifiers and 3 separate speaker systems and exclusive Vibrasonic Sound bring you all the color of the music.
In Belgium as in 87 lands it's "The Best in the House"

Why this whisky's universal popularity? Canadian Club has a flavor so distinctive no other whisky tastes quite like it. It is the lightest whisky in the world. You can stay with it all evening long—in short ones before dinner, tall ones after. Try it tonight.
Chair and ottoman, upholstered in Capra Bolta Vinelle, by Thayer Coggin, High Point, North Carolina

Maybe it's gilding the lily, but furniture this beautiful deserves glove-soft supported vinyl upholstery material

THAYER COGGIN has an incomparable way with fine furniture, and so does Bolta Vinelle. Consider this chair upholstered in an ordinary material and, immediately, you lose much of the charm, the richness, and the superb, glove-soft feeling of comfort that only Bolta Vinelle can provide. But looks and luxury are just part of the story. This vinyl upholstery has a practical, carefree, wipe-clean character you'll welcome with relief. To get better acquainted with the beauty and the blessings of Bolta Vinelle, ask to see it at your nearby furniture showrooms, or send 10¢ in coin for sample swatches.

THE GENERAL TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY/BOLTA PRODUCTS DIVISION/DEPT. HG-11/LAWRENCE, MASSACHUSETTS
This is New Woodhue—solid vinyl tile with the rich look and feel of fine parquet flooring!

Imagine the beauty of this deep-grained Woodhue vinyl tile in your home! So easy to coordinate with furnishings. So like expensive wood parquet. You can actually feel the deep graining in new Woodhue by Congoleum-Nairn. Yet, in most 12' x 15' rooms, this lovely solid vinyl floor costs about $85—installed!

For FREE sample of new Woodhue (just one of our 405 masterpieces) and Decor-Key Kit filled with exciting new decorating ideas, write Congoleum-Nairn, 198 Belgrove Dr., Kearny, N.J.

The key to the smart woman's styling secret: coordination

Congoleum-Nairn Vinyl Floors
**Turn of the century**
A lantern copied from the "Gas-light" era is attractive for a drive-way, parking area or entrance way. Of metal finished in black, trimmed with brass, it comes with black-finished metal post ready for installation. Lantern is 23" high, glass paneled cage is 9½" square. $47.50 exp. coll. Hagerstrom, HG11, Wheeling, Ill.

**Good wish symbols**
Oriental symbols of solid brass decorate two wooden plaques of ebony or mahogany. No. 950 (left) has symbols meaning prosperity, splendor and happiness; no. 951 (right) expresses fortune, long life and treasure. Each, 8" by 26", $6.88; $12 the pair. Postage paid. Palley's, HG11, 2263 E. Vernon, Los Angeles, Calif.

**Brighten the corner**
As the Christmas season draws near everyone has the urge to enter into the spirit of festivity. Let children express their reactions with "Stickees," the window decoration which is easy to apply and to remove. Kit contains paper figures of all the Christmas symbols. $1 ppd. Kimball, 100 Bond Street, Oshkosh, Wis.

**Out, Fido!**
Give the family pet the sturdily "Dog Palace" for his Christmas bonus. Available in three sizes: Harlequin (gold-becked diamond pattern, $17.95), Junior (White and gold combination, $10.50) and Miniature (White with gold fleur-de-lis, $9.50). Send for catalogue. Carl A. Strand, HG11, 3341 No. Adams, Birmingham, Mich.

**Just for luck**
Give anyone a paperweight cast in 24k gold plate will control a versatile end table. Antiqued knotty pine. In stock was high $57.50 exp. chg. coll.

**MAGIC TURBAN**
Keeps "Hair-do" Beauty Shop Fresh
Yes, with this new Magic Turban your "hair-do" remains beauty shop fresh. No need to sleep on uncomfortable pins or curlers. Electronically lanolized so it stays in place. Adheres to itself too without fasteners of any kind. Fine for wear while riding or outdoor sports. Assorted colors. Washable. Order No. 2642.

**SHOPPING AROUND**

**Virginia Ham**
AGED LIKE VINTAGE WINE

**Christmas Tradition for 300 Years!**
Smoked for weeks over hand tended fires, kept going day & night, while juices drip and pungent hickory smoke permeates and flavors the meat. Aged a year, then baked with wine & sugar. Arrives ready to serve (doesn't even need heating), for Christmas feast, buffet, cocktails, sandwiches, etc. Traditionally sliced paper thin and served cold; goes a long way, easy to keep; a delight to any homemaker during busy holidays.

300 years ago Virginia planters tended their farms to English wailing masters. Soon the world's epicures were agog over this new flavor! Virginia Ham became famous around the world. It still is. Each magnificent ham now hanging in our aging rooms has been slowly cured, smoked to a rich mahogany hue, and aged the way the colonists did it 300 years ago. For there is no short cut to such flavor. Just before shipment each ham is soaked, simmered, skinned, the fat trimmed, then scoured with wine & sugar, and baked to a sweet & savory feast of flavor unlike any other.

Nestled in burgundy tissue in sturdy Old Virginia Smokehouse box, with carving, keeping, serving suggestions enclosed, here is a grand treat for your family and guests—a magnificent gift! Our hams are prepared to please discerning people. We guarantee complete satisfaction, or money refunded. $1.98 per lb., net cooked weight, postpaid in U. S. Sizes: 8 to 15 lbs. Please specify if wanted now, for Christmas, or other date.

JORDAN'S OLD VIRGINIA SMOKEHOUSE, 1431-H East Cary St., Richmond, Va.

**IMPORTED**

**Jug & Steins**
Roll out the barrel and serve your winter evening guests with this quaint set from West Germany. Distinctive 1/2 qt. jug design borrowed from a hundred-year-old pattern. Six steins, all different.

Jug  $ 7.50 each
Stein  $ 2.50 each
Complete Set 19.95 Ppd.

**TUCKAHOE TRADERS**
Dept. HG, P. O. Box 8612, Richmond 26, Va.

**Dick Avery's Kit**
Afarrier's box that does all the chores of a versatile end table. Antiqued knotty pine. 16" x 17½" x 23½" high

$ 57.50 exp. chg. coll.

**Designers & Makers of Unusual Early American Pine Furniture and Accessories**

**The Lennox Shop**
313 Broadway, Hewlett, Long Island, N.Y.

**Hand-fashioned erib set**
A work of art—a gift of love. Exhibited at Cincinnati Art Museum, these contemporary figures capture a timeless spirit of reverence. 8½ high in soft terra cotta finish. Set A (illustrated) 10 pieces $25. Set B: Madonna, Child, Joseph $10 (excluding tax and postage).

Immediate delivery. Enclose check or money order. Sorry no C.O.D.'s. Write for complete catalogue of sculpture, prints, plaques.

THE GRAIL, Box 20268, Dept. R, Cincinnati 30, Ohio.
you can locate every new country... pinpoint every world event... on our

COMpletely REVISED, UP-TO-DATE

Thomas Jefferson

world globe
in solid cherry stand

only $100 we pay freight

This handsome 16" diameter full-color world globe is a great source of information and enjoyment... and will make a truly elegant addition to home or office. The solid cherry stand, with distressed finish, is available in either dark antique or lighter fruitwood tone. Satin-polished antique brass casters add the final touch of perfection!

Satisfaction Guaranteed

Send Check or M.O.—No C.O.D.'s, please

Golf Bag Cover-All

ppd S2.98

Dirt and damage. Travel protection in car, age. Protects bag and clubs from pilferage, perfect year-end and damp locker room storage.

Golf Bag Cover-All

Full Zip Front

Rolls to fit

Over All Height: 30".

Full Zip Front

Dirt and damage. Travel protection in car, age. Protects bag and clubs from pilferage, perfect year-end and damp locker room storage.

Golf Bag Cover-All

Full Zip Front

Dirt and damage. Travel protection in car, age. Protects bag and clubs from pilferage, perfect year-end and damp locker room storage.

Sleepy Hollow Gifts

1037 Crane Drive, Dept. G-11
Falls Church, Virginia

SLEEPY HOLLOW GIFTS

1037 Crane Drive, Dept. G-11
Falls Church, Virginia

LINCOLN STEEL CORP.

Box 1660 Dept. H Lincoln, Nebraska

Sani-Rack-Kart

keeps

Refuse

Areas

Clean

$12.95 10

American's Finest Parented. Spring tension handles,Fully closed or open. Holds one upright or grouped with lid firmly on container. Wide rigid handles makes moving a snap. Rugged angle frame fits all std. 20 to 32 gal. garbage cans. Approved by health departments. $12.95. Rack $9.95 plus $2.00 postage. (Cash not included.) Packed in small cartons. Easy assembled. Other two & three can models Write for holder

Sani-Kart

HAND MADE, VELVET SANTA! Make your Christmas a Merry one with this jolly Santa! Ideal for table decoration, under-the-tree, or center-piece. Hand made of imported wool crepe beard. Beautifully transparent velvet suit, fur fabric trimmed, imported wool crepe beard. Beautifully.

SANTA RED. 2016 Baltimore, Dept. R729, Buffalo, N. Y.

MAGNIFYING GLASSES

A Blessing For Folks Over 40

Read newspapers, telephone books or Bible easy. Do fine fancy work, crocheting for hours without eye strain. New, precision MAGNIFYING GLASSES (not RX) bring out detail like a cash register, it adds the cash as it goes into the bank, rings a bell and automatically unlocks when a total amount of $10 is deposited. $3.95 postpaid. From Harvest House, Dept. HG11, 1200 R729, Buffalo, N. Y.

Well balanced

To teach a youngster to count and to save money, give him Uncle Sam's Register Bank. Designed like a cash register, it adds the cash as it goes into the bank, rings a bell and automatically unlocks when a total amount of $10 is deposited. $3.95 postpaid. From Harvest House, Dept. HG11, 1200 R729, Buffalo, N. Y.

In a demi-tasse

For making gem-like arrangements of flowers in any tiny container use "Petite Fashione." Of crystal clear plastic, it has two tiers of rings which hold stems of flowers and leaves in position. Opaque base is sturdy. 15" diameter. $1.25 for two. Pp. Order from Gadjo, Department HG11, Box 386, Great Neck, N. Y.
**Heraldic symbol**
For the entrance door: a handsome knocker emblazoned with the family heraldic bearings. Allow six weeks for research on original name. Knocker has shield of bronze with colors fused to it. Parts not fused with enamel are finished in gold or silver plate. $69 to $100. Shields, HG11, 58-32 212th St., Flushing, N. Y.

**Character dolls**
Imports from India, handmade dolls are authentically dressed. Peasant woman balances brass pot on her head, holds baby on her back, $3.95. Rajah with an impressive sahara has a jewel clasp on his turban, $4.50. Woman in a beautiful sari, $3.95. All 11" high. Ppd. Here's How Co., HG11, 95 Fifth Avenue, New York 3, N. Y.

**Help yourself**
To make buffet suppers a delight of nineties with colors fused to it.

**SHOPPING AROUND**

**Hand Woven Natural Wicker Baskets**
from the Isle of Madeira
Beautiful, practical, unusual... gifts with a world of uses... you'll want for yourself!

**Hand Sewn Moccasins**
Fellman brings Canada to you with this luxurious mocassin—the Habitant. Feel how softly your feet sink into the deeply lined and comforted genuine lamb’s wool. Discover this cushion of comfort and the warmth of wool. Supply, hand-crafted tan suede leather with linen stitching assures wear through years of cold winters. Also available in black glove leather with a "merry" red genuine fleece lining. $10.95. Order by mail—satisfaction guaranteed. Sizes 4-13. Send check or money order. FELLMAN LTD., Dept. H.G., 6 E., N.Y. 17 Also 49 W. 43rd., N. Y. & Newark, N. J.

**Ice Cream Flower Molds**
Now you can mold ice cream in exquisite flower shapes, just the right size for individual servings. Just fill molds with ice cream, pop into freezer. When ready to serve, ice cream slips out easily, reproducing every detail of zinnia, rose, daisy, pansy, and black-eyed Susan. Ideal, too, for gelatin desserts and sundaes. Set of six, all different—$1.95. Food for free gift catalog, No C.O.D.'s, please. ARTISAN GALLERIES 218-811 N. Rusk Dallas 6, Texas.
duncraft's
FLIGHT DECK®
LURES WILD BIRDS!
FEED, PHOTOGRAPH,
WATCH WILD BIRDS,
JUST INCHES AWAY!

All Hands On Deck! Coming in for a landing are all the otherwise timid birds in the neighborhood. They just can't resist the pool, playground, and excellent cuisine on this Flight Deck. Clip one on your window sill and learn birdcalls from the experts. Gives shut-ins and youngsters a real treat, too, to observe the feathery creatures at such close range. It's of weatherproof duralon, green with white trim. Hard-treat, too, to observe the feathery creatures at such close range.

INSTRUCTIONSGIFT PACKED WITH CARD. SHIPPED INSURED, SAME DAY OR DATE REQUESTED. ALL ORDERS ACKNOWLEDGED. MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.

SEND FOR FREE XMAS CATALOG FEATURING OVER 100 ITEMS FOR THE BIRD WATCHER AND STUDENT

duncraft
Dept. G-11
Dunn Bldg., Penacook, New Hampshire

EXECUTIVES • POLITICIANS
DECISION MAKERS
YOUR TROUBLES ARE OVER!
TOP LEVEL DECISION MAKER

“DETERMINATION PERSONEL” will give you time to do the more important things. This dart board is marked off with “Yes” and “No”, “Decision After 3 Minutes”, “Go Play Golf”, etc., etc. Dart will wing its way to the right answer. Boxed.

FREE Catalog unused gifts and gimmicks

THE TOP LEVEL DECISION MAKER AND EXECUTIVE SITUATION SOLVER will give you time to do the more important things. This dart board is marked off with “Yes” and “No”, Table For 30 Days”, “Decide After 3 Minutes”, “Go Play Golf”, etc., etc. Dart will wing its way to the right answer.

PINE CONE STUDIO
416 "C" Street (Dept. 11) • Galt, California

SEND CHRISTMAS PHOTO-LETTERS
Send Christmas Photo-Letters for a personalized Season's Greeting to your friends this year! Photos-Lithographed (with pictures of your family, home, etc.) from your hand written or typed original! Choice of 6 colorful Christmas letterheads including new French fold design. 100 letters and envelopes. $15.95; with pictures, $14.95. Money-back guarantee. We pay postage. Send 10c in coin for kit, sample letterhead, and directions to: CHRISTMAS LETTERS 1963 20th Street, Boulder, Colorado.

SOMETHING NEW UNDER THE SUN
FOR RUMPUS ROOM, PATIO, LAWN & BEACH
PAR-PUTT
"A GAME OF SKILL"
BRIGHT, COLORFUL, MADE FOR YEARS OF PLEASURE

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO
J. C. GILLESPIE
15 N.E. 169th Street, Miami 62, Florida

SHOPPING AROUND

Let's play house
Youngsters will spend many pleasant hours nesting each of five houses, one into the other. A perennial favorite, the nesting toy has never lost its charm. Houses are made of smoothly finished wood decorated with non-toxic paint. Largest is 2 1/2" by 3" by 3 1/4", $1.50 postpaid. Shackman, HG11, 2 West 35th St., New York, N. Y.

Strictly feminine
For special occasions nothing looks so attractive as long gloves. The 12-button length is made of nylon stretch fabric in black, white or beige. Draw-string on one side of each allows the gloves to be crushed to any desired length. $3.50 postpaid the pair, Order from Clarion Products, HG11, Box 488, Highland Park, Ill.

Don’t miss a thing
Excellent gift for a purposeful man, this Swiss made 7-jewel pocket alarm watch is fitted with a stainless steel case. Back opens to form stand for use on a night table. Alarm is sharp and clear. Luminous dial and hands, 2" in diameter. $13.25 ppd. Madison House, HG11, 300 Lexington Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Fur flatterer

Cordially yours
With after dinner coffee, serve liqueurs from a French crystal decanter, sectioned to hold four varieties. Fill with green crème de menthe, red Cherry Heering, Crystal Cointreau and amber cognac for a colorful effect. 12" high, it has four slim crystal stoppers, $6.45 ppd. Classics Corner, HG11, Bay Hill, Pa.

EXECUTIVES • POLITICIANS
DECISION MAKERS
YOUR TROUBLES ARE OVER!
TOP LEVEL DECISION MAKER

START WINTER'S JOY WITH
HOLIDAY CATALOG
Send catalog for information on Christmas lanterns, bird feeders, bird baths, bird houses, bird furniture, bird feed, bird food, etc. for the bird watcher and student.

PINE CONE STUDIO
416 "C" Street (Dept. 11) • Galt, California

BUY CHRISTMAS LETTERS
For a personalized greeting to your friends this year! Photos-Lithographed with pictures of your family, home, etc. from your hand written or typed original! Choice of 6 colorful Christmas letterheads including new French fold design. 100 letters and envelopes. $15.95; with pictures, $14.95. Money-back guarantee. We pay postage. Send 10c in coin for kit, sample letterhead, and directions to: CHRISTMAS LETTERS 1963 20th Street, Boulder, Colorado.

SOMETHING NEW UNDER THE SUN
FOR RUMPUS ROOM, PATIO, LAWN & BEACH
PAR-PUTT
"A GAME OF SKILL"
BRIGHT, COLORFUL, MADE FOR YEARS OF PLEASURE

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO
J. C. GILLESPIE
15 N.E. 169th Street, Miami 62, Florida
**Shopping Around**

**Pity the girl**
If she has no one to scratch her back, give her the glamorous "scratcher." 30" long, it's topped with a full-blown realistic rose, glossy green leaves. The long stem is green plastic bedecked with rosebuds. It's a witty gift, modestly priced. $1 plus 35c postage. Foster House, HG11, 6523 North Galena, Peoria, Ill.

**Snob appeal**
Inexpensive gift for almost everyone on the Christmas list is the polished solid brass plaque designed for the dashboard of an automobile. It is engraved with the statement, "This Car Made Especially For (any name you desire)." Adhesive on back. $1 each. ppd. Adriane, HG11, Finch Merchandise Mart, St. Paul, Minn.

**Barnyard pets**
Charming porcelain figurines imported from Europe include a gray and white rooster (4½" high), $14.15; a brown hen flecked with white (9½" high), $11.40; calico cat marked in shades of gray (2½" high), $5.15; and a wee white mouse (1½" high), $4.15. All ppd. Black, Starr & Gorham, HG11, New York, N. Y.

**Record cradle**
Smoothly turned pine spindles finished in honey-tone or in mel­ low maple are used to make this classic rack for record albums. Base spindles are grooved to prevent records from slipping. Rubber feet protect table or cabinet top. Cradle holds about eighty-five records. $10.30 ppd. Yester House, HG11, No. Conway, N. H.

**Together again**
All the King's men couldn't put Humpty-Dumpty together again, but anyone else can with this kit! Contains stamped red and white cotton percale, felt trimmings, floss and ruffles. Easy to stitch, it can be stuffed with cotton, foam or shredded rags. 16" high. $1.95 ppd. Victoria Gifts, Department HG11, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

**Know how it blows — with Cape Cod Wind Indicators!**
Mounted on the wall in your house, these precision instruments help forecast local weather, fascinate family and friends.

- **Cape Cod Wind Direction Indicator** — small brass wind vane on roof flips the wind direction indicator by lighting compass points on the vividly decorative brass dial. Complete with vane, 6½" dial and 50 feet of connecting wire. $49.95, postpaid.
- **Cape Cod Wind Speed Indicator** — tells at a glance indoors how hard the wind is blowing outdoors. Spinning cups on the roof or TV mast instantly show every gust and lull in the wind, up to 100 miles per hour, on the 4½" highly polished brass dial. Complete with spinner and wire, $49.95, postpaid.

**For Good!**

**REMOVES UGLY HAIR**
QUICKLY, SAFELY, IN PRIVATE—FROM ANY PART OF BODY.

With a new pencil-like instrument you can now painlessly, safely and to private, remove unwanted hairs one by one—for good—by destroying the hair roots. Follow easy instructions. Avoid moles, warts, etc. The Peliatron works by electrolysis, the method followed by high priced professionals. Yet you can do it safely, easily and at 50% to 75% less than professionals. Send name and address and $3.50. Pay only the statement. "This Car Made Especially For —" on arrival, plus C.O.D. postage. Or save money. Send $12.50 and we pay postage. Same Guarantee.

**7 DAY TRIAL — SEND ONLY $1.00**
Send name and address and $1.00. Pay only $11.50 on arrival, plus C.O.D. postage. Or save money. Send $12.50 and we pay postage. Same Guarantee.

**THE MITCHUM CO., DEPT. 6-MX**
PARIS, T E N N.

**SPECIAL DISCOUNTS**
GOLDEN BRASS SWITCH PLATES to add House & Garden elegance to your walls. Gleaming brass plated metal lasts a lifetime, eliminates the polishing. Opulent antique raised design that is appropriate for every house.

- Single (1) $1.60.
- Double (2) $2.75.
- Triple (3) $3.95.
- Push plate for (1) $1.25.

Add 30% sales tax in Fla.

**His and Hers "Bottle" Shirt**
Distinctively different design, that is a hit at parties, barbecues or country club. An easy-care, drip-dry, 100% combed cotton with color-fast print on white ground. An ideal Christmas gift.

Men's sizes Small (14-1/2) Medium (16-1/2) Large (18-1/2) Extra Lg. (20-1/2)

Women's sizes 10-12-14-16

**$5.95 each Prepaid. Add 3% sales tax in Fla.**

**J. LANEY**
2401 N.E. 11th Avenue Wilton Manors, Florida

---

**Fruit of the Month Club**
from 'way out in Oregon

- **Christmas—R. R. Peers**
- **January—Apples**
- **February—Grapefruit**
- **March—Royal Oranges**
- **April—Pineapple**
- **May—Preserves**
- **June—Home-Canned Fruit**
- **July—Nectarines**
- **August—Summer Pears**
- **September—Peaches**
- **October—Grapes**
- **November—Spanish Melons**
- **December—Royal Riviera Pears**

**A dozen dazzling gifts—all year**

**ROYAL RIVIERA Pears**
They'll eat up—with a spoon! Handsome gift you'll never hear the last of! $3 extra. Mail check or money order to:

**Harry and David**
Box 4040, Medford, Oregon

---

**Shopping Around**

**BUY OR SEND ALL YEAR ROUND**

- **GIFT NO. 1 (10-14 Huge Pears)** ppd. $3.95
- **GIFT NO. 2 (16-20 Whoppers)** ppd. $4.95
- **GIFT NO. 3 (20-25 Sweeter Peers)** ppd. $5.95

**DELIVERIES GUARANTEED**

- **Small (14-1/2) Medium (15-1/2) Large (16-1/2) Extra Lg. (17-1/2)**
- **$1.95 each**
- **$9.50 dozen**

**SPECIAL OFFER**

- **7 BOX CLUB**
- **Order Gift No. 16 ppd. $9.50**
- **Order Gift No. 20 ppd. $9.50**
- **Order Gift No. 20 ppd. $9.50**

**FREE DELIVERY**

- **A dozen delicious gifts—all year**
- **QUICKLY, SAFELY, IN PRIVATE**
- **FROM ANY PART OF BODY**

- **With a new pencil-like instrument you can now painlessly, safely and to private, remove unwanted hairs one by one—for good—by destroying the hair roots. Follow easy instructions. Avoid moles, warts, etc. The Peliatron works by electrolysis, the method followed by high priced professionals. Yet you can do it safely, easily and at 50% to 75% less than professionals. Send name and address and $3.50. Pay only the statement. "This Car Made Especially For —" on arrival, plus C.O.D. postage. Or save money. Send $12.50 and we pay postage. Same Guarantee.**

**THE MITCHUM CO., DEPT. 6-MX**
PARIS, T E N N. **1961 HAD**
Early American

TOY-CHEST BENCH

These two madcap fashions, recalling the raccoon rags of the roaring 20’s, belong in every well-groomed wardrobe... add a jaunty flair to casual wear. The hat may be worn high and handsomely, or pulled down snugly as a cloche. It’s a must in the cold-weather months—in town or country for all outdoor activities. One size fits all. As far the slippers, they’re blissfully comfortable, so dashing and neat—wth a deep pile moulon inner sole for cuddly warmth. In small, medium, large and child’s sizes (specify). Both hat and slippers are made of genuine raccoon skins. Either or both make the sweetest, spunkiest gift!

---

SHOPPING AROUND

Good insulation
Give the men in the family light-weight, easy-to-wear cotton knit T-shirts with long sleeves. Made of soft combed cotton, they give added warmth and comfort without the bulk of heavy underwear.
Sizes: 34 to 46. $2 each; $5 for three. Postpaid. Wittman Textiles, HG11, 6287 Southboro Station, West Palm Beach, Fla.

Six for the show
Give a child this set of animal finger puppets made of corduroy and trimmed with bright color felt. Faces are delightful. Perky bows tied under each chin add a jaunty effect. Puppets fit right on the fingers of a glove, are easy to manipulate. Each, 31c, is $1. Set of 6 (4 shown), $2.79. Ppd. Meredith’s, HG11, Evanston 23, Ill.

Closet clippings
For men’s trousers and women’s slacks, this new hanger designed to eliminate pinched waists is made of steel finished in no-slip vinyl. Hanger is open on one side, does not have to be removed from clothes rod. Neat and sturdy, it is a space saver, too. $1 for 2 Ppd. National Hanger, HG11, 18th St., New York, N. Y.

Perfect technique
Famous line drawing of Del Sarto, a sixteenth-century artist, is reproduced on an elegant box imported from Italy. Beautifully executed hands form cover design. Box finished in antique gold is suitable for jewels, cards, cigarettes. 6½” by 4” by 3¼”, $6.50 ppd. American Trader, HG11, 31 Lafayette, White Plains, N. Y.
Candle glow
For the niche where a candle would add interest but might be dangerous, use the "Flicker Flame" hurricane lamp. It is fitted with an electric light bulb resembling a burning candle. Base is made of finely carved teakwood, shade is clear glass. 12" high. $9.95 ppd. Aerolux, HG11, 653 Eleventh Ave., New York, N. Y.

Copy cat
A ring for her finger could be this excellent copy of a serpentine antique. Made of gold-filled metal, this beauty is adjustable to any finger and is set with a large cultured pearl and a beautifully faceted rhinestone. Comes in clear plastic ring box. $2 ppd. Majestic, HG11, 2386 W. Flagler, Miami, Fla.

Out of the ordinary
Perfect gift with a modest price tag, imported wastebasket is made of wood finished in gold leaf. Made in Italy, it has an ivory panel with a scroll design in heavy gold. $9.95 ppd. Aerolux, HG11, 5192 Ashley Dr., Valley Stream, N. Y.

Treat for teacher
Send a youngster to school with Hand-Genic, a mechanical holder for chalk. Barrel is black, cap, finished in 22k gold plate. Button ejects or retracts standard blackboard chalk. As fingers do not touch chalk, it helps prevent allergy. 4" long $2.50 each; $6, for three. Ppd. Hand-Genic, HG11, 2386 W. Flagler, Miami, Fla.

THE KREBS

NEW DISC JOCKEY DESIGNED RECORD TRAVELER HOLDS 24 LP OR 50 LP ALBUMS
Here’s the case experts use for quick selection and utmost protection: Designed by a popular disc jockey, this handsome, non-rust hardware & lock. In luggage tan. Use "on the road", at the beach, anywhere! 24 LP Record Traveler 10.95

DEERSKIN SPECIALS—SOFT & WASHABLE
Our famous, Whipstitched 9" gauntlet deerskin specials are back again, we’re proud to say. These gloves won’t wear out, won’t tear their sport soft and supple, they are made of the finest deerskin from the West. Chocolate Cream size $2 to 8½. (plus 20¢ postage) $2.99 ppd.

CELEBRATED "FRENCH" CROCODILE IN CLASSIC HANDBAG SHAPES
Only in style-conscious France do artisans have the know-how to take superior calf skins and treat them so that they are supple, yet retain their natural beauty. Our "French" crocodiles are made from the finest calf skins and exquisitely hand worked. They will wear for years. Black or Dark Brown. Large Rectangle with snap closure 13½ x 11 x 5. All American $29.95

WATCH STAND

Keep grandfather’s heirloom pocket watch out in the open for all to see and admire. This charming stand is a miniature grandfather’s clock: the pocketwatch becomes its face. Beautifully made of cherry in an Early American finish, it is 14" high and has a wooden peg to securely hang watch up to 2½" in diameter. Watch not included.) $5.50 ppd.

SAFE-FEEDER

BRING SONG BIRDS TO YOUR GARDEN ALL YEAR ROUND
Protected from rain; seeds can’t be scattered by wind. Easy to fill and breakable. Holds 1½ lb. seed. 10" high, 4" diameter, dark green, rustproof anodized aluminum. Lower section acts as squirrel guard. Simple to hang or mount on ½" pipe. Complete $12.95 postpaid. Without squirrel guard $10.36 ppd.

SEND FOR OUR NEW FREE CATALOG

Hagerstrom METALCRAFT STUDIO DEPT. HG—OLD MILWAUKEE RD. WHHEELING, ILLINOIS Handcrafted Specialties since 1922

GRANDFATHER CLOCK WATCH STAND

Send for free gift catalog THE KREBS HG11, Westerly, Rhode Island

TRIPLES SHELF SPACE

Entirely hide ‘n’ seek storage of spices, baby foods, packaged desserts and other hard to find items with Three-Shelf SAFE-FEEDER. Eliminates fumbling, juggling, stacking! Three 11" shelf spaces revolve at the flick of a finger, bring the package you want within easy reach. Edges are rolled so boxes can’t fall, 9" high, fits into corners, needs no installation. “Seasoning” book by Carol French included. Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded. Order now in kitchen white or lustreous copperette finish. Postage paid in U. S., send check or M. O.

NEW 2-shelf model (not shown) 11" shelves 6½" high. $2.99

SEND FOR FREE GIFT CATALOG

Panda Products 1200 Nirope, R314, Buffalo 12, N. Y.

SAFE-FEEDER

BRING SONG BIRDS TO YOUR GARDEN ALL YEAR ROUND
Protected from rain; seeds can’t be scattered by wind. Easy to fill and breakable. Holds 1½ lb. seed. 10" high, 4" diameter, dark green, rustproof anodized aluminum. Lower section acts as squirrel guard. Simple to hang or mount on ½" pipe. Complete $12.95 postpaid. Without squirrel guard $10.36 ppd.

SEND FOR OUR NEW FREE CATALOG

Hagerstrom METALCRAFT STUDIO DEPT. HG—OLD MILWAUKEE RD. WHHEELING, ILLINOIS Handcrafted Specialties since 1922

GRANDFATHER CLOCK WATCH STAND

Keep grandfather’s heirloom pocket watch out in the open for all to see and admire. This charming stand is a miniature grandfather’s clock: the pocketwatch becomes its face. Beautifully made of cherry in an Early American finish, it is 14" high and has a wooden peg to securely hang watch up to 2½" in diameter. Watch not included.) $5.50 ppd.

SEND FOR FREE GIFT CATALOG THE KREBS HG11, Westerly, Rhode Island

TRIPLES SHELF SPACE

Entirely hide ‘n’ seek storage of spices, baby foods, packaged desserts and other hard to find items with Three-Shelf SAFE-FEEDER. Eliminates fumbling, juggling, stacking! Three 11" shelf spaces revolve at the flick of a finger, bring the package you want within easy reach. Edges are rolled so boxes can’t fall, 9" high, fits into corners, needs no installation. “Seasoning” book by Carol French included. Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded. Order now in kitchen white or lustreous copperette finish. Postage paid in U. S., send check or M. O.

NEW 2-shelf model (not shown) 11" shelves 6½" high. $2.99

SEND FOR FREE GIFT CATALOG

Panda Products 1200 Nirope, R314, Buffalo 12, N. Y.
GOLD-DEC-IT

"THE CHAIR"
FINISHED IN EASY HOME KIT
Designed for a lady with taste, who enjoys traditional, colonial, country, modern art, craft, or crafty living, this kit is easy to make and install. It is made of solid mahogany, oak, maple, birch, walnut, or cherry. The chair is 24" high, 20" wide, and 18" deep. The seat is upholstered with leather, velveteen, or cotton. The backrest is made of wood and upholstered with fabric. The chair is 36" long, 36" wide, and 36" high. The kit includes all necessary hardware, instructions, and materials. The kit is shipped in a box and is easy to assemble. The kit is $125.00. Write for catalog and samples.

YOUR OLD FUR INTO NEW CAPE - STOLE - JACKET $22.95
Write for FREE STYLE BOOK

Bean's Ladies' Moccasin Slippers


ORDER FROM MORTON'S, WORLD'S LARGEST EXPORTER AT WHOLESALE PRICES. Also a large selection of new, used, and second-hand goods. Morton's is the place for the discriminating buyer. Morton's Stationers, 112 W. Washington St., Chicago, Ill.

NEW! CAPE COD CUPOLA
Opaque glass louvres give this handsome, practical cupola charm and beauty. Unique and attractive when lighted at night. It's easy to install and fits any roof. Adds charm and beauty to your home. Send for free illustrated catalog — listing attractive cupolas from $16 to $340, also 197 designs of weathervanes from $10 to $175, write:

CAPE COD CUPOLA & WEATHERVANE CO.
DEPT. D-4
North Dartmouth, Mass.

New Kentile Terrazzo Pastels—the vinyl tile you install yourself for about $60!

Exclusive with Kentile! Seven cool, inviting pastel colors in greaseproof, smooth-surfaced Vinyl Asbestos Tile. And—for any 12' x 15' area—$60 buys everything: tile, feature strips, and adhesive. Or, have your dealer do it. Costs less to have installed than flooring in rolls. Kentile Dealer? See the Yellow Pages.

K.ENTILE INC., P. O. Box 12, Van Brunt Station, Brooklyn 15, New York, Dept. G-8

I am enclosing $ to cover cost of items checked:
- $2.50 for set of 73 "Hi-Fi" color swatches of Kentile Vinyl Asbestos Tile.
- $1.00 for authoritative, 48-page "Decorating Handbook"—packed with smart interior ideas.

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
City ____________________________ Zone _______ State _______

Do-it-yourselfer? Kentile Vinyl Asbestos Tile can be installed anywhere indoors. Your Kentile Dealer will give you complete, detailed instructions.

Dirt, grease, spilled foods can’t stick to this super-smooth surface. Result? Easiest floor of all to clean and keep clean. Each waxing lasts far longer!

Decorating hints? "Hi-Fi" color swatches? Kentile® shows how to coordinate room colors; offers color swatches of its full Vinyl Asbestos Tile line.
Melody in mahogany

The gentle tinkling of a harpsichord comes to mind as you view 18th century English charm recaptured now in solid mahogany. This is the Wedgewood group by Kling.

Cabinetmakers of that period would meet their match today in the talent and skill of the men who create Wedgewood. Solid, choice mahogany throughout...carefully hand-rubbed to a rich russet finish, Wedgewood will harmonize with your favorite decoration. It will add charm to any bedroom, and mellow through generations.

Our new, full-color booklet brings you 24 pages of helpful room decorating ideas and furniture care. Send 50¢ in coin to Kling Factories, Dept. HG11, Mayville, N.Y.
Mosaic...Cone's exciting interpretation...a work of art beautifully expressed in the color-rich elegance of
"Wondasoft" finished towels, in woven in-to-stay shades of pale yellows to deep golds, soft blues to rich royals,
petal pink to lilacs, luscious champagne to coral and brown. In one touch, you'll note the fluffy softness of Cone's
lofty-loop construction, a luxury in itself. And, you'll be surprised to see that these full-bodied, full-sized,

Cone TOWELS

CONE MILLS INC., 1440 Broadway, New York City "Makers of fine quality towels and Sporterry"

Guaranteed by Good Housekeeping

CONE MILLS Way

New York City
This will clean off Acrilan. Trust the label with the big red "A"

When a carpet has earned this label, it's easy to clean • exceptionally resilient • soil resistant • easy to maintain • mothproof • mildew-proof • non-allergenic. Insist on carpet made with Acrilan acrylic fiber in the pile; carpet that features this label will show its beauty, not its age. Available in any color, pattern and pile construction in carpet made by these fine mills: Barwick, Cabin Crafts, Coronet, Downs, Firth, Gulistan, Hardwick & Magee, Magee, Monarch. In Canada: Harding Carpets. The CHEMSTRAND Corporation, New York 1, makes Acrilan acrylic fiber. The finest mills in America make the carpets.
GiFTS WITH A FUTURE

FOR HIM OR HER!

Inspire a smile and relax in style with gifts for your loved ones!

BILL PARRY LOUNGER

Lounge in style with the original Bill Parry Lounger. Available in various colors for both men and women.

SHOPPING AROUND

VICTORIAN REVIVAL

Complement your home with these classic pieces from the Victorian era. Perfect for adding a touch of elegance to any room.

LEBKAUCHEK

Treat yourself to something delicious. Lekkuchen, a classic German dessert, is sure to delight your taste buds.

FOR BRILLIANT COLOR

Choose from a variety of vibrant colors for your next project. Whether you're painting a room or crafting with fabric, there's a color for everyone.

GOSSIP CHAIR

Perfect for adding a touch of luxury to your living space. This comfortable chair is perfect for relaxing with a good book.

The most unusual GIFT!

They'll be delightfully surprised with this unique gift! The perfect addition to any home or office setting.

CAR HEAD-RES CO.

Serve up some delicious chocolate milkshakes with this vintage bar. A perfect blend of nostalgia and modern convenience.

SHOPIING ONE-SIZE-FIT-ALL

ride to the game with a personalized car headrest. Choose from a variety of colors and designs to show off your team spirit.

AT LAST! A NEW EASY WAY TO SORT YOUR TRANSPARENT SLIDES

We've made organizing your slides easy with our new slide sorter. Simply choose your colors and we'll do the rest!
DWARF Florida PALM TREE GROWS IN YOUR HOME!

True midget palm tree is an ideal house plant that grows to 3 feet tall indoors. Graceful and decorative tropical tree arrives potted, living and growing with guarantee of safe arrival. Tailorizes drought and likes shade—easy care. Not shipped to CALIF., TEXAS, ARIZ., LA.

Add 25¢ post.

$1.50

Fascinating Gift Collection Of Nature's Marriott Wonders!

50 DEEP SEA TREASURES

Colorful, authentic treasures from the depths of tropical waters make original decorator ideas. Convert lamps, picture frames, ash trays into stunning "originals." Seahorse, starfish, echo shells, calico clams—dozens of assorted sizes and colors. Perfect for aquariaums, bobbits and young naturalists.

Postpaid

$1

Growing in Your Home!

DWARF Florida PALM TREE

Graceful and decorative tropical tree arrives potted, living and growing with guarantee of safe arrival. Tailorizes drought and likes shade—easy care. Not shipped to CALIF., TEXAS, ARIZ., LA.

Add 25¢ post.

$1.75 ea. $9.75 f. p. d. Not shipped to CALIF., TEXAS, ARIZ., LA.

Large New Free Catalog—600 Pieces

Take off

He can put everything he needs into a textured goatskin bag. In natural tan color which mellows with age, it is lined with plastic for easy cleaning. 21" by 9" by 12", it has long zipper which gives a wide opening, two outside pockets, wrap-around strap, sturdy handles. $45 p.p.d. Charmant, HG 11, Garden City 11, N. Y.

Kitchen cunning

For the bride's new house, or to spark up a kitchen which needs refurbishing, we suggest electric switch plates decorated with multi-color fruit and vegetables and the name of the cook. Plate is metal finished in white enamel. 3½" by 3½", it will fit any standard single outlet. $1.75 ea. Ppd. Wales, HG 11, Box 244, Hartsdale, N. Y.

Traveling man

He will bless anyone who gives him the "Pocket Day-Timer," a series of twelve wallet-size diaries. He carries the current month diary in a slim wallet. It has sections for recording appointments, reminders, services performed, expenses. Plastic wallet and file box, 9½x5½, Order from Day-Timers, HG 11, Allentown, Pa.

Footsore?

Make a mold of your feet with "Foot-Ease," a plastic support. Soak in water, fit into shoes. Plastic shell conforms to foot and gives support to arch and muscles. Keeps its shape. For men and women. Give correct shoe size. $3.98 a pair, ppd. Cal-Leather, Dept. HG 304 E, 963 Harrison St., San Francisco, Calif.

Scented Candles from Carolina

Magnolia Lilac Pine Rose Lavender Bayberry

Handmade - Gift Boxed - Burns for about 24 hours.

$1.25 each - 5 for $5.00 ppd.

Add 25¢ for West Coast.

Satisfaction guaranteed. Free catalogue.

Jack & June Picks

The Carolina Soap & Candle Makers of Southern Pines, North Carolina

Genuine Currier & Ives Prints — Set of 4

The Four Seasons ... Spring, Summer, Autumn, Winter... the most famous Currier & Ives prints. Beautifully reproduced in soft glowing colors. Vandyke printed, ready to frame, a truly thoughtful gift for anyone.

Both prints 8½" x 11" on fine heavy card stock.

Of the prints only 4 $1.00 p.p.d.

Send 25¢ for big, new, bonus catalog.

Ruddin Holzer

HOUSE & GARDEN

Genuine Currier & Ives Prints — Set of 4

The Four Seasons ... Spring, Summer, Autumn, Winter... the most famous Currier & Ives prints. Beautifully reproduced in soft glowing colors. Vandyke printed, ready to frame, a truly thoughtful gift for anyone.

Both prints 8½" x 11" on fine heavy card stock.

Of the prints only 4 $1.00 p.p.d.

Send 25¢ for big, new, bonus catalog.

Ruddin Holzer

HOUSE & GARDEN
**SHOPPING AROUND**

**Money in the Bank**
Perfect gift for man or woman: the gold-finished basketweave metal checkbook cover designed to fit standard size checkbooks. Oval plaque is engraved with 3-letter monogram. Order by the dozen for extra stocking gifts. Each comes in grey flannel bag. $1.95 ppd. Empire, HG11, 140 Marbledale, Tuckahoe, N. Y.

**Classic beauty**
This fine reproduction of a Queen Anne bed has fluted back posts and exquisitely turned front posts with cabriole legs. *81/2", it comes in natural solid mahogany for $199: in walnut or cherry for $220. Prices are for bed frame only. Canopy and accessories not included. Exp. coll. Newcomb's, HG11, Durham, N. C.

**Regal cover-up**
Wear this bewitchingly glamorous soft Celanese wig as a beach accessory or when your hair is up on rollers or in pin curls. It comes in platinum, light blonde, pink, ice blue, black or brown or in dark shades with blonde streaks. One size fits all. $5.95 ppd. Order from Guild Wig Co., HG11, 103 E. Broadway, New York, N. Y.

**Paradox**
A broken heart is happy when it is the Mizpah. It is the sentimental heart charm broken in half and marked with the names of two lovers. In sterling silver: 1" $2.25, 1 1/2" $3.50. 2" $4.50. In 14K gold: 1/4" $20, 1" $23. 1 1/2" $32, 1 3/4" $45. Ppd., tax incl.

**Fun for All with NEW, SHUTTLE LOOP**
Requires just a small space in any size living room, recreation room, lawn, etc. Combines the best features of tennis or badminton for a game of fun all the family can play . indoors or out. (Will not harm furniture.) Complete with plastic shuttle cock, easy to assemble loop and all metal stand, two racquets and easy rules. Order No. 1055.

**WHISKEY**
**Tooth Paste!**

Genuine 6 Proof Stuff

**SCOTCH • BOURBON**
Why fight oral hygiene—enjoy it! Here's real he-man toothpaste, best argument yet for brushing 3 times a day. 23/4 oz. tubes flavored with the real thing—Scotch or Bourbon. Night-before feeling on the morning after. Rinse with soda instead of water if you prefer. Per tube ppd. 

$1

Greenland Studios
DEPT. HG-114, MIAMI 47, FLORIDA

**NEW 6th Edition**

MADISON HOUSE, Dept. 51-HG, 380 Lexington Ave., N. Y. 17

**KNOW WHAT TO PAY FOR ANTIQUES**

With this big new 365-page dealer's price handbook, you'll have no worries about what to pay for antiques. This new 6th edition lists value of more than 30,000 American antiques and is now available to the public. Includes pictures, prices of such varied objects as glass, china, furniture, toys, more than 235 other groups. A fascinating and invaluable guide to save money. $3.95 ppd.

**PROBLEMS FADE... Jolen**
Creme Bleach turns superfluous hair from dark to pale blond color that blends with natural skin tones. Medically approved, Jolen is effective on face, arms and legs! Money back guarantee. $2.00 Postpaid, tax included.

**JOLEN, INC.**
Box 204, H-11, Arlington, Mass.
C. Created by one of New York's leading jewelry designers... handcrafted by his own staff of craftsmen—these exquisite specimens of the artist's skill will make wonderful accessories for you—welcome gifts for the holiday season. Lustrous semi-precious Sterling Silver with contrasting antique highlights. Non-tarnishing. Prices include Fed. tax, cartage.

**PENDANTS**

Traditional Cross and Star design have been fashioned into graceful Pendants as modest as tomorrow-perfect for day or evening wear. To those who prefer a more casual style, we can suggest an accessory more flattering—more complementary to your own personal style. Chain included. Modern Cross: $7.15. Modern Star: $5.10.

Satisfaction Guaranteed. Mail order or money order today! Prompt Delivery.

**LIMITED PRODUCTIONS**, Dept. 2-A, P.O. Box 543, Great Neck 2, N.Y.

**SLEEPY CAT**

A conversation piece that is also a fine example of craftsmanship. Delightfully graceful! Pin has safety catch. Only $5.00.

**INITIAL TIE TAC**

Personalized with a flair to dress up any man's tie—or any woman's hair tie. For the lady whose initials are: $3.30 each. State Initial desired.

**SHOPSING AROUND**

**Off the hook**

For a small entrance hall, guest closet or children's room, this wood coat and hat rack is neat and compact. Sturdy aluminum hooks can be pushed flat against the wall when not in use. Rack measures 20" by 4". Hooks and hanger rings are finished in black. It is $1. complete ppd. Moultrie, HG11, Moultrie, Ga.

**Happy revival**

Nothing ever replaced the hall storage bench. An up-to-date version is a combination Deacon's bench and storage bin. In unfinished pine, $19.95; antique-finished pine, $22.95. 41" by 15" by 28", it has a seat 16" from floor. Store sport gear, rubbers, blankets. Order from Jeff Elliott, Department HG11, Statesville, N.C.

**Brought up-to-date**

The well-loved game of checkers has changed its symbols from peaceful counters to warlike cowboys and Indians. Even the board is changed from a traditional 32" square to a giant 24". Fifty-piece set includes Indians in war-time regalia, cowboys with 4's. $1.25 ppd. Mother Hubbard, Dept. W2, 176 Federal, Boston 10, Mass.

**Don't make a move**

To enjoy the pleasure of a fire you've got the logs stacked neatly near the hearth. For good-looking storage use the tavern table which has been re-designed to hold an ample supply of 16" or 24" logs. Table is pine-finished in honey-tone or maple. 18" by 24" by 25". $22.50 exp. coll. Yield House, HG11, No. Conway, N. H.

**Unique greeting**

To keep old friends up-to-date on things which have happened to you and the family during the past year, send them a letter describing the highlights. It will be re-produced together with one or more photos. $1.95 for 100 letters and envelopes; $1.95 with photos. Ppd. Christmas Letters, 1964 20th St., Boulder, Col.

**ALASKA* LOUNGERS**

Luxury Styled for Men and Women...insulated with 100% Prime Northern Down. Wear these comfortable loungers at the ski lodge, inside your boots when fishing, on chilly evenings. Made of quality wool, with tough synthetic soles which actually outwear leather. Sage Green, Dry Grass, Hunter Red, Autumn Gold. Give shoe size, whether for man or woman, no. 9.95 ppd. Send for Free 64-page Catalog.

SHOPPING AROUND

Figure skating?
Even if she has never been on a pair of skates, she will like this ice skate charm for her bracelet. It is available in 14k gold for $24. Fine 14k gold links bracelet is $11. In sterling silver the skate is $4. The matching silver bracelet is $1.60. Postpaid. Catalogue $1. Charms Unlimited, Dept. HG11, Box 59, Carle Place, N.Y.

Virginia ham
Serve succulent slices of pink ham either hot or cold. At Jordan's smoke house hams take from 9 to 12 months to age, during which time they are cured for 2 months, smoked over hickory fires and simmered with sugar and wine before baking. $1.98 per lb. for 8 to 15-pound hams, ppd. Jordan's, HG11, Richmond, Va.

For a cozy catnap
Keep this light-as-a-feather afghan on chaise longue or sofa. Hand-woven of fine wool, pattern is traditional “Star Plaid.” Black and white or red, indigo, Delft blue, rose, gold, pine, rust, brown, or purple on black and white. 54" x 72". $19.95 ppd. Better Sleep, HG11, Charlotte, N.C.

Keep in circulation
When a doctor orders elevation of legs while resting, Nuisance holds the mattress in perfect position. It raises easily, collapses when not in use. Also good for elevating the head when asthma occurs. It raises easily, collapses of legs while resting. Nikki-slan.

Friendly gesture
Holiday entertaining doesn’t have to be expensive. Invite old friends in for coffee or tea, or for a glass of wine. To add a gay note to the visit, use fine white paper napkins decorated with a design of red and green holly and gay candles.

SLEEPY HOLLOW GIFTS

INSTANT GLAMOUR WIG
In Ten Breathless Colors—
\-Makes a Big Hit at Parties, Dances, Anywhere

BEFORE
In These Colors to Match Any Wig
- Black
- Brown
- Light Blonde
- Platinum
- Red
- Grey Hair

A Perfect Cover-Up After Swimming, Getting or Shaving. Your Own Hair-White and Lovely As a Movie Star’s Hair-By

GUILD, Dept. W-495
103 East Broadway
N.Y.C. 2

FLYING AROUND

CHARM ACT

The charm of Script type in an inexpensive label. Gracefully joined letters, with each line centered, give Script labels a special, distinctive look. A thoughtful gift, beautifully printed in black on deluxe gold-stripe paper with ANY name and address, or ANY wording you want. About 2" long, 44-hour service. No. 5714. Gold-Stripe Labels, 500 for 50c. With plastic gift box, 500 for 60c.

DISTINCTIVE SCRIPT LABELS
500 for $1.00
Rich gold trim—free plastic gift box

From your printing for any label in this catalog (Economy, Gold-Stripe, or Script), we can make beautiful plastic-laminated key chain and luggage tags. Any wording you want can be sealed permanently into crystal-clear plastic. All tags complete with nickel-plated chain. Large size order (same wording) $6 or 75c with label order. Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back. We pay the postage.

Walter Drake & Sons
211 Drake Bldg.
Colorado Springs 12, Colo.
SHOPPING AROUND

Decals for decanters
Keep the home bar in good order with attractive beverage labels in gold, black and white. Matching tabs for olives, onions, cherries and sugar identify those important accessories. Large labels are 2½" by 1¼"; smaller, 1½" by 1¼". $1.65 a set, ppd. Order from Authentics, Dept. HG11, Box 4353, Cincinnati 43, Ohio.

Table trinketry
Spark up the breakfast or dinner table with this handsome three-bowl server for marmalade and preserves or relishes and dressings. Base and brackets are hand-rubbed hardwood; bowls are stainless steel, hold 16 ounces ea. $5 ladies are included, 11" high. $14.50 ppd. Sleepy Hollow, HG11, 1037 Crane, Falls Church, Va.

For a pro
Give the doctor or lawyer a good looking scrap basket marked with a Caduceus or with his three initials. Of heavy copper finished with jeweler’s lacquer to prevent tarnish, it has four ball feet. Completely handmade and engraved, it is 12½" high by 11" in diameter. $17.50 ppd. Henry W. Longfellow, HG11, Weston 93, Mass.

To mark an era
Give a new or old collector an album of foreign and domestic stamps struck during the Civil War. To encourage an interest in this exciting hobby, the album is offered at only 10c. With it comes a fascinating catalogue listing a variety of stamps and their cost. H. E. Harris, HG11, 108 Massachusetts, Boston, Mass.

CUSTOM FUR SERVICE
FOR DISCRIMINATING WOMEN
DIRECT N.Y. FACTORY
• Remodeling
• Repairing
Unique FUR RENTAL PLAN
Furs rented for weddings, vacations, etc. thru-out U.S.A. Ask about our moderate rates.
Newest couturier styles in furs made from your old fur coat. Send for Free 3D Viewer with color slides showing "before and after" fur remodeling. Send for Free 3D Viewers for both men and women. Write to
THE VEGA CO., Dept. G3
Box 465, Radio City Sta., New York 19, N. Y.

IT'S NOT A DIAMOND—but only an expert can tell the difference! Man-made, incredibly like the real thing in luxurious beauty, brilliancy, whiteness and hardness, at a tiny fraction of the cost. Cut and polished on diamond wheel by skilled experts to full "S" facets for per carat. ONLY YOU will know that the big beautiful stone on your finger is not a diamond! Only $10 per carat. VEGA a UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEED FOR LIFE—not to be broken on shipment or exchange. Sold on 10 day money-back guarantee.

SEND FOR FREE BOOKLET showing selection settings for both men and women. Write to
THE VEGA CO., Dept. G3
Box 465, Radio City Sta., New York 19, N. Y.

A CAR CLOCK that actually works!

for
SPORTS CAR
COMPACT
ALL AUTOS
$12.95
plus $1.25 f.a.o.
painted wood.
Ideal for road runs or rallies.
DIAL: Black face; hands and hour in luminescent white; second numeral, calibrations, and numbers in 5/16" in other colors.
CASE: Gray shock-resistant plastic, 3½" dia., 2¼" deep.
A gift for sporting enthusiasts; beater's with first car; or compact car owners.
SPECIAL PRICES for Couples
$11.95 each
D. CORRADO, INC.
Dept. HG-111
26 North Clark St.
Chicago 2, Illinois

PUSSYFOOTING AROUND
2.98 pr.

ORDER CHECK
Cal Leather Co., Dept. PHG-11
98 Harrison St., San Francisco 7, Calif. Please send me pairs of Pussyfootters @ 2.98 pr.
Name
City Zone State

FOLDING BACK RESTS
Ingeniously improved Folding Back Rests give you the joy of firm sitting-up support when you need, eat, dress or watch TV. An adjustable height especially selected for your comfort. Anchored by a non-skid heel. Elastic strap holds your own pillow in place. Conveniently light, folds wireless. A perfect gift. Beautifully grained mahogany plywood model $5.98. Or choose smart linen finish model with gold trim and a 3 adjustable positions only $3.98. We pay postage and ship immediately. Gifts mailed direct.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
BETTER SLEEP INC.
New Providence 339, New Jersey

DECORATIONS
A gift for a friend makes a gift for yourself with these beautiful Christmas gifts.

MADONNA & INFANT IN PEACH, CHERRY
CHRIST CHILD 2½", 4½", 6½", 8½". Doors open to reveal colorful, multicolored, tiny figures. Also available, HOLY FAMILY or MADONNA & CHILD; or CHRIST CHILD, 2½", 4½", 6½", 8½". Doors open to reveal lovely scenes.

HANGING WAX ANGEL with color wings and glass dome on wood base, 3½ high $5.95 ppd. MAIDEN, ANGEL WITH WINGS, 3½ high $5.95 ppd.

GLORIOUS YULETIDE DECORATIONS
Works of art, from Austria, expertly sculptured in wax and handpainted. These Christmas gifts!

HOLY FAMILY IN GLASS DOME ON WOOD BASE 3½", 5½", 7½", 9½" high $3.50, $5.95, $12.95, $24.95 ppd.

MADONNA & CHILD or CHRIST CHILD, each $3.50 ppd.

HANGING WAX ANGEL with gold wings and glass dome on wood base, 6½" high $7.95 ppd.

G,, J- 2½", 4½", 6½", 8½", 10½" high $7.95, $9.95, $12.95, $15.95, $18.95 ppd.

HOLY FAMILY IN GLASS DOME OR WOOD BASE 3½", 5½", 7½", 9½", 11½" high $15.45 ppd.

THE VEVA CO., Dept. G3
Box 465, Radio City Sta., New York 19, N. Y.

14 Pipe Rack
A beautiful pipe dream. Does everything a good pipe rack should do, plus make it more attractive, handcrafted tobacco stands, large accessory drawer. Handsomely carved, charcoal on oak, walnut on desk or table space. 11 pipe complete $12.95; 20 pipe rack 15½" x 32½". Same design with 3 inches and 2 4 6 8 9 10

CIRCLE SIZE AND COLORS DESIRED
4 to 10 in 4 fashion-

Sizes 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Color

Name

City State
At the ready
The Resi-Pak is ideal for the executive who may be sent to the Coast on a minute's notice. 14½" by 8½" by 3", it has pockets for socks, slippers, robe, handkerchiefs. Center holds 2 shirts, pajamas, underwear. Tan canvas, brown trim $14.95. Tan cowhide $32.45. Pdp. T. Anthony, HG11, 772 Madison, New York, N. Y.

Port and starboard
A gift for a boating enthusiast, 12-ounce glasses are made of fine crystal fired in multi-color. Designs include storm warnings, intercoastal waterway markers, types of craft, navigation buoys and nautical knots. Set of six, $9.95 postpaid. Game Room, HG11, 1538 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Washington, D. C.

Barrow of goodies
To perk up lagging appetites serve an array of delicious preserves with morning toast. Brasso-finished serving cart holds six jars of jams: strawberry, mountain blackberry, raspberry, wild plum, spiced cherry and orange marmalade. The modest price is $3.97 ppd. The Mission Folk, HG11, 117 E. 33rd St., Los Angeles, Calif.

Postman's pleasure
Add a gay and helpful accent to the mailbox with a Day and Night name plate made of sturdy aluminum. Finished in red, green or antique copper baked enamel, and inscribed with reflecting white letters or numbers (up to 17 on lower plate, 6 on upper). $4.45 postpaid. Spear Engineering, 104-Y Spear Bldg., Colorado Springs, Colo.

Now! Escape Forever From Bra Discomfort!
New, revolutionary Nel-King Bra with independent adjustment under each cup gives you bra fit and comfort you've never known before! You can make either side tighter or looser. Goes on in a jiffy—just touch the fastener and it stays in perfect adjustment. Elegantly styled in white nylon. Only $3.98 postpaid for set of 2 thru 40, A thru C. Size D. $1.00 extra. Satisfaction guaranteed or money back if returned postpaid within 30 days. Nel-King Products, Inc., Dept. HNG-111A, 811 Wyandotte St., Kansas City 5, Mo.

SHOPTING AROUND

CLIPPER SHIPS
FULL-COLOR REPRODUCTIONS of Famous Cogwheel Paintings (Full 14½" x 18" size)

There are four magnificent prints in this series: Sovereign of the Seas, 1805; Golden Hind; "Challenger," 1851; "Sea Serpent," 1856. "Flying Cloud," 1851. Each Clipper Ship is shown under full sail in the blue-green ocean. Each view is different, ideal for college dorm, living room, study. 20 pg. Hug. Col. Prints and Paintings of Ships and Sea. 25¢. Send check or M.O. to:
Preston's Marine Prints
101-A Main St., Greenport, N. Y.

MODERNISTIC ANGEL
Touch of sophistication for your treecope or just to glamorize your home during the Yuletide Season. Silver glitter-trimmed spun nylon wings, silver halo, crystal pendant body. 14" long. Truly the most exquisite angel you will ever see! $3.95 postpaid. Made in U.S.A.

Jestie
Box 127-BC, Scarsdale, N. Y.

CLASSIC CROSSES
Authentically reproduced on fine Sterling Silver, English, French, and Italian. Prices range from $0.50 to $200.00. All work under $10.00 guaranteed or money back. Many in stock. 20% off at Christmas. Contact your nearest jeweler for further information.

LADIES' ACCESSORIES

GOOD LUCK HORSESHOE
In Sterling Silver $2.00, 1/4" $1.50 each. Gold in 14K gold $22.00, 1/4" $3.50, 1/4" $4.50. In solid silver 1/4", $1.00 a pair. In 14K gold 1/4" $20.00, 1/4" $25.00. Set with two rings for $50.00. Contact your nearest jeweler for further information.

 anniversary gift for the executive who may be sent to the Coast on a minute's notice. 14½" by 8½" by 3", it has pockets for socks, slippers, robe, handkerchiefs. Center holds 2 shirts, pajamas, underwear. Tan canvas, brown trim $14.95. Tan cowhide $32.45. Pdp. T. Anthony, HG11, 772 Madison, New York, N. Y.

Port and starboard
A gift for a boating enthusiast, 12-ounce glasses are made of fine crystal fired in multi-color. Designs include storm warnings, intercoastal waterway markers, types of craft, navigation buoys and nautical knots. Set of six, $9.95 postpaid. Game Room, HG11, 1538 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Washington, D. C.

Barrow of goodies
To perk up lagging appetites serve an array of delicious preserves with morning toast. Brasso-finished serving cart holds six jars of jams: strawberry, mountain blackberry, raspberry, wild plum, spiced cherry and orange marmalade. The modest price is $3.97 ppd. The Mission Folk, HG11, 117 E. 33rd St., Los Angeles, Calif.

Postman's pleasure
Add a gay and helpful accent to the mailbox with a Day and Night name plate made of sturdy aluminum. Finished in red, green or antique copper baked enamel, and inscribed with reflecting white letters or numbers (up to 17 on lower plate, 6 on upper). $4.45 postpaid. Spear Engineering, 104-Y Spear Bldg., Colorado Springs, Colo.

Now! Escape Forever From Bra Discomfort!
New, revolutionary Nel-King Bra with independent adjustment under each cup gives you bra fit and comfort you've never known before! You can make either side tighter or looser. Goes on in a jiffy—just touch the fastener and it stays in perfect adjustment. Elegantly styled in white nylon. Only $3.98 postpaid for set of 2 thru 40, A thru C. Size D. $1.00 extra. Satisfaction guaranteed or money back if returned postpaid within 30 days. Nel-King Products, Inc., Dept. HNG-111A, 811 Wyandotte St., Kansas City 5, Mo.

THERMAL TUMBLERS
Exciting new thermal tumblers keep ice cubes for hours without melting. A vacuum between double walls turns the trick. They won't sweat, need no coasters, won't mar surfaces. Ideal for bridge. Decorator's burlap in mouth-watering colors embossed in air tight, can't be touched, stays clean. Tumblers are sparkling white inside, won't stain, Big 12-oz. size in gold, sea green, turquoise and tangerine. No C.O.D.'s.

 Set of 4, one each color $5.95 postpaid
 Send for free gift catalog

Artisan Galleries
2110-Bilt N. Haskell
Dallas 1, Texas

Keep Ice Cubes for Hours!

MONOGRAMMED BOOK MARKS

In sterling silver, $1.00 each, 10 for $8.00. In 14K gold $1.50 each, 10 for $12.00. Mark your place with your initials. In silver, $1.00 each, 10 for $9.00. In sterling silver, $1.00 each, 10 for $9.00. In 14K gold, $1.50 each, 10 for $12.00. Mark your place with your initials. In silver, $1.00 each, 10 for $9.00. In sterling silver, $1.00 each, 10 for $9.00. In 14K gold, $1.50 each, 10 for $12.00.

For Gentlemen
Fine reproduction of 1661 American Coin in raised die design. (for monogram or initials). $10.00 a pair for initials. $2.00 each letter. A personal touch for the one you love.

CHARMS of the 50 States

All Full U. S. Map

Pamphlet on Sterling Silver or on 14K Solid Gold in rich authentic state colors. Capital and major cities shown. $4.00 each. 10 for $32.00. As a neck pendant add $1.50 for 10" charm chain.

The Jamaica Silversmith
50 Beacon St., Suite 412, New York 13, N. Y.
In Texas! Turn us, Member of Jewelers Institute.
CIGARETTE CASE with attached LIGHTER

New, unusual gift for a lady smoker. Leather cigarette case has matching leather-covered lighter, attached with brass chain. Case holds king-size cigarettes, and changes. The lighter slips into lower pocket of case. In red, black or gold genuine leather.

Case and lighter $3.95

Write for free gift catalog.

CLARION PRODUCTS
Dept. 411
Highland Park, Illinois

FILE-DRAWER TABLE

For composition or in-lower KITs

COMPLETE or IN 1-HOUR KITS

SAFETY-LATCH DOORS

. . . fine wire mesh on sturdy frames keep sparks and rolling logs inside. . . children, pets outside. Beautiful BESIDES DOOR SCREENS fit any size, shape, or type fireplace; solid brass, cable black, Swedish wrought iron trim. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

FILE-DRAWER TABLE

10/16"/12/16"/12/16".

Why buy an ordinary end table when you can have this handsome piece of furniture that doubles as a file chest, tool box? Now you can keep your valuable papers orderly, accessible . . . in a drawer deep enough for standard alphabetical guides, long enough for the accumulation of years. Made-made with antiqued hardwood . . . dovetailed drawers ride on nylon glides available with 1 file drawer and 2 single drawers OR 2 file drawers—specify which . . . a gift your efficient friend or husband will adore you for.

Specify Modern OR Colonial style.

KNITTY PINES

UPPER WOOD

unfinished $3.95

Pine Finish: $5.95

Colt Finish: $5.95

Pine Finish: $5.95

Colt Finish: $5.95

THE WHIG ROSE . . . An Heirloom Coverlet

Great-Great-Grandmother would have worn it. You can buy it! The lasting loveliness of this traditional Whig Rose Coverlet is painstakingly reproduced by Goodwin Weavers in finest wool and cotton. Colonial Red, Indian or Bottle Blue. Cabin Rose, Stet- ters' Run, Pine Green, Rifle Rust, Walnut Brown, Indigo on white. (Double 96" x 128"; Twin 78" x 108") $35. Check or money order. No C.O.D. Postpaid.

VIRGINIA GOODWIN

Dillworth Station, Charlotte 3, N. C.

SHOPPING AROUND

Never too young

Encourage young girls to be feminine and conscious of personal adornment. A sterling silver bracelet with heart-shaped ends will enhance a young wrist, ¼" wide, it comes in two sizes: for girls 1 to 5 years old and for girls 6 to 12. $3.25 marked with a name.

P. Dwaine, HUG 11, 540 Sand Broad- way, Yonkers, N. Y.

Cup of mirth

Use crystal clear glass cups fitted with well-balanced handles for serving espresso. Monogrammed with three initials, each glass holds 7 ounces. Allow 5 days delivery. $12.45 for 6. P. Dwaine, HUG 11, 1037 Crane, Falls Church, Va.

Heads or tails?

Unusual cuff links for men or women are made of antique Roman bronze coins. Mounted on bronze swivel backs, the coins are from 1,600 to 2,000 years old. Packed in a soft flannel drawerstring pouch, cuff links come with a card giving date and origin of coins. $7.98 ppd. Nassau, HUG 11, 200 W. 34 St., New York N. Y.

Perfect replica

Beautifully detailed copy of the Early American dry sink can be used as a plant stand or as a serv- ing bar. Of pine finished in nutmeg brown, it has white porcelain knob handles and wrought-iron hinges. 36" w. by 17" d. by 36" h., it is fine for a small room or entrance hall. $79.50 ppd. Colonyshop, Wiggs, HUG 11, Pontiac, Mich.

A la mode

Keep up with the foremost in fashionable hair-dos with an easy-to-handle chignon. Made of fine hair, it gives scope to the coiffeur, comes in all natural shades of brown. $11.95. For light blonde, auburn or mixed gray shades, chignon is $15.20. Both ppd. Fashion Hair, HUG 11, 175 Fifth, New York 10, N. Y.

Houses & Garden
PPG presents Masterpieces in Glass . . . work-of-art draperies and drapery fabrics to enhance your home

Masterpieces they are—fabrics of PPG fiber glass, so lovely they could grace an art gallery. Exquisite prints, handsome solid tones, wonderful weaves, enchanting colors. The beauty of PPG fiber glass fabrics is matched only by their ease of care. So simple to wash, never need ironing. No shrinking or stretching. Flame-proof, too! You'll love living with draperies of PPG fiber glass. The beautiful fabrics illustrated are available only through decorator shops. Ask your interior designer to show you samples of these new Masterpieces in Glass. Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company, Fiber Glass Division, Pittsburgh 22, Pennsylvania.

Masterpiece drapery fabrics are made with PPG fiber glass yarns which have earned this seal. PPG manufactures the yarn, not the fabric.

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company, Fiber Glass Division, Pittsburgh 22, Pennsylvania.
STOTTER...place mats that set the fashion for the finest tables. A gift every hostess loves...in many beautiful styles to brighten any table setting. Care-free...they just wipe clean. Made of skid-proof, foam rubber backed Vinyl that looks so luxuriously linen-like only your touch can tell. Available individually, from sixty-nine cents to $2; or in attractively boxed gift sets. H.J. Stotter, Inc., 225 Fifth Avenue, New York 10, New York.
LaHling beauty in fine folding furrr...ihiK 

Flaire. And how it fits into your home—serving you smartly from morning’s chores to evening’s company. • Flaire’s tapered legs bring stunning elegance—together with firm stability and extra-spaciousness. Flaire adds even more leg room with its comfortable 28\(\frac{3}{4}\)" height. • Beautiful vinyl-upholstered top keeps spotless with a damp cloth. Frames and legs finished in chip-resistant baked enamel. Hidden telescope safety locks release with finger-tip pressure—legs glide open...close with a gentle touch. • Handsome vinyl piping rims edges for storage protection. For all this lovely usefulness, Flaire is priced at only $16.95. Deluxe matching chairs are made with modern square tubing—seats and backs have vinyl-covered foam cushioning—just $11.95. Wouldn’t you like Flaire in your home?

Here is a new grace note in decorating... an easy guide to color selection, all in one carpet, “Quartet.” Archibald Holmes and Son achieves this special effect by blending four colors into each strand of yarn. A special label on each of the ten dramatic shades guides your selection of other complimentary colors for each room. Beautiful Holmes “Quartet” gets its unique color versatility from Creslan... plus springy resilience, lasting luxury, effective resistance to spills or stains, and it’s so easy to clean. Moth-proof, mildew-proof, non-allergenic “Quartet” with pile of 80% Creslan acrylic carpet fiber and 20% modacrylic. American Cyanamid Company, New York.
A symphony in style

This small lyre table with a marble top is a perfect reproduction of a Victorian piece. 27 1/2" by 18" by 14 1/2", table can be used singly, or in pairs to flank a sofa. Made of mahogany, in 4 finishes: walnut, fruitwood, mahogany or antique white and gold. $39.50 ea. Exp. coll. Catalog 50c. Jones, HG-11, Box 246, Vine Level, N. C.

Bright and shiny

To enjoy regular use of silver service without the fuss of polishing, store tea and coffee sets in clear plastic slip covers fitted with elastic. Cover to fit four-piece service, complete with cover of anti-tarnish crystals, is $3.20. Other sizes available. Ppd. Little Grey Fixit Shop, HG-11, 108 E. 96th St., New York 28, N. Y.

Antique bellum charm

For a touch of Southern nostalgia place an old-fashioned parlor oil lamp on chest or table. Reproduced from a Victorian original, lamp is electrified, burns a small candleflame bulb. Base and shade in yellow or pink glass decorated with roses. Chimney is clear glass. 14". $15.75 ppd. Old Guildford Forge, HG-11, Guilford, Conn.

Come for cocktails

When an invitation includes the dog, it is the signal to dress him up, too. Bedeck his contour collar with a slipcover of felt. Finished with braid, it is ornamented with fake pearls, sequins, velvet bows and metallic braid. Pink, blue, cerise or purple. 12" or 14" size. $2.25 postpaid. Carriage Trade, HG-11, Box 510, Monrovia, Calif.

Long or short

For the fortunate owner of a long string of pearls, the “Pearl Short-ener.” It is a neat pin studded with five fake pearls which can be used to make the long necklace into a choker. 3/4" wide, it is gold-plated and fitted with a safety catch. $1 postpaid. Order from Clarion Products, HG-11, P. O. Box 488, Highland Park, Ill.

New Decorating Aid Makes Room Planning Easy!

See at a Glance What Every Room Will Look Like! Created by a decorator, Plan-It-Kit makes decorating easy and fun. Let us see how rooms will look before buying or moving heavy furniture. Durable multi-ply board contains over 85 punch-out furniture shapes, made to professional decorators' and architects' 1/4" scale. Every size and shape of sofas, tables, chairs, beds, pianos, windows, doors, fireplace, etc. Plan living room, bedrooms, bathrooms, hallway, dining room, kitchen, laundry room—upstairs or downstairs. All shapes are self-contained, ready for use. Great for parties, sales, office work or for planning beautiful rooms.

MADISON ARMOIRE
Dept. HG-11, 509 East 80th St., N. Y. 21

THE GOLDEN SHUTTLE
1529 Spruce St. • Philadelphia 3, Pa.

DEERPILL CO.
Dept. GI1, College Print St, N. Y.

SONYA of DALUS

SONYA of DALUS

24 $1

Reits Sales Corp. (Dept. A)
538 W. 24th St., New York 11, N. Y.
GIVE... or enjoy at home
FAMOUS STEAKS
served by America's luxury restaurants!

Pfaelzer PRIME FILET MIGNON

You can't buy them in any market. Pfaelzer's U. S. Prime filet mignon is served in America's finest restaurants, hotels and clubs. Tender and flavorful - aged to mellow perfection - a wonderful gift for friends or for entertaining - perfect arrival is guaranteed! Allow two weeks for delivery. Attractive gift box. Box of 16 Filet Mignons $33 Prepaid

Write for free booklet describing other Pfaelzer gift items.

COLLIN STREET BAKERY
116 Pearl St.
New York, N. Y.

Cherries in Calico... Georgia's Finest

Taste the old-time goodness - the luscious fruits and fresh, plump Texas pecans, the richness of this delicacy. DELUXE is that "best of its kind" for your holiday get-togethers, for friends dropping in. Baked to order, stays moist and delicious, rich in that wonderful "Christmas cake" aroma. Why not order your DELUXE Christmas cakes today! You can't go wrong because: Every DELUXE is guaranteed the world's finest fruit cake, or your money back.

SEND YOUR LIST.. WE DO THE REST
Simply enclose your list, check or money order, and we'll ship these original cakes in oldtime staves. Deliciously moist and delicious, rich in that luscious fruits and fresh, plump Texas pecans, the richness of this delicacy. DELUXE is that "best of its kind" for your holiday get-togethers, for friends dropping in. Baked to order, stays moist and delicious, rich in that wonderful "Christmas cake" aroma. Why not order your DELUXE Christmas cakes today! You can't go wrong because: Every DELUXE is guaranteed the world's finest fruit cake, or your money back.

DIRECT FROM GROVES TO YOU
The quality you get only at fancy restaurants, hotels, steamship lines, clubs - now available for your own home or for gifts to business acquaintances, friends, relatives. Biglores has been famous for finest citrus fruits since 1921. Every piece washed, scrubbed, sorted, polished. No artificial coloring ever added! Send us your gift list - be sure to include yourself. 1/2 Bu. $5.65, Full Bu. $8.75, 1/2 Bu. $11.95. Delivery charges included East of Mississippi River and West. Add 20% to Canada. Perfect arrival and complete satisfaction guaranteed. Send remittance now or we will bill you later, or charge your American Express or Diner's Club Credit Card. State which and give account number. Address:

DAVID BIGLORE & CO., INC.
714 Franklin St., Clewiston, Florida

On a pink cloud
Mix his Martini in this crystal clear glass pitcher which holds 16 ounces. Decorated in pink and black, it bears the inscription, "Cocktails For Two." Matching individual glasses hold 6 ounces. One is marked "Me," the other, "You." $3.45 ppd. Arlene's, HG11, 30 W. Washington St., Chicago 2, Ill.

Walls have trees
To emphasize the Christmas season in a contemporary setting, add a group of three Christmas trees to the walls. Made of Philippine mahogany, they come in red and green with gold tips, white with gold, or all gold. Large one is 24" by 36"; small ones are 14" by 8". $10 ppd. Jaffe, HG11, 189 First St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Well heeled
Money-saving trick for out-dated pumps: a change of heels. Ten styles are available for your selection. Send pumps and $4.95 to Century Factory Shoe Repair and any style will be covered to match shoes. Expert craftsmen remove the old and replace the new. Add $1 postage. Century, HG11, 210 Park, Baltimore, Md.

FOAM RUBBER CUSHIONS
Custom-made of B. F. Goodrich Latex Foam Rubber to fit individual dimensions or girth. Special business size available. Course is guaranteed. Money-back guarantee. Available in sizes from 22 and more colors, including smart patterns.

VINYL LEATHER COVERED CUSHION
Made to fit your needs. Priced from $2.20

18-1/2" x 18-1/2" $3.95
21-1/2" x 21-1/2" $9.95
28" x 28" $15.95
36" x 36" $28.95

Free estimate and samples in various colors and patterns. Write for catalog.

SHOPPING AROUND

10-Day Service

MAD TO-ORDER

FOAM RUBBER CUSHIONS

Custom-made of B. F. Goodrich Latex Foam Rubber to fit individual dimensions or girth. Special business size available. Course is guaranteed. Money-back guarantee. Available in sizes from 22 and more colors, including smart patterns.

VINYL LEATHER COVERED CUSHION
Made to fit your needs. Priced from $2.20

18-1/2" x 18-1/2" $3.95
21-1/2" x 21-1/2" $9.95
28" x 28" $15.95
36" x 36" $28.95

Free estimate and samples in various colors and patterns. Write for catalog.
For the bicycle set
This tag will bedazzle the youngster who owns a bicycle or tricycle, and it helps to prevent loss. Made of steel finished in baked enamel, it comes marked with a child's name (up to eight letters) in bright color. Over-all size: 8" by 3 1/2". $1 postpaid. Order from Best Values, Department HG11, 403 Market, Newark, N. J.

Down to the sea
Novel decoration for the game room or the host's bar: a 4' by 5' fishing net, two floats, a hank of rope and five colorful sea shells. Use the net as a tablecloth when giving a clambake or lobster dinner. Shells and floats add an interesting table decorations. $1.50 complete, ppd. Greenland, HG115, Miami 47, Fla.

Out of a dread spot
Remove mars from marble-top tables and chests with a marble cleaner that also renews and polishes, and is easy to apply. Try it on the marble facing of a fireplace, on the marble walls of a bathroom. $5 ppd. Add 45c postage west of Miss. International Marble Cleaning, HG111, 9 Wycikoff Ave., Brooklyn 37, N. Y.

In neat array
When books list or fall, attach spring tension rods at intervals on shelf. Of anodized aluminum in gleaming brass color, they adjust, provide tension between any shelves from 9" to 14". Each has rubber tips. Set of four, $4.95. Postpaid. Order from Leslie Creations, Department HG1161, Lafayette Hill, Pa.

For the kitchen
A complete 5%" x 23/4" x 16" drawer. Adjustable compartments. Each drawer is covered with labels & 9 dividers. Buy several—beige styrene cabinet 5%" x 23 1/4" x 10" X 6'/4" D. 9 transparent spillproof enamel. It comes marked with a label and it helps to prevent loss. This tilts will bedazzle the young­testing table decorations.

November, 1961

For the trendsetter
These attractive black and gold decals are so festive for entertaining. The perfect gift surprise is under the serving-tray lid—a delightful gift in itself. But the best gifts are the personalized—labels are ideal for clear crystal, glazed pottery or painted metal canisters; measure 1" across. Easy-to-follow directions. In two sets, 42 different titles in each—either set A or set B, $1.75 (ppd in US—no COD). MAI^Y OTHER DECALS for home decorating are so festive for entertaining. The perfect gift surprise is under the serving-tray lid—a delightful gift in itself. But the best gifts are the personalized—labels are ideal for clear crystal, glazed pottery or painted metal canisters; measure 1" across. Easy-to-follow directions. In two sets, 42 different titles in each—either set A or set B, $1.75 (ppd in US—no COD).
...delightful in the nursery!

Every child will love this beautiful Revolving Water Wheel Lamp by his bedside. Straight out of fairyland, it's made of gay-colored plastic, and its fine music-making mechanisms thrill Brahm's Lullaby — what a wonderful way to go to sleep! A precious night light, it measures 11/4" high. Buy one for every child on your list! $7.95 plus 50¢ postage.

Sorry, no C.O.D.'s.

PERSONALIZED CHILD'S BANK
$1.50 each

Small fry find it loads of fun to save in this gaily decorated book-shape bank, beautifully fashioned of bright white plastic. Size: 3 1/4" x 4 1/2" x 1 1/4", colorfully adorned with clever, eye-catching boy or girl design as pictured. It's the youngster's very own, hand-painted with his or her first name ... adds real appeal to the all-important habit of thrift.

Send for Free Gift Catalog
BREWSTER HOUSE
Box 284, Dept. HG-11, Hartsdale, New York

If Your Child is a Poor Reader

See how The Sound Way To Easy Reading can help him to read and spell better in a few weeks. This new home tutoring course drills your child in phonics with phonograph records and cards. It gives a fresh start in reading to children who are not learning under "progressive" teaching methods. Parents and teachers report children gain up to a full year's grade in reading under "progressive" teaching methods. Parents and teachers report children gain up to a full year's grade in reading.

For Boys and Girls!

CARD TABLE PLAYHOUSES
$3.98 each

The Ideal gift for Christmas!

Big, heavy metal playhouses slip quickly over standard card table, provide hours of indoor fun—suitable for girls or boys! Brightly printed sides wall inlets for easy entrance, ventilation. KIDDY KOTTAGE for young housekeepers has tiny folding door bell. FURNISHING is just right for young fancies! The perfect gift for youngsters 2-9. Order today! Sorry, no C.O.D.'s.

Ask for Free Gift 'N Gadgets Catalog

MEREDITH'S
e of EVANSTON 22, ILLINOIS

SHOPPING AROUND

Titillate the club
Use Centennial playing cards for bridge games. Designed and printed in Spain, these are works of art. Each face card has an authentic likeness of a famous figure identified with the Civil War. Backs are red and blue decorated with gold spread eagles. $6.30 for 2 decks, ppd. Banchelder House, Box 65866, Bethesda, Md.

Nairobi handicrafts
East African natives are well known for their wood carving ability. A salad set carved from teakwood adds a note of interest to buffet or dinner table. Handles are beautifully executed native figures. Fork, spoon and wooden knife are each 1" long. $4.98 the set, ppd. Colson, HG11, Box 1742, Chattanooga, Tenn.

Rock but don't roll
A simple way to soothe the nerves is in a rocking chair. Modern version of old-fashioned rocker has tubular steel legs and rockers, oak frame and a cover of leather-like plastic in beige, persimmon or turquoise. 42" high. Cleans with damp cloth. $19.95 exp. coll. B & L Manufacturers, HG11, 405 Van Sinderen, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Perfume in the air
Add a subtle quality to holiday festivities with scented candles (frankincense, myrrh) imported from the Near East. To round out the story of the Three Wise Men, a gold colored candle is added to the box. Use vigil cups as containers to hold them. $1 the box of three. Carolina Soap, Box 83, Southern Pines, N. C.

Perfume in the air
Add a subtle quality to holiday festivities with scented candles (frankincense, myrrh) imported from the Near East. To round out the story of the Three Wise Men, a gold colored candle is added to the box. Use vigil cups as containers to hold them. $1 the box of three. Carolina Soap, Box 83, Southern Pines, N. C.

For Boys and Girls!

CARD TABLE PLAYHOUSES
$3.98 each

The Ideal gift for Christmas!

Big, heavy metal playhouses slip quickly over standard card table, provide hours of indoor fun—suitable for girls or boys! Brightly printed sides wall inlets for easy entrance, ventilation. KIDDY KOTTAGE for young housekeepers has tiny folding door bell. FURNISHING is just right for young fancies! The perfect gift for youngsters 2-9. Order today! Sorry, no C.O.D.'s.

Ask for Free Gift 'N Gadgets Catalog

MEREDITH'S
e of EVANSTON 22, ILLINOIS

If Your Child is a Poor Reader

See how The Sound Way To Easy Reading can help him to read and spell better in a few weeks. This new home tutoring course drills your child in phonics with phonograph records and cards. It gives a fresh start in reading to children who are not learning under "progressive" teaching methods. Parents and teachers report children gain up to a full year's grade in reading in six weeks with The Sound Way To Easy Reading. University tested and approved. Used in over 2,500 schools and thousands of homes. Write for free illustrated folder. Bremner-Davis Phonics, Dept. F-8, Wilmette, Illinois.
SHOPPING AROUND

Pretty as a picture
Popular paintings by Hank Bos are now reproduced on plastic-coated, cork-backed place mats. Add spirit and grace to a breakfast table with either of two series: fruit still life or floral still life. Each mat is 17¾” x 11½”. $4 ppd. the set of four. Kimball's of Oshkosh, HGl1, 106 Bond Street, Oshkosh, Wis.

It goes to your head
Look beguiling and protect your hairdo with a nylon lace hood which ties under the chin. Girls who ride in open convertibles will make good use of this. Available in black or white. All-over design of flowers is flattering. Fits all heads. $1.25 each ppd. Jolan, 659 Fostertown Rd., HGll, Newburgh, N. Y.

In a mellow mood
When uncertain about the correct proportions of a dry Martini, mix it in the shaker fitted with a music box which plays "Cocktails For Two." Brass-finished rack holds crystal shaker and 6 glasses decorated with black and gold circus symbols. 12" high. $9.95 postpaid. Barrington House, HGll, 212 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

For a lush effect
Accent the bathroom with living plants which will thrive with little care. Replace standard top of water tank with a white plastic top which fits perfectly. Plant greens in well of cover. Tape hanging in water tank keeps the plants moist. 22½” by 9½”. $3.95 ppd. Beemak, HGll, 7424 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.

Double header
Give him a wrinkle-free Dacron tie which always looks lustrous and fresh. Colors: black, red, navy, silver grey or antique gold. With it comes a distinguished sterling silver tie tack engraved with three initials. $9.50 complete. Tie tack alone. $1.10 ppd. Empire Merchandising, HGll, 140 Maribledale Road, Tuckahoe, N. Y.

THE GREATEST TOY IN 20 YEARS!

STURDY-DURABLE
GIANT
PLAY LOGS

VERSATILE! EDUCATIONAL! SAFE!

COMPLETE SET
AGES 3 TO 8
ONLY
$12.95

PLAY B. INC.
712 Broadway, Dept. HG, Cincinnati, Ohio

New from Max Sehling
CIRCUS CYCLE

Fun for the whole family and healthy exercise, too! Just step on and in minutes you're a star performer. Pedals back and forth, turns angles at a twist of the body. It's wacky and wonderful. Ideal for Christmas giving because everybody wants his own Circus Cycle.

Mail orders filled within 48 hours after receipt. Diners' Club and American Express accounts honored. Give account number. Send for free Gift Catalog.

Max Sehling Seedsmen, Inc.
Dept. 661, 538 Madison Ave., N. Y. 22, N. Y.

THE GREATEST TOY IN 20 YEARS!

BAMBOINO CHAIR $3.95

Give your child his very own chair that comes from South of the Border. A nice addition to the nursery, playroom or den for watching TV. Gaily painted chair has woven rush seat. We will paint your child's name on the back. Add $0.50 postage each chair. No CODs.

ADD $0.50 postage each chair. No CODs. 

SOUTHWESTERN GIFTS,
3211 S. Sepulveda Blvd., Los Angeles 64, California

BUILDER KIT... (COLUMBIA ORIGINAL)

Kids make hundreds of real working toys and furniture, ride 'em, take 'em apart and make a new toy! Watch their imaginations go to work! Solid rattan poles, smooth sanded... won't splinter or break. No dies, no paint... hardwood assembly dowels. Entire kit packaged in strong, colorful 150 sq. in. cylinder (125 lb. test), which serves as part of many toys. Only $6 postpaid in U.S.A. Ten day money back guarantee.

RITTSCO., Dept. G-111, 2221 S. Sepulveda Blvd., Los Angeles 64, California

THE GREATEST TOY IN 20 YEARS!
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**SHOPPING AROUND**

**Winter garden**

Important gift for the green-thumb member of the family is a portable electric greenhouse. Low growing herbs flourish in it, add summertime freshness to winter meals. By Westinghouse, 15" high. Base is 15" by 13"; cover, clear plastic. Guaranteed for 1 year. $21.98 ppd. Daniel Low, HG11, Salem, Mass.

**Neat as a pin**

For a last minute brush-up, this new lint remover does away with powder marks, fuzz and lint in seconds. Roll it over fabric, No effort or fuss. Plastic sleeve holds a 12" roll of disposable adhesive paper tape. $1 complete. $2 with two refills. Postpaid. Lightning Adhesives, HG11, 101 W. Alameda, Burbank 310, Calif.

**You name it**

Answer the storage problem with this bench which has four bowered sides, and a cover upholstered with foam covered in leather-like red, brown or green plastic. Use it as a clothes hamper, or as a cabinet for high- or stereo speakers. 18½" by 16" by 27". $29.95 exp. coll. Yield House, HG11, North Conway, N. H.

**Profit in pennies**

An investment which provides great sport is penny collecting. Fill the slotted album with the proper U.S. one-cent coins and it will be worth $59. Date and mark of each is printed under slot. All pennies are currently available. $1 for album, ppd. Hobbies Unlimited, HG11, Box 97, Oakland Gardens Sta., Flushing, N. Y.

---

**Thumbnail jewelry**

Lapidary Co.

Dept. HG-49

511 EAST 12 ST., NEW YORK 9, N. Y.
**Medal of Honor**

Give her a religious medal to wear on a charm bracelet or a gold necklace. Of 14k gold rimmed with lustrous cultured pearls, it can be ordered with the likeness of St. Christopher or the Virgin Mary. Locket holds picture. $22.50. 18" chain. $3.75. Ppd. Jewels by Ruben, HG11, 20 West 43rd Street, New York, N. Y.

**Easy does it**

Move large plants in heavy pots and jardinieres on a brass-finished wrought-iron trivet fitted with ball-bearing wheels. Designed to hold any object up to 150 lbs., it is 8" in diam. Use it to shift suitcases, small trunks, pieces of furniture from rooms to storage areas. $4.30 ppd. Hitching Post, HG11, 263 Glen Cove, Sea Cliff, N. Y.

**Bed and board**

When a younger is laid up with a childhood malady, have this blackboard tray near at hand. It will serve as entertainment with chalk and crayons, as a tray for tempting meals. It doubles as an easel, too. Legs are 8" high. 21" by 12" by 2". $6.95 plus 50c postage. Young Rembrandt’s, HG11, Loch Lane, Port Chester, N. Y.

**High score**

Rainy days can be fun for children or adults with the Surprise Ball. Marked with a first name, it is 3" in diameter. Contains a complete set of tenpins and an 8" ball. Marked with a first name, the Surprise Ball. "Young Rembrandt’s, HG11, Loch Lane, Port Chester, N. Y.

**Fiske Weather Vanes and Cupolas**

Original Designs

AMERICA’S FINEST

FOR OVER 100 YEARS

Established 1859

Fiske originally hand-tipped horses for over 100 years. Today does not dim their beauty but enhances it. All are of hand-hammered wrought iron. Genuine 22k gold leaf. All are Brenda Calabrese, the fourth owner of the company.

**GOLD DISCOVERED IN CALIFORNIA!**

2 diff. Label orders for only $1.00

The best value since the days of the 49ers! You get 200 lovely gold labels, with your Name & Address PLUS 200 beautiful golden Monogram Labels—a total of 400 SATINOLD Labels for only $1.00. Two different labels for the price of one, gives you a combination of Name Labels and Monogram Labels. It’s the best bargain since we went off the Gold Standard. Both labels printed on quality SATINOLD paper. Turn your dollars into 400 “pieces of Gold” by rushing your copy with $1.00 today! REGAL LABELS, Dept. 11K, Box 509, Culver City, California.

**Famous 40**

Exercise RECORD

Streamline and stay trim with Paul Fogarty’s famous 40 exercises that have thrilled millions via his famous TV and radio shows. Ask your dealer or write.

Now on 12" LP 33 1/3 records—40 exercises on each side. Exercise when you want, under Paul Fogarty’s imitable direction… with Hal Turner’s wonderful music. $1.00 a picture of Paul Silvertone to guide you. Shipped pound for pound. Look and feel like a million.

Record with 1 picture only $4.98 postpaid

Richard the Superstar Record Dept. H. Niagara 7

**PAUL FOGARTY**

1743 St. Benedict Road 

Dept. H. Niagara 7

**Personalized Party Set!**

PARTY SET—6 genuine Saf-Rite Mur-cut diamonds. Three with pointy-old-style settings that are so handy for use with any beverage, 30 deck markers, 36 cocktail napkins with each of the 36 individual names handprinted with monogram or name. The three items are packed in a heart-looking gift box. Sets are available in white, tuxedo or pink with any color combination. Postpaid complete...

Monogrammed items, Single 36 Centers for $1.25, 10 Deck Masters for $1.50, 50 Napkins for $1.25. Give your name and initials plainly. Send also for FREE CATALOG of Unusual Gift and Entertaining Specialties.


**Diamond & Sapphire Lifetime Nail Dresser**


**Giftcard Company**

The perfect present for any occasion. Give a gift card that will give her the gift of self-expression. A beautiful card that says “Thank You” or “Congratulations”. The card is filled with the words of your choice. It is a card that will be treasured by her and will be a reminder of your thoughtfulness.

**Suzan Lori**

1158 Ashley Dr.

Valley Stream, L. I., N. Y.

Dept. of Jewelry & Silversmiths

**Bathroom Guard-Rail**

Real help for the aged, physically handicapped, heart patients. Recommended by doctors. Fits all style units. Made of heavy steel tubing and heavily chrome plated to make an attractive addition to any bathroom. Order No. 2458W for a Prefy Lady who loves to wear jewelry. $1.25 postpaid. Send $1.25 today.

**Downs & Co.,**

Dept. 1411

1014 Davis St., Evanston, Ill.

**Diamond & Sapphire Lifetime Nail Dresser**


**Giftcard Company**

The perfect present for any occasion. Give a gift card that will give her the gift of self-expression. A beautiful card that says “Thank You” or “Congratulations”. The card is filled with the words of your choice. It is a card that will be treasured by her and will be a reminder of your thoughtfulness.

**Suzan Lori**

1158 Ashley Dr.

Valley Stream, L. I., N. Y.

Dept. of Jewelry & Silversmiths

**Bathroom Guard-Rail**

Real help for the aged, physically handicapped, heart patients. Recommended by doctors. Fits all style units. Made of heavy steel tubing and heavily chrome plated to make an attractive addition to any bathroom. Order No. 2458W for a Prefy Lady who loves to wear jewelry. $1.25 postpaid. Send $1.25 today.

**Downs & Co.,**

Dept. 1411

1014 Davis St., Evanston, Ill.
Features Your Name and House Number
Santa is such a jolly fellow, he's agreed to let us letter his sleigh and 8 prancing reindeer.

FASCINATING AFRICAN HAND-CARVED EBONY FLYING BIRDS

FILE YOUR SLIDES

ORDER BY MAIL

Shopping Around

For the bridge set
When serving the girls iced tea during a pause in the game, use colorful coasters imported from Italy to hold the glasses. Of textured vinyl, each coaster is decorated with exquisitely colored delphinium: lavender, white, pink or yellow. $2.75 for four in gift box, ppd. Sleepy Hollow, HG11, 1037 Crane, Falls Church, Va.

Center of attraction
For holiday buffet or dinner tables, an arrangement of pine boughs and roses (indicate red, pink, white or talisman) bedeck a candle which is shielded by a fluted glass hurricane shade, and beautifully displayed in a crystal container. $5.95 ppd. From Alyce Olsen, Department HG11, Box 536, Allendale, N. J.

Perennial beauty
Perk up a bedroom by adding crisp lace to your bed. Easy to care for, these spreads have a feminine appeal. $18.95 for a 97" by 112" double bed spread. $17.95 for an 82" by 112" single size. Add 90c postage to each order. Matching curtains available. Hildegarde Studios, HG11, 597 Farmington Avenue, Hartford, Conn.

Memo to sports fans

RARE COSTUME PRINTS

All the soft charm of early America is caught for you in these brilliantly full-colored costume prints of Washington's Army—a new and original idea in home decoration for playrooms, libraries, on stairways, in groupings—wherever you choose.

SHOPIING AROUND

At ease
With a corduroy coat dress a woman can face almost any day-time demand. Skirt is graceful, sleeves roll up, Peter Pan collar is flattering, hemp stretch belt adds accent. Dress has snap front. Coral, gray, tan, blue or willow green. 10 through 20. $16.45 postpaid. Western Classics, Dept. GCS, Box 4035, Tucson, Ariz.

Feature your name and house number
Santa is such a jolly fellow, he's agreed to let us letter his sleigh and 8 prancing reindeer with your Family Name and House Number. Brilliantly colored, use on lawn, porch roof or indoors around tree or fireplace. Sturdy stakes anchor in soil. Weatherproof plastic 4-foot long. TL 514-P Complete Santa Set (Give personalization) ONLY $2.98

Illuminated 8-Foot Set: A dazzling lighted display... complete with 5 bulbs, U.L. approved cord, metal reflectors. 22 1/3' x 8' ft. Give personalization. YL 1508-X $8.25

Lighted 8-Foot Set: A dazzling lighted display... complete with 5 bulbs, U.L. approved cord, metal reflectors. 22 1/3' x 8' ft. Give personalization. YL 1508-X $8.25

How to order:
Order by number. Add 25c to each item for postage and handling. Money back guarantee. Money on order or cash with each order. No CODs. No C.O.D.

Santa is such a jolly fellow, he's agreed to let us letter his sleigh and 8 prancing reindeer.

Fascinating African Hand-Carved Ebony Flying Birds

FILE YOUR SLIDES

In this handsome new holder designed like a fine library volume. Coffined with decorative Italian end paper, and bound in gold-tooled Italian leather in wine, brown or green, it has file sections with index dividers and removable partitions to hold 400 35 mm slides or 200 (10K cord, metal reflectors. 22 1/3' x 8' ft. Give personalization. YL 1508-X $8.25

Illuminated 8-Foot Set: A dazzling lighted display... complete with 5 bulbs, U.L. approved cord, metal reflectors. 22 1/3' x 8' ft. Give personalization. YL 1508-X $8.25

How to order:
Order by number. Add 25c to each item for postage and handling. Money back guarantee. Money on order or cash with each order. No CODs. No C.O.D.

Santa is such a jolly fellow, he's agreed to let us letter his sleigh and 8 prancing reindeer with your Family Name and House Number. Brilliantly colored, use on lawn, porch roof or indoors around tree or fireplace. Sturdy stakes anchor in soil. Weatherproof plastic 4-foot long. TL 514-P Complete Santa Set (Give personalization) ONLY $2.98

Illuminated 8-Foot Set: A dazzling lighted display... complete with 5 bulbs, U.L. approved cord, metal reflectors. 22 1/3' x 8' ft. Give personalization. YL 1508-X $8.25

How to order:
Order by number. Add 25c to each item for postage and handling. Money back guarantee. Money on order or cash with each order. No CODs. No C.O.D.
SMART, SMOOTH, SPIRITED...

Very smart, very smooth and a delightfully spirited drinking companion...that's Gilbey's Vodka. People who started the vodka fad have made Gilbey's their steady. You will, too! Because Gilbey's Vodka is distilled from natural grain...absolutely undetectable...mixes great...sensibly priced.

GILBEY'S VODKA
by the makers of Gilbey's Gin
FREE! Write for Formica® Kitchen & Bathroom Ideas

Here's the information you'll want on Formica laminated plastic before you build or remodel: Colorful idea pictures... suggestions on use and care of Formica surfaces... a Formica Blue Book of Qualified Dealers with names, addresses and phone numbers of craftsmen skilled in working with this famous long lasting material. Don’t chance the disappointment of an imitation. Buy from the dealer who displays this emblem.

Write today...Formica Corporation • Department C-30 • Cincinnati 32, Ohio • Want swatches of 85 Formica colors? Send 50c.
The nicest gifts are TIE-TIE wrapped...for the perfect finishing touch that inspires glowing anticipation. So easy to do with TIE-TIE designed papers and versatile Satintone®...the original gift tie that sticks to itself when moistened.

Tie-Tie gift wrappings are among the many fine products of the
For the new romantic look, mirrors in a romantic mood

Clusters
Golden roses clasp the sparkling clarity of this oval High-Fidelity® Mirror of Twin-Ground Pittsburgh Plate Glass. Doesn't its romantic charm make it a sensational gift? Hand-crafted by Binswanger.

Florentine
It has all the grace and elegance of its distinguished ancestors! You'll be so proud of the luxurious look this impressive High-Fidelity Mirror gives a room. Hand-crafted by Hagemann.

English
Styling of breath-taking distinction! Its classic simplicity blends beautifully with French or Italian décor...its High-Fidelity Mirror gives the truest reflections! Hand-crafted by Stroupe.

Enchanting
Carved frames like this were enormously popular in 18th Century France. You get the added bonus of a superb mirror that never distorts—a gleaming High-Fidelity Mirror. Hand-crafted by Lenoir.

Sweet curves. Sumptuous carvings. See them curl round mirrors designed for the new romantic look—exquisite High-Fidelity Mirrors. Undeniably the best—because they're twin-ground to an almost optical preciseness by Pittsburgh Plate Glass!

Note how their superb brilliancy (never a hint of distortion) gives a room a fresh, "opened-up" look. See them at glass dealers, department and furniture stores. Choose your handsome High-Fidelity Mirrors—and then start hinting. Christmas is coming!

Look for this smart label for the finest mirrors—Twin-Ground by P.P.G.

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company
Make believe
Surprise the small fry in your family with a mock watch which looks just like Daddy's. Dial has black numerals, wrist band has a metal buckle, and the best part of the watch is the fact that it ticks—just like a real one! Has unbreakable plastic crystal. 50c ppd. Walter Drake, HG11B, Drake Bldg., Colorado Springs, Colo.

Stitch in time
Keep the house in tip-top shape with handy wall-hung aids. Attach plastic screw-cap jars to a pegboard for quick identification of screws, nails, thumb tacks or washers. Each jar is 3" high and fitted with brackets for standard pegboard holes. $2.25 plus 25c postage for six jars. Meredith, HG11, Evaston 23, Ill.

Barking in the rain
Give the family pet a clear vinyl raincoat for Christmas. It will keep animal dry on daily exercise jaunts. Piped in red, it comes marked with a name. Available in sizes 12", 14", 16", 18", and 20". Measure dog from neck to tail for proper size. $1.29 postpaid. Wilco, Dept. HG11, 35 South Park Ave., Rockville Centre, N. Y.

Decorative aid
Miniature tissue holder for a bedside table, telephone stand, or the dashboard of your car is made of metal finished in gold-plated. Designed to hold pocket-size tissues, it makes a charming gift for anyone. 4½" wide by 2½" deep by 1" high. $1.95 postpaid. RMS Designs, Dept. HG11, 120 W. Kinzie, Chicago, Ill.

Number, please?
White plastic miniature telephone which looks like the real thing would delight a pre-teen-ager. When receiver is lifted, it plays a pretty tune from the fine music box concealed in base. Girl's first name and her telephone number marked in black. 4½" deep. $3.95 ppd. Gotham Gifts, HG11, 67-85 Exeter, Forest Hills, N. Y.

That Personal Touch. . .
Superb quality woven labels to sew-in all types handiwork. Your own name or others beautifully imprinted in matching script. Make wonderful gifts for friends or relatives. Many designs for sewing, knitting, weaving, etc. Samples available. Labels shown ⅝" x 2" white with gold and blue design. 12 for $1.50—20 for $2—40 for $3 100 for $5, etc. 7-10 day deliv. postpaid.
Charm Woven Labels, Dept. HG11, Box 2264, Portland 14, Ore.

FOR THOSE WHO LOVE THEIR CREATURE COMFORTS...

nothing can compare with the luxurious, unfastened feeling you enjoy when you wear these famous pajama separates*. Full cut of silky-soft cotton broadcloth, they are the most comfortable sleepwear imaginable. Superb tailoring, full sunfading and sub-tast colors are but plus features that make them incomparable in every way!

EXTRA LONG Jacket or Pullover style top in solid blue or gray, blue or white reg stripes. Men: suit sizes 36-50. Ladies: blouse sizes 12-20. TRIM BOXER TROUSERS same color choice. Waist sizes 28-50. UPAS or LOWAS —

3.95 each
2-7.75
11-3.50
Add 25c postage.

THOROUGHBRED GIFTS FOR MEN
Handsome cuff links and tie bar with spirited troopers in bas-relief. In gleaming rhodium silver finish; 3-piece set $4.95; one cuff links $2.90, pair tie bar $2.75. In sterling silver; 3-piece set $8.75; one cuff links $3.50, pair tie bar $3.75. Order now for Christmas. Prices include tax and postage. No C.O.D.'s please.

Send for information on ladies' jewelry in various horse motifs.

SELDEN COOPER
P. O. BOX 412 • HIALEAH, FLA.
The zaniest liquor dispenser ever conceived of was the one designed by the addled mind of a tipsy plumber. It fits most any bottle. $2.98 (Gift-boxed).}

**PLASTERED PLUMBER'S WHISKEY DISPENSER**

This fine quality Mexican hand-made, hand-tooled leather bag is beautifully practical for traveling, shopping and all carrying occasions. Five leather-lined compartments (two zippered) keep things separated. Inside glove pockets catch extras. No lacing to fray, stitched to stay. 10" x 10" x 4". Comes in black, red, flesh, brown, tan. Quality cannot be equaled anywhere at $27.50 ppd.

**HIGH, WIDE AND HANDSOME**

Perfect Gifts! Made of genuine top-grain leather, hand-tooled leather handles. This fine quality Mexican hand-made, hand-tooled leather bag is beautifully practical for traveling, shopping and all carrying occasions. Each has a safety catch. $2.98 (Gift-boxed).}

**PHILIPS ENGLISH CIGAR CASE**

Have you ever broken one of your favorite cigars? You won't if you carry this handy telescope case that holds up to five cigars of any length. Made of fine polished pigskin. Monogrammed with three initials FREE.

**FLOATING FLOWER BRUSH**

Gay foam sponge flower adds a soft touch to your bath and provides you with a stimulating rubdown. Nice to have several for guests, and for surprise gifts. Good for kitchens, too. We ship gift orders direct. Choice of white, pink, or yellow. Regular size $1.00 postpaid, or 6 for $5.00. Deluxe size $2.00 ppd., or 6 for $9.50.

**SHOPOING AROUND**

Overweight?

Eliminate extra cost when traveling by air with a Shikari duffle bag. Of gray canvas, it has web straps covered with leather, kangaroo pouch, full length zipper. Good, too, for trips with rod or gun. Straps at ends hold these securely. $17.50 ppd. Norman Thompson, HG11, 1805 NW Thurman, Portland 9, Ore.

**THE ISLANDER**

Add a feeling of tropical sunlight to the family room or a room enclosed in glass with this elegant rattan chair. Honey color, it has a contoured back, straight seat and arms. Sturdy legs are black finished wrought iron. 27" high; seat is 19" by 17". $12.95 exp. coll. Palley's, HG11, 2263 E. Vernon, Los Angeles, Calif.

What's money?

With a pocket full of credit cards, folding money is becoming obsolete. Carry cards in a slim brown or buff-colored plastic case fitted with fourteen windows and loose change pocket. $2.50. Matching key holder is $1.50. Initials included. Postpaid. Order from S. Brown, HG11, 18944 Stratthern Ave., Reseda, Calif.

**HAVE A COOK IN**

Crate and iron pole, fitted with an 18" firebowl and a 16" grill, gives worthy performance in an indoor fireplace. 10 pence in a gift box with 10" long. Made in England. $32.50 postpaid.

**NATURAL BEAUTY**

Real leaves glued in the famous Vienna woods make lovely small brooches. Treated, then plated with 23K gold, the leaves retain natural beauty of texture and detail. Each is about 1 1/2" long. Available in assorted varieties. Each has a safety catch. $2.98 each. Spencer Gifts, HG11, 5913 8th Ave., So. Nashville, Tenn.

**SUNNYLAND PECANS**

**PERFECT GIFTS**

PECANS IN THE SHELL ... Extra selection, ground for size and freshness. I ship only the best in this fine pecan product. Direct from our own gardens in California, the finest ground of all. Extra selection of all shells, walnuts-crude. $5.50 postpaid.

SHelled HALVES ... Extra large halves, selected for their fresh, delicious flavor from my choicest shell-crop pecan trees. Shelled Halves, 2 lb. box $4.35 postpaid.

并非所有的图像部分都是文本内容。
**Eliminate care**

For hospitable entertaining, use the large handsome “Chip and Dip” set made of burnished brass. It never needs polishing and is finished to resist food stains and alcohol. It can be washed in soap and water; never loses its pristine brightness. Tray is 12" x 14" in diameter. $12.50 ppd. Hill House, HG11, Box 25, Clinton, N. Y.

**Season of plenty**

For the Thanksgiving and Christmas dinner table, this compote is made of cast iron with leaves of steel. It comes in antique white or green finish. Pile high with fruit, vegetables, nuts or simmering glass balls. 12" high. $11.95 without fruit, ppd. landing Co., HG11, 141-04 Northern Blvd., Flushing 54, N. Y.

**Easy living**

Indoors or out use the “Hang-It-All” broiler for charcoal cooked meats and for pot and pan cooking. Designed for party or family use, it grills 4 steaks, 2 chickens, 40 hot dogs. Grills have two adjustable racks and a tray. Cookbook incl. $6.95 ppd. $7.45 west of Rockies. Lakewood, HG11, 25100 Detroit, Westlake, Ohio.

**In fashion’s favor**

This graceful dress fitted with Dolman sleeves has a gathered skirt which hangs in soft folds. Made of wool, orlon and acrylic, it needs very little care to keep it looking like new. Black, red, natural or green. Sizes 8 to 18. $16.49 postpaid. Frederick, HG11, 1430 North Cahuenga Boulevard, Hollywood, Calif.

**Add frosting**

Refurbish a Plain Jane candlestick by adding a crystal bobèche dripping with polished crystal prisms. $2.75 for one bobèche fitted with eight 3½"-long prisms; $5.50 the pair. $2.25 for bobèche with eight 2½"-long prisms; $4.50 the pair. Can be used on wall sconces, too. Ppd. Paulen, HG11, 36 White St., New York, N. Y.

**YOUR ADDRESS**

**LABELS, 1000–81** Any message up to 4 lines neatly printed in black on white, gilt-edged gummed paper, 1½ in. long. Padded and packed with 2½ in. plastic box. Quite possibly the best label value you can find. (Note we tell you our sizes.) 1000 for $1 ppd. Any 5 or more orders, 80c each. Any 10, 75c; any 25 or more, 60c each. Visa air, add 25c per 1000. Write for fund raising folder, too. Guaranteed. Prompt delivery. Bruce Bolind, 113 Bolind Bldg., Boulder 41, Colo. Thank you kindly!
THE HUMMER INN

P. O. Box 11053 Sfa.A

loners, travelers, and get-togethers. Excellent are easily made. Excellent for sitters, parties, Good clean tun or cut-throat competition with For thost who lik» active, thinking games. gifts, too, for Christmas and birthdays.

BALI WORD GAME

For those who like scrabble, thinking games, Can be played solitary or up to four persons. Good clues for or can those competition with this classic word game in which long words are easily made. Excellent for attters, parties, loners, travelers, and get-togethers. Excellent gifts, too, for Christmas and birthdays.

Complete with TWO packs of cards
BALI GAME, boxed . $2.98

(Price includes 25¢ postal tax)

Free Quality Gift Catalog on Request

SLEEPY HOLLOW GIFTS

1837 Crane Drive

Falls Church, Dept. G11C, Va.

THE HUMMER INN

P. O. Box 11053 Ste. A Polo Alto, Calif.

NEW

A PERFECT GIFT!

SPARKLING YARD LIGHTS

FOR PARTIES AND HOLIDAYS

Reflect a cordial welcome when placed along walks, drives or at random. Fill partially with sand, press candles in . . . and presto, dressing lights fill the air. Pretty, weather-resistant Sparkle-Saks about 10" high come in Red, Green, Rose White or Pink. Same day shipment. No C.O.D.'s.

12 Sparkle-Saks $1.00
12 Candles $1.00 ppd.

LEIGHTON COMPTON, MFG.

1519 So. Frisco Tulsu, Okla.

DRAW ANY PERSON

IN ONE MINUTE

NO LESSONS! NO TALENT!

You can draw your family, friends, anything from real life. Life-size or life-size-plus. Any size you want, any shape you want. All you need is the Drawing Iron. Anyone can draw. Any age. Most anything. Send for FREE catalog.

FREE: "SIMPLE KEYS TO DRAWING" 8p illustrated guide on techniques presented in a straightforward, human fashion. Human figure, landscapes, buildings, wildlife, animals, still life, flowers, trees. Send coupon.

LEIGHTON COMPTON, MFG.

1519 So. Frisco Tulsu, Okla.

THE HUMMER INN

1037 Crane Drive

GIFTS

Harrison, Maine

A good 5¢ cigar?

An old fashioned American cigar store Indian is fun for game room or bar. It is almost life size, of a lastex composition, colored in warm wood tones. The chief, in battle dress, holds peace pipe in one hand, box of cigars in other. 5¢ high. $89.50 ppd. Order from Spencer, HG11, Spencer Bldg., Atlantic City, N. J.

Party dress

If you think these teakwood canisters are too handsome for the kitchen, use them for serving pretzels, popcorn or chips. Graduated from 5" to 8", they hold from one to five pounds. $12.95 the set of four. Large scoop, $2.50; small one $1.50. Pd. Hathore House, HG11, 542 Third Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Perfect proportions

Copied from an antique in Thomas Jefferson's Virginia home, this wing chair has hardwood frame, hand-tied coil springs. Cover is pure linen in solid colors or print-ed designs. Send for free swatches and picture. 30" w. by 33" d. by 42" h. $89.95 each. Exp. coll. Ephraim Marsh, Dept. 64, Box 266, Concord, N. C.

Small fry

Keep a small miss happy with doll furs made of sheared rabbit fur. Set consists of a deep cape lined in white satin, hat trimmed with pompons, stylish muff with wristband. $1 complete for 8" to 10½" doll; $2.29 for 11" to 22½"; $2.98 for 23" to 30". Pdp. Deer Hill Company, Department HG11, College Point 58, N. Y.

TO STUDY IN COMFORT

IS TO LEARN MORE!

This lightweight, light green fiberglass lapboard fits over the arm of any chair and gives you a desk for any kind of work or study. The adjustable book easel makes it easy to read and write notes at the same time.

Lapboard $3.95—Enamel $4.25 Postpaid

Gisholt Plastics

1246 W. Washington Ave., Madison, Wis.
Rainy day fun
Set up a table basket ball game on days when the weather is foul. The children will have hours of fun acquiring the skill to make baskets. 12" high by 6" wide, it is made of sturdy plastic. Included with it is a booklet which gives complete rules of the game. $1.25 plus 25c postage. From The Added Touch, HG11, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

A fur named "Sid"
Sid is a grimmlet, Sid's no toy, Sid's the id of a grown-up boy. A snide idea of the inner you, an ear to tell your troubles to. A Freudian friend to share psychoses, a safety valve for your neurones. Sid, the Snid, a ball of fur with eyes and feet is copyrighted. $2.20 ppd. each. Holiday House, HG11, Upper Montclair, N. J.

Smart protection
Sturdy hooks made of solid cast brass keep guns and fishing rods beyond the reach of prying young hands. Two securely hold one gun or rod. 6" long, each is beautifully hand-etched, comes with two screws. Good for kitchen or bathroom use, too. $3.96, set of two. Ppd. Helen Howard, HG11, Flushing 52, N. Y.

Not for real
Although it looks good enough to eat, this fruit is made of wax, designed to be lighted. Candle fruit makes gay decoration. One apple, pear or peach packed in open wooden fruit basket, $1.50; attached to a tiny green metal fruit tree (without box) $2.50 ppd. Dunhaven, HG11, 4115 Lafayette Street, Dallas 4, Tex.

Play the numbers
To set off an entrance door, use handsome gold-plated numerals instead of the usual humdrum variety. About 3" high, each number is sculptured of brass, then finished with a Florentine-like gold texture which is impervious to weather. $1 for a set of three numbers, ppd. Gloria Dee, HG11, Box 2000, Mount Vernon, N. Y.

Saucy Trivets
HOME Truths. To use under hot plates or to hang on a wall: two hand-painted metal trivets. One reads "I'm the boss in this house, I have my wife's permission to say so." The other states "Come in, Sit Down, Relax, Converse. Our House Doesn't Always Look Like This. Sometimes It's Even Worse." $1.25 each, ppd. Two for $2.25 ppd.

SHOPPING AROUND

EBONY SWALLOWS
hand-carved in AFRICA
Large magnificient plaques bring the excitement of a jungle beat to your walls. Trio of graceful swallows was carved of blackest ebony by natives in Tangaunya. Arrange them in a circle to fit your wall area. Each is 7" long. At this low price, you'll want several sets—for yourself—for gifts.

SET OF 3 Only $1.50 ppd.
FREE wire, for 22 pg. Illustrated-Catalog of Exclusively Hand-Carved Wooden Art. Unconditionally guaranteed. Full credit on return.

SHOPPING INTERNATIONAL INCORPORATED
Dept. 491, 25 Lafayette Ave., White Plains, N.Y.

A grand new game board and set that gives you plenty of brand new versions of your favorite card game! You'll find the featherlight, 12" x 14" playing board easy to use and carry. Deck of Cards included. Perfect for home, travel, for convalescents—an ideal gift! Sorry, no C.O.D.'s. Add 25¢ for postage.

SOLO PLAY
150 Ways to Play Solitaire! $3.95
A grand new game board and set that gives you plenty of brand new versions of your favorite card game! You'll find the featherlight, 12" x 14" playing board easy to use and carry. Deck of Cards included. Perfect for home, travel, for convalescents—an ideal gift! Sorry, no C.O.D.'s. Add 25¢ for postage.

PERSONALIZED SWITCH PLATES
$1.75 each ppd.
Fun for the younger set! Sparkling white switch plates with boy or girl design. Practical as well as clever, they keep the wall smudge-free, can be cleaned by a once-over with a damp cloth. Attractively decorated with bright, cheery colors, with child's first name individually hand-painted.

3846

Hobby Horse
A sturdy steel of pine and hardwood made to last for generations. Stained in our mellow brown finish with shining feet. Seat 14" from floor. Easily assembled.

Hand-given
A Fur Named "Sid"

Hobby Horse

Personalized Switch Plates

$1.75 each ppd.
Fun for the younger set! Sparkling white switch plates with boy or girl design. Practical as well as clever, they keep the wall smudge-free, can be cleaned by a once-over with a damp cloth. Attractively decorated with bright, cheery colors, with child's first name individually hand-painted. Plastic bank with matching child's design available $1.50 each ppd.

Pinecraft House
New London -- New Hampshire
Early American Furnishings & Gifts

Imported from Sweden
Who wouldn't be delighted to receive these luxurious serving trays! They're beautifully designed and made of extra heavy 18/8 stainless—good against stain, tarnish, oven or broiler. Unconditionally guaranteed.

13" platter $6.95 ppd.
15" platter $8.95 ppd.
Both, gift boxed $15.95 ppd.
No COD. Money back if not pleased.

WINTHROP HOUSE, Dept. HG, Box 63, Old Greenwich, Conn.
SHOPPING AROUND

**Delightful little finds are these faithful, petite 3½" reproductions of a classic shell dish. Fine quality silverplate by the renowned Gorham silversmiths, they make charming individual nut or mint dishes or ashtrays. Gift wrapped in the inimitable Peacock manner so modestly priced you may want to give or own more than one set. Order early.**

Set of four, $8.75 incl. FE7 State Tax for Ill. delivery. Add 75¢ for handling, shipping.

**COPPER Double Boiler with WHITE CHINA INSETS**

Make velvety smooth, flawlessly flavored sauces every time in our handsome new double boiler! Special white china insets produce heat slowly and evenly for perfect texture; prevent metallic taste from marauding delicate flavors. Easy to keep sparkling clean. Gleaming copper with solid bronze handles, full tin lining. See the difference, taste the difference for yourself...order today!

1 qt. size $18.95 1½ qt. size $24.95
Prepaid in U.S.A.
No C.O.D.'s please.
Write for complete catalog.

**Bazar Français**

666 SIXTH AVE. NEW YORK 10, N.Y.

**Coach Lanterns**

**CRISTAL TOASTING CUP**

Perfect for announcing an engagement, for the bridal toast and perfect for all the anniversaries to come. 6" high and 4" in diameter. Engraved with full names and wedding date. Gift boxed at $12.50 plus $3.50 for postage and handling. No C.O.D.'s. When ordering, print names and date clearly.

**Smoky Topaz Heart**

set in gold rim on heavy 14 Kt. gold spiral BRACELET. (topaz about 50 carats)

$65 tax included

Ear Drops to match $32 tax included

"The Price Is Right" Brochure on request.

**Ebru CRYSTAL TOASTING CUP**

FROM ITALY

**FROM ITALY**

DELICATELY HAND CARVED NATIVITY SET

21 wood figures 3½" high, enchantingly artistic.

EXCLUSIVE CREATIONS OF MASTER CRAFTSMEN

$39.75

or buy on six installment CRECHE CLUB PLAN

FREE FOLDER

CASTELLI ITALIAN ARTCRAFT

P. O. Box 22, N. Y. 63, N. Y.
American history buffs will appreciate this series of prints copied from original oil paintings. The Green Mountain Ranger is one of the many prints available. 10 1/2" by 16", it is the perfect decoration to frame and hang singly or in groups. $3 each, ppd. Catalogue on request. Fife & Drum, HG.A, Valley Forge, Pa.

Can't count?
If he has a tendency to err when counting his change, give him Abacus jewelry. Set with authentic miniature of Oriental calculator, both tie bar and cufflinks are sterling silver. Each tiny bead is movable. $2.96 for links; $1.95 for tie bar. Ppd. Tax incl. Zenith. HG.II, 6266 Post Office Bldg., Brighton, Mass.

Order in the house
Teach the man of the house new tricks of neatness with "Valet Chair." Adapted from a Windsor, it has clothes hanger back, trouser bar, chair rungs fitted to hold shoes, drawer in seat for accumulation from pockets. Finish is pine or maple. 36" by 18" by 18". $19.95. Exp. coll. Yield House, HG.II, No. Conway, N. H.

Brass beauty
Solid brass bucket is a handsome gift to give by itself, or filled with splits of champagne, cuts of imported cheese or a flowering plant. Imported from India, it is hand-engraved with an over-all pattern in branches and flowers. 9" high by 9 1/2" in diam. $7.88 postpaid. Palley's, HG.II, 2263 E. Vernon St., Los Angeles, Calif.

Housekeeper's pride
A beautifully kept linen closet is a delight to view, a pleasure to use. Add to its charm with polished brass bands to hold piles of towels, sheets, pillow cases and spreads. The three-sided holder is 7 1/2" high. and decorated with a solid brass rosette. $6.95 each, ppd. Elizabeth McCaffrey, HG.II, Northport, N. Y.

Piazza Montici Originals
Solid brass nightlight hood.
Solid brass candle holder.
No C.O.D.'s please.
Send for our illus. Christmas Brochure.

the Piazza Montici
10 East 33rd Street, New York 16, N.Y.

Piazza Montici Originals
Solid brass nightlight hood.
Solid brass candle holder.
No C.O.D.'s please.
Send for our illus. Christmas Brochure.

the Piazza Montici
10 East 33rd Street, New York 16, N.Y.

"WEAR" A SPORT
—as cuff links, pins, charms, tie clips! "Jewelry-In-Action" for every sports enthusiast is superbly crafted in sterling silver. An oriental pearl or genuine onyx highlights unique intaglio designs.
Choice of hunting, fishing, golf, bowling, skiing, tennis, archery.
PIN $5.50
CUFF LINKS 15.00

TIE CLIP $9.50
CHARM and BRACELET 15.00

Prices include: tax • gift box • postage. Sporting sport, exclusive check or wire.

SPORTCRAFT®
Manufacturing Jewelers Dept. HG.11.
74 West 46th St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
Catalog on request; specify sport

Underline elegance
with silver-plated coasters that are also canapé trays. The set of six by Eisenberg-Lozano, 10.00 plus tax. Gift Shop, Ninth Floor
Lord & Taylor, New York

Swedish Wrought Iron

"Your Name-In-Gold" TELEPHONE BOOK COVER
At last—here's good looking protection for the home or office telephone book. A welcome personalized gift. In polished brown leatherette with name stamped in gold. Design is also in gold. City size (11 1/4" x 5 1/2"), $8.95; Community size (9 1/4" x 4 1/2"), $5.95. The same elegant covers in distinctive, gunmetal pewter, leather, with name and design stamped in gold. City size (11 1/4" x 5 1/2"), $8.95; Community size (9 1/4" x 4 1/2"), $5.95. Add 50c for each cover ordered for postage and handling. Also print names to be stenciled: date book bought, width, thickness, and city.
Write For Free Gift Catalog

MERRILL AMES
41 East 8 Street New York 3 New York
**For Those Who Perspire Heavily**

A new anti-perspirant that really works! Solves underarm problems for many who have despaired of effective help. Keeps underarms absolutely dry for thousands of grateful users. Positive action coupled with complete gentleness to normal skin and clothing is made possible by new type of formula devised by a young genius in pharmacy and produced by a trustworthy 40-year-old laboratory. 90-day supply. Guaranteed.

SEND NO MONEY — 7 DAY TRIAL TEST
Send name and address. Pay only $5.00 on arrival plus C.C. and tax. Results guaranteed. Or save money. Send $3.30 (tax incl.) we pay postage. Same day mail. Pay only $3.00 for t he first crop in 30 days, then feast on your private stock! Harvest your own mushrooms—from your own cellar! Easy directions. Kids love to grow 'em! Complete Mushroom Kit, only $3.95 postpaid. Save on two for $7.50!

**Festive Christmas Cactus from Constance Spry**

... so real you want to water it!

This lovely Christmas Cactus covered with bright red blossoms is a real gift of the flower maker's art—it's artificial, but you have to touch it to believe it. Forever in flower... you never have to worry about lack of sunshine... or heat or cold... Brought to you by Constance Spry, America's most famous name for fine artificial flowers. Satisfaction guaranteed—order today.

**Relax in Luxury**

**Deer Mocs**

$9.95 postpaid

ORDER BY MAIL
Give men's or women's regular shoe size

**SHOPPING AROUND**

**Bon Voyage**

To celebrate her trip on an ocean liner, a ferryboat or a canoe give her the charm designed like a sea-going ship. Made of 14k gold, it has funnels set with rubies and sapphires, cultured pearls fore and aft. An inscription "Bon Voyage" is included in cost, $35 p.p.d.

**Fluid Beauties**

Hand-carved antelopes made by native African craftsmen are fashioned of fine-grained wood. The graceful figurines are smoothly sanded and rubbed to achieve the very finest finish, and are mounted on matching blocks of wood. 7" high. $10.50 the pair, p.p.d. Shopping International, Dept. HGL, 25 Lafayette, White Plains, N.Y.

**Buy by Mail?**

If you often order merchandise through the mail, you will be pleased with the "Send-Off." This handy booklet contains 100 order blanks marked with your name and address. Blank space is provided for noting what you want to buy. $1 postpaid. Horace Anderson's Giftcraft, Department HGl, 1234 E. 47th St., Chicago, Ill.

**For Holiday Décoré**

Prepare for an evening gala with Jolen's Cream Bleach. It is the perfect cosmetic to use to remove "peach down" on face, arms and legs. Follow the simple directions and notice with delight how quickly the down disappears. A little cream goes a long way; $2 for the 3 ½-ounce jar, p.p.d. Jolen, HGl, Box 204, Arlington, Mass.

**Mrs. Lee's Residence**

No urban butler will answer this phone though it's a replica of an early instrument made into a lamp base. It has parchment-like shade (11" diam.). Light goes on when receiver is lifted. Base is finished in black and brass. 24" high. $34.95 p.p.d. MDC Industries, HGl, 923 W. Schiller St., Philadelphia 40, Pa.

**Provocative**

Fine reproduction of Chinese watercolor by famed artist Da-Wei Koo.

Intriguing Siamese Cats with Blue Eyes, on a white background. Ready for framing. Size 17" x 25".

$5.00 ea. $9.00 pair, p.p.d. N.C.O.D.

Add $1.00 for Postage & Handling.

**Kee Art Studio**

130 W. 57th Street, Dept. HG-11, New York 19, New York
Aldon gives you colorful ideas for soft living

It’s so easy and so inexpensive to fill your room with color and comfort now that you have the "Continentale Collection" of area and accent rugs to choose from. Custom-carved to achieve a truly hand-crafted appearance. Created in 18 decorator perfect shades . . . all with an unusual vividness of color and wonderful softness underfoot that only the versatile Avisco rayon fibers make possible. Need no pampering because each one proudly bears the Avisco Integrity Tag . . . symbol of performance-tested qualities that smart shoppers use as a buying guide. From 2' x 3' to 8' x 12'. The "Imperial," shown here, is just one of the distinctive patterns in the collection. See them all at fine stores near you, or write Aldon Rug Mills, Lenni, Pennsylvania.

with custom-carved area rugs of Avisco® rayon
Multi-Speed Liquidizer

Redi-Matic Can Opener-Knife Sharpener
The ultimate in speedy kitchen aids! Opens any shape can, shuts off automatically and holds lid — or seconds! Added attraction: Double groove Knife Sharpener on back with automatic push button control. Suggested retail price $24.95.

Redi-Dryer Hair Dryer
A treasure for any girl, six to sixty! Comfortable featherweight hood adjusts to any head size on this salon-type dryer. Push button temperature controls — Warm, Hot, Cool and Off settings. Suggested retail price $24.95.


Gourmet Rotissere-Oven The last word in automatic excellence! Push button controls for baking, grilling, roasting, broiling, rotisserie! Automatic 4-hour timer. Quiet, motor-driven rotisserie spit. Suggested retail price $89.95.

Deluxe Automatic ROAST-RYTE Cooks an entire meal or a festive turkey automatically! Set it, forget it! Automatic Timer and “Select-A-Recipe” temperature control. See-through window on lid. Safety-serve lift rack. 5-piece cook set and recipe book included. Suggested retail price $69.95.

These K-M, NESCO products shown at these and other fine stores everywhere.

---
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for the young in heart

Young Republic — for you who cherish the best of the past but welcome the fresh, clean look of contemporary styling. Honest, solid construction with just the right touches for lighthearted contrast — like the pineapple design on the cases. Warm, friendly furniture for every room that expresses your own gracious good taste. Young Republic for the young in heart — you!

NEW
YOUNG REPUBLIC
SOLID
HARD ROCK
MAPLE

See at better stores or write for Young Republic folder
The only way to know you're getting all the pleasure of real Scotch whisky...

...is to know what real Scotch tastes like. A Scotch whisky in the best tradition is one that is soft on the tongue and gentle to the palate. Almost timid at first, its flavor slowly awakens the taste buds, and the Scotch’s true character reveals itself. The taste of a fine Scotch is delicate, slightly "peaty," almost mysterious, with a fragrance you might expect to sense in some secluded Scottish glen. Of course, there is never an aftertaste. If you haven’t tasted VAT 69 lately, you’re in for a delightful experience. You’ll discover all the lightness...all the pleasure...found only in real Scotch with Genuine Highland Character.

ONE SCOTCH STANDS OUT...VAT 69
SHOPPING AROUND

Plastered plumber
For the man who likes gags: the whiskey dispenser which looks like standard household plumbing. Through the maze of pipes, whiskey will pour from almost any standard bottle. Easy to attach, it is realistically finished off with a ragged piece of cloth. $2.98 ppd.
Greenland, HG113, 3735 NW 67th St., Miami 47, Fla.

Getting lazy?
If grinding a pepper mill exasperates you, use one powered by batteries. This tall polished walnut mill has a wide band of gleaming brass near the base which conceals opening for peppercorns. Three batteries (not included) work grinder when top is tapped. 10" high. $5.20 ppd., Downs, HG11, 1014 Davis, Evanston, III.

Hearts are trump
Rate high with her this Christmas by giving the 14k gold locket with a double face. Designed like a heart of heavy rope chain, it is set with cultured pearls, a star-cut ruby and a sapphire. It looks charming, too, worn with a gold neck chain. $37 postpaid. Tax included. House of Charm, HG11, 550 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

New fashion
Bulky fur hats are the favorites for fall. Perfect to wear with plain woolen coats, they are sensibly warm and very alluring. An alpaca fur hat in natural beige and white comes in small, medium and large head sizes, is modestly priced at $12.95, postpaid. Order from Medford, Dept. HG11, P. O. Box 39, Bethpage, N. Y.

Cold feet?
On retiring, slip into a cozy pair of knitted Orion booties designed with a pixie flavor. Cuff and pom-pom are snow white, booties pale blue or cherry red. They wash and dry quickly. One size fits all. Tuck a pair into the stocking of an away-at-school daughter. $2.65 ppd. RMS Designs, HG11, 120 W. Kinzie, Chicago 10, Ill.

VERMONT DEACON'S BENCH
All the charm of Old Colonial Vermont is captured in this quality, custom-built reproduction. Seat is hand-scooped by master craftsmen from sturdy New England pine. Legs and back are of hardwood, 40" long, 22" high, seat 18" deep. Completely sanded and assembled, $34.95. Finished in light or dark pine or antique maple, $44.95. Glisteningly trimmed in black and gold with hand-stenciling, $49.95. Also available in 48" length, unfinished, $29.95 and 72" length, unfinished, $44.95. Express Collect.
TEMPLTON CRAFTSMENDept. 720Templeton, Mass.

BIRD IN A BERRY BUSH
Candlelight gifts: thru the beaded plum and tail of this erratic and firebird candle, set in a beautifully wrought pewter dish, trimmed with hand-hued birds, 10" wide x 12 1/2" tall. A stunning addition to holiday decor. $13.50.
FIRE BIRDS antique, long-burning candles in Xmas red with green beaded plumes and tails have tall husks, 5 1/4" x 1 1/2" x 7" high. Use them alone or tinted in flowers. Xmas green or gold. Twelve $2.95 each, $4.95 pair.

CONTINENTAL CANS
A tourist's guide to European plumbing, authored by those intrepid "head" hunters Miller and Willock, and sensitively illustrated by Vibar. An affectionate and whimsical commentary on the complexities of European baths and bidets. Travelers will recall these frustrating con­­encies with nostalgia. Tomorrow's tour­ist will be gently forewarned. Eighty pages, with purple binding, jacketed in acetate, $2.95. Postpaid.
Free Catalog of Light-hearted Gifts
GAMEROOM
1538 Connecticut Ave., Washington 6, D. C.
NEW YORK • LONDON • PARIS • MILAN
Department 101

WALLS GO FOR A SCROLL
Add beauty and style to your home with these handsome wood-framed designs. Moderne, for the modern-minded, a medley of ... on natural textured cotton. 18" by 47" Each 55.95 ppd. In leading decorator shops at 55 more. Catalogue on request.
WALLS GO FOR A SCROLL

PUTTING HOLE CUP
19 throwing holes, 3 1/4" diameter, 2 1/4" deep, of hard rubber. $2.95 for 4 cups. Each 65.95 pppd. Bex Co.

THE PERFECT GIFT
Unbelievable works of art 399.95 to 3999.95
Canvas sizes from 12" x 18" to 30" x 40".
19 Academy Trained Artists to choose from.
Our portraits in oil are TRUE WORKS OF ART, painted on pure linen canvas from your photograph and NOT painted on top of your photo, as is the method of other commercial portrait services. No longer need you envy those fortunate enough to own a family oil portrait. Have you a photo of some loved one whose memory you wish to perpetuate? Compare our works of art with others selling up to $3000. Living Likeness Guaranteed.
10 PAGE BEAUTIFUL ILLUSTRATED CATALOG
"Every Painting a Masterpiece"
Every Painted a Masterpiece" 25c
Van Dyke Oil Portraits, Ltd.
Dept. R, 4 West 56 St., New York 19, N. Y.
"Largest in the field of oil portraits"
Royal Copenhagen Porcelain Christmas Plates make wonderful gifts. They become treasured collector's items, too, since only a limited number is produced annually and the mold is then destroyed. The first Christmas plate was made in 1958. This year's pattern beautifully conveys a true Nordic theme, the world famous training ship "Demark" under full sail. To become a Royal Copenhagen Club member simply order your 1961 plate now. For immediate shipment, please send $65.00 postpaid to ROYAL COPENHAGEN CLUB, 3157 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90010. A ROYAL COPENHAGEN CLUB member with first choice for the new plate each year.

ROYAL COPENHAGEN PLATE

WALL SCONCE

Florentine hand-wrought iron sconce, beautifully finished in antiqued goldleaf. Holds four candles, measures 23" across and 23 1/2" high. $65.00 postpaid.

New Super-Deluxe Catalogue Available!

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Refunded

1000 Name & Address Labels $1
ANY 3 DIFFERENT ORDERS 2 ppd.

Sensational bargain! Your name and address handsonically printed on 1000 finest quality gummed labels. Conveniently punched. Packed with FREE useful Plastic GIFT BOX. Use them on stationery, checks, books, greeting cards, records, etc. Handsonically printed on finest quality gummed labels. $1.89 for a set of two clamps; attach, will not mar fine bedding. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send a one dollar bill, dog's name, your name and address to—

Lanai lounge

To catnap beside a pool or in a sunroom, use this natural rattan chaise lounge which needs no care. From the Orient, it sets on a sturdy base of black-finished wrought iron. 70" long by 29" wide, it is light, easy to carry, $17. Exp. coll. Order from Palley's, Department HG11, 2263 East Vernon, Los Angeles, Calif.

From the highlands

Scotch woolen slacks, made in the land of fine fabrics, are fully lined, come in authentic tartans; Black Watch, Hunting Stewart, Cameron or Gordon. Perfect with sweaters and shirts. Sizes: 24 through 30. $7.60 plus $1.45 postage, duty-free. Tartan Gift Shop, HG11, 96 Princes St., Edinburgh 2, Scotland.

Gift with flavor

Any bride-to-be will prize this Provincial Herb Chart, which lists over 200 uses for herbs and spices. Printed in color, the chart comes framed in pine, ready to hang on a country kitchen wall. 14 1/2" by 11 1/4", it is $3.95. Also available unframed for only $1.95. Postpaid. The Blue Barn, HG11, P.O. Box 444, Villanovan, Pa.

Do blankets ride?

To keep snug and warm all night, use clamps on the bedcovering. Designed to give contour results with standard type sheets and blankets, the clamps are simple to attach, will not mar fine bedding. $1.89 for a set of two clamps; $3.50 for two sets. Postpaid. Better Sleep Company, HG11, New Providence, N. J.

Perfect setting

Use this crystal-clear cut glass serving bowl rimmed with silver plate for a bright-colored fruit compote, for floating island and other delicate desserts. 12" in diameter, 2 1/4" high. A serving fork and spoon to use for cold meats and salads are included. $6.95 ppd. the set. Buyways, HG11, Caldwell, N. J.
**HOLD EVERYTHING!**

New Super-size CRYSTAL STORAGE BOX ... largest on the market! Really does hold everything! Delicious candy, novelties, items all stay fresh and dust-free! Special meeting feature for better stocking. Crystal clear; won't change polymer with strong Hot! Ideal for off-season storage, too. Measures 14¾" x 11½" x 5½".

**NOW**

**LOW PRICE** $3.25 for 9.00

**TERRIFIC!** Plastic Glove Keeper
Gloves stay clean... easy to find. Holds about a dozen pairs. Perfect for holiday, too! Good gift idea. 12¾" x 5½" x 2½".

**New Low Price** $3.25 for 9.00

**TERIFIC!** Plastic Glove Keeper
Gloves stay clean... easy to find. Holds about a dozen pairs. Perfect for holiday, too! Good gift idea. 12¾" x 5½" x 2½".

**SHOPPING AROUND**

**TWO DISTINCTIVE CYLINDER GLASS CANDLES**

Each a stately 9½"-tall glass-enclosed candlelight! Affords brilliant illumination from within for over 130 hours. Also colorful when unlit!

**STAINED GLASS CANDLE COLUMN** in one of four beautiful fleur-de-lis designs! Handcrafted, richly-colored stained glass, transparently imported from Belgium. Gold hooped trimmings also hand-applied. Only $3.95 each.

**THE 12 DAYS OF CHRISTMAS CANDLE** recreates this popular festive motif! The 12 days of Christmas and windows (when opened)乾坤edly lighted from within. For every child on your list—adults too! All this happiness—just $2.95 each.

**CANDLES OF THE MONTH CLUB**

FREE GIFT BROCHURE

**FLEXIBLE DOLLHOUSE DOLLS**

Children love— and learn— with these almost human dolls! Soft plastic bodies can be bent into 1000 life-like positions. They sit, stand, dance, etc. Hand-painted and authentic handmade costumes add to realistic appearance. Washable—durable! Parents: 3½" children: 1½" baby in dollhouse box—$5.00 ppd. 10 pc. set shown—$10.95 ppd.

**NEW FULL COLOR CATALOG** shows over 100 other dolls. Send 10¢.

**FLAGGED DOLLHOUSE DOLLS**

**BOX 205 S**
**JAMAICA Plain, MASS.**

**fade dry-skin wrinkles quickly**

with HORMONEX

**Beauty Serum**

*send for 10-Day Sample!*

Hormonex, with penetrating Sesame Oil and moisturizing lanolin, applies female hormones to the skin to work most effectively. Just apply 7 drops daily to face and throat. Those superficial wrinkles caused by dry skin fade quickly, smoothly. Hormonex is the product of a trustworthy 40-year-old laboratory. It is sold in over 500 leading department stores and recommended by thousands of pharmacists at $3.50 for a 100-day supply. NOW a special 10-DAY SAMPLE will be sent you postpaid, without obligation so you can see the astonishing results it brings. To get your 10-DAY TRIAL SAMPLE write to address below. Please send 25¢ in coin or stamps to cover packing, handling charges to:

**MITCHUM CO., Dept. 6-LS, 610 Fifth Avenue, New York 20, N. Y.**

**Photograph Tray**

An Ideal Gift! Any photo reproduced in beautiful detail!

Your favorite picture of the kids, the family, vacation spot, your home or cottage, any subject—on a handcrafted, black metal mounting frame 12½" x 17½"; alcohol-resistant. Send negative (preferred), picture or slide and no C.O.D.’s. Please specify black or lustrous finish. 3 for $9.00. Write to address below. Sorry, no C.O.D.’s.

**Ask for FREE Gifts & Giveaways Catalog**

**HOLD THE PHONE**

This handsome "HOLD THE PHONE" memo system next to your wall telephone for note making, and just so important, it has a gold plated bracket for holding the receiver when you’re called away. Magnetically held gold-plated pencil, 2½" x 3½" snap-on (removable), genuine leather with DK gold tooling. A must for wall phones. Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded. Please specify black or lustrous finish.段落或主题为:簡単な英語文章を文章に変換する。


**NEW! PORTO-TRAIN-PAK**

A PORTABLE SCENIC CASE for Toy Trains—With opening and closing of case, PERMANENTLY—ALL FUSS & BoTHER ELIMINATED

Send for free Pamphlet

PORTO-TRAIN-PAK CO.

DEPT. G, 535 HICKS STREET

BROOKLYN 31, N. Y. MAIN 4-0225

---

**Gift for Gardeners**

"The KNIFECUT"

By Wilkinson Sword Ltd. of London is the world's finest designed, designed for efficiency and balance, forged from finest steel, it performs perfectly all heavy and fine pruning— for a lifetime. The ultimate in elegance, the KNIFECUT, like a fine gun or rod, is a joy to hold and use. Gladden the heart of any gardener—male or female—with Britain's best. $12.25 ppd. (we will gift wrap and mail)

By W. I. ikinson Sword Ltd. of London is the FREE gift catalog of unusual items.

DOWNS & CO., Dept. 1411H

1014 DAVIS ST. • EVANSTON, ILL.

---

**Santa Rug**

Centered in deep, soft plushy white pile is Santa complete with his "cherry red" cheeks and nose, white whiskers, red cap and banded all 'round with a pattern of holly and berries. A solid Christmas red border completes the pattern. Belgian import. Completely washable. 24" x 22" in size. Adds that extra touch of Christmas spirit to your home. Order No. 1607.

$4.95 plus 25c handling ppd.

Two for $9.75 plus 50c handling.

Send for FREE gift catalog of unusual items.

DOWNS & CO., Dept. 1411H

1014 DAVIS ST. • EVANSTON, ILL.

---

**SHOPPING AROUND**

**Early morning bliss**

Slip into a pair of good-looking bedroom slippers when the alarm clock starts the signal. Made of soft capeskin leather in pale blue or black, the slipper-boots are lined with fleece and cuffed with soft fur. In tall girl sizes: 8 to 13. $6.55 postpaid. Order from Shoecraft, Department HG11, 603 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

---

**Keep closets neat**

Use portable racks for the dish closet to cut down on work and save space. Made of heavy steel covered with vinyl, rack comes in pink or sand color; holds ten cups and saucers, eight dinner plates, eight bread and butter plates. 19" by 10½" by 6", $2.95 ppd. Gifts For Giving, HG11, 2511 W. York St., Philadelphia, Pa.

**The family tree**

Perfect cache for family facts: The Record of my Ancestry. One of the many features of the book is the famous "cut-out" windows which connect all family lines. Measuring 10" by 14", it has 120 pages. $12 cloth bound; $15 in Fabrikoid; $20 in fine leather. Ppd. Free brochure. Frederic S. Bailey, HG11, Box 254, Quincy, Mass.

**Kitchen tricks**

Cook like the professional chefs do—with the help of old-fashioned wooden utensils. This set of kitchen tools imported from Sweden includes long handled spoons (12"), a corn whisk (10"), other smaller spoons, a scoop and a butter paddle. $2.50 plus 25c postage. Pink House, HG11, Box 892, Laguna Beach, Calif.

---

**FAT LEGS**

Try this new, amazing, scientific home method to Reduce Ankles, Calves, Thighs, Knees, Hips FOR SLENDERIZED LEGS

**FREE!**

"How To Use Fat Loss Hips and Thighs" Free booklet packed with complete instructions and secret hints on shaping and slimming— all explained in clear, simple terms. Works wonders. No dieting, no exercise. Use Fat Loss Hips and Thighs with Fat Loss Ankles and in 4 weeks you lose inches from the largest part of the thigh and leg and ankles to the knee, calves to ankle. \[Limited Time FREE OFFER!\]

**MODERN METHODS** Dept. FL-316

205 Broadway

New York City 7

---

**OCTO PROJECTOR STAND**

OCTO PRODUCTS, INC. Dept. H

48 MILES AVE.

FAIRPORT, N. Y.
Coffee time
There is always someone who complains that a second cup of coffee never tastes as good as the first. Give him this Gargantuan coffee cup and saucer imported from France. Made of pottery decorated in yellow, blue and rust. Use it, too, as a plant container. $10.35 ppd. Lord & Taylor, HG11, Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

Designed for them
Woodard's children's furniture is iron—finished in white, black, yellow or pink in the Orleans acorn and leaf pattern. It consists of metal mesh top table (24" square by 20" high) and two chairs (each 14" from floor). Seats are covered with white plastic. $39.95 plus $4. Order from Patio, Box 25, Dept. HG11, Highland Park, Ill.

Pamper periodicals
For the constant reader of magazines, reviews, newspapers, this rack is designed like an old-fashioned cradle. Of knotty pine finished in light or dark pine, antique maple or mahogany, it holds magazines in an upright position. 11½" by 13½" by 13" high. $14.95 ppd. Templeton Craftsmen, HG11, Templeton, Mass.

Slice it anyway
With the Magna Wonder Knife, meat, cheese or bread will always be as thin or as thick as you wish. A regulator controlled by a thumb screw guides the fine, serrated steel blade as it cuts or carves. Handle in black or white plastic. Over-all length: 14". $6.25 ppd. Rexilo Products, HG11, 350 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
PERSONALIZED GOLF KIT
for every fairway enthusiast!
Gift the golfer, man or woman, with this handsome, personalized kit. Fine saddle-stitched leather case is fitted with six 24K gold-plated tees and a compartment for balls. Convenient slits let you slide case on belt, leaving your golf swing free. In rich Ginger or Suntan, monogrammed with 2 or 3 initials.
$3.50 plus 15¢ postage
WARD GREEN CO.
Dept. HG-11, 43 W. 61 St., N.Y., N.Y.

AN OLD TIME VALUE
$7.95

EARLY AMERICAN LADDER BACK CHAIR

Fully assembled. Direct from workshop to you.
An incredible price for a ladder back chair which features such hand craftsmanship, such built-in value, such a beautiful hand-woven fine rush seat. Hand made of solid maple hardwood for generations of use.
Send first priced chair with this desirable seat unfinished, ready to paint, stain, wax or oil: $7.95
Natural finish (beech).

White, Maple, Mahogany, Walnut, Cherry 14 1/2 x 17 1/2" h.
Minimum order in two. Express charges collected.

Satisfaction guaranteed.
Quick delivery. Check cash or money order.
Jeff Elliot Craftsmen
DEPT. GILL, STATESVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA

BLANKET SUPPORT Frees Feet for BETTER SLEEP
World famous sleep aid neatly lifts burdensome covers from your feet. Provides cozy foot free space. Tensions vanish—you relax—sleep better—awake refreshed. Improved circulation keeps feet warm. Fits any bed; regular, cornered or electric blankets. Invisible by day with arms folded flat. Ideal gift for light sleepers, convalescents, arthritics. We pay postage, ship directly for only $4.75. 2-Day Air Mail, if desired. $1.00 extra.

3-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

BETTER SLEEP INC.
New Providence, N.J., New Jersey

NEW OUTDOOR Comfort

Burly
Knit
Thermal
Shirts... for the whole family
Olive Green, Scarlet or Powder Blue.

$5.50 per sizes for WOMEN & CHILDREN

OIL BY MAIL
Enjoy the secluded in clothing and equipment for all outdoor adventures, Distinctive imports and exclusive designs available nowhere else. Send for FREE 8-PAGE CATALOG.

Norm Thompson
DEPT. HG-11
1805 N. W. Thomson Portland, Oregon

SHOPPING AROUND

Sweet rhythm
Hand-carved sculpture of a trotting horse is a long-lasting gift for anyone who loves horses. Details of muscular delineation are beautifully rendered. Of solid walnut it is hand finished in wax. 5 3/4" tall on an 8" base. $35.00 ppd. Order from Brasher Wood Sculptures, Department HG-11, Chickadee Valley, Kent, Conn.

Purse proud
For the pre-teen miss, a leather-like plastic clutch bag is decorated with a winsome eye, curvaceous mouth, bright fringe and first name. Fitted with a zipper designed to hold keys, she will prize this above all others. 6 1/2" by 5 3/4".

$1.49 ppd. Order from Jane Reed, Department R8, Post Office Box 1561, Beverly Hills, Calif.

The angels sing
A charming little organ fitted with a music box is imported from Switzerland. Tiny angel seems to be playing the beautifully designed blue and silver instrument. Perched on top are two gay cherubs. The Swiss movement plays "Silent Night." $18 ppd. Gina & Selma, HG-11, 1048 Lexington Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Gift for the house
On Christmas morning have the soap dish in each bathroom filled with a cake scented with a holiday fragrance. Soap comes in a box marked "The Gift of the Three Wise Men." Frankincense and myrrh perfume the cakes. One is colored gold to complete legend. $1.50 for 3. Carolina Soap, HG-11, Southern Pines, N. C.

Gardener's gift
Nearly everyone who is proud of his garden longs to own a set of Four Season Statuary. Start him out by giving one cast stone cupid (standing figure is $37. sitting figure is $34). Or. give the set if preferred on top of the cakes. One is colored gold to complete legend. $1.50 for 3. Carolina Soap, HG-11, Southern Pines, N. C.

MARBLE RING-MARK REMOVER & POLISHING KIT
Never has there been anything like this that physically evaporates ring marks from Marble top tables. Marble Top furniture, other marble tables, wood and glass top rings. HOURS of use. Two rings. $1.19 ppd. Order from Jane Reed, Department R8, Post Office Box 1561, Beverly Hills, Calif.

Money Back Guarantee If Not Satisfied

INTERNATIONAL MARBLE CLEARING CO.
Dept. HG-11, 8 Madison Ave., Brooklyn 31, N. Y.

HOUSE & GARDEN
Start a tradition
Fine table appointment to use from year to year, crystal clear glasses are decorated with Christmas symbols. Set of eight with green leaves and red holly berries or with holly wreath and candles is $3.50. Decorated with Christmas tree the set of eight is $3.99 plus 75c postage. Stix, Baer & Fuller, HG11, Saint Louis 1, Mo.

State of the union
Clever idea for use in demi-tasse or for the collector, silver-plated spoons representing the 50 States. Each finial bears a state insignia, each bowl is marked with a state map. 4" long, each is $1.50; $4.25 for three; $8.50 for six. Ppd. Order from Mary Mae, Department HG11, 211-10 73rd Avenue, Bay- side 64, N. Y.

On the road
A traveling man who enjoys his pipe will bless the day he received a pipe case. Imported from Germany, it is beautifully made of pigskin lined with soft suede. Compartments accommodate four pipes, zippered section keeps tobacco fresh and moist. $15 ppd. Tax incl. Jack’s Mailbox, HG11, 95 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Open secret
Hidden under beautifully-cast wrought iron, reminiscent of Early American period, is a modern can opener which cuts swiftly, holds firmly and lifts lid by means of a magnet. When not in use it is a decorative accent in kitchen. $9.95 ppd. Sally’s Gift Service, Department HG11, 6855 Lee Highway, Chattanooga, Tenn.

For the merry season
Add a touch of holiday spirit to the town green or your house with a large-as-life cello-playing Santa Claus. Handpainted in brilliant colors on 5/4" tempered masonite, it can be used with a hi-fi amplifying unit. The arms move. 60" high by 50" wide. $48. Exp. coll. Leonard Brynolf Johnson, HG61, Smythport, Pa.

For the home
Add to your Christmas list a new automatic pinch-on pleating for cornice or valance—no sewing. Use our wide width for height to drape wall to wall, floor to ceiling, without stitching at top or seaming panels! Just fold top, no bottom hem needed because the selvage edge is plain, hangs attractively.

HOMESPUN HOUSE
261 So. Robertson • Beverly Hills 4, Calif.

For complete instruction booklet with 14 samples and order blanks, SEND 25¢ to Beverly Hills store.

BLEUETTE, INC.
55 Heavenly
Protect Your China with Dustproof PLATE MATE Cases
Always keep your china clean, always ready for use without re-washing. Each lovely quilted case stores 12 plates safely from dust, dirt, nicks, chips, scratches. Large zipper opening for easy, easy handling. Set of 4 sizes in matching sets. Washable vinyl plastic. Specify White, Pink, Turquoise, Gold or Silver. Introduction offer includes matching cloth bags—FREE! 4-Pc. Plate Mate Case Set $4.95. Use for embroidered table clothes.

MONOGRAM—Add 4¢/per case for embroidered single initial in Charcoal, Brown, Wine or Navy. Write for Our FREE CATALOG.

KMS Designs
120 West Kinzie St., Dept. HG-11A
Chicago 10, Illinois

it's only $2.98 a yard

No seams to sew...or show!
Handsome draperies at lower cost because they’re seamless! 4 weaves and 4 ways to pleat (made to measure, ready to hang, or choice of automatic pleatings for do-it-yourself). Width of cloth reaches floor to ceiling. Heavy 100% cottons in primitive textures for tumble dry laundering. White, natural or dyed to your paint chip, 2.98 to 5.25 yd.
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NOW...SAVE ON GENUINE IRONSTONE
Imported from England!

Fresh, creamy white Royal Stovithernish Ironstone—hand-worked, hand-glazed, hand-painted. The perfect gift for everyone—never setting stains, never scratching, never chipping. Will hold the most exquisite china, crystal, and silver. 2-Year Warranty.

Send for Free Gift Catalog.

Write for FREE CATALOG!

BRECK'S

SHOPPING AROUND

High jinks
Entertain an infant, and help it exercise arms and shoulders, with the Firefly. Made of non-toxic plastic, firefly lights up every time the child pulls on the rings. Easy to attach to crib by the wooden crossbar, it has steel springs. Penlight battery is included. $3.25 ppd. Playroom, HG11, 7732 Forsythe, Clayton, Mo.

Press the button
A welcome present is the beautifully-grained cherrywood salt shaker and pepper mill. Both are fitted with stainless steel tops. Special point about the pepper grinder: just press top button to work grinder and release pepper. Each is 5½" high. $12.75 ppd. C. D. Peacock, HG11, H1, State & Monroe, Chicago, Ill.

Nothing can be finer
Don’t envy the men who dine at the most elegant clubs. Send to Pfaelzer Brothers for the same U.S. Prime steaks which are supplied to these clubs and famous restaurants. Twelve 8-ounce steaks, fresh frozen, will be delivered in perfect condition anywhere for $83 ppd. Pfaelzer Bros., HG11, Dept. IEL, Chicago 54, Ill.

13 state alarm
Give young bandits in the family aerry cloth towel (20" by 40") designed like a “Wanted” poster. Colorfast it has black lettering listing a number of offenses he might commit. $1.98 complete with his name in large type and an amusing cartoon, ppd. Order from Sunset House, 81 Sunset Building, Beverly Hills, Calif.
**Your prize catch for him!**

@! It's a Fish-Master! New, unique gift for your favorite fisherman. He can use it to measure, hold, scale, clean or file—no gouging or tearing of the skin. No scratching or spattering. Upgraded handle keeps hand clear of sharp fins. Razor-sharp blade has serrated edge, made of high carbon stainless steel. Deluxe chrome, attractively gift boxed. $4.95 plus 30c postage. Money back guarantee. Send check or money order. No COD please.

**GIFTS BY MARGUERITE**

P. O. Box 790
Grand Rapids, Michigan

**HI-FI OR STEREO CABINET**

Your own set of Precision printed templates and illustrated instructions makes building your own Hi-Fi or stereo cabinet a do-it-yourself project. With this kit you build a modern, solidly constructed cabinet. Quality wood and paint finishes. Your choice of three colors. Cabinet, $47.95. Shipping, Coll.

COMPLETE OR IN KIT

**COCKTAIL LOVERS, ATTENTION!**

Here's the answer to taste perfection.

**Twist-O-lemon**

These lemon slices are shipped across the country in the same bottle of lemon juice that you find at your grocer's. The flavor of the lemon is sharp and true. The orange juice is so rich with flavor that you can be sure that the lemon you are drinking is the best lemon slice on earth. Just a word of caution: Be careful not to overdo it with these lemons. They are too good to be true.

**BEGINNERS ... for the barefoot contessa**

Follow in the steps of the world's most celebrated housekeeper ... Chef. Adorn your table with Egyptian-inspired BEGUIVERS, and bring your guests to a new level of culinary enjoyment. Follow the instructions in your book to make your own beguiver. You can be sure that your guests will be impressed by your knowledge of the art of cooking.

**NEW V-S CONTOUR PANTS-RAK**

The quick, easy way to hang trousers, slacks and skirts. V-shaped slot design keeps trousers in perfect press, eliminates wrinkles. Deluxe Carbon Stainless Steel. Deluxe Chrome, attractively gift boxed. $9.95 plus 30c postage. Money back guarantee. Send check or money order. No COD please.

**Deer Hill Co.**

Dept. G11, College Park 5, New York
**Pennsylvania Dutch**

**FOLK ART**
- Book Z-100 — not illustrated — How To Paint and Decorate Furniture and Tinware — By Jacob and Jane Zook. $1.75 Each Postpaid
- $3.95. Add 75c for mailing. Drawings mailed within 10 days.
- Dept. HG 116, Point Pleasant, Bucks County, Pa.

**SPANISH JEWELRY**
- From Spain, the Land of Romance, comes this lovely jewelry at a remarkably low price. Heavily gold-plated and hand enamelled. The tasteful design of this jewelry reflects the combined beauty of the Moorish and Spanish craftsmen.
- All 5 pieces $9.95 ppd.
- Pin .................... $1.10 ppd.
- Earrings .......... $1.10 ppd.
- Ring ................... $1.75 ppd.
- Bracelet ................. $2.50 ppd.
- Necklace ................ $2.50 ppd.
- Federal Tax included on above items. Paid by House of Gifts.
- Write for free catalog.

**CLYMER'S OF BUCKS COUNTY**
- Dept. HG 11, Point Pleasant, Bucks County, Pa.

**Your Drawings**
- Reproduced in color, underglaze, on handcrafted ceramics. Cherished gifts — designed by the small fry in your life. 7" square ashtray, or square cigarette box, $4.95 each. 6 x 8 Kidney Ashtray — $4.95. 6" square tile, $3.95. Add 75c for mailing. Drawings may be folded — any size will do. Orders mailed within 10 days.

**Your Drawings**
- No C.O.D.'s.

**BROCHURES**
- Nancy Restar, Dept. HG 1161
  - P. O. Box 728
  - Port Chester, New York

**SHOPPING AROUND**

**THE CHARMING CHINA TREE**
- Again we bring you our very popular illuminated China Tree. Made of high grade white china sprinkled with 30 "glow through" multi-colored translucent bulbs that never burn out. One 25 watt bulb provides enough light to make the tree light up with a festive glow. 11" high, 9" across, beautifully fashioned of pure white china, the tree is easy to clean, can be used from year to year — as center piece or window decoration. Completely Underwriters Approved, satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded. Unusual and lovely, order now in time for Christmas, we pay postage...
- $5.95

**WONDERFUL WOK**
- Ideal stencil for the kitchen and a good word for crossword puzzle fans, the wok is a cast-iron frying pan native to Japan. Seamless, it is easy to keep spotless.
- 12" in diameter, $5.50 ppd.
- 14" in diameter, $6.50 ppd.
- Send 25c for Gift Catalog.

**Plant Stands**
- The Kiss of the Sun for Parson, The Son of the Birds for Mirth, One is a Near God's Heart, In a Garden, Than anywhere else on Earth.

**HELEN ADAMS**
- Central High
- 1740 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge, Mass.

**Have a heart**
- This is an inexpensive stocking gift every woman will enjoy. Two-faced heart made of gold-plated metal is panced on both sides with lustrous fake pearls. To be worn on a charm bracelet, with a chateau pin or with the 16" gold-plated chain which comes with it.
- $1.10 ppd. Tax incl. Clarion, HG11, Box 488, Highland Park, Ill.

**Taste treat**
- Send a gift of one of Harry and David's famous food boxes. The Merry Mixup contains apples, pears, nuts, candies, figs and prunes. Beautifully arranged, the box is a still life of natural treasures. Order No. 55 which is $7.95 postpaid. Harry and David, Dept. HG11, Bear Creek Orchards, P. O. Box 40D, Medford, Ore.

**Save the covers**
- Teach a child to care for his possessions by giving him heavy Kraft paper jackets for his school books. Easy to fold, these will fit any size volume. Interest is added when name of student and his school is imprinted in black. $1 for 10 imprinted covers, ppd. Handy Gifts, Dept. HG11, Box 509, Culver City, Calif.

**World map set**
- Six beautiful maps which make colorful decorations for the wall are included in this kit. Global map, United States including Alaska and Hawaii, Far East, Bible Study map showing origin of three major faiths, Europe and historical map of U. S. A. up to Shepard’s flight. $3.25 ppd. S&H

**GARDEN MARKER**
- A thoughtfully different gift every gardener will cherish. A gift that will be appreciated now and always. Cast aluminum plaque with etched letters. Finished in black with letters hand painted in gold or white. Measures 9" x 14", stands 24" high.
- Send us your gift list. We mail your gift prompts and will enclose gift card for you. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send 25c for complete catalog of other beautiful gifts. When traveling in Georgia, visit our Home Show Case and see famous Old South Reproductions.

**COLORIFIC HOUSE**
- DEPT. HG-11, MOULTON MFG. CO., DEPT. HG-11, MOULTON, INDIANA

**Helen Adams**
- Central High
- 1740 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge, Mass.

**LOVELY GIFT FOR A GARDENER...**
- Colorific House
- 235 Evansville 4, Indiana
- 750

**SHOPPING AROUND**
- Have a heart
- Taste treat
- Save the covers
- World map set
- Garden Marker
- Colorific House

**HOUSE & GARDEN**
- HOUSE & GARDEN
- 144
**The first gift**

Present a new mother with a gold-plated diaper pin marked with the name and birth date of her baby. Useful for the first year or so, it can be worn later on mother's blouse or sweater. 2" long, it is sturdy, has no rough or uneven edges. $1 each, postpaid. Elgin Engraving, HG11, 614 South St., Dundee, Ill.

**23rd Psalm**

Exquisite example of the weaver's art, this bookmark has the words of the beloved Psalm woven right into the fabric. Designs and letters in gold and bright colors. Bookmarks are also available with the Lutheran and King James versions of the Ten Commandments. $1 ea., ppd. Weave-Craft, HG11, 50 Delaney St., New York, N. Y.

**Dress it up**

Do justice to an elegant dessert or make an economy pudding look festive by serving in crystal-clear parfait glasses. Footed and hand-etched, they're useful, too, for whiskey sour, eggnog or fruit juice. Each holds 7 oz. Set of four, $7.30 ppd. Order from Scandi-crafts, Department HG11, 185 Ashford Ave., Dobbs Ferry, N. Y.

**Moppets**

A young miss will revel in slippers made of the softest Acrylic fur and decorated with engaging faces. No one will have to admonish her for walking in bare feet if these are in the nursery closet. White. Sizes: small, medium, large and extra large. $2.95 ppd. Mercury Products, HG11, 1265 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

---

**SHOPIING AROUND**

**THE Perfect GIFT for all HORSE LOVERS THE 1962 CALENDAR OF HORSES**

by Allen F. Brewer, Jr.


---

**BLUE CHIP—the exciting new game for the entire family**

Fast and fun for two or more players with BLUE CHIP. The easy-to-play game that gives you the thrills and chills of playing the market without "losing your shirt." You don't need to know a thing about the stock market. BLUE CHIP will hold your interest from start to finish. It's always exciting because every game is different.

One player acts as broker, another as cashier. Each player chooses a railroad, utility or industrial stock and starts investing. Each player has the same opportunities to forecast the market—make a "killing" or lose a fortune. BLUE CHIP includes stock certificates, colorful quotation board, pretend money, and handy stock price for big deals.

$1.98 postpaid. Order today . . send check or money order. Only $200 a line. Write for quantity order and other information. Send check or money order to:
**Billet doux**

For the love-of-your-life, a handsome pure silk tie which carries a concealed message on the reverse side. Embellished with a three-letter monogram it comes in red, navy, olive or black. No one but he can read the tender message.


**Cheery sight**

Slipcover the rural mailbox with a weatherproof coat made of gold and white stripes. Across each side—"Merry Christmas" is printed in large red letters. 221/2" by 19". It will add a feeling of pleasure to every passer-by. $1 plus 25c post.

$2.89 for three, plus 25c. Helen Gallagher, HG11, 413 Fulton, Peekin, Ill.

**Dress it up**

New idea for the indispensable tissue is a handsome pierced brass box finished in 10k gold plate. Lace-like filagree work gives a delicate effect perfect for dressing room or bath. Holds standard tissue box or large supply from jumbo commercial container.

$5.95 ppd. Vernon, HG11, 30 Evans, New Rochelle, N. Y.

**Let it storm**

With the Yukon boots to keep feet dry, sleet or snow won't keep you at home. Made of glove leathers in black, tan or brown, boots are lined with nylon shearing. Rubber grip soles add safety. 4 to $10, 12%-95; 10%-95; 12. $13.95. AAAA to EE. (7 to EE to size 10 only.) 50c postage. Solly Bayes, HG11, 45 Winter, Boston, Mass.

**Sleepytime cherub**

To make her look angelic slip a soft cotton flannel cloak robe over your child's head. Sprigged with blue and green or red and green flowers, it is beautifully made. Wiltz length. 3 to 14. Also in pajamas with red or blue bottoms. flowered tops. 4 to 14. $4. Ppd. Carriage House, HG11, Cold Spring Harbor, N. Y.

**Musical Alarm Clocks**

Tune: "Oh What A Beautiful Morning"

New! Attractive! Dependable! Sure to please to be woken with this lovely tune. Swiss Musical Movement, accurate, luminous hands and dial, easy to see numerals day or night. Colors: Black, Maroon, Ivory gold trim. Please give second choice of color.

255 w, $9.95 plus 45c mail. 255 w, $9.95 plus 45c mail.

FREE GIF Catalog—
Bilbegeard Studios
255 W. Farrington Ave.
Ancaster, Ohio, 45003

---

**DON'T BITE THE DOG**

Give the family pet a Standco sleeping mat. It is made of soft cotton pile. Silver poodle on turquoise ground. or black on red. Machine washable. 20" by 34" $7.95 17" by 24" $5.75 Ppd.

**MUSICAL ALARM CLOCKS**

255 w, $9.95 plus 45c mail. 255 w, $9.95 plus 45c mail.

FREE GIF Catalog—
Bilbegeard Studios
255 W. Farrington Ave.
Ancaster, Ohio, 45003

---

**SHOPPING AROUND**

**Picture Window Clear**

SEE-BRELLA

Glamorizes safely in the rain!

Here's the beautiful new crystal-clear umbrella you look through. SEE-BRELLA helps you avoid hazards, and is strong, heavy-gauge, stainless steel frame, gold-flecked plastic handle (with handy rain bonnet in pouch on handle chain). Plus gold press-button, light, on-personalizing initial-free. Light, durable, satisfaction guaranteed. Order several. Sorry, no catalog tree 54.95 (add 35c each for postage)

**BE A SMART COOKIE!**

**ROMIC GINGERBREAD COOKIES**


**HANDBALD GLASS**

Handblown in Old Mexico

Add excitement to your dining and entertaining with these conversation pieces in brilliant decorator colors. Each glass shows the charming individuality of the true, hand-crafted art. The perfect gift for any occasion.

**STANDARD ASHTRAYS**

King-size and petite

STANDARD is a name famous in pottery—assuring you of fine quality and genuine artistry. Game birds are hand-carved and hand-painted in FULL COLOR: Wood Duck, Canada Goose, Mallard, Phoebus. KING-SIZED ASHTRAYS (10") x 71/2", only $5.00 each. PETITE ROUND ASHTRAYS (5" across)—also available as set of 4 assorted birds only, $5.00 for SET OF 4 (assorted birds only), postpaid. Seed for new free Catalog—"Gifts for Wild Birds and Bird Lovers."

**DON'T BITE THE DOG**

Give the family pet a Standco sleeping mat. It is made of soft cotton pile. Silver poodle on turquoise ground. or black on red. Machine washable. 20" by 34" $7.95 17" by 24" $5.75 Ppd.

**STANDARD DISTRIBUTORS**

Dept. HG11, 17901 E. Warren, Detroit, Mich.

**BILBEGER STUDIOS**

1217 East 3rd Avenue, Denver, Colorado

**THE ADDED TOUCH**

Bryn Mawr HG11, Penna.

**SHIPPING AROUND**

**DON'T BITE THE DOG**

Give the family pet a Standco sleeping mat. It is made of soft cotton pile. Silver poodle on turquoise ground. or black on red. Machine washable. 20" by 34" $7.95 17" by 24" $5.75 Ppd.

**STANDARD DISTRIBUTORS**

Dept. HG11, 17901 E. Warren, Detroit, Mich.

**BILBEGER STUDIOS**

1217 East 3rd Avenue, Denver, Colorado

**THE ADDED TOUCH**

Bryn Mawr HG11, Penna.
Self expression
Good gift for a budding artist: an oil paint set in a wooden carrying case complete with handles. The contents include 15 tubes of oil paint, a palette knife, palette cup, 5 camel hair brushes (Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) and a 12" by 9" picture board. Costs only $8.88 postpaid. Palley's, HG11, 2263 E. Vernon, Los Angeles, Calif.

Frame her
Copied from Victorian times: the cast iron picture frame finished in antique white. Back is covered with suede-like cloth. 5 3/4" wide by 7" high, it has an opening 3 3/4" wide. $2.98. (Frame comes fitted with a fine clear mirror for $2.98.) The pair is $5.50 ppd. Medford, Dept. HG11, Box 39, Bethpage, N.Y.

Jot it down
Jumbo Jot pad is a perfect prop to stand beside the telephone, on a night table or in a kitchen cabinet. About 450 sheets of paper fit neatly into a red leather-like plastic cover. Sturdy tab holds small gold-color pencil 3" by 7 1/2". $1.25 incl. marking, $1 for 3 refills. Ppd. Giftcraft, HG11, 1234 E. 47th St., Chicago 53, Ill.

What does it do?
The little black box is a corkscrew. Throw the switch on the side and a powerful grinding sound starts as the box lid slowly lifts. A hand emerges, grabs switch, turns it to "Off" sign. What does it do? Absolutely nothing. This makes an amusing gift for a tycoon of industry. $5.25 ppd. Play B., HG11, 1716 Logan, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Own a pool?
For anyone who entertains extensively around a pool, this game of water golf will make a fine Christmas gift. Naturally every part of the game floats and contestants have a merry time trying to make chip shots, putts and drives. $17.95 for 22 piece set. $1 postage. From Patio Sales, HG11, P. O. Box 25, Highland Park, Ill.

"I LOVE YOU" PILLOWS!
"I love you, I love you," whispers this intimately caressing pillow ... magic sentiments of love. Custom-made, fluffy with luxurious goose down and goose feathers. In enchanting shades of beige, pale pink or pale blue piped in rich velvet.

$17.50

"I Love You" French Limoges Ashtray, in white with gold letter, $5.50

"I Love You" Playing Cards, 2 packs for $5.00

ORDER NOW these distinctive holiday gifts. You will love them for yourself and your dear ones.

I LOVE YOU,

306 West 42 St., N.Y. 36, N.Y.

SHOPPING AROUND

Give new TITLEISTS

De luxe case of I dozen $14.85, 1/2 dozen $7.60. No personalizing on half dozens.

Give the new Titleist . . . 1961's most popular golf ball among pros and amateurs in big-time competition. This makes thirteen straight years on top for Titleist.

GIVE NEW TITLEISTS, PERSONALIZED* with owner's name at no extra charge. Just print name (no more than 18 letters and spaces) and send it to us with check or money order.

*Please remember, for personalizing, at least one dozen must be ordered for each name.

BEST-LOOKING GIFT CASES EVER — rich, maroon, gold-embossed, leather-like boxes with gleaming brass trim, rayon satin lining — a wonderful gift in itself.

ORDER NOW to assure Christmas delivery. Specify which Titleist — Titleist Regular or Titleist 100 or Titleist Red.

Please be sure to include your golf professional's name so we can credit him with the sale as Acushnet's policy is to sell through golf course pro shops only.


NOW 931 READY-MADE SIZES TO FIT ANY WINDOW!

SUPERWIDE Fiberglas Draperies

AT PRICES THAT SAVE YOU 35% OR MORE!

Cover windows up to 21 feet wide with one pair! FREE Send name and address for color brochure, price list and actual color samples. No obligation. * Write today!

RONNIE
Fairview, Bergen County, New Jersey

NO GREATER VALUE! NO LOWER PRICE!
The William Whipple Bench

IN RUGGED KNOTTY PINE

3 POPULAR SIZES

30"L x 14"D x 18"H. Also 36"L x 18.50. 42"L x 22.50. Unit.

Stained Silky Smooth. Ready to Paint, Stain, Decorate.

EASTERN AMERICANS at its best in years with this authentic reproduction of the William Whipple Bench. Made of knotty pine, this low priced unit was designed for genuine comfort. Double-beveled slats for tilt-back service. Glass for dining, wine or of feet of seat; TV, cocktail, harvest or oblong tables.

Superbly hand-rubbed to a warm antique Pine Finish, sold $4.95.

DIRECT FROM FACTORY! FULLY ASSEMBLED! Prompt delivery. No extra cost. Money-back Guarantee. FREE: Literature on furniture finishing with each writer.

Visit our "Early American" Factory Showrooms!

MANCHESTER INDUSTRIES

Dept. (G), 365 Sunrise Hwy., Freeport, L.I., N.Y.

FIBER GLASS SERVING TRAYS

These beautifully designed stack trays of Polycast plastic, reinforced with fiberglass, are exceedingly durable. Baking, oven, refrigerator, dishwasher, microwave, alkali or ordinary acids, or heat cannot harm them . . . the color and design cannot fade, chip or peel as they are fused into the tray. Use these delightful trays at snack time, party time, any time . . . indoors or out. These 9 1/2" trays come in a lovely design.

1. Fleur-de-Lis (sweeping black or accent)

2. Marble (charcoal swirls on white, looks like rich marble)

3. Abaca (Italian) (imported handwoven Abaca in six fine styles)

4. Bear Picnic (bear picnic scene on antique parchment)

$2.50 ea. ppd. Set of 4 . . . $7.95

When ordering, specify number and design number. Dept. 32, 24.

TRAYMOLD
El Monte, Calif.
This huge, western-style cabin is a child's dream come true! Approx. 3 ft. high—9 square ft., 2½ cubic ft. inside. Endless hours of play fun. Big enough for 2 kids to "Live" in this cabin of their very own. Constructed of specially treated, safe, genuine DuPont Poly-plastic. Waterproof, use indoors or outdoors. No tools needed. Nothing to assemble. Sets up in a jiffy, folds compactly for easy storage. Walls and door are realistically imprinted in authentic brown split-log design. Peaked roof is in contrasting color. In youngster's imagination, it quickly becomes a RANCH HOUSE—PLANTATION HOUSE—PLANTATION-HOUSE FOR GIRLS. A Bankhouse—Jailhouse—Sheriff's Office—Secret Clubhouse for Boys! This King-size cabin is one greatest bargains in years. A comparable $5.98 value new only $1.00. Several. SPECIAL OFFER: 5 FOR $4.00. GUARANTEE Try without risk or obligation for ten days. Let the kids play in and enjoy it. If they are not delighted return for immediate refund. Add 25c each house, for postage and handling charge. Sorry, no COD's.

NOVEL MFG. CORP., Dept. F-4109, 31 Second Ave., N.Y. 3, N.Y.

BOSTON ROCKER
SMART, COMFORTABLE, PRACTICAL

Adult Size: $27.95
Junior Size: $16.95
(shipping charged extra)

From Ben Franklin to J. F. K., the rocking chair has been a traditional American symbol for relaxation after a day's work. Now the popular Boston Rocker is available from an old New England firm, hand-crafted from their own fine northern maple, walnut or mahogany. Youngsters will be delighted with Junior size rocker (seat height 11") an exact duplicate of parent's chair. Shipped in specially designed protective carton. A perfect Christmas gift. (No COD.) Send check or money order today to:

CACHACO HOUSE
Dept. D-1
KEENE, NEW HAMPSHIRE

ALPINA MINK
FOR A LADY WHO WISHES TO BE INDULGED

These bewitching eyelash appliques are created from creamy champagne leather trimmed with a luxurious collar of dark mink. A true "Gift of Love" and the ultimate in bonbon bootsie. Sizes 5 to 8 in TAWNY CHAMPAGNE or TURQUOISE. $10.95 ppd. Also in GOLD; one dollar additional. For last minute delivery by airmail add 30c.

Write for free catalog of foreign fashions and gifts.

THE OLD MEXICO SHOP
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

ARCO SCREW & NUT DRIVER

Satin wedge, with moiré. Black, White Pink, $10 Medium. $9.95 #1243.

Cotton Carded... Dynasty Blue, Gold or Rose, 10-18. $9.95 #1224.

15-Piece Set of Industrial-Quality Tools

An "ARCO" Exclusive! Fits every electric drill, drill press for screw, nut & bolt driving. Packets were created because there is no non-slip Industrial-type Clamp. Special Bit Holders prevent slipping from manufacturer's buttons. No screwdriver attachment under $10 has these 2 features—and with this outfit, you get a socket set, too! Includes 2 flat bits with ballbearers for $2.95 & 3 hex slotted screws, $2.75 Phillips bit, 6 hex. 2 square socket wrenches with holder. 1-year guarantee.

Order today on our 30-day Money Back Guarantee. Send check, money order, or cashier’s check. Test drive at no risk! ARROW METAL PRODUCTS CO.

FREE—Large 2½’ Wide Name Plate fits on door. House can be personalized with child’s name.

SHIPPING AROUND

The memo tree

Necessary appointment for every desk is a metal box-like frame which holds loose memo paper, and a five-branch brass-plated tree fitted with spring clips. Memos taken while you are absent bloom on the branches when you return. Base is 5" by 3". $1.50 ppd. Breck’s, HG11, 256 Breck Bldg., Boston 10, Mass.

Light up

Lacquer-wage table lighters fitted with precision works are designed for use in contemporary and classic room settings. Available in two sizes: 4" in diameter by 2¼" high ($2.95); 2½" diameter by 8" high ($4.95). Available in black, white, orange, yellow and green. Ppd. Patio Sales, HG11, Box 25, High­land Park, Ill.

In the best circles

Add a pair of sterling silver hoops to your earring collection. These come in two sizes: large as a quarter, small as a dime. Beautifully made, they fasten to the ears without pinching. $2.25. Also in 18k gold plate for $2.25, or solid copper for $1. Ppd. Tax incl. Western Classics, 622 South Country Club Road, Tucson, Ariz.

Make life easy

The "Disposal Container" is a work and step saver. Made of high impact plastic in pink, blue or yellow, the pail (10½" high by 8½" in diameter) hangs by a plastic ring from rod or any vertical surface. Included in price are a dozen disposable polyethylene bags, $2.95 ppd. Sav’r Space, HG11, Box 879, Boca Raton, Fla.

EYEGLASS NOSE PADS

6 PAIR $1

Cushion-Rest Nose pads relieve pressure points, ease weight of spectacles and help keep them steady. Easy to replace. Save $1.00. Also in metal. $0.75 ppd.

GLASSES REPAIR KITS $1

Tighten or replace lost screws from your glasses, invisible when traveling. Consists of a professional optical screwdriver and an assortment of 12 stand­ard frame screws and nuts. Instructions included. Ideal for working on small machines.

Night Driving Glasses $2.98

Stop suffering while driving against glaring headlights. Pair these yellow amber night driving glasses. Even safer and more comfortable vision. Available in pink and brown. These amber lenses are fully made, they fasten to the ears without pinching.

NUMBER PORTRAIT KIT

An improved oil portrait kit to enable you to paint a living image with no patchwork appearance by simply filling numbered spaces. This kit is far supe­rior to prior custom kits (improved paint, pen) and includes a fine 16" x 20" marked canvas panel, two brushes; 24 cups paint (no mixing); brush cleaner; instructions and color guide photo. SEND ONLY $9.95 and any photo or color slide for your kit postage paid. Photos returned unharmed. Indicate hair and eye color.

ZAN PRODUCTS INC.

Harbor City 17, California
Ah, the shame of it!
A sturdy serving tray to hang on the wall or use when passing potables is an amusing accessory for a bar. Scene depicts evil effects of alcohol. Black with gold decorations. When tray is lifted, a hidden music box plays a merry tune. 11" by 15" by 2 1/2". $9.98 ppd. Schrifts, HG-11, 1007 N. Water St., Milwaukee, Wis.

Play a game
Pass the time when traveling with Dominos. Imported from France, this fine leather case (5 1/2" by 6 1/2" by 1") holds a 28-piece (double six) set of tiles. Counters, of green and white plastic, are protected when not in use by a plastic cover. $9.50 ppd. Sleepy Hollow. HG11, 1037 Crane Drive, Falls Church, Va.

The decorator look
For draperies without seams, use textured cottons in 8 to 10-foot widths (five textures available). Cost: $2.98 to $5.25 the running yard. Add 5c the rod inch to custom pleat draperies; 10c the rod inch to make complete draperies to measure. Catalogue and samples, 25c. Homespun House, 291 S. Robertson, Beverly Hills 44, Calif.

An old favorite
Chances are the Hoot Nanny loomed bright in your childhood. Brought up to date it is now called the Magic Designer. Made of sturdy metal, the arms and handle, when set and turned, will create dozens of designs. $5.20 complete with 50 discs, instructions and pencil. Ppd. Meredith’s, HG11, Evanston 23, Ill.

Direct From The HOLY LAND
Genuine Sweet-Scented Water from the RIVER JORDAN
From the sacred seat of man's most holy history, comes this beautiful reminder of our Christian heritage. Water dipped reverently from the holy history, comes this beautiful beginnings. $3.95 postpaid. Includes two attachments. Postpaid anywhere in the world . . . only $2.995.

INDOOR GARDEN FANTASY
You will agree that this attractive centerpiece is the perfect Christmas gift as well as an asset to your very own dining area. Its true life and decorative everlasting roses are nestled in a brass vase and surrounded by a shower of transparent plastic rain. Truly a picturesque conversation piece that spreads out over 15 inches in diameter and stands 16 inches high. Handcrafted from lifetime, non-fading polyethylene by European floral artists. This masterpiece is yours for only $9.95 prepaid.

ELECTRICAL MANICURIST
The Spruce is as easy to use as a pencil . . . and so much safer than old-fashioned clippers and files! With Spruce, a perfect manicure takes but 10 minutes. $250.00 postpaid. Includes special Chroma Brush, Vibrator, Facial Mouser and Nail File attachments. . . . and ample supplies for 100 manicures in a beautiful partitioned container. Only $49.95.

ENCORE! ENCORE!
Now being made again in answer to popular demand. Authentic in every detail, it is an important interior accent, and shows your treasures beautifully. Of selected hardwoods, it has glass panels on sides and front, hinged door with open grill work backed by a glass panel, making it completely enclosed. Midway Back 20" high, 22" wide, 5 1/2" deep, 6" between shelves. Colors of finish—Antique White, Antique Gold, Powder Blue, Pink Fruitwood. Black $49.95 Prepaid. West of Mississippi add $2.50. No C.O.D.s.

SHOPPING AROUND

SPRUCE

The Spirit of Christmas is at your fingertips with the Magic Designer. With Spruce, a perfect manicure takes but 10 minutes. $299.50

SPRUCE DOES PEDICURES TOO!
Corns and calluses are safely erased. The Spruce is as easy to use as a pencil . . . and so much safer than old-fashioned clippers and files! With Spruce, a perfect manicure takes but 10 minutes. $250.00 postpaid. Includes special Chroma Brush, Vibrator, Facial Mouser and Nail File attachments. . . . and ample supplies for 100 manicures in a beautiful partitioned container. Only $49.95.

"SKIPPER RIDING DOLPHIN"
Swimming pool or fountain, suitable up to 3" pipe. Visit our extensive showroom. Statuary in Lead, Bronze and Stone

"ENCORE! ENCORE!"
Now being made again in answer to popular demand. Authentic in every detail, it is an important interior accent, and shows your treasures beautifully. Of selected hardwoods, it has glass panels on sides and front, hinged door with open grill work backed by a glass panel, making it completely enclosed. Midway Back 20" high, 22" wide, 5 1/2" deep, 6" between shelves. Colors of finish—Antique White, Antique Gold, Powder Blue, Pink Fruitwood. Black $49.95 Prepaid. West of Mississippi add $2.50. No C.O.D.s.

KITCHEN WASTE DISPOSER

DIRECT FROM THE HOLY LAND
Genuine Sweet-Scented Water from the RIVER JORDAN
From the sacred seat of man's most holy history, comes this beautiful reminder of our Christian heritage. Water dipped reverently from the holy history, comes this beautiful beginnings. $3.95 postpaid. Includes two attachments. Postpaid anywhere in the world . . . only $2.995.

INDOOR GARDEN FANTASY
You will agree that this attractive centerpiece is the perfect Christmas gift as well as an asset to your very own dining area. Its true life and decorative everlasting roses are nestled in a brass vase and surrounded by a shower of transparent plastic rain. Truly a picturesque conversation piece that spreads out over 15 inches in diameter and stands 16 inches high. Handcrafted from lifetime, non-fading polyethylene by European floral artists. This masterpiece is yours for only $9.95 prepaid.

ELECTRICAL MANICURIST
The Spirit of Christmas is at your fingertips with the Magic Designer. With Spruce, a perfect manicure takes but 10 minutes. $299.50

SPRUCE DOES PEDICURES TOO!
Corns and calluses are safely erased. The Spirit of Christmas is at your fingertips with the Magic Designer. With Spruce, a perfect manicure takes but 10 minutes. $250.00 postpaid. Includes special Chroma Brush, Vibrator, Facial Mouser and Nail File attachments. . . . and ample supplies for 100 manicures in a beautiful partitioned container. Only $49.95.

"SKIPPER RIDING DOLPHIN"
Swimming pool or fountain, suitable up to 3" pipe. Visit our extensive showroom. Statuary in Lead, Bronze and Stone

"ENCORE! ENCORE!"
Now being made again in answer to popular demand. Authentic in every detail, it is an important interior accent, and shows your treasures beautifully. Of selected hardwoods, it has glass panels on sides and front, hinged door with open grill work backed by a glass panel, making it completely enclosed. Midway Back 20" high, 22" wide, 5 1/2" deep, 6" between shelves. Colors of finish—Antique White, Antique Gold, Powder Blue, Pink Fruitwood. Black $49.95 Prepaid. West of Mississippi add $2.50. No C.O.D.s.
Handmade Colonial Shakers
Sprinkle your table with the beauty of authentic reproductions of Colonial salt and pepper shakers. Handmade by Fenton, about 3" high, they are in rich white milk glass. For the collector, your hostess, yourself ... and be prepared to be peppered with questions where you found them! Order Style A, B, or C.

LA CUISINIÈRE
923 MADISON AVE., NEW YORK 21, N. Y.

PRESENT FOR AN OMELETTE COOK
Polished Aluminum Omelette Pan
Heat Proof Handles
Black, Blue, Red or Yellow
101/2" 7.50 sp.
81/2" 5.50 sp.
The Omelette Book
by Narcissa Chamberlain 3.50
Write For Free Catalogue

Create Your Own NATURE SCREENS
with colorful leaves, butterflies, flowers, shells and other interesting objects ... permanently embedded in Castoglas. Also make room dividers, lamps, table files, trays, bowls, placemats and other fine articles for yourself, for gifts or to sell at a nice profit. Easy to do and inexpensive. For illustrated booklet showing how, mail 25¢ to Dept. BM.

THE CASTOLITE COMPANY
Woodstock, Ill.

SHOPPING AROUND

Equine grace
Molded of plastic, this Arabian horse is finished with a fine grain which makes the figure look like wood. Stallion or mare is 91/2" by 101/2", $3.50 for each. Not shown in the matching foal is 61/2" by 61/2", $1.75. All postpaid. Order from Beckwith's, Department HG11, 68 Franklin Street, Boston, Mass.

U. S. gold coins
No longer used as legal tender, these bright gold coins set in gold rims make handsome charms for a bracelet. Heavy 14k gold bracelet fitted with seven rare coins ranging in age from 30 to 100 years is $325. Bracelet with one $5 gold piece is $110. Ppd. Fed. tax incl. Johnston Jewels, HG11, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, N. Y.

On the road
Keep everything near at hand for comfortable traveling. Attach this tan cowhide wallet to the sun visor to make sure that maps, street guides, memo paper and identification cards are readily available. Snap section holds sunglasses. $5 complete with gold-plated pencil, ppd. Downs, HG11, 1014 Davis Street, Evanston, Ill.

Soft step
Blissful comfort for men and women, these crushed deer-skin moccasins are lined with warm sheepskin. The slippers come in a wonderful size range: 3 to 15, half sizes included. In all widths. Natural color mellowed with age. $7.95 for men's or women's moccasins, ppd. Maine Leathercrafters, Dept. S-1, Harrison, Me.

Sweet conceit
To adcharm to the bathroom, this heart-shaped gold-plated soap tray is topped with a cunning Capid holding a cabochon fake jewel. Available in a choice of three stones: sapphire, peridot or topaz. 53/4" by 23/4", the tray can be used for candy, too. $1.95 ppd. Vernon, HG11, 30 Evans Street, New Rochelle, N. Y.

For dreamers
When there is no time for travel, satisfy the urge with a room decorated with colorful posters (253/4" by 371/2") of world-famous places. Decorative in a study or family room, each poster is printed on heavy paper. $1.79 each. $5 for three. Ppd. The World's Fair, HG11, 13171 Harbor, Garden Grove, Calif.
if you can't smell these roses, you're not trying

Only Morgan-Jones could make such a muchness of roses. Make them so plump, so petalsome, so alive you need only a sniff of imagination to make them real. They're growing now, red and reckless, on the very first towels by Morgan-Jones. Towels of soft, snowy terry—very, very soft snowy terry—and what could be lovelier decorating your linen closet, your bath—you! Gather these roses today—at the nicest stores.

Victorian Rose bath towel shown, $2.98. Available with matching face towel, fingertip towel, wash cloth, bath mat and bath rug. In red, blue or gold.
SHOPPING AROUND

Precious baubles
To grace a slim finger, hand-cut circle of real tortoise to wear with two 14K gold bands. Tortoise band is 5/8” wide, beautifully marked in varying shades of brown. $12.50. Complete with the two 14K gold bands, the set is $25. Be sure to give finger size. Ppd. Tax included. International Gem, HG11, 15 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

In good taste
For anyone who likes the flavor of garlic but worries about the aroma it leaves on the breath, there is a new dressing made of vinegar, spices and garlic which leaves no aftertaste or aroma. Combine it with olive oil, with mayonnaise for salads. $2 the 4 oz. bottle. Ppd. The Charles Co., HG11, 10 E. 43rd St., N. Y.

Perfect stand
Folding rack made of pine finished in honey-tone or maple is a useful accessory for the hostess. Use for guest towels in the powder room, to hold an extra blanket or quilt in a bedroom. 31” h. by 16” w., it folds compactly for storage. $10.85 ppd. In kit form, unassembled $7.75 ppd. Yield House, HG11, No. Conway, N. H.

Slim and trim
Pleasant way to reduce: Wallace course on records gives scientifically planned exercises with stimulating music to make each session a delightful experience. Send for first record. Try it without cost. At end of 7 days return, if not satisfactory, or send $19.85 for course. Ppd. Wallace, HG11, 427 W. Randolph, Chicago, Ill.

For his convenience
Attractive and thoughtful gift for a man is this dressing or shaving mirror fitted with a tray to hold his important daily accessories. Smooth hardwood finished in mellow brown is used for tray, posts and frame. Mirror is clear glass, finial is a cast-metal eagle. $9.40 ppd. Downs & Co., Dept. HG11, 1014 Davis, Evanston, Ill.

Skin tune-up
Esoterica, an excellent all-purpose cream, is an emollient which has a beneficial effect on brown spots, freckles and other darkened areas on the surface of the skin. Use it to help clean up enlarged pores, blackheads and acne. $2.20 postpaid for a 3-ounce jar. Tax included. Mitchum, HG11, 206 West Blythe St., Paris, Tenn.
Here in this dining room from Heritage's brilliant new Perennian Collection you will find a new concept of fine furniture—the grace and simplicity of contemporary design expressed at last with substance, warmth and elegance.

The distinction of Perennian is achieved by the imaginative use of textures, natural materials, and sculptured and geometric detailing. In the magnificent buffet note the drama of rare wormy chestnut paneling against glowing walnut...the uniquely carved hardware polished to the soft richness of fine jewelry.

Each Perennian piece, like all Heritage furniture, is timeless in design, reveals pride of craft in every detail of construction and finish. Only the finest custom furniture is comparable to Heritage in quality. Unique production techniques, however, bring Heritage prices substantially below those of custom furniture. See the Perennian Collection of living room, dining room and bedroom furniture at fine stores throughout the country.

For a brochure of the complete Perennian Collection, send ten cents to Heritage Furniture Company, Dept. HG-11, High Point, North Carolina. Or for an extensive booklet of all Heritage living room, dining room, bedroom collections, send fifty cents to the same address.

HERITAGE
A LIVING TRADITION IN FURNITURE
This is the carpet that loves company...

caprolan

defies soil...defies time

Now, truly practical carpet in your most dreamed-about colors, rich textures, exciting styles... yet priced to fit your budget. All “Certified for Performance”... unsurpassed for wear. Carpets of Textured Caprolan® nylon are easiest to care for, and you can keep them beautiful for years and years. Ask your dealer to show you carpets of Textured Caprolan nylon.

Fiber Marketing Dept., 261 Madison Ave., New York 16, N.Y.
**Protestant symbols**
To proclaim your faith, to help you in an accident, wear a charm decorated with the symbol of your sect. Reverse side is inscribed “I am a _________.” In sterling silver: ¾” diameter $3. ¾” $2.50. ½” $2. In 14k gold: ¾” $20. ½” $15. ¼” $5. Ppd., tax incl. Starr Co., HG11, Box 329, Tephanic Ave., Monroe, N. Y.

**Target shooting**
For lots of safe fun for family and friends, try the Marksman MTS set. It is electrically operated and has a 110-volt motor which moves the ducks, bell bull’s-eye and spinning skill targets. A trap prevents the pellets or BB shots from ricocheting. Complete with MPR air pistol. $19.95 ppd. Taylor Gifts, 333 Old Torrytown Rd., White Plains, N.Y.

**Exotic loungers**
To wear with at-home fashions, leather boots which look exactly like leopard skin. Lining and cuff (which can be worn turned up or down) is snow white fur. Soles are soft and flexible. 1 to 10, $5.95. Widths: AAA to 14½. Lined with brass rings. $10.95 the set, ppd. Elizabeth McCaffrey, HG11, Northport, N. Y.

**Don’t doff the hat**
If you give him a fine beaver turfed hat, he will probably never remove it. An import from Africa, called the “Shikari,” it is perfect for sport or country wear. Fits all heads. Trimmed with a deerskin band it is $15. With an elegant spotted leopard band. $19. Both ppd. Norm Thompson, HG11, 1806 NW Thurman, Portland, Ore.

**In perfect taste**
Give admirers of the famous American water colorist, Winslow Homer, exquisite reproductions of four of his famous paintings now in the Metropolitan Museum of Art. (15½” by 18½”) is a Caribbean scene reproduced on water color paper. $1.25. Two, $1.95. Ppd. Preston’s Prints, HG11, 102 Main, Greenport, N. Y.

---

**SHOPPING AROUND**

**“PHONETTE”**
fits under every phone
Handsome, practical “Phonetite” is a smart index that fits neatly under any phone. Press lever in front of letter desired, any tray containing name cards slides out. Has space for 500 names. Cards are removable for easy typing. Teak or walnut base measures 4½” wide, 10” long. $9.95 ppd.

Sony, no C.O.D.’s

WINDELLF
Dept. G-11
333 Old Tarrytown Rd., White Plains, N.Y.

**The Unforgettable**
LUCY ANN GRAY
Williamburg

**FRUIT CAKE**
No picture because most all fruit cakes LOOK alike, but they SURE DON’T TASTE ALIKE! For over two hundred years this old Williamsburg favorite has expressed Virginia good living and hospitality at its best. And that’s not surprising when you consider the 22 different ingredients, including sherry, apple brandy, fruits, nuts and spices.

A dark cake, beautifully packed, in 2 sizes—2 lbs., $4.45; 3 lbs., $6.50. Postpaid anywhere in continental U.S.A., and to APO addresses. Will mail direct to your gift list with greeting card, if requested. All cakes baked to order, so please order promptly. Send check or money order to:

LUCY ANN GRAY, INC.
P. O. Box 716 HG Alexandria, Virginia

**SAVE YO’ CONFEDERATE MONEY, BOYS!**
A humorous cartoon of a real, ole, scroogey rebel with above caption.

Also CONFEDERATE GENERALS
Famous civil war heroes Lee, Jackson, Stuart, Pickens, Ewell, Longstreet, and Hood in full splendor of their original uniforms. Beautifully hand colored on your choice of white, or fan, water color paper. Large 10” by 16” size, suitable for framing.

**YANKGE \ALERS**
Great. Mens, Center & Sherman, also Available.
For any individual size, $495.
For any set of five items (state background and item desired) only $1650.

RALEIGH FABRICS INC.
Dept. H-2
Port Chester, N. Y.

**SAY TO**
**JEFF ELLIO T CRAFTSMEN**
NOVEMBER, 1961

**U.S. MEDICAL CORPS**

**STETHOSCOPE**

Educational and Fun!
only $295 ppd.

Ever try to buy one of these? Hard to find, and usually ex-pensive, this brand new surplus U. S. Medical Corps stethoscope is ideal for doctors, nurses, students, makes a perfect instrument for teaching adults and children the rudiments of the respiratory system. Lots of fun, too! Handy in the country. An excellent buy for $2.95 ppd. (half regular price).

**HI-DA-disc**

**FRUIT CAKE**

No picture because most all fruit cakes LOOK alike, but they SURE DON’T TASTE ALIKE! For over two hundred years this old Williamsburg favorite has expressed Virginia good living and hospitality at its best. And that’s not surprising when you consider the 22 different ingredients, including sherry, apple brandy, fruits, nuts and spices.

A dark cake, beautifully packed, in 2 sizes—2 lbs., $4.45; 3 lbs., $6.50. Postpaid anywhere in continental U.S.A., and to APO addresses. Will mail direct to your gift list with greeting card, if requested. All cakes baked to order, so please order promptly. Send check or money order to:

LUCY ANN GRAY, INC.
P. O. Box 716 HG Alexandria, Virginia

**SAVE YO’ CONFEDERATE MONEY, BOYS!**
A humorous cartoon of a real, ole, scroogey rebel with above caption.

**CONFEDERATE GENERALS**
Famous civil war heroes Lee, Jackson, Stuart, Pickens, Ewell, Longstreet, and Hood in full splendor of their original uniforms. Beautifully hand colored on your choice of white, or fan, water color paper. Large 10” by 16” size, suitable for framing.

**SAY TO**
**JEFF ELLIO T CRAFTSMEN**

**U.S. MEDICAL CORPS**

**STETHOSCOPE**

Educational and Fun!
only $295 ppd.

Ever try to buy one of these? Hard to find, and usually ex-pensive, this brand new surplus U. S. Medical Corps stethoscope is ideal for doctors, nurses, students, makes a perfect instrument for teaching adults and children the rudiments of the respiratory system. Lots of fun, too! Handy in the country. An excellent buy for $2.95 ppd. (half regular price).

**HI-DA-disc**

**MODERN COLONIAL 18½"x21½"**

**TYPEWRITER TABLE**

Stores your home typewriter in this “miniature office”... Sliding shelf for typing, dust-proof compartment (16½” x 20½” x 9½”) high for typewriter storage... plus 1 legal-size file drawer (with 2 metalive dividers) Or 2 small drawers. Antigum hardware, dovetailed drawers ride on nylon glides. Specify Modern or Colonial, kind of drawers and finish.

Quick delivery. Express charges collect. Flat-rate guaranteed. Send check or money order.

**KNOTTY PINE**

Unfinished...

$36.95

**TUPPETO WOOD**

Unfinished...

$39.95

**MADISON SUPPLY HOUSE**

Dept. HG-11, 120 East 41st Street, N. Y., 17

**LUCY ANN GRAY**

FOR ANY SET OF

FOR ANY INDIVIDUAL ITEM, ONLY
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CAROLERS IN "STAINED GLASS"

Old English winter street scene re-created in "stained glass" designs. 2 large separate 34" x 47" panels glow like "stained glass". Just color with crayons. Trim to fit your window. Astonishing results. Children in authentic costumes carol beneath flickering street lamp. Holiday decoration. Send as gift! $2.00 ppd.

For drive-in movies

Take along a car Head-Res, the shredded foam rubber cushion designed to fit on any car seat. Covered with corduroy, it has self-adjustable brackets. Use it at home, too, on a chair when TV viewing or snoozing. Charcoal, black, red, white or blue. $7.40 ppd. Car Head-Res Co., HG11, 6220 W. Roosevelt, Oak Park, III.

For good luck

A gift to please all, this sleek cat is a museum copy of an ancient Egyptian amulet. The 1 1/2" high cat is cast in sterling silver and is attached to a nickel silver key holder. Fancters of antique jewelry will particularly enjoy owning this small, perfect useful item. $4.75 ppd. Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, N. Y.

Perfect likeness

Your Christmas card this year might be a hand-colored picture of your dog. Send 25c for sample card. State breed of dog, color and markings. If satisfied you may place a minimum order of 15 cards at 20c each. Small charge is made for your name imprinted on folder. Betsey Brownell, 192 Bowen St., Providence, R. I.
**SHOPPING AROUND**

**In miniature**
Anyone who's a bug on old cars will want to own this set of miniaturized cars, authentically modeled after the early vintage. Measuring 1/50 to the scale, the set contains a 1906 Cadillac, a 1919 Stutz Bearcat, 1907 Stanley Steamer, 1912 Model T Ford and 1929 Model A Ford. $2.98 ppd. Greenbush, HG114, Miami 47, Fla.

**Symbol of spring**
Dogwood blossom, reproduced in sterling silver, is handmade by Stuart Nye, well-known silversmith of North Carolina. Order it as a 1 1/4" brooch ($2.50); as a bracelet ($4.40); as earrings ($2.75). Ppdp. Fed. tax incl. Send for catalogue of other flower jewelry. Lion's Novelties, HG11, 139 Payson Ave., New York, N.Y.

**Pride of the table**
Give your special hostess a hand-turned salad bowl in a classic shape. Made of American black walnut, it has bands of contrasting grains. Laminated to prevent warping or separating of inlays, it is 7" in diameter. It comes with 2 pounds 10 ounces of excellent cheese. $13.70 ppd. Swiss Colony, 8 Cheese Row, Monroe, Wis.

**Religious memento**
Unusual sterling silver bracelet is composed of eight plaques, each a scene from the life of Christ: Annunciation, Nativity, Flight to Egypt, Baptism by St. John, Last Supper, Gethsemane, Crucifixion, Resurrection. $15. In gold-plated, 89.50 ppd. Swiss Colony.

**CHILDREN'S BOOK THAT TALKS!**
Delight 3- to 5-year olds! Children just turn the handle; HEAR beloved story of "Little Red Riding Hood" spoken ALOUD. As child turns pages, he SEES big 8 1/2 x 11" pages illustrated in full color, HEARS ENTIRE STORY—and is helped to learn to read. Filled with sound effects; hook tells when to turn pages! Choose "Red Riding Hood" or "Mother Goose Favorites". Complete with money back guarantee.
Each title $1.50
Lillian Hope, Box 72, Dept. 204, Campbell, California.

**EARLY AMERICAN COOK STOVE**
A wonderful conversation piece, child's toy, planter, cigarette holder—many other uses, or with completely wired converter makes BEAUTIFUL LAMP

- **A BOY**
- **A TURTLE**
- **A SINGING FOUNTAIN**

A beautiful talking piece, made in Italy, orders in garden or home. Fully cast in bronze and hand-chased edges. Laminated to prevent separation of inlays, it is 7" in diameter. It comes with 2 pounds 10 ounces of excellent cheese. $13.70 ppd. Swiss Colony, 8 Cheese Row, Monroe, Wis.

**Ideal Gift Idea! SOLID 14k GOLD or SILVER CHARMS**
Choose from hundreds of exquisite 14k jewelled and sterling silver charms—now available at cost for $1.30! • Personalized engraving on any charms—10c per letter. Enclose with order. • Money-back guarantee (unless personalized). • Prices include fed. tax and postage. • All charms shown actual size.

**LEFT-HANDED SCISSORS AT LAST!**
Somebody's finally thought of all the world's "lefties" who are forced, from early childhood, to cut the unnatural, uncomfortable "wrong" way. (Try it: if you're a "rightie", "wrong" way. (Try it: if you're a "rightie", cut with your left hand and notice how you have to "peek around" to see the actual cut!) Our specially ground and fitted LEFTY scissors. Blades and handles are completely reversed! Approved and heartily recommended by editors, psychologists—on and wise parents!

Lefty Scissors Set (5 1/2", sharp and 4 1/2", blunt). Lefty Scissors (8" professional). Adults" Lefty Scissors (8" professional quality). $2.98 ppd.

**FREE ILLUSTRATED CATALOG**
Send 25c for catalog only. Enclosed $7.50 in coin.

**FOR MORE INFORMATION, WRITE TO: **

- **Lamplighters, 170 Congress St., Boston, Mass.**
- **House of Charm, 550 Fifth Avenue, Dept. HG-11, N. Y. 17, N. Y.**
- **J. Giolli Studio, 514 Water St., Chicago 6, Ill.**
- **Lefty Scissor Co., Dept. A-36, E. 47 St., New York 17, N. Y.**
- **House of Charm, 550 Fifth Avenue, Dept. HG-11, N. Y. 17, N. Y.**
- **J. Giolli Studio, 514 Water St., Chicago 6, Ill.**

**BLUE RIDGE WEAVERS**
Troy, North Carolina

**NOVEMBER, 1961**

**MOTHER GOOSE FAVORITES**

100 DOLLS make a genuine Styrene plastic and hard rubber doll, rubber only $1. for entire set. See BABY DOLLS, NURSE DOLLS, DANCING DOLLS, FOREIGN DOLLS, CLOWN DOLLS, BRIDE DOLLS, COWBOY DOLLS. Special Offer: All for $1 for entire set. You get BABY DOLLS, NURSE DOLLS, DANCING DOLLS, FOREIGN DOLLS, CLOWN DOLLS, BRIDE DOLLS, COWBOY DOLLS. Plus 25c for postage and handling for each set of 100. Dolls you order today: 100 Dolls Co., Dept. A-36, E. 47 St., New York 17, N. Y.
**Salad Servers**

To Delight Every Hostess!

Imported from Sheffield, England, these handsome silverplated serving pieces make the perfect dinnerware. Approximately 8½” long, they open and close in scissors-like fashion. Two styles to choose from: Top server with shell and fork for sandwiches, pastries, cakes, etc. Bottom server with spoon and fork for salads, spaghetti, fried chicken, vegetables, etc. A perfect holiday table accessory, or for weddings, anniversary, or special remembrance giving. Guaranteed to please. Specify which style is desired...better still, order both.

$3.98 ea. $7.95 ppd. 6 pc.

**Lord George Ltd.**
11 Haddam Neck, East Hampton, Conn.

---

**Salad Servers**

6 pc

**CHESS SET WALL SCULPTURE**

A Decorator’s Delight!

Hang these beautifully sculptured chessmen on the wall in the foyer, din, family room. Direct copies of the original “old world” royal chess sets. In gleaming ebony, black standing 3” high, they lend themselves to a variety of wall arrangements. Includes a king, queen, bishop, knight, rook, pawn. Each with its own hanging hook. An exceptional value. Immediate delivery, Fully guaranteed.

$3.98 ea. $7.50 ppd. Only $6.98 complete set ppm.

**Lord George Ltd.**

11 Haddam Neck, East Hampton, Conn.

---

**Shopping Around**

**Loon Bag**

When traveling abroad carry along this bag which folds flat as a pancake. As treasures and trifles are collected, put them in the bag which expands from 1¼” to 4¾”. Made of fine top grain cowhide, it is 16½” wide by 12” high. Double handles give good balance. $31.45 ppd. Empire, HG11, 140 Marbledale, Tuckahoe, N. Y.

**Man’s World**

A frankly masculine ashtray, die cast in zinc and finished in 22k gold or chromium, is designed for office desk or library table. Plaque can be engraved with name, monogram, seal or slogan. Indicate clearly, 5½” in diameter. $5. finished in gold; $4.50 chromium. Postpaid. Gardy, HG11, Box 155A, Callao, Va.

**Something New**

Don’t discard an old fur coat that has become style “dated.” Have it made into a small fur to wear with suits and dresses. Send 25c for 3-D viewer, color slides and booklet put out by ABCO Furs. Select a style and send them your old fur coat. White to white, Department HG11, 312 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.

**For Bird Enthusiasts**

A fine addition for the library of wild bird enthusiasts is the newly published biography of Rex Brasher, the distinguished artist who painted every known bird in North America. Connecticut’s Harkness Museum has his original paintings on permanent exhibit. $5.95 ppd. Brasher, HG11, Chickadee Valley, Kent, Conn.

**Make Believe**

More than plain tissues, these rice-paper handkerchiefs look like cobweb lace. White-on-white designs are copies from famous old faces, look convincing enough to be real. Edges are scalloped. A package of 50 handkerchiefs is only $1 ppd. Nice for cocktail napkins, too. Sunset House, 81 Sunset Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif.

---

**For the Junior Executive**

Delight the youngsters with this child size CAROLINA ROCKER. Fashioned by the same hands that made the president’s chair. Solid oak, hand woven cane seat, back, Ht. 27½”, Seat W. 14”, D. 11”, H. 11”. Unfinished $14.95. Finished natural lacquer $12.95. Finished antique walnut $14.95, 2 pc. cushion set, red or green print $2.95, exp. coll. Sun-Sun Dept. HG 11, Box 862, Asheboro, N. C.
Peek-a-boo
Charming, textured brown stone-wear lanterns designed like a cat, an owl or a bear make delightful decoration indoors or out. When votive candle is lighted it flickers through the eyes of the figurines. Each is 7" high by 5" in diameter. $5.95 for one with glass liner, ppd. Candles of the Month, HG11, Box 652, Houston, Tex.

Table magic
For a special sit down dinner use solid brass centerpiece imported from Hong Kong. Handrast by craftsmen who follow ancient techniques, the centerpiece is 16" by 10", is embellished with graceful leaves. Attached are four cups for standard size candles. $1.50 plus 1.5c postage. Ziff, HCl 1, Box 3072, Chicago, Ill.

Lacking in potash?
Make a gardener happy with a professional Soil Test Kit. Steel case holds equipment, solutions for over 150 tests; charts showing soil and fertilizer preferences of over 225 plants plus the proper amounts of nitrogen, phosphorus and potash. $18.95 ppd. Order from Sudbury Laboratories, Sudbury, Mass.

Quick change
To brighten a well-worn sweater or add a fresh look to a basic dark dress, wear a spanning white dickey with a Peter Pan collar. Any first name will be satin-stitched in any color thread. Dickey fits snugly, does not ride. Snap closing at back. $2 plus 15c postage. Downs, HG11, 1014 Davis St., Evanston, Ill.

All washed up
Provide each guest bath with a handsome high standing white ceramic dish which holds a dainty pastel-colored soap pillow. Dish is 3¾" high with a tray 5¾" by 3¾", $2.95 for dish and a box of nine soap pillows in assorted colors, plus 35c postage. Virginia Carol Gifts, HG11, Box 231, Shelbyville, Ind.

SHOPPING AROUND

Restyle your fireplace with this new concept in fireplace equipment design

The DECOR-GRATE

Side view 15 ½" wide x 6" High


DESIGNER-LINE, BOX 206, ANDOVER, MASS.

jaffre “Ply-Grilles” NEW!
LUMINOUS CeIlINGS

DECORATIVE WOOD GRILLEWORK ROOM DIVIDERS

Give your home a refreshing touch of originality and at the same time'-economize on heating and cooling costs. A handsome new idea in fireplace equipment design. The DECOR-GRATE. Restyle your fireplace with this new Ply-Grille. Affords draft control and aliments. Use look wood room dividers or grilles out in cloudy times; make wonderful screens, wall coverings, headboards, stunning collars with or without elastic sandwich backing. Watch the light or darkness change to delight guests. The dream of many art home owners. Whether you choose "Ply-Grilles" for its beauty or just because it works, the Jaffre Ply-Grille is one of the most exciting new ideas in years!

#103 #105 #107 #109 #110

UNFRAMED GRILLES. Birth or Philippine Mahogany
Order

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grille Size</th>
<th>Single</th>
<th>Double</th>
<th>Triple</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3½&quot;</td>
<td>15½&quot;</td>
<td>20&quot;</td>
<td>25½&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3¾&quot;</td>
<td>18¾&quot;</td>
<td>22&quot;</td>
<td>27½&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4½&quot;</td>
<td>23½&quot;</td>
<td>28½&quot;</td>
<td>33½&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cost

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grille Size</th>
<th>Single</th>
<th>Double</th>
<th>Triple</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15½&quot;</td>
<td>10.50</td>
<td>13.60</td>
<td>16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20&quot;</td>
<td>13.00</td>
<td>16.00</td>
<td>18.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25½&quot;</td>
<td>15.50</td>
<td>18.00</td>
<td>20.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

JAFFRE PRODUCTS CORP. Dept. G-11, 189 First St., Brooklyn 1, N. Y.

PERFECT PAIR . . . . Momets will be amazed about our entrancing cotton Fam- nel pajamas, the top bedecked with flowers and the tapped trimmers in solid color. Flowers of blue and green or red and green on white ground. Sizes 3-14. $4.00. Matching flannel nightie—same colors, sizes and price. Write for FREE CATALOG

INDOOR GARDENING TOOL SETS

Perfect for giving plants in pots and window boxes tender, loving care. An ideal gift tool! Tools fit easily into flower pots and deftly around plants. A joy to use the brass finished spade, fork and rake. Each is 4" long and fits on wooden stand, boxed. 3 piece Set—$2.00 ppd.

“S BEAUTIFUL NEW HUMMELS”

for your collection.

1. "Good Hunting", 7½. $9.95
2. "Bail Bait", 8. $10.50
3. "The Heart Little Sister", 6½. $13.50
4. "Little Playmate", 10½. $16.50
5. "Little Skidder", 12. $18.50
6. "Doll Bath", 12½. $21.00
7. "Big Brother", 12½. $21.00

FREE Gift Catalog

Dorothy Biddle Service
Hawthorne, N. Y.

FREE Gift Catalog

Bildegarde Studios
3575 H Farmington Ave., Hartford 5, Conn.
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Garden whimsy
Add charm to the herbaceous border, a planting of roses, or a lily pool with this zinc and copper ornament of a child holding an umbrella. Finished in verdigris, it is 17" high. Spray on umbrella tip will provide "rain" when ornament is piped for water. $90. Exp. coll. Erkins, HG11, 8 West 40th St., New York 18, N. Y.

Hard to find
Add Victorian elegance to a party table with a server made with heavy weight sterling by the Gorham Company before the turn of the century. It can be used for pie, cake, sliced tomatoes, etc. Handle is embossed with the familiar "Lily" pattern. $16.50 ppd. Julius Goodman, HG11, 113 Madison, Memphis, Tenn.

They shall have music
Just before lighting the tree, wind the music box in the toy soldier or charming angel and let the tinkling melody play. The figurines are made in Italy. Angel is red and gold, soldier is blue and gold. Both 6" high. Music boxes are precision made in Germany. $4.95 each, ppd. Elizabeth McCaffrey, HG11, Northport, N. Y.

Portrait in oils
For a special gift or occasion, have an oil portrait executed by a professional artist. Send for the catalogue which explains what a simple procedure it is to order one of these fine paintings by mail. Send 50c for catalogue. Write to Van Dyke Oil Paintings, Ltd., Department HG11, 4 West 56th Street, New York, N. Y.

Holly blossom honey
Treat for the family on frosty mornings: golden honey gathered from hives on a holly farm. It's an excellent sweetener for cereals, pancakes, waffles or buttered toast. Try a spoonful in your coffee for a new taste experience. $1.50 ppd. for a half-pound tube. Brownell Farms, HG11, Box 5965-I, Milwaukie, Ore.
Keep in shape
To keep your haberdashery neat, use this travel case made of leather-like plastic designed to hold six ties and a generous supply of handkerchiefs. A zippered pocket holds cuff links, studs and collar pins. 16" long by 5½ wide, closed, in luggage tan. $5.50 ppd. Order from Downs, Dept. HG11, 1014 Davis, Evanston, Ill.

Beer pocketbook?
Anyone who yearns for pots of spray orchids to place here and there will want a true-to-nature artificial orchid plant in a white china rice bowl. Handmade in delicate shades of mauve, the spray rises from a cluster of deep green leaves. 12" high. $5.95 ppd. Constance Spry, HG11, 501 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

Afraid of the dark
If the distance from car to house seems like the last mile at night, attach "Light-Up-Way" to the dashboard of your car. It keeps headlights on until you are in the house. An automatic clock-like adjustment extinguishes headlights. Easy to install. $3.95 each; $7 for two, ppd. Shopping Basket, HGE, Box 1186, Berkeley, Mich.

Make believe
Convincing take-off on lustrous mink, man-made fur is here made into a fashionable beret in ranch brown or silver gray. It's a jaunty small hat to wear with winter woollens. One size fits all heads. Easy to care for, it is impervious to moths. $5.98 ppd. Order from Lord George, HG11, 1270 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Phoenix birds
Ancient symbol of China, the fluid beauty of this elegant bird represented the Empress of China. Made of blanc de chine, a rare white porcelain, birds make charming accents on a mantel or console, or handsome lamp bases. 14" high. $10.95 ppd. the set. Ziff, HG11, Box 3072, Merchandise Mart Plaza, Chicago 54, Ill.

SHOPPING AROUND

WMF-IKORA... Tarnish-Resistant Silverplate

Stylish for elegance, WMF-Ikora is the original hand-crafted afterlplated afterlware that will not tarnish. With a delicate pearlized finish and dramatic filigree design, this exquisite collection of bon-bon dishes and fruit bowls adds that distinctive aura of gracious hospitality. 8-inch, $8.00, 18-inch, $11.50, 12-inch, $7.00. Prices plus 25% Fed. Tax.

TUDOR GIFTS

Write for illustrated Brochure G.

COLONIAL Smoking Stand


An unusual value
Only $6.95 ea.


P.O. BOX 39, WINONA LAKE, IND.

UNIQUE—PROVOCATIVE

An Old Fashioned Strawberry Fish of period foundry. This fish is finished in antique copper or tin to reproduce its austere and majestic appearance, with peppermint swans and strawberries. Includes a Lemon coroll, delightful souvenir.

A charming creation of artificial white narcissus, formed with real petals and artificial leaves. Shipped postpaid anywhere in U.S. $2.50 each. No. C.O.D.'s.

ETHEL Rogers FLOWERS, INC.

202 Madison Avenue, L. I., U.S. & Ohio, New York 22, N. Y. Tel. Bureau 7-9522

At your 3-Leisure
PIEced Lounge
for mother, daughter, and sister, too!

Catch the gay holiday spirit in this 3-pc. ensemble. Quilted coat has exclusive "Puzzle Buster" work on white background. Bold accent pajamas with matching quilted trim are perfect coordinates. Quilted coat and pajamas are washable. Comes in every size to make this outfit just right for any family with a "Puzzle Buster." It's a family outfit that is perfectly practical because of its washability. We both have "Puzzle Busters," so now we buy these outfitting. Mother's Sizes, S (5-6), M (8-10), L (10-12). $5.50.

Teen Sizes, S (10-14), M (14-16), L (14-16). $6.00.

Sister Sizes, S (10-12), M (14-16), L (12-14). $5.50.

All prices postpaid.

ORIGINALS by BINNI
23 Crescent Drive
Debora, N. J.

BITE-SIZE NUTZELS

by the basketful!

Nutri, of course, aren't nuts—they're Bachman's delicious bite-size pretzels. And here is a generous supply in a smart wicker wicker basket that is a lasting gift for the final tasty morsel has been eaten. Nutzi-ls a party-animal delicious bite-size pretzels. And here is a service Personnel overseas.

WRITE FOR FREE GIFT CATALOG!

Bachman PRETZELS

2515 Kutztown Road, Reading, Pa.

What's cooking with your favorite Teddy Bear? Since they may call for everything but the kitchen sink, what better place is there to keep them? This recipe file is a miniature reproduction of an old-fashioned dry sink, 4½ x 5 x 3¾". Made of pine with an antique finish, it is an unusual accessory. ONLY $2.98 ppd.

Send 16 for Early American catalogues
Post Early American Shorroroom

MEDFORD PROD., Dept. HG-11A

752 Fulton St., Farmingdale, N. Y.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE BUSTER

Crossword puzzle fans—this is for you! Puzzle Buster works like a slide rule to let you test thousands of letter combinations easily and quickly for any word up to nine letters. Simply set sliding alphabet bars to register letters already known—then slide bars representing blank spaces back and forth to find missing letters. Of wood and cardboard with plastic alphabet bars, it measures 5½ x 3½ to fit pocket or purse. Order #347-6, Puzzle Buster, $1

Write for Free Gift Catalog!
Keep it clean
Don't accumulate trash. Burn everything safely in Alsto outdoor incinerator. Of aluminumized steel, it has 2-bushel capacity, 3½" high by 21" sq. at base. It has a large loading mouth, burns damp or dry refuse, needs no watching. $22.95. Ppd. $2 extra west of Denver. Alsto, HG11, 4007 Detroit St., Cleveland, Ohio.

A la Pygmalian
Worn blankets, cotton comforters can be turned into beautiful quilts at Alden Mills. Each will be processed and covered with pink, blue or maize French acetate crepe. Because there is no shrinkage in this process, size of quilt will be size of blanket you send. $8.50. Ppd. Alden Mills, HG11, Box 338, Plano, Tex.

Bright ideas
Add a touch of elegance to a coffee table or your television set with Empire cast-metal legs. Finish is antique brass which brings a warm touch to any room. Easy to attach, the legs are 14" high and lacquered to prevent tarnish. $19.95 postpaid, for set of four. Elizabeth McCaffrey, Department HG11, Northport, N. Y.

For a doll's house
Get a rocking chair copied in miniature from the famous Boston rocker. Made of hardwood finished in walnut, it holds a small removable anodized aluminum planter which can be filled with ivy. It makes an ideal gift, too, for a collector of miniatures. 9" by 5". $2.98. Ppd. Murray Hill House, HG11, Box 251, Bethpage, N. Y.

Warm as toast
These cold winter days, snuggle into natural wool socks and mittens. Made by the Indians in British Columbia, these are off-white with gray, brown and black primitive designs. $4.50 for socks (standard sizes) and $5 for small, medium or large mittens. Ppd. Alaska Sleeping Bag Co., HG11, 344 NW 11, Portland, Ore.

Girl's best friend
If you buy a diamond direct from the cutters, you will receive a most beautiful stone at a cost that will astonish you. $95 for one carat. Set in a 14k gold mounting, the ring will be sent to you without advance payment if you present accredited references. Write for information. Empire Diamond, HG11, Empire State Bldg., N. Y.
Perfect Form
A must for sweater collectors, inflatable vinyl hanger which dries sweaters perfectly. Inflate it to your size, carefully fit sweater over form, hang for quick drying. Eliminates blocking, stretching. Use it, too, for quick drying shirts, blouses. Deflates for storage. $2. Ppd. Greenland Studios, HG11, Miami 47, Fla.

Decorating?
To make the room, apartment or house shape up according to schemes and dreams, carry the Co-ordinator’s kit. It will hold swatches of fabric, rugs, wallpaper, paint chips. Tiny drawn-to-scale paper cutouts of furniture, floor plans included. Navy, white cover. $10. Ppd. Coordinator Co., HG11, 212 E. 35th St., N. Y.

Fit for a king
Give him the Italian calf skin wallet which is slim and supple. Exquisitely gold tooled, it comes in black or brown leather. Natural calf skin lining has 6 pockets for cards, paper and money. A wallet which improves with age, it will give him years of pleasure. Closed: 4½" by 7". $7.65 ppd. Downs, HG11, 1014 Davis, Evanston, Ill.

For serene beauty
Give “The Japan Architect” as a special gift. Each month this magazine’s pages are devoted to flower arranging, on planning and executing the designs of small and large Japanese gardens, houses and rooms. Edited in English. $1.25 a copy. Japan Architect, HG11, 1170 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

A place in the sun
Obtain a glamorous winter tan with the Bisolar sunlamp. Designed to hang from the ceiling, it can be installed as a permanent fixture over a bed or lounging chair. Built-in timer automatically shuts it off. Gray enamel. Three bulbs included. For 115 volt outlet. $76.50 exp. coll. Battle Creek, Mich.

And away they go
Remove tiny laugh lines around eyes, mouth and forehead with Wings. These flesh-color tabs designed like a bird’s graceful wing adhere to the skin and are practical and attractive to use while sleeping, doing housework, mending or reading. $1.20 ppd. for 60. Wings, Department HG11, 11 West State St., Trenton, N. J.

SHOPPING AROUND

ANTIQUE PEWTER REPRODUCTIONS
hand-finished, imported from Holland. Illustrated pitcher, height 7", weight 2½ lbs., $24.50 ppd.

SPECIAL HOLIDAY OFFER
(Valid only until Dec. 10, 1961)
One heavy 8½" soup and one 4½" round Adler, plus our coding only $4.95 postpaid. Send check or MO to:
HOLLAND PEWTER COMPANY
Box 721 Old Greenwich Connecticut

EASY-EMPTY DUSTPAN
Attractive, non-spilling dustpan, a completely new kitchen helper idea. Offset handle and tapered front edge for natural sweeping action. Fold-over top with open end for sure pouring action, ends spilling troubles when emptying. Two raised reinforcing ribs retain dust in the pan. Constructed of sturdy one-piece molded plastic. Will not scratch floors or bend. Choice of colors in pink, pale yellow or sandalwood. Specify choice of color. $1.25 postpaid.

LILLY CURTIS COMPANY
415 Merchandise Building
Minneapolis 5, Minnesota

Sling Bed
Three year’s warranty on your Pet. Removable washable cover. Sturdy frame, molded plastic blending with your room. Black, white, or wood grain. $44.95. Pp., Dept. HG-1.

HORSE HITCHING POST
Hitching Post, in black or red, 42" high, 101 lbs. as shipped. Send check or money order for $42.00. Minus $3.00 for shipping. Trade prices on request.

THE HITCHING POST
Dept. HG-11, 261 Glascow Ave., Sea Cliff, L.I., N.Y.

It’s delicious... historic... from Old Virginia!
Martha Washington’s GREAT CAKE
A special delicacy you’ll never forget, served by the gracious Hostess of Mount Vernon at Christmas and on other “Great days.” Baked from her recipe that begins: “Take 8 eggs...” Not a fruit cake, but a golden brown sweet made with the choicest ingredients, including candied peels, brandy and sherry. A Delectable of the original recipe with each cake.

SHIPPING AROUND

JAPANESE FLOWER ARRANGER
The art of flower arranging is within reach of the amateur who can easily make garden club arrangements with a new, flexible, needle-point holder that can be bent at will. Individual pins can be removed or added to holder, chain style, to create size and shape desired. Comes in plastic case for safe storing. $3.95 ppd.

Write for Free Catalog
EDWARD H. ZIFF, IMPORTER
Dept. HG-111
P. O. Box 2072
Chicago 54, Ill.

Be ready for fallout disaster
MINUTEMAN SURVIVAL KIT
3-week individual food supply. 60 reg. variety meals at 25c ea. (low-moisture foods). Complete first aid, cooking and emergency items plus vitamin-mineral pack.

Be ready for every emergency! Ideal for cars, boats, planes, trucks, house trailers, campers, miners, cabins, ranchers, etc.

Exceeds CD minimum 72-hr. emergency food supply for family of 6. Long shelf life. Approved by CD.

$14.95 plus ACT NOW! Send $5 with order. Kit sent C.O.D. for postage balance.

MINUTEMAN SURVIVAL FOODS
1397-A South Main
Salt Lake City 15, Utah

SHOPPING AROUND

FOR SERENE BEAUTY
Give “The Japan Architect” as a special gift. Each month this magazine’s pages are devoted to flower arranging, on planning and executing the designs of small and large Japanese gardens, houses and rooms. Edited in English. $1.25 a copy. Japan Architect, HG11, 1170 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

A PLACE IN THE SUN
Obtain a glamorous winter tan with the Bisolar sunlamp. Designed to hang from the ceiling, it can be installed as a permanent fixture over a bed or lounging chair. Built-in timer automatically shuts it off. Gray enamel. Three bulbs included. For 115 volt outlet. $76.50 exp. coll. Battle Creek, Battle Creek, Mich.

AND AWAY THEY GO
Remove tiny laugh lines around eyes, mouth and forehead with Wings. These flesh-color tabs designed like a bird’s graceful wing adhere to the skin and are practical and attractive to use while sleeping, doing housework, mending or reading. $1.20 ppd. for 60. Wings, Department HG11, 11 West State St., Trenton, N. J.
A Complete Guide TO GOOD TASTE and GOOD MANNERS

Men's manners • Women's manners • Concerning the young • Table manners • Introductions • Greetings • Traveling • Tipping • Foreign customs • Games • Sports • Entertaining • Jobs • Dances • Engagements • Showers • Weddings • Trouseaux • Christenings • Divorces • Funerals • Mourning • Table settings • Publicity • Correspondence • Visiting cards • Clothes

Only $5.00 per copy

Send this ad with your name and address. When book arrives, pay postman $5.00 plus postage charges. If not entirely satisfied, return book for refund. TO SAVE POSTAGE: enclose $5.00 with order. Some refund privilege. WRITE TODAY.

VOGUE
Post Office Box 211, Village Station, New York 14, N. Y.
SHOPPING AROUND

Be prepared
For convenience when the electricity fails, a sturdy candle holder has a matchbox base. Made of solid brass, it makes a charming accent on a table. 3” by 15⁄4” by 15⁄4”, it will hold any standard size candle and matchbox. $1.25 postpaid for a set of two holders and matchboxes. Kimball, 100 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis.

Beauty trick
To achieve a smooth-looking professional hairdo, try Page-ette, a sturdy, easy-to-use coiffure aid which an “all thumbs” girl can manipulate efficiently. With it is a booklet of instructions for setting hair in the opaque plastic roll. $5.20. Ppd. Joy Richmond, Dept. HG11, 179 South Beverly, Beverly Hills, Calif.

Tempt the appetite
Something new to serve with soup, salad or cocktails, Hato Mame is a product of Japan. Shaped like small shelled nuts, the tidbits are peanuts covered with a delicately flavored rice flour. Roasting gives them a crisp texture. 12-ounce sack is only $1.50 plus 15¢ postpaid. Downs, HG11, 1014 Davis Street, Evanston, III.

The look of diamonds
A reasonable facsimile of nature’s beautiful stone is the man-made Spinel. Cut and polished and set in rhodium-plated sterling silver, the two-carat stone makes a pretty accent hanging from a sterling silver neck chain. $9.95. Matching earrings are $3.35 a pair. Ppd. Tax included. Lilly Caro, HG11, Box 431, Encino, Calif.

Don’t be an ostrich
For perfect grooming, think of your rear view as well as front. Use a “neck” mirror for a clear look at the back of your head.

Remember the baby!
To make sure that the formula is properly heated, not lukewarm or too hot, use the new heating container. Made of pink or blue and white plastic, it is designed to be filled with water from the hot tap. Insert nursing or feeding bottle, cover and let stand 6 minutes. $2. Ppd. W. W. Products, HG11, Cupertino, Calif.

CURTAIN CHARM
WITH RUFFLED BLEACHED MUSLIN

Tieback
437°, 514". 62°
72" long...
$5.00 pr.
91°, 98° long...
$5.50 pr.

Tier
21°, 28°, 25°
10" high. $3.50 pr.
Pair to window...
7.60

Both types 12" wide per pair

Matching Valance
12" x 150 oz.
ALL PRICES POSTPAID

For years, clever New England housewives have made these charming BLEACHED MUSLIN curtains for every room in the house. Now you can buy them direct with all the original simplicity and hand-made look. Practical, long-wearing, these unusually attractive curtains of white muslin retain their crisp appearance with a minimum of care. Hemmed and finished, ready to hang or ready to make. Material consists of bleached or unbleached cotton muslin, starched and treated with a permanent finish. Write today or order from your local dealer or mail the coupon below.

COUNTRY CURTAINS
STOCKERIDGE, MASS. DEPT. 14

PRINTS CHARMING!

Now as a baby’s first tooth! Here are the newest, cutest prints ever for your little one—comes or for a gay new Powder Room or Bath.

BAROQUE BRASS DOOR SLIDERS
$1.95 per pair.

Now idea to delight the home decorator. Remove your ugly sliding door handles and replace them with these golden brass beauties. Handsomely designed to enhance every sliding closet door, these handy pullers are available for every door groove and add a decorator’s touch. Cast in Metal and plated in beautiful golden brass, lustrous imparted glazed white or black porcelain head. Write today or order from your local dealer or mail the coupon below.

LILLIAN VERNON,
Dept. HG11, 30 Evans St., New Rochelle, N. Y.

GLASS SHRIMP SET
FOR HOLIDAY GIFT GIVING

Elegant as well as beautiful. Perfect for entertaining. Add finesse to any table or wherever placed. This fine ringling glass shrimp set with silver-plated base includes 10” diameter large bowl, removable sauce bowl and two toothpick holders. Makes an excellent gift for any occasion. Only $10.95 complete postpaid.

HILL HOUSE Dept. G-11
Box 25, Clinton, N. Y.

HARMON MOSAICS

WITH RUFFLED BLEACHED MUSLIN

Tieback
437°, 514°, 62°
72" long...
$5.00 pr.
91°, 98° long...
$5.50 pr.

Tier
21°, 28°, 25°
10" high. $3.50 pr.
Pair to window...
7.60

Both types 12" wide per pair

Matching Valance
12" x 150 oz.
ALL PRICES POSTPAID

For years, clever New England housewives have made these charming BLEACHED MUSLIN curtains for every room in the house. Now you can buy them direct with all the original simplicity and hand-made look. Practical, long-wearing, these unusually attractive curtains of white muslin retain their crisp appearance with a minimum of care. Hemmed and finished, ready to hang or ready to make. Material consists of bleached or unbleached cotton muslin, starched and treated with a permanent finish. Write today or order from your local dealer or mail the coupon below.

COUNTRY CURTAINS
STOCKERIDGE, MASS. DEPT. 14

PRINTS CHARMING!

Now as a baby’s first tooth! Here are the newest, cutest prints ever for your little one—comes or for a gay new Powder Room or Bath.

BAROQUE BRASS DOOR SLIDERS
$1.95 per pair.

Now idea to delight the home decorator. Remove your ugly sliding door handles and replace them with these golden brass beauties. Handsomely designed to enhance every sliding closet door, these handy pullers are available for every door groove and add a decorator’s touch. Cast in Metal and plated in beautiful golden brass, lustrous imparted glazed white or black porcelain head. Write today or order from your local dealer or mail the coupon below.

LILLIAN VERNON,
Dept. HG11, 30 Evans St., New Rochelle, N. Y.

GLASS SHRIMP SET
FOR HOLIDAY GIFT GIVING

Elegant as well as beautiful. Perfect for entertaining. Add finesse to any table or wherever placed. This fine ringling glass shrimp set with silver-plated base includes 10” diameter large bowl, removable sauce bowl and two toothpick holders. Makes an excellent gift for any occasion. Only $10.95 complete postpaid.

HILL HOUSE Dept. G-11
Box 25, Clinton, N. Y.
Seaford Gifts
for the person who has received everything
Shad roe, lobster, soft shell crabs... a total of 23 seafood items to choose from. When you give OLD SALT, you give high quality rare Seaford Specialties that can be served with pride.

Write for our 24-page catalog—try our
INTRODUCTORY OFFER
3 for $3.50
Clip this ad and send with $3.50 check or M.O. By return mail postpaid you receive 3 cans choice white backfin lump crabmeat from the famous Chesapeake Blue Crab Country, 1/2 lb. net each.

OLD SALT CO.
P. O. Box 744, Easton, Maryland

Make this
OLD-TIME WALL PHONE into a
\- radio cabinet
\- planter
\- wall bar
\- spice cabinet

While they may not be using these old phones much any more, the cases are still in demand. And for good reason. Well made from richly-grained solid oak, cases can easily be turned into radio or spice cabinets, wall bars, planters, speakers, etc. They take a nice waxing, too. These are just as we received them into radio or speaker cabinets, wall bars, etc. They take a nice waxing, too. These are just as we received them.

MADISON HOUSE
Dept. HG-11, 122 East 42 St., New York 17

ELECTRIC
WAX CANDLES
They’re different! They’re charming! They look like real candles, glow like a friendly flame, even feel like wax. But they’re electric — lit by a 1/4 watt neon filament. Specify your desire for plain or drip style, medium or candelabra base. Minimum order of six. Price just $1.50 each.

NALCO SPECIALTY SHOPS
300 Fulton St., New York, N. Y.
1526 No. 139 St. — St. Louis, Mo.

COMFORT CUSHIONS FOR LEISURE LIVING
Tafted . . . Foam-Filled . . . Generously Designed with Back Ties for Secure Fastening

CHAIR PADS

FOAM-PAL PRODUCTS CO.
540 Monroe St., Dept. HG-11, New York 3, N. Y.

FOR THOSE WHO NEED A LITTLE LUCK A PONY SHOE IS LUCKIER THAN A HORSE SHOE!
Good-looking, good-luck piece for a desk weight or wall decoration. Brightly gold-plated pony shoe, personalized with any first name in script on a white enamel sheet. Measures 3" x 4". Gift boxed.

$2.95 ppd. 2 for $5.00
STORE, no C.O.D.

SHOPPING AROUND

Key to hospitality
Solid brass bottle opener-cork screw imported from the Orient makes an unusual and highly practical bar accessory. Shank is beautifully hand engraved and hand chased. The opener-handle untwists to reveal the corkscrew. 7 1/4" long, it is tarnish proof.

Travel insurance
For a long or short trip be sure to mark the suitcases with your name and address. Use distinguished tags made of red or brown plastic marked with 24k gold letters and numbers. Each is 3 3/4" long by 1 3/4" wide, comes with gold-color bead chain. $1 the set of three tags. Ppd. Gifts Galore, Dept. G24, Box 272, Culver City, Calif.

For work or play
To be completely at ease, wear a "jump suit" which is figure-flattering and enormously practical. Made of fine washable cotton, it comes in a choice of two plaid: black-and-white or pink-and-black. Neckline is convertible, belt is black patent. In sizes 9 to 17; 10 to 20. $4.33 ppd. Riviera, HG11, 803 Mc Donough, Brooklyn N. Y.

To each his own
Individual hibachi to set before each guest at the cocktail party is an exact duplicate in miniature of the traditional Japanese stove. Made of cast iron, it has firebox for charcoal and removable grill. 5" round or 5 3/4" by 4" rectangular. Either is $2.68 exp. coll. Palley Co., HG11, 2263 E. Vernon Ave nue, Los Angeles, Calif.

Hidden talent
Anyone can paint a portrait if a few steps are faithfully followed. Send color transparency or black and white photo with color description of subject to Portrait Craft. Simple-to-follow kit will be sent containing canvas, sketch and color keys, oil paints, brushes. $9.95 ppd. Portrait Craft, HG11, 620 Avalon, Wilmington 19, Calif.

Dial easy
For the executive desk, the kitchen or study, this telephone Susan is fitted with noiseless ball bearings. Made of beautifully grained wood finished in black, it is designed to hold a standard telephone. 2" by 6 1/4" by 10 1/4", it has groove for pen or pencil. $1.98 ppd. Miles Kimball, 100 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wts.
Handmade plastic ornaments sparkle like jewels on your tree

**COOK YOUR OWN HOLIDAY ORNAMENTS**

Even the children can make their own shimmering plastic Christmas decorations with a new, safe, no-mess kit

Each personal contribution to a festive occasion acts as a leavening agent, greatly expanding your enjoyment of the event. One of the happiest pleasures of the Christmas season is decorating the house, and here is a way to increase the fun by making your own colorful decorations. Meltamold, a new kit designed by Dru Dunn for mixing and baking your own plastic ornaments, is a wonderful project for the entire family because it is safe and simple enough for even children to use. There are no dangerous chemicals, fumes or mess; all you do is blend three dry ingredients—plastic crystals that melt at a low temperature, instant color and glass nuggets. Then, pour the dry mixture into your own metal molds and bake in the oven for 10 minutes if you want a glistening jeweled effect, 20 minutes for a bubbled surface and 40 minutes for a delicate Venetian glass look. When you take the molds from the oven, you can let them cool at room temperature or, if you're in a hurry, you can even immerse them suddenly in cold water without damaging them. Though they are translucent and appear fragile, these decorations are shatterproof. Complete instructions for making all sorts of holiday decorations come in a 24-page booklet. You can order the entire kit by mail. (Meltamold Co., Inc., P.O. Box 124, Ardsley, N. Y. $5, including postage.)

Continued on page 238

How anything could look as intricate as this new Conn, yet be so easy to play is a marvel of this electronic age! Fact is, you can play songs your first try with “Instant Music,” Conn’s color-coded course. But the Conn story doesn’t end here. It’s just the start of a lifetime of pleasure. The Conn was created for people who love music and who look forward to going beyond the easy-playing stage. In every respect, it is a professional-quality instrument built by music specialists who for 86 years have made more musical instruments than anyone.

For a free “Instant Music” lesson, bring this ad to your Conn dealer’s showroom now. For his address write: Conn Organ Corporation, Dept.HG-2, Elkhart, Indiana. There are seven superb Conn Organ models from $995. Discover the noticeable difference in a Conn and you’ll know why music lovers say: Don’t buy any organ until you try the incomparable

**CONN ORGAN**

MADE BY C. G. CONN, LTD.
World’s largest manufacturer of band instruments...since 1875

Continued on page 238
Zenith stereo defies comparison

The world’s finest, most complete stereophonic instrument in a single cabinet—with new Zenith pioneered Stereo FM Radio! Now Zenith brings you all the rich beauty of Stereo FM, combined with the breathtaking realism and sound separation of Zenith’s exclusive “Extended Stereo”. Here is the ultimate performance of stereo and monaural recordings, AM, FM and new Stereo FM radio—all in a single cabinet. This magnificent instrument also features Zenith’s new “Stereo Professional” record changer—world’s finest home console changer precision designed for stereo! Pictured here, the Zenith Sibelius, Danish modern styling in walnut veneers and hardwood solids. Model MH2670, $775+. Zenith quality high fidelity stereo consoles come in an exciting array of authentic designs, that complement your finest furniture, starting at $179.95+. 

The quality goes in before the name goes on
Mountains of words have been written about manners—an impressive portion of them to the effect that manners are not what they used to be. That, to be sure, is a fact, as true in 1691 as it is in 1961. But it does not necessarily follow that the old manners were better. What would be the point today of manners that ignored the presence among us of TV, the taxicab and the jet?

Nor does it follow, on the other hand, that manners inevitably improve with civilization. Anthropologists are always turning up examples of aboriginal politenesses that make our manners seem very crude indeed.

Some people, particularly those below the age of twelve, tend to equate manners with arbitrary formality—which is not an altogether bad idea. Better a child be taught to observe an arbitrary decree—not to dash from the dinner table before others have finished, say—than to make others uncomfortable because of his failure to grasp the logic of it.

Some people equate manners with the golden rule—which is not a bad idea at all. Unfortunately, it is apt to be applied in a rather negative fashion as a test for bad manners rather than as an imaginative criterion for good. How often and how seriously, for instance, do you ask yourself when planning a party, how you would like to be welcomed, dined, wined and generally done by?

H&G believes there is more to good manners than anyone might guess from either of the foregoing definitions. We prefer Emerson’s, “Manners,” said he, “are the happy ways of doing things; each once a stroke of genius or of love...”

In this issue you will find especially happy ways of doing a number of things: creating a beneficent atmosphere for three meals a day (page 170), adding an extra dimension of fun to a party (page 214), planning a house for children (page 200), saying Merry Christmas (page 184). We recommend them as highly effective means of adding to the pleasure of all concerned—which, in our book, is the epitome of good manners.
H&G celebrates the return to friendly elegance and gentle manners...

the renewed sensitivity to beauty in everyday living...

the revival of good conversation fostered by

The return of

the dining room

Most of us would probably agree that dining with all the trimmings—fresh flowers, crisp linens, sparkling glass and china, twinkling candles—gives even the simplest menu the aura of a feast. Children, as you have doubtlessly discovered, take special delight in this gala mood—for what child doesn’t bubble at the prospect of a party? So what better way can there be to teach children the niceties of living than to give every meal a party atmosphere? (And it works. A young mother of our acquaintance, returning from a cocktail party, found her 10-year-old solemnly eating his supper by candlelight. His response to his mother’s surprise: “But we always have candles, don’t we?”) Yet, in the past decade or so, family meals have tended to become rather hit or miss affairs, eaten in a hurry in the breakfast area or the living room, with the makeshift atmosphere and informal table setting which these rooms, as a rule, suggest. To be sure, there are some meals—Sunday night supper, a barbecue, a weekend brunch—where a picnic mood is half the fun. But only in a room dedicated to the ritual of dining can you really create the leisurely atmosphere that fosters family fellowship and stimulates table talk (whether it’s about the flight of the latest astronaut or the details of the school play)—an atmosphere in which monologues and squabbles are strictly non-U, i.e., non-utterable.

The big problem, of course, is space. At today’s costs, who can afford to reserve a separate room for use only three hours a day? But there is no need to cling to the old table-and-four-chairs stereotype of a room whose boards are crossed only by those bent on dining. Today’s dining room provides for many other activities (a corollary of the current trend toward making every room as livable as the living room—see February H&G). You might, for instance, have a dining room where you could also enjoy reading a book, writing a letter, serving cocktails. Yet when dinner is ready, the room would revert to its primary purpose. Here and on the next five pages are six examples of today’s new versatile dining room—on page 178, a seventh.

Dine in the friendly company of books

Since no room is less frequented than the dining room between meals, it automatically affords the seclusion suggested by the word “study.” Yet, a wall of books creates a mood of warm intimacy that is especially inviting for dining. The long walnut table in this dining room doubles as a desk. Plenty of light for working is provided by strip lamps installed inside the canopy over the table which can be set with equal grace for any number from two to eight or used as a buffet for a large party. Canopy and upholstery of printed cotton by Greiff; rug in H&G’s Tangerine by Karastan. Room designed by Barbara D’Arcy for Bloomingdale’s.
Couple leisurely dining with the pleasures of a porch

The freshness of growing plants and striped shades on an adjoining sun porch creates a relaxing view for designer David E. Copeland's dining room in Harrison, N. Y. The cool porch with its pebble mosaic floor (that so quickly sheds water from plants), its Romanesque couch and accents of colored bottle glass might be a dead ringer for a conservatory in a Booth Tarkington novel, yet its use is strictly up-to-date. Physically as well as visually it expands the dining room for entertaining, since cocktails and canapés are served out on the sun porch from a rolling bar cart before dinner.
Precede a good dinner with a good game

Paraphernalia for games can be cleared away quickly when it's time for dinner in architect Alexander Girard's house, above, in Santa Fe, N. M. Meanwhile, the leglessness of the wire-suspended table makes it easy for quite a crowd of players and kibitzers to gather around. To enjoy while dining: the line-up of luxuriant plants and Mr. Girard's famous collection of vividly colored folk art beautifully displayed against the rough white adobe walls.

Elevate dining to a higher level

Three broad steps are all that separate the dining platform, right, from the living room it adjoins. Yet the tile floor and the lower ceiling mark it off as a distinctly different room. Between meals, however, the tinkling fountains and clump of leafy plants contribute as much to the atmosphere of the living room as if they were contained within its bounds.

Designed by Barbara D'Arcy for Bloomingdale's.
Stretch your dining room with a cocktail corner

The simple addition of a window seat, opposite page, to bay of a small dining room creates area that might be used for solitary session with a book in mid-afternoon, later for serving an aperitif. Two ideas for keeping rest of room looking uncluttered: cushioned benches instead of a crowd of chairs, table with leaves that drop to narrow its width. Centerpiece can be rearranged according to number of place settings. Furniture by Consider H. Willett; fabrics, Everfast; carpet, Patcraft.

Make one end of the room your indoor garden

A wall-to-wall ledge topped with pebble-mosaic, above, in Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Merrill’s dining room supports a collection of potted plants that are the special interest of the green-thumb member of the family. When a big party is in the offing, the plants are moved to either end, and the ledge is topped with bright cushions. Guests help themselves from a buffet arranged on dining table, carry plates to small tables set up in front of ledge and around room. Designed by Lenorie Schwartz.
You can make your dining room more versatile by enlisting the talents of the

New dining tables

How much use you get from your dining room depends to a notable degree on the design, size, and expansibility of your dining table. Its primary shape governs what you can use it for between meals, and whether you can place it in a corner, against a wall or under a window, leaving the rest of the room free for other furniture. How and how much it expands is the key to whether it will accommodate parties as agreeably as dinner for two. Starting here: a sampling of today’s versatile tables.

OBLONG TABLE—TUCK-UNDER LEAVES

Two 10-inch leaves tucked under the ends of a rosewood table with chrome legs unfold to expand its capacity by four place settings (over-all length: 92 inches). Wooden slides with lock mechanisms pull out to hold the leaves in place. Supplemented by a rosewood cabinet or file drawers on wheels, the table could turn a dining room into a part-time office-at-home. Even when placed with long end against wall, top is big enough, with leaves tucked under, for four place settings. For parties, you could move the table to the center of the room and surround it, as here, with three-legged chairs of chrome and black leather. Brass, copper and bronze sculpture—“Horse Parade”—is by Judith Brown of Orchard House. Table is imported from France by George Tanier.

DRAWINGS BY CULBRETH; PHOTOGRAPHS BY KASPER
The oval top of a traditional pedestal table of cherry stretches from 60 to 114 inches in length without disturbing the base. Center leaves, aproned and banded like table top, are supported by concealed frame above pedestal, while legs snap down from two halves of table top to support the ends. For a dancing party, you might move the table from its every­day spot in the center of the room to one end where it could hold the punch bowl. Table by Union-National. Tureen, James Robinson, Inc.

Add two leaves end-to-end to this round table of teak and oak and you have an oval top, 48 inches across, 60 inches long. Separate the two halves (including the leaves) lengthwise, add a 60-inch leaf, and you have a square table with rounded corners. The shorter 24-inch leaves of light teak look like broad inlay in darker teak top, which is held in place by brass locks. Minus leaves, table is comfortable size for small family, small room, between-meal games. Table by Founders. Complete shopping information, turn to page 245
For additional dining tables, turn to page 234
How to double your take from a small dining room

To preserve the values fostered by the return of the dining room, you don't have to eat three meals a day in an atmosphere that is stately, stuffy or even necessarily luxurious. A room dedicated to the arts of dining can just as well be gay, young and fresh as a summer garden—for instance, this small dining room which is the seventh in H&G's BRIGHT-ON-A-BUDGET series.

The garden theme starts with the walls and ceiling which are covered with acoustical tile. Not the least of its merits is that it contributes the relaxed, intimate, euphoric feeling you invariably get in a room where every sound is heard once and no more, instead of bouncing back at your eardrums from all sides. (Very similar is the feeling of expansiveness you get outdoors when sounds are carried off by the breezes.) In addition, the new bamboo-trellis pattern printed on the tiles makes the room seem larger as all see-through patterns have a way of doing. And you can put up the tiles yourself with a staple gun (directions come in each package), which is surely one of the easiest, unmessiest methods of giving a blemished wall a new complexion.

Even less troublesome is the window treatment. Both the sheer curtains to filter the morning sun and the foliage-patterned overcurtains to draw in the evening are ready-mades with only one do-it-yourself addition: the banding of green leaves on the sheers. To lower the ceiling of the bay and set it apart from the rest of the room, an octagonal box cornice was built of plywood and painted H&G's Absinthe Green. (In a room without a bay, you might simulate the effect by crowning the window with a split octagon.)

Against this background of latticework and greenery, dining furniture with an off-white painted finish looks as natural as a sunshade looks outdoors. And you could keep the white as white as new by the same magic that preserves the snowiness of a white refrigerator—i.e. creamy cleaning wax.

The flower colors added to the greens and whites—H&G's Geranium Pink in the plastic upholstery and Citron in the tole chandelier—complete the room's garden-like buoyancy. And the connotation of the colors is emphasized by the actual presence of growing greenery in the pots on the little shelves over the buffet.

But perhaps the most appealing facet of this room—the not-absolutely-necessary extra that doubles the value of the whole—is the glass-topped wrought-iron table in the window bay with its accompanying chairs. Here you could linger over a leisurely weekend breakfast, enjoy a hot drink at bedtime or serve early dinner to one of the family whose plans don't jibe with the rest. And during off hours this would be an inviting spot to make out menus.

**Sound-absorbent walls, flower colors and light-painted furniture provide the change that refreshes**

To make shelves for potted plants you will need ¾-inch plywood (half of a 4-by-8-foot panel would make six shelves) and a power saw or jig saw. For each shelf, cut a half-moon, 12 inches wide and 6 inches deep, plus a supporting strip, 10 inches long and 2 inches wide. Fill in rough edges with plastic wood filler and sand smooth. Attach the shelf to the strip with heavy-duty glue, then fasten the parts with brads to hold firm while drying. Paint to match or contrast with wall. Fasten strip to wall with nails or screws, 3 inches from each end of the strip. Countersink nails or screws, fill in holes with putty and touch them up with paint.

The materials and furnishings:
Dining table, chairs and buffet by Broyhill; wrought-iron table and chairs by Aladdin Iron Works; Naugahyde upholstery; Johns-Mansville acoustical tile; Kentile vinyl floor tiles; Riverdale draperies and Vogue Curtains, all woven of a Celanese fiber.
For shopping information, see page 245.
A new collection of ready-made curtains and bedspreads
gives you quick-working ingredients for

INSTANT DECORATING

At one time or another, no doubt, you have walked into one of your rooms and been struck by an overwhelming urge to change the whole kit and caboodle, but were stopped short when you thought of the time and effort and money such a transformation would take. Today, however, you can carry out such intents as instantaneously as Cinderella's godmother changed pumpkins into carriages. The short-cut that makes it possible is a new collection of ready-mades—curtains, bedspreads and shower curtains—as diverse as the flowers of spring. The fabrics run the gamut from crisp taffetas and heavy slubbed textured weaves to cloud-soft sheers, all in a luscious range of colors and patterns, all woven with Celanese Contemporary Fibers. There is a wide range of curtain sizes, too—from 36-inch cafes to lengths that will hang to the floor from a 9-foot ceiling. With this exciting store to draw upon, you can give a window wall a sprightly change of face or change the whole color scheme of a room. And, since everything in the collection sports a modest price tag, you can even indulge in a complete change of color for every season.

OPPOSITE PAGE

A sweep of sheer, flower-streamed fabric—in actual fact, a pair of 100-inch ready-made curtains—makes a graceful swag over twin beds in the Stephen J. Gross' little girls' bedroom, and softens the tall expanse of wall. The swag is easy to make: You hang the curtains from a white-painted metal crown which is tacked to the ends of a 14-inch board fitted with a short curtain rod and hang on the wall—then pull them through large rings to fall in soft folds. Other instant changes in this bedroom: sill-length curtains to match the swag; crisp, coolly blue bedspreads. Room designed by The Unicorn. Curtains by Vogue. Bedspreads by Crosby. Rug by Cabin Crafts. For shopping information, see page 245.

DRAWINGS BY RAY PORTER; PHOTOGRAPHS BY GUERRERO

Flower-printed café curtains hang in three tiers on brass rods over a standard size window in a bedroom appear to stretch the window from floor to ceiling. To create an illusion of greater width and make the window still more important, it is framed with two-by-fours painted in H&G's Bronze Green to match the ceiling trim, and to accent the pink and red pattern of the acetate and spun rayon curtains. Ready-made, quilted bedspreads in a soft, restful shade of pink complete the flowery look of the room. Curtains by Georgian House. Bedspreads by Scroll.
To soften the glossy stare of French doors without complicating in-and-out traffic, extra-long (108 inch) curtains are hung from a cornice and tied back in the high-waisted Directoire manner. Flower-shaped tie backs of crystal and brass accent the warm gold colored, woven patterned curtains trimmed with bouclé loop edging in deep gold. To keep them from parting at top, inside hook of each panel is hooked on same ring. Curtains by Decorama.

To bring in the light but keep out the gaze of the curious, the bay window of a street-side dining room is curtained two ways: white café curtains printed with a provincial pattern in shades of brown for low-level privacy; matching full length curtains held back by brass leaves to frame the whole window. Curtains by Walter.

Short-order changes for all kinds of windows

OPPOSITE PAGE

1 As a warmer winter-time switch from the drifty, cloud-white curtains of summer, the end wall of a living room is hung with a bold regiment of Roman stripes—heavy curtains of acetate and rayon. More warmth is generated by an area rug (an easy-to-take-up-and-put-down, 6-by-9-foot size) in a vibrant, spicy red. Room designed by Rosamond Fischer. Curtains by Covington. Cabin Crafts rug.

2 To give the illusion of a sweeping window wall in a small guest room, three pairs of white taffeta curtains banded with flowery gold borders are hung clear across one end. They unite two awkwardly separated windows and at the same time create a rich backdrop for the bed with its matching quilted bedspread. Room designed by The Unicorn. Curtains, bedspread by Charles Bloom.

3 To make more of a pretty pattern, the pert posies scattered on the white shower curtains in Mr. and Mrs. Richard Dawkins' bathroom in Glen Cove, N. Y., are repeated in a free design on the white window shade. (To do this, you buy half a yard of fabric to match the shower curtains, cut out the posies and glue them to a shade.) Color echoes: posy-hued towels. Room designed by Rosamond Fischer. Shower curtains by Jakson. Towels by Martex. Carpeting by Cabin Crafts.
There is a bit of the child in each of us when it comes to pleasing someone we love. We all turn shy when we see a face light up with pleasure as the wrappings fall from our gift. And for this moment and the communion that follows, most of us will spend hours, days, even weeks searching for the magical object—a $2 trifle, perhaps, or a $200 treasure. To save the fun and spare the footwork, H&G has combed the byways for Christmas gifts that have a special potential for pleasing. Here and on the next ten pages we have assembled them into easy-to-scan groups and have topped off each group with our own starry idea for Christmas 1961: a Christmas mitt filled with tiny presents to give instead of a stuffed stocking. We’ve suggested diminutive fillers, too. But you may prefer to concoct a different variety for everyone on your list.

Toys for doing and dreaming

Chariot cart from France pulled by galloping, pedal-propelled black-and-white plush ponies with shockin pink hoofs. Chariot is red and yellow. Total length is 48". F.A.O. Schwarz. $135.


Four-speed monaural portable phonograph. Vinyl-clad steel case is 14" by 14½". General Electric. $29.95.

Famous inventor sets. Each set includes build-it-yourself working replica of invention, manual, bust of inventor. Lionel Corp. $9.95, each set.
Cannonball Express operated by pedals. Comes in red, yellow, black. Made of 20-gauge steel with high gloss baked enamel finish. 40" long, 24" high. Garton Toy Co. $24.95.

Colorful rag doll, machine washable. Made of Dacron-filled cotton. 18½" tall. Elder Craftsmen. $5.75.

Ladybug riding toy of red and blue mohair on black wire frame. 15" by 12". F.A.O. Schwarz. $27.

GIFT MITT FOR TOTS

For a young spaceman: adjustable aluminum helmet, has one-way vision mask. Gimbel's. $3.89.

Miniature electric food center to make ice cream, blend juices. Red and white plastic. Battery operated. Comes with recipes. 14½" by 10". Hutzler's. $10.

Tuck a miscellany of toys and treats into this hand puppet and make it a Christmas surprise package. Our surprises: golden candy coins, Yo-yo, crayons, rubber ball, peppermint stick and chocolate kitten.
Long-lasting thank-yous for your favorite hostesses

Ahhh!
Ohhh!

Double old-fashioned glasses of Waterford cut crystal in three different designs. Miller & Rhoads. $6.50 each.

Embossed demi-tasse cup and saucer. White with 24k gold trim. Lenox China. $5.95.

English silverplated egg cooker that boils four eggs over reversible 3- or 4-minute alcohol burner. Abraham & Straus. $29.95.

Embossed demi-tasse cup and saucer. White with 24k gold trim. Lenox China. $5.95.


Colorful fruit-tree music box that revolves as it plays. 12" high, 6" diam. Artificial fruit, brass base. Garfinckel's. $20.

Silverplated sherbets with matching 6-inch plates. Sherbets are 4" in diameter, 3½" high. Oneida Silversmiths. Four pair: $16.49.


FOR THE GOURMET COOK

Pack this padded pot-holder mitt with a jumble of kitchen gadgets. Car cook gets a braided feather brush for glazing pies, a wire whisk, cookie cutters, a scoop and a butter curler.

Chestnut wine keg made without nails or glue. 3 qt. capacity. 10" long. Piazza Montici. $25.
Teak gadget caddy with eight bar accessories. Top is a tray. Altman’s. $15.

Electric espresso coffee maker of brass with a matching pitcher. From Italy. Altman’s. $59.

For a connoisseur: elegant crystal champagne flutes. 8½" tall. "St. Remy" pattern. Baccarat. $6.25 each.

Asparagus-shaped bowl, green and white ceramic. 3¼" diam. 4½" high with cover. Stuart Becker. $2.50.

Wedgwood chop plate with Independence Hall design. For serving or display. John Wanamaker. $10.

Stainless steel fluted candlesticks linked by triangular braces. Glass bobèches. 4½" high. Hudson’s. $12 ea.

Folding wood table, Italian scene. Altman’s. Four with a stand: $39.95.

Walnut bowl with brass handles for fruits, popcorn or nuts. 14½" by 11¾" by 3½". Black, Starr & Gorham. $27.

Twin cocktail server of tarnish-resistant Ikora silverplate. Two 4-oz. glasses. Bamberger’s. $13.

Silverplated wine cooler to hold a split. 7¾" tall. Christofle Silver, Inc. $25.10.

Trio of glass flasks with sterling jigger tops in dark green leather case. Black, Starr & Gorham. $60.

Italian brass cork-screw topped by replica of Napoleonic coin for handle. 7½" high. Charles W. Wolf. $3.50.

Trio of ceramic comports to use singly or together. Stacked: 15½" high. Hathorne House. Three for $36.

Two dozen imaginative gifts from $2 to $12

Indulgences bank for penny-practical dreamers. White metal, black letters. 11½" long. Pampered Kitchens. $3.50.

Decorative duck bowls in white ceramic, antique glaze. 6" long. Bonwit’s, Philadelphia. Pair: $9.

Twelve pencils in a box, covered with lotus paper. Box: 13½" by 3". Neiman-Marcus. $4.40.

Indian carved wood trivets (two with brass). About 6" across. Stuart Becker. Each: $2.95.

Calendar from Japan: monthly sheets of natural cedar in a standing frame. Shibui Shop. $2.25.

Twelve pencils in a box, covered with lotus paper. Box: 13½" by 3". Neiman-Marcus. $4.40.

Indian carved wood trivets (two with brass). About 6" across. Stuart Becker. Each: $2.95.

Calendar from Japan: monthly sheets of natural cedar in a standing frame. Shibui Shop. $2.25.

FOR THE SPORTS CAR BUFF


Hanger of brass and leather to keep belts easy-to-find and closet tidy. Lord & Taylor. $4.25.


FOR THE SPORTS CAR BUFF

Stuff a bright-red lamb's-wool polishing mitt with polishing paraphernalia for a sports car. We've included a special wax, flannel applicator, chamois and whisk broom.
For the Christmas tree:
plastic teardrops enclos-
ing manger, angel with violin. 4" by 2¾". Elder Craftsmen. Each $4.25.

Woman’s touch: burnished gold-finished paperweight in shape of hand that holds a magnifying glass. Stuart Becker. $6.50.

Silverplated leg-of-lamb holder in the “Vendome” pattern to aid a party meat carver. 8¼" long. Christofle. $11.88.

Knight’s-helmet coasters in white and black porcelain. 3" diam. Lord & Taylor. Set: $3.


Bright desk mates: telephone book: $2.95; small binder: $2.95; clipboard: $2.95; notebook: $1.50; Stark Valla Emporium.

Wall flowers: pressed pansies framed in fruitwood, brass hangers. 6½" by 5". Lord & Taylor. $3.50 ea.

Gold-glazed ceramic juicer. Diam., 3½". Stark Valla Emporium. $3.50.

Wood models of four Danish sailing vessels to please a collector or sailor. Lengths: 7½", 8¼", 10½". Widths: 1½" to 2". Macy’s. $4.99 each.

Ceramic dove dish with four relish compartments. Green on white. 11" by 8¾". Bonwit’s, Philadelphia. $5.

Tiny gold-finished match boxes with eagle or shell motifs. 1¾" long. Hall Galleries, Albert Steiger Co. Pair: $4.95.

Man-shaped ceramic candlestick. 12" high. Piazza Montici. $12.

Golf telescope gauges yards to flag. 5" long, it extends to 8". Clips to pocket. Wallach’s. $9.95.
I always wanted a bell!

Presents for gardeners and enlightened loafers

To plant a thought: "Are You Your Garden's Worst Pest?" $4.50; "10,000 Garden Questions," $5.95; "Gardening for Gourmets," $3.95. Doubleday.

Lopper $12.75, pruner $12.25, flower gatherer $5.95, pocket pruner $3.75. Wilkinson Sword Sales Corp.

Flower-gathering wicker basket on pointed cane to stick in ground. Abercrombie & Fitch. $14.95.

Garden spigot, standard size, with brass owl (4") perched atop. Hammacher Schlemmer. $13.50.

Ceramic garden stool to rest a weary weeder. Light blue and white. 18" high. Seat: 11" diam. Macy's. $59.95.

Easy-to-read sundial. Can be adjusted for daylight saving or standard time. Brass, 12" by 11½". Abercrombie & Fitch. $35.

Edging shears, $17.25; Swoe, $10.75; lawn shears, $21.25; edging knife, $14.50. Wilkinson Sword Sales Corp.

Lightweight (9-lbs.) folding rocking chair, mahogany and aluminum. Abercrombie & Fitch. $17.95.


FOR THE AMATEUR CULTIVATOR

Plant in a gardener's glove a few tools of the trade.

We thought of a stainless steel trowel, pocket pruner, bulbs and a batch of little pot markers.
Oxidized copper whale for house name. 32". By Jo Mead. Marshall Field. $85.

Ship weathervane cast in 200-year-old mold. 54" pole. Ship: 37" by 36". B. Altman's. $229.

Walkie-talkie that operates on citizens' hand over distances up to three miles. Has a telescoping antenna, an unbreakable case. FCC certified. Webcor. $189.95.

Giant dominoes (5½" by 2½") for big games. Birch with vari-colored spots. Elder Craftsmen. $13.75 set.

Barbells with electric motor in each end for vibrating action while lifting. Clip-on center pad for slimming, muscle relaxing. Famous Barr. $49.

A fishing rod of tubular glass hiding in brown leather attaché case with lift-out separators. Abercrombie & Fitch. $87.50.

Bicycle built for two, finished in silvered turquoise. Front handbrake. 26" high. Strawbridge & Clothier. $100.

Mexican terra-cotta fire urn to be used as a planter. 13" diam. 17½" high. George Cothran Florist. $50.

Walnut Yo-yo with V.I.P. in sterling silver. 4½" diam. Wallach's. $7.95.

Contemporary needlepoint designs stamped on canvas with foreground worked—plus yarn for filling background. Altman's. Vase: $14; zoo: $17.

All prices are approximate and include Federal tax.

Store directory, page 248. Continued
Treasures to delight your favorite householders

An I always wanted a shoelace!

Antique harness racks of wood and iron to accent a country kitchen, hold dish towels or hand towels. 8" deep, 7½" across. Red Shutters. $15 each.

Black angel made of Mexican clay to hang over mantel or child's bed. 11½" high. Van Keppel Green, Chicago. $15.

Rosewood cabinet with three drawers, adjustable shelf. 14" square, 36" high. Founders Furniture Co. $120.

Reserved for umbrellas: ceramic boot, black, gold, red. 21" tall. The Unicorn. $90.

Walnut bed tray with lift-up reading stand and rope side racks. Folds for storage. 22" by 15½". 10" high. Van Keppel Green, Beverly Hills. $40.

For the office-at-home: postal scales of brass, oak-finished wood. Weighs up to 8 oz. Length: 8". Bergdorf Goodman. $11.

Music stand, handmade solid cherry, light finish, 41" high. Shelf: 20¼" wide. Wanamaker's. $35.

Colonial cherry library stand, with brass ornaments, casters. 24" by 15¼", 30" high. Brandt Furniture Co. $59.50.

A gem of a jewelry box in pink, red, gray and purple striped silk, lined in plain silk. 8" by 5½" by 2¾" high. W & J Sloane, San Francisco. $10.
Shirt-pocket-size transistor radio (2" by 3" by 1"), with black leather cover and earpiece. Fits in cork-lined, maroon and gold leather case. Bulova. $39.95.

Leather-bound contour lap desk magnetized to grab pencils and pen, baize-backed for card playing. 18" by 15⅝". Laura Lee Linder Div., Eaton Paper Co. $12.50.

Enamel on copper ashtrays from Austria with amusing going-places designs. Large: 6½" by 6¼", $18. Small: 4½" by 2¾", $5.50. Black, Starr & Gorham.

Barometer and clock, both in brass, to hang on the wall or to stand on a table or mantel. Each: 3½" wide, 10" high. Clock: $192.50. Barometer: $150. Black, Starr & Gorham.

Romantic wall accent: tiny red and yellow pears gracefully growing on a leafy, gilded metal branch. 60" tall. Lord & Taylor. $10.95.


China tea caddy with colored fruit design by Richard Ginori of Italy. 4½" high. Zell Brothers. $8.50.


Sulky and trotting horse of oxidized copper—reproduction of nineteenth-century weathervane. 33" long by 17" high. Macy's. $217.

All prices are approximate and include Federal tax. Store directory, page 248.
Happy finds for a house you love to visit


Handsome camouflage: vinyl dust cover for telephone directory with removable insert of gold and purple paper. Beautiful Book Covers. $4.35.

Cordless transistor clock-radio. Radio operates 100 hours, clock, 500 days. Black cycled case, aluminum inlay. 7 1/2" long. Motorola Corp. $75.

FOR THE LUXURY BATHER

Fill a hemp mitt with bathing beauty aids such as a bar of expensive soap, a jar of bath oil pellets, a good nylon brush and a face towel.

Ceramic mortar and pestle from Italy. Brown with black, gray and red design. 7 1/4" high. Stark Valla Emporium. $15.

Eyes bright: brass owl candle-cover that throws mysterious moving shadows. 5 3/4" wide, 11" high. Altman's. $36.


Florentine box of gilt-finished wood to hold two packs of playing cards. Piazza Montici. $8.30.

Reproduction of old Danish farm bell. Wrought iron and brass. 8 1/2" by 5 1/2". Altman's. $6.95.


FOR THE LUXURY BATHER
Reproduction of seventeenth-century English 24-hour water clock. Hangs or stands. Brass and hardwood. 31" high. Clock Shop. $75.

Fujy phone amplifier that boosts normal conversation to carry a few feet away. Plug-in earphone for private listening. The White House. $39.95.

China jar with richly embossed leaf design to disguise an unattractive flowerpot. In white. Holds a No. 4 flowerpot. 5½" high. Lenox China. $5.95.

For a peripatetic correspondent: Japanese writing box of iron-bound teak with side drawer for cigarette pack. 7½" long, 5½" high. Altman’s. $30.

Electric shoe-shine boy with two polishing bonnets for black and brown shoes. Stands on the floor. Hammacher Schlemmer, $39.95.

Portable stereo phonograph. Extension speaker also amplifies sound of a transistor radio in front pocket. Zenith. Without radio, $89.95.

A good timer in black leather with burnished gold figures. 4" high. Laura Lee Linder, Div. Eaton Paper Co. $12.50.

Danish sculpture of sister and brother by Eberlein, modeled from natural color brown clay. 12½" high. Abraham & Straus. $125.

Elegant chariot tea cart of gold and black-finished steel with two glass shelves. Height: 31". Total length: 42". Wanamaker’s. $200.

A brass door knocker with double eagle motif for the house with an open-door policy. 6½" by 5½". The Richmond Art Co. $15.

All prices are approximate and include Federal tax.
Store directory, page 248.
Once and future

TULIP

IN TODAY'S GARDEN.

YESTERDAY'S TULIPS ARE ACQUIRING THE LOOK OF TOMORROW

Today's tulips, with an invisible touch of tomorrow, will accommodate themselves for many seasons in a sun-dappled slope. Among the new ones: Bokhara, a Greigi hybrid, orange-red; Greenland, its old rose and green petals harking back to Tulipa viridiflora; Gudoshnik, magnificent Darwin-fosteriana hybrid in gold and rosy pink.
Gardening is full of paradoxes, one of which is the way tulip hybridizers are looking over their shoulders at the past, while resolutely changing the shape and form of the future. Not that today’s tulips lack either variety or good looks in their own right. But they are only a mild prophecy of what tomorrow’s tulips will be. It has taken several centuries for tulip breeders and gardeners alike to get far enough away from the past to look at it objectively and appraise it at full value.

No flower was ever exploited so outrageously as the tulip during the years of the “tulipomania,” which reached its brief but incredible peak in the mid-seventeenth century. Then, a single tulip bulb of a new variety might sell for the equivalent of thousands of dollars. But while common sense soon eliminated this purely speculative aspect of tulip development, there still remained what the speculation had represented—namely, the desire for new flower forms and for sensational color combinations above all else.

New forms and sensational colors are what, over the centuries, people got, but at a considerable cost. Much of the delicacy and almost all the durability of the original tulip species (most of them native to Asia, the Middle East and the environs of the Mediterranean) were lost in the hybridizing shuffle. Because of the proliferation of new “hybrid” varieties, and because gardeners were unwilling or unable to take the necessary pains to ensure long life for their bulbs, tulips came to be treated as one-season flowers. To this day, it is a rare gardener who can get two successive years of comparable beauty from a single planting of the big garden tulips.

Does this mean that today’s tulips are no good? Certainly not. What it does mean, however, is that in sheer magnificence—of both form and color—today’s tulip varieties have just about reached their limit. They are at their best the first year after planting, diminishing almost always in vigor—and often in form and color—each succeeding season. Only the captious doubt that this kind of seasonal display is worth what it costs. But that is beside the point—because at the crest of the spring season, what other flower can match the tulip?

The breeders know, and gardeners are now finding out, that something much better is in the making. This something better is based on a new appreciation for many original tulip species—not only for their garden value, which had been largely lost sight of until comparatively recently, but for their potential as a dominant parent of tomorrow’s tulips. The drawings on this page show some of the most desirable tulip species, all available from dealers today, that have remained beautiful and long-lived flowers since gardening’s dark ages. The photograph opposite shows a bed of new tulip hybrids that resemble—in their statuesque form, large blossoms and brilliant, varied colors—the familiar Breeder, Cottage and Darwin varieties so dear to the cataloguer’s heart. But something has been added which does not show. In these tulips the hybridizers have injected the blood of some of the hardiest old-timers. These new tulips contain some of the most notable characteristics of the original species: The bulbs

(Continued on the next page)
FOR TOMORROW'S TULIPS:
NEW COMBINATIONS
OF PROVED ATTRIBUTES

After several centuries of pursuing form and color, the tulip breeders are improving upon new combinations of old-fashioned tulip attributes—including more graceful flowers, an extended bloom period, resistance to seasonal deterioration, and adaptation to a wide range of soils and growing conditions.

The key to this procedure is often the crossing of a new variety with an old species. In the dream-planting below, many of the tulips' present virtues have been rearranged with the look of tomorrow.

We added the persistence of the most dependable species to all the best Darwin, Breeder and Cottage colors—and to the lovely Lily-flowered tulips as well. Then to the red Greigi clan we gave a whole range of pinks and lavenders.

We are betting on a sure thing: Tomorrow's list of tulips will include all these we have just described and more. But what do you, the gardener, do in the meantime? You make greater use of the tulip species and their newly developed hybrids than you ever did before. You plant them where (and to much the same purpose) you plant daffodils and other early bulbs with which they flower. You assume they will live forever. As for the "garden" varieties: Look for the Darwin Hybrids first of all (Gudoshnik is the archetype, in H&G's book), and the Greigi Hybrids (Bokhara is a superb orange-red). Take advantage of the "season stretchers"—the early and late single- and double-flowered sorts that, though not so new, are still good and getting better all the time. You look for new varieties that boast notable progenitors (Halero, for example, is a flame-colored seedling of the redoubtable yellow variety, Mrs. John Scheepers). You rejoice at such a color break (assuming white is a color) as Purissima, which boasts all the sturdy virtues of the big red fosterianas. You count cost only as you would count a whole spring's beauty—at your own personal valuation of time, money and delight.

have a resistance to deterioration. Resistance to disease organisms that can decimate a tulip planting in a few years is another important characteristic. Ability to multiply, once it has been planted in a location that is favorable to the summer ripening of its foliage, is a third.

Before the tulip experts berate us as either ingrates or dreamers, H&G acknowledges that no other race of flowers, with the possible exceptions of roses and lilies, can rival the value the gardener sets upon tulips in springtime. Look at the opposite page for one reason why. This beauty is timeless.

But (you can dream with us) consider the never-never planting below. Every flower form, every growth characteristic, every pattern of petal and leaf is already present in some species or variety of tulip that is available today. The colors, which you cannot see, you can take for granted, because already tulips boast every hue and shade except the true blues. What the future has still to provide is the combination of characteristics that our imaginary planting includes. On the storm-proof, almost stemless plants of the fosteriana tulips, for example, we placed the great bombs of the Double Early blossoms. To the grace of the multi-flowered types, we added the height of Single Early, the size of the eichleri species. To the fosterianas, possessed of the biggest blossoms of all (full dessert-plate diameter), we gave newer and softer colors than the riotous red and plain white now available. We softened, too, the colors of the kaufmanniana group, now on the hard side of red and yellow with only a touch of pink and white.

We added the persistence of the most dependable species to all the best Darwin, Breeder and Cottage colors—and to the lovely Lily-flowered tulips as well. Then to the red Greigi clan we gave a whole range of pinks and lavenders.

We are betting on a sure thing: Tomorrow's list of tulips will include all these we have just described and more. But what do you, the gardener, do in the meantime? You make greater use of the tulip species and their newly developed hybrids than you ever did before. You plant them where (and to much the same purpose) you plant daffodils and other early bulbs with which they flower. You assume they will live forever. As for the "garden" varieties: Look for the Darwin Hybrids first of all (Gudoshnik is the archetype, in H&G's book), and the Greigi Hybrids (Bokhara is a superb orange-red). Take advantage of the "season stretchers"—the early and late single- and double-flowered sorts that, though not so new, are still good and getting better all the time. You look for new varieties that boast notable progenitors (Halero, for example, is a flame-colored seedling of the redoubtable yellow variety, Mrs. John Scheepers). You rejoice at such a color break (assuming white is a color) as Purissima, which boasts all the sturdy virtues of the big red fosterianas. You count cost only as you would count a whole spring's beauty—at your own personal valuation of time, money and delight.

THE ONCE AND FUTURE TULIP  continued

OPPOSITE PAGE:
The Triumph tulips (this particular variety is called Paris) flower at the same time as azaleas. The form and brilliant color are wholly contemporary. The stamina is an inheritance from Single Early origins.
For most families, the outstanding consideration in house planning is providing for the needs of children—needs that vary widely, change quickly, then suddenly evaporate. Here are two inspired answers to that equivocal challenge:

1. A canny split-level that unites as well as divides

The conviction that children deserve as much privacy as their parents was dominant in architect Louis Huebner’s mind when he designed a split-level house for his own lively family in Park Ridge, Ill. The Huebners have three children—Connie, 14, Andy, 11, and Danny, 8—and the three-level plan their father prescribed gives them what amounts to a house of their own without ever making them feel banished to the nursery (or worse yet, a juvenile dormitory). Furthermore, by building up and down, instead of on one level, the architect was able to fit a house containing 2,600 square feet on a meager 75-by-131-foot lot and still manage to save a number of the handsome old trees that graced the property. The house faces a busy suburban street with neighbors pressing close on two sides, yet alternate expanses of brick and glass provide as much seclusion as any family would want, without making them feel walled-in.

From the front of the house, opposite page, the up-flung roof line gives unity to the design. Nevertheless, you can detect the division into three parts. On the ground floor are living room, dining room and kitchen, and, in a wing of its own, Mr. and Mrs. Huebner’s bedroom. Only a few steps up or down from the centralized kitchen are the children’s rooms—on the upper floor of the two-story wing: Andy’s and Danny’s rooms; on the lower floor: Connie’s room (with its own, very private bath) and the family room. Under the living-dining-kitchen section is a basement so big the boys can

(Continued on page 203)
THE LIVING ROOM FIREPLACE RISES FROM THE GRAVELED MOAT

SLIDING GLASS WALL JOINS DINING ROOM TO SCREENED PORCH

ROSY DIVIDER SCREENS KITCHEN COUNTERS FROM BREAKFAST AREA
The plan of the house separates the two generations and unites them at the same time for the entrance hall links all three levels and the kitchen is centered between the two wings.
A CANNY SPLIT-LEVEL continued

roller skate there on rainy days. In one corner, directly under the kitchen, is the laundry equipment, handy to the pleasant sewing and ironing center off the family room.

For all its sensible, down-to-earth plan, however, the house is full of delightful, even whimsical, surprises. To reach the living room, opposite page and below, from the entrance hall, for instance, you have to cross a wood bridge over a graveled moat in the middle of which is planted a huge round hooded fireplace flanked by great green plants growing in big pots. The moat separates the living room from the dining room, but at floor level only, since there is nothing above that except the chimney to block the view.

The moat also removes the living room from the natural path of household traffic. But from the dining room, you can amble through a doorway opening into the breakfast area and kitchen, and, during parties, that is exactly what the Huebners’ friends do. For the kitchen, opposite page, below, is as lively and gay as the lady who presides over it and a magnet for children and grown-ups alike. What Mrs. Huebner likes best about her kitchen is its sweep of counter space. Yet, everything she needs is within arm’s reach. Serving meals in the breakfast area takes only a few steps. For meals in the dining room, including parties, she sets everything on the kitchen’s planning desk that also doubles as a pass-through.

(Continued on the next page)

The house is full of surprises: a graveled moat instead of a wall, a fireplace that looks like a tepee, a kitchen brilliant with color, a walnut-sheathed dining room with its own screened porch

OWNERS: Mr. and Mrs. Louis H. Huebner
LOCATION: Park Ridge, Illinois
ARCHITECTS: Huebner & Henneberg
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT: Theodore Brickman
SIZE: 2,600 square feet

SCREENED PORCH AT BACK SUPPLIES AN EXTRA ROOM FOR SUMMER LIVING

THE MOAT IS SPANNED BY A WOODEN BRIDGE BETWEEN LIVING ROOM AND ENTRANCE HALL

NATALIE SIEGEL

HOUSE & GARDEN, NOVEMBER, 1961
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In the summer, the Huebners have a third alternative for dining—the shady screened porch that extends out from the dining room. The entrance hall, opposite page, which is rich with walnut storage walls and blue stone paving, is the link that ties together all parts of the house. At one end of the hall is the little oak bridge that leads over the moat to the living room. One step below the bridge is a tiny paved hall leading to the Huebners' own bedroom.

From the other end, stairs lead up to the boys' rooms and down to the family room, below. In its quieter moments, the family room is a studio for Connie, who modeled the shell relief that decorates one wall. But the room is also the family TV center, a music room for Connie's and Andy's violin-cello duets, and, for both generations, a party room with a fine floor for dancing to the music that comes over a speaker connected to the living room hi-fi.

The boys like to lounge around the family room, but for really muscular play, they troop down to the basement.

Literally as well as figuratively, everyone in the house can find his own level. But the various levels are so well integrated that they foster companionship.
An urgent need for a new house faces many families about the time the children reach their mid-teens. The youngsters' requirements have expanded to include not only more personal privacy, but also more room for study and hobbies, more space for large parties and overnight accommodations for young friends from school. And these needs will persist right up to the time the children marry. Yet, that time may well be less than half a dozen years away. The problem: how to plan a house for children who will soon be leaving it for good.

The wise family plans a house that can lead two lives—one now and one in the future—a house that will continue through the post-children years to be full of life and usefulness. Such a house is this one belonging to a couple with two daughters in college. The girls are away much of the time, but when they come home, the house welcomes them and their friends as naturally as if their arrival were a daily incident. And when they leave, it seems no emptier to their parents than it might on a Monday morning after the departure of weekend guests.

The house rests on a high narrow shelf of land near Beverly Hills, Calif., looking across plunging, tree-clad hills to a panoramic view of the valley below. In a certain light, the vista of trees layered with mist suggests a Japanese landscape, a marvelously apt setting for the contemporary architecture with its Japanese detail.

The long narrow plan of the house, its shape determined by the shape of the land, gives every room a spectacular view plus a more immediate outlook on the sparkling pool and its terrace. The same shape made it easy to separate the girls' bedrooms from their parents' by the great living-dining-cooking area. Outside this part of the house the pool  

(Continued on page 208)
The long shallow plan lets every room share the view and makes the children's wing easily convertible into guest quarters.
At the center of the house is one magnificent sweep of space that includes the living and dining areas and even, when desirable, the kitchen. Sliding glass doors open them all to the long pebbled concrete porch outside.

EVEN THE STUDIO HAS ITS OUTDOOR ANNEX: AN ENCLOSED PATIO

KITCHEN HAS A TILE-TOPPED COOKING ISLAND WITH BUILT-IN BARBECUE

LOCATION: Beverly Hills, California
ARCHITECTS: Buff, Straub & Hensman
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS: Temple & Leone with Buff, Straub & Hensman
SIZE: 3,000 square feet

At the center of the house is one magnificent sweep of space that includes the living and dining areas and even, when desirable, the kitchen. Sliding glass doors open them all to the long pebbled concrete porch outside that stretches toward the back of the site like a lawn of glittering sapphire, and the long porch of rosy beige pebbled concrete extends the indoor living areas to meet it. The low platform or hikie at one end is in fact a continuation of the living room's raised hearth.

The bedroom wings have their own outdoor extensions: enclosed sun courts with direct access in each case to a bath dressing room. These prophesy the second life of the house. For when the girls are away, their wing is like a guest house within the big house, offering all the amenities of polished hospitality: self-containment, lavish dressing space, the luxury of the pool a few steps outside the door. Even when there are no guests the wing is in continual use, for a third room has been turned into a painting and pottery studio, left, where the girls' mother spends a good deal of time when she is alone.

Nothing more truly expresses the real flavor of the house than the great living area, opposite page. Pervaded by the outdoors, this huge room with its terrace is informal enough to suit the girls and their friends, yet it has enough dignity for their parents' large parties. At the fireplace end, only a low bookcase separates the room from the hall lined with shoji-doored closets. These conspire with the travertine chimney breast and the end wall of vertical redwood boards to create an atmosphere of unpretentious elegance. At the other end of the room, the dining area is screened from the hall by a ceiling-high storage wall that includes a bar.

Buffet parties are the rule in this house, and the 12-foot-long Philippine mahogany cabinet between the dining area and the kitchen makes a wonderful place to set out the food. Above the cabinet are folding doors that close off the kitchen, below left. But when these are open, cooking becomes a part of the party, and the guests can watch and sniff dinner as it is barbecued at the tile-topped cooking island. At one end of the kitchen is a high counter facing the sliding doors to the terrace so dripping bathers can hop over from the pool to help themselves to sustenance.

The Japanese accent of the architecture is echoed by tiny gardens near the front door and outside the master bedroom. These little plots have the added charm of easy maintenance, another point that predicts a happy future for this house in its second life.
DARK CEILING BEAMS LEAD THE EYE STRAIGHT ACROSS THE LIVING-DINING ROOM TO THE PORCH AND POOL BEYOND THE GLASS WALL
H & G designs

A doll house you can build yourself to make your favorite little girl delirious with joy on Christmas morning

There are all kinds of little girls, but they all seem to have some things in common. They all bring home kittens. They always want a sip of your coffee. And they all love doll houses. To any little girl—the tomboys and the quiet ones alike—the only thing better than a doll house is two doll houses that she can play with together with a friend. So H&G has designed a double doll house that is really two identical ten-room town houses with a party wall. The whole house measures 18 inches by 42 inches (including the little garden), by 32 inches high. And you can build it yourself from our plans. The materials—1/8-inch hardboard for the house and standard moldings for the doors, windows and cornice—will cost about $25. (If you like, you can mount the house on a simple platform of 1/2-inch plywood and attach casters to make it easily movable.) You will also need a power drill, a power saw, a good work table and a sure hand. The walls and floors must be measured and cut absolutely accurately so all will slide together like a giant Chinese puzzle (see page 241). If you have any misgivings about your own skill, perhaps a friend would cut out the pieces for you. Or, you could take that job to a carpenter and carry on the project where he leaves off. The pieces are easy enough to glue together. But remember, once you have built the house, decorated and furnished it and deeded it to its fortunate mistress, you will then have to step aside. If you are lucky, she might be considerate enough to say, as a very small girl we know once said to her mother: “I’ll let you play with my doll house, when you get to be a little girl like me.”

For shopping information, see page 245.
More than half the fun of making a doll house is collecting diminutive furnishings that are in proper scale with the rooms. The scale of H&G's doll house, like that of most ready-made miniature furniture, is 1 inch to 1 foot. A single 9-inch floor tile will fit any of the smaller rooms exactly (for the black and white floor, cut two vinyl tiles into 1-inch squares). Look for remnants of textured upholstery fabric for carpets, wallpaper samples with tiny patterns for the walls, bordered handkerchiefs for curtains. Living room curtains as well as all furniture and accessories are available at F.A.O. Schwarz. For complete plans of H&G's Doll House, send 50 cents to H&G Reader Service, 420 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.
There is more than one way of turning disaster into triumph if a hostess remembers one small fact about her guests

By Barbara Blake Dow
that, to Vee's trained ear, rang a vague warning bell. The vodka ran out. Vee intercepted Ted's move to replenish it and went to the kitchen for it herself. The girl chums assured her (a little too heartily perhaps?) that everything was fine and dandy. They were okay, everything was okay, dinner would be ready in a minute.

Considerably more than minutes went by, however, while everyone drank more vodka Martinis than they had any desire for—including Vee to whom it came at last that there was nothing, now, coming from the kitchen but tomblike silence. She slipped out again. The kitchen was stark empty. Les girls had cooked dinner, all right—eaten most of it, drunk up all the wine cooling in the refrigerator and stolen silently out the back door.

"I was sure Vee had had too many Martinis when she came back and said our table was waiting for us at The Four Seasons," Ted recounts, "and when she proceeded to hustle the guests into their coats, I thought she had gone out of her mind. But I couldn't get her alone to find out what had happened." Now that he's recovered from the shock of the tab he picked up, he tends to boast about his resourceful wife. "Well—what would you have done?"

asks Vee. I suspect my first thought would have been to steal out the back door myself.

One way to cope with the unpredictables of party help is not to have any. But you can't have a party without guests, and sometimes they are the ones who upset the applecart. We all, of course, learned at our mothers' knees the parable of the hostess who, when a guest spilled wine on a priceless tablecloth, promptly overturned her own glass. As Mother's model hostess have done had her silver been called to New Orleans. At 10:00 the secretary phoned to explain that Mr. Jones had been called to New Orleans. At 10:00 the phone rang again and a voice chirped: "I have a collect call for anyone at Hamilton 3 . . . will you accept the charges?"

"Yes," whispered Sally, by now practically comatose. It was young Mike and all he wanted to know was, could he and Sandy bring a couple of guys home for the weekend? "NO," moaned Sally, "I mean YES," she about-faced, "if you'll be here for dinner tonight at 7:00 and bring some girls." Feeling her pulse begin to beat again, she called her niece-in-law.

"But I would never have dreamed of planning it that way," Sally confessed. Nor would I, thought I—before I had witnessed the spectacular results.

I may never acquire Sally's simple female common sense (my grandma used to call it mother-wit), or Veronica's quick efficiency, or the self-sacrificing grace of Mrs. Halsted, our hostess of the party-crisis. But I should be able to keep in mind that guests are people, and that people come to parties not to watch the hostess perform nor to judge and score her performance, but simply to have a good time. To that end, they are bound to wish her success. And she herself takes a giant step in that direction when she receives them as allies to be welcomed, not critics to be feared.

I hope I will always remember that. But to be on the safe side, perhaps I had better write a note to myself about it right now.
How to make cooking the point of the party

There is nothing like the sight and smell of good food cooking to make a party come alive—witness the barbecue. But a cook-in-public party can also be elegant, and so, with today’s portable cookers, can the food. You would not, of course, cook the whole meal on stage—just one spectacular course like a flaming soup, a main dish that cooks with a flourish or a frothy zabaglione. Let your guests participate, if you like (in which case, plan your guest list as carefully as your menu). And, have everything pot-ready before you start, so that the public performance will be pared down to the sheer fun of cooking. Here and on the following pages are three ideas for cook-in-public parties. You will find more in H&G’s At-the-table Cook Book that starts on page 221.

For a late supper, set up cooking centers on a trio of small tables

Happy is the hostess who counts among her friends men who like to cook, for she has, right there, the basic ingredients of a gloriously successful party. What man could resist the flattery of being invited to prepare the pièce de résistance of a late supper, especially when it is a virtuoso dish like crêpes? To make the party run smoothly, line up all the fixings beforehand: the crêpe batter in wooden pitchers, delicate salmon strips prettily arranged on lettuce-leaf plates, the sour cream and garnishes in sectioned serving dishes. You might make a point of setting each cooking table differently, but be sure they are all roomy enough to leave your master chefs (one at each table) plenty of elbow room.

MENU

Crêpes
Filled with Smoked Salmon and Sour Cream
or with Potted Shrimp
Garnished with Chopped Parsley and Dill
Krug Johannisberger Riesling
Salade
Crème Brulée
Coffee

As light and elegant as the menu are the table settings, opposite page. But the fragile-looking tablecloths are really highly practical. They are made of Ottavia’s Mystique—a filmy but tough polyester fabric that washes and drip-dries like magic—in the “Berceau de Fleurs” pattern. (Cloths are laid over colored cotton on round folding tables.) Matching the delicacy of the cloths: International’s “Joan of Arc” sterling, Doulton’s “Waverly” china, West Virginia crystal. Other Mystique designs, above, are “Guirlande,” “La Rose Blanche,” “Rouleau.”

For shopping information, see page 245.
As the high light of a sit-down dinner, cook in elegance at the buffet

The gaiety and glamour of on-stage cooking can invest even a formal dinner party with the glow of fellowship—without in any way diminishing its dignity. But it would be well to maintain an esthetic distance between chef and diners by doing the cooking at a sideboard or buffet. This will leave your noble board free to bear a centerpiece worthy of the occasion—and give you plenty of space in which to manipulate the ingredients of the star course: Chateaubriand and mushrooms. A curving hunt table works handsomely as a cook-and-serve center in Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Ross’ dining room, opposite page, in Scarsdale, N. Y. The key piece of cooking equipment is the rotisserie, but its workaday character has been transformed by the simple strategy of setting it on a great brass tray. Arrayed around it: covered faience casseroles, a platter for the steaks, a gleaming copper chafing dish for the sauce. For dramatic timing, you might start the steak while your guests are sipping their soup (perhaps from demi-tasses) in the living room. Then, when they enter the dining room, it will already be redolent with the aroma of the sizzling meat—and, as they take their places at the table and are surrounded by the soft glow of rows of vigil lights, all their senses will be enchanted.

**MENU**

Clear Turtle Soup with Madeira (served in cups in living room)
Chateaubriand Broiled with Mushrooms Pommes Soufflées
Bonnes Mares or Romanée St. Vivant
Gateau St. Honoré
Coffee

This versatile new come-apart centerpiece can be rearranged in half a dozen ways. Spiked tassels (finished to look like wood) hold copper trays in which you can put either the colorful berries or the tall candles that complete the set.

Or, you could create your own decorative nosegays. Designed by Elise Platt. Also on the table: Lenox “Beacon Hill” china, Waterford “Lismore” crystal.

For shopping information, see page 245.
MAKE COOKING THE POINT OF THE PARTY continued

At an informal feast let your guests cook for themselves

When the star dish is tempura, the high spirits of the party grow with the eating. For the array of bite-size tidbits, after a plunge into batter, then hot fat, is to be consumed morsel by succulent morsel—a deliciously long and lingering process. All you need is an electric frying pan, a set of cooking tongs (or chopsticks) and a serving cart to cook on (for the sake of safety and tidiness). Supply individual bowls for the sauce so that each guest can add his own radish and ginger to taste. Half the fun is in staking a claim to this shapely mushroom, that plump shrimp, and watching them fry to golden perfection. But one of the chief pleasures of tempura is visual—so compose your platter of delicacies with the same loving care and critical eye as you would a flower arrangement.

The setting for a Japanese meal need not be exclusively Oriental, but it should be comparatively simple—for instance, sleek jewel-like candlesticks, cylindrical goblets (for sake and beer), pure white plates. (Only the lacquered bowls for sauce are Japanese.) "Shou" and "Romance" glasses and "Rhapsody" crystal candlesticks designed by Björn Winblad for Rosenthal; "Constance White" plates designed by Count Bernadotte for Johann Haviland; Swiss embroidered linen tablecloth by Fallani & Cohn.

On the opposite page: tempura in the making. A large wicker tray holds an arrangement of raw shrimp, mushrooms, onions, beans and other tidbits, which are to be dipped into the batter, then plunged into hot oil in the electric fry pan. On the lacquered tray is the finished product, and in the tiny lacquer bowl, grated Japanese radish and ginger root to add to tempura sauce. "Cook'n Serv" fry pan by Presto.

For shopping information, see page 245.

PHOTOGRAPHS: STAN YOUNG
Time is endless in Spain's solera system, where sherry lies mellowing year after year. Every harvest, the new vintage is added to the topmost casks. At years-long intervals, a few liters at a time are drawn... never more than half or two-thirds of any cask... and poured into the senior wines below. Thus each vintage will commingle with countless predecessors. Some day, in the far future, the wines in the lowest casks will be adjudged mature enough for shipping to Bristol, to Harvey's for blending and bottling.

The sea lanes lead from the Spanish town of Jerez to the English city of Bristol. Like her proud gal­leons of old, Spain sends to Bristol cask-laden ships bearing her choicest oloroso sherries.

In Bristol, John Harvey & Sons, Ltd. blend these aged, mellowed wines...by arts perfected here over centuries...into the most luxurious of true sherries, Harvey’s Bristol Cream.

What years of patient, painstaking preparation are reflected in each precious, golden bottle? First the Jerez grapes, drying under the Andalusian sun. Then the sun-kissed bunched pressed and their juice poured into great casks lying in quiet rows in lofty-pillared bodegas.

Just one thing more remains to be done. Cream sherry must be given sweetness. This is done by adding wine made from highly sweet “Pedro Ximénez” grapes that have been sun-dried for a fortnight after picking.

That is all that man can do. Now time itself must work the magic...as the years pass over the shaded casks.

HERE’S A “MERRY CHRISTMAS” INDEED!

Harvey’s Bristol Cream® in its new holiday package...reproducing Peter Monamy’s painting of Broad Quay, in old Bristol, England. An elegant way to give anyone distinguished Sherry. At your wine-merchant’s, where you will also find Harvey’s Bristol Dry® and Harvey’s Cocktail Sherry...and other imported Harvey’s Sherries and Ports.
The tradition of cooking in company is as old as appetite. The Japanese sukiyaki originated among Mongolian hunters as a communal meal of meat broiled on a spade outdoors (saki was the spade; yaki, the charcoal fire). In the refined hands of the French, cooking in full view was given a more flamboyant flourish—flambéing, a method that has more to it than meets the eye, for the blazing liquor imparts a delicious glaze and subtle flavor to the food.

Many dishes, such as the Swiss fondues, are designed to be cooked completely on the spot. Other recipes are easily adapted so that the bulk of the preparation is done ahead, leaving only the finishing touches to be added at the table. When selecting recipes for table cookery, remember that minimum cooking time calls for tender ingredients. Japanese or Chinese recipes in which the food is shredded or sliced thin are ideal; so are dishes based on succulent fillet of beef or paper-thin veal scaloppine. Any sleight of hand is more effective when not overdone, so confine your table legerdemain to one course—an unusual appetizer, soup, main dish or dessert. As the cooking equipment will undoubtedly be the center of attraction on cocktail table, buffet, tray or tea cart, look for off-beat accessories to supplement or replace the usual chafing dish or electric skillet. Brass Turkish coffee makers can be used to heat sauces, a Swedish glogg pot will serve for soup, and the classic inexpensive straight-sided chemist's flask is wonderful for whipping up a zabaglione.

### APPETIZERS, HORS D'OEUVRE

**Barbecued Steak Bites**
- 1 pound round steak
- 2 tablespoons soy sauce
- 2 tablespoons lemon juice or vinegar
- 2 tablespoons sherry
- 2 tablespoons honey
- Small clove garlic, crushed

Trim the beef and cut into small strips. Combine remaining ingredients, let beef marinate in this for 1/2 hour or more. Arrange on platter.

**AT THE TABLE:** Each person skewers and marinate fish in this for 1/2 hour. Thread on skewers or long Japanese bamboo picks and arrange on a plate.

**Sausage-Stuffed Mushrooms**
- 1 pound sausage meat
- 22 good-sized mushrooms
- 1 onion, chopped
- 1/4 cup cracker or bread crumbs
- 1/4 teaspoon crushed garlic or bread crumbs
- 1/4 teaspoon salt
- 4 tablespoons butter
- 1/4 cup sherry

Cook the sausage meat quickly in a skillet, stirring with a fork to break up. Remove the stalks from the mushrooms, chop stalks and add to the sausage meat with the onion. When the sausage meat is brown, pour off the fat, add the crumbs, sage, 2 tablespoons sherry and salt. Pack this stuffing into the mushroom caps.

**AT THE TABLE:** Heat 4 tablespoons butter in the top of a chafing dish. Lay the mushrooms in this and let them cook slowly for 7-10 minutes. Heat 1/4 cup sherry in a small pan, light and pour flaming over the mushrooms. When flames die, lift onto a plate. Serves 6.

**Crab Casanova**
- 1/2 stick (4 tablespoons) butter
- 1 pound picked-over crab meat
- 1/4 cup cream
- 2 tablespoons fresh chives, chopped
- 1 teaspoon Worcestershire sauce
- 2 teaspoons lemon juice
- Dash of nutmeg
- 1/4 cup cognac

**AT THE TABLE:** Melt butter in a chafing dish or over a candle warmer. Add crab meat and cream and heat through thoroughly. Stir gently once or twice, so the meat is not broken up. Add chives and seasonings. When all guests are seated, heat cognac in a ladle. Make a small hollow in center of crab meat (the blaze will last longer that way), light cognac and pour into it. Serve flaming onto plates. Serves 4-6.

**Fish Teriyaki**
- 1 1/2 pounds raw fillets of fish such as cod, haddock, sole
- 1/2 cup soy sauce
- 2 tablespoons sherry
- 3 tablespoons sugar
- 1/2 teaspoon ginger
- 1 clove garlic, mashed

Slice the fish into thin strips. Combine remaining ingredients and marinate fish in this for 1/2 hour. Thread on skewers or long Japanese bamboo picks and arrange on a plate.

**AT THE TABLE:** Each person twirls fish to broil over a hibachi. Serves 6.

**Oysters in Bacon**
- 6 strips bacon
- 12 small shelled oysters

Halve the strips of bacon. Wrap one oyster in each piece of bacon and impale on a long metal or wooden skewer. Arrange on a platter.

**AT THE TABLE:** Either cook in the top of a chafing dish, or provide hibachis and let the guests broil their own.

**Maharani’s Eggs**
- 6 eggs
- 1/2 teaspoon curry powder
- 1/4 teaspoon ginger
- 1/4 teaspoon mustard
- Dash cinnamon
- 1/4 teaspoon salt
- Flour and water paste
- 4 tablespoons butter
- Dry bread crumbs

Make small holes at both ends of the eggs, using a skewer or large needle to start. Blow the contents into a bowl and beat with the seasonings. Close up the small end of each egg with flour and water paste and stand in the egg carton for 10 minutes to dry. Pour the egg mixture back into the shells, using a small funnel. Fill eggs only 3/4 full. Dry the tops of the eggs and seal with more flour and water paste. Let dry 10 minutes, then lower into warm water. Bring to simmering point and simmer 20 minutes, keeping heat low. When done, plunge into cold water and peel off the flour and water paste.

**AT THE TABLE:** Bring the eggs to the table in their shells, peel them. Heat the butter in a chafing dish, dip the peeled eggs in the crumbs and brown in butter. Serve hot. In their native country these eggs are served with scented tea.
Huevos Molé

1 onion
2 tomatoes
2 sweet bell peppers
2 cloves garlic
2 tablespoons chili powder
2 tablespoons olive oil
3 cups chicken broth
½ cup sour cream
1 teaspoon bitter chocolate, grated
2 pinches each: cloves, nutmeg, pepper
½ cup crunchy peanut butter
3 hard-cooked eggs

Chop the onion, tomatoes, peppers and garlic finely. Cook with the chili powder in oil for 5 minutes. Add broth and remaining ingredients, except eggs. Stir well. Simmer 30 minutes, uncovered. Yield: 1 quart mole sauce (it will keep a good while in the refrigerator).

AT THE TABLE: Heat 1 ½ cups of the mole sauce in a chafing dish or electric skillet. Peel the eggs, heat in the sauce about 8 minutes. Serve with chopped green onion, hot tortillas (buy them in cans, heat in oven). Serves 8.

Hot Dilled Shrimp

1 ½ pounds medium raw shrimp, peeled and deveined
4 tablespoons lemon juice
½ teaspoon salt
3 tablespoons oil
2 cups cooked shell macaroni
1 tablespoon chopped fresh dill or 1 ½ tablespoons dried dill weed

Sprinkle shrimp with lemon juice and salt. Let stand at least ½ hour before cooking.

AT THE TABLE: Heat oil in top of chafing dish, add shrimp and cook until pink, about 7 minutes. After 3 minutes, toss in the cooked shell pasta, stir with the shrimp and allow to heat through. Mix in dill. Serves 4-6. If you would like to use this for a cocktail appetizer, omit the shell pasta and provide picks.

Shrimp Chips

Buy dry shrimp chips made of seasoned, pressed shrimp from an oriental supply store or from a fancy food store.

AT THE TABLE: Heat fat about 1” deep in an electric skillet and drop in a small handful of shrimp chips. Instantly, they will puff and become white. Remove from fat, drain and serve piled in a napkin-lined basket. This is a simple and spectacular idea for cocktail parties and requires no advance preparation.

Fried Camembert

4 ounces medium-ripe Camembert cheese
1 egg, beaten
Bread crumbs
Oil or butter for frying
Grated Parmesan cheese

Scrape off any discolored outer part of cheese and cut the cheese into small wedges. If it is already packed in three wedges, cut each one into three smaller wedges. Dip the cheese pieces into the beaten egg, then roll in the crumbs, pressing them firmly into the cheese. Arrange on a plate and refrigerate until cooking time.

AT THE TABLE: Heat the oil or butter in a chafing dish. When really hot (but before the butter brown), add several of the cheese pieces and fry quickly till golden on each side, turning once only. Hold against a paper napkin to drain. Serve as is or lightly sprinkled with grated Parmesan cheese. Serves 4-6.

Lobster Scampi

8 frozen lobster tails
4 cloves garlic
2 teaspoons salt
¼ teaspoon pepper
¼ cup chopped parsley
1 cup oil
½ cup lemon juice

Defrost lobster tails, clip along each edge of underside membrane, close to shell, with kitchen scissors. Pull off thin undershell. Split tails in half lengthwise and refrigerate until cooking time. Mash garlic with the salt, combine in a bowl with remaining ingredients, then roll the lobster tails in the sauce.

AT THE TABLE: Heat chafing dish or electric skillet, add tails flesh side down. Cook for 5 minutes, basting with sauce. Turn and cook 5 minutes longer. If sauce seems to be evaporating, cover the dish. Serve hot, spooning sauce over each portion. Serves 8 as first course, 4 as a main dish.

Cocktail table makes a good base of operations for cooking Deviled Meat Balls in a chafing dish, sauce in a Turkish coffee maker over a candle warmer. Colorful wood plates are big enough to hold both cocktail glasses and goodies easily.

Oysters Florentine

3 packages (10 ounces each) frozen chopped spinach
4 tablespoons butter
2 tablespoons lemon juice
Salt to taste
¼ teaspoon mace
F reshly ground black pepper
18 oysters, shucked
Tabasco or Worcestershire sauce

Cook spinach briefly in very little boiling, salted water, then drain well, pressing carefully to remove all the water.

AT THE TABLE: Melt butter in chafing dish, cook till nut brown, add spinach, lemon juice, salt, mace and a good grating of fresh black pepper. Stir to blend the seasonings, then spread the spinach over base of chafing dish. Make indents in the spinach and lay an oyster in each. Put a tiny dash of Tabasco or Worcestershire sauce on each oyster. Cover and let cook over a low flame just until the oysters curl at the edges (about 5 minutes). Lift out with a spatula and serve on plates as an hors d’oeuvre first course.

SOUPS

Chinese Hot Sour Soup

4 cups chicken or beef broth
½ teaspoon salt
1 tablespoon soy sauce
1 tablespoon cornstarch
½ pound raw shrimp, peeled and deveined
2 eggs, beaten
1 ½ tablespoons vinegar
Black pepper, freshly ground
Sprigs of watercress or celery leaves

To 1 cup of cold broth, add salt, soy, cornstarch, slit the shrimp in half lengthwise, lay on a large decorative shell or plate.

AT THE TABLE: Heat the remaining broth in a chafing dish over flame. When boiling, add the cornstarch mixture. Stir over flame a few seconds. Turn the flame low and gradually pour in the eggs, stirring all the time. They will cook quickly, but keep the heat low in order not to toughen them. Add the vinegar, a little pepper, then drop in the shrimp. In a few minutes, when the shrimp are pink, extinguish the flame and ladle the soup into bowls. Garnish the top with watercress sprigs or celery leaves and serve. Serves 4-6.

Cooked chicken cut in strips may be used instead of the shrimp, but the flavor will not be quite as authentic.

Oyster Stew

1 cup milk
1 ½ cups light cream
3 tablespoons butter
½ teaspoon salt
Freshly ground black pepper to taste
Dash of cayenne pepper
1 teaspoon Worcestershire sauce

Good dash of Tabasco
1 pint shelled oysters, with liquor
Paprika

AT THE TABLE: In chafing dish, bring milk and cream to boil with butter and seasonings, except paprika. Add oysters with their liquor and bring to boil again. Ladle into bowls and sprinkle the top with paprika. Serve with oyster crackers. Serves 4.
MAIN DISHES

Chicken and Mushrooms in Cream

Directions are given for doing all the cooking at the table. The Browning can, of course, be done in the kitchen and the cooking finished at the table.

1. Irying chickens (2 1/2 pounds each), cut up
2. tablespoons seasoned flour
3. tablespoons grated lemon rind
4. tablespoons oil
5. tablespoons butter
6. 2 scallions, sliced, or 1 small onion, chopped
7. 1/4 pound small fresh mushrooms
8. 1/2 cup dry white wine
9. 1 cup light stock or canned chicken broth
10. 1/2 cups sour cream
11. Chopped dill or chives

Wipe chicken with paper towel, dust with seasoned flour and grated lemon rind.

AT THE TABLE: Heat oil and butter in electric skillet or chafing dish, brown the chicken a few pieces at a time, remove from pan. Add scallions and mushrooms to pan, try till brown. Sprinkle any surplus flour over the mushrooms. Add wine and stock, bring to boil, replace chicken and simmer covered for 20 minutes. Remove lid, carefully add sour cream, a little at a time, blending in, and simmer 10 minutes more. Serve sprinkled with chopped dill or chives. Serves 6-8.

Steak Zingara

1 tablespoon chopped onion
3 tablespoons butter
1 tablespoon flour
1/2 cup red wine
1 cup beef consomme
1/4 teaspoon salt
Punch thyme
1 pound minute steak
Freshly ground black pepper
1 teaspoon dill seed
1 can (18 ounces) julienne beets
1 tablespoon vinegar

Cook onion in 1 tablespoon butter till soft, add flour and cook together to a rich brown. Add wine, consomme, salt and thyme and simmer 20 minutes, uncovered, over low flame. Pound the steak, sprinkle with pepper, dill seed.

AT THE TABLE: Heat rest of butter in chafing dish and, when foaming, add steak. Browne quickly on both sides. Add sauce, beets, vinegar; simmer together 5 minutes to develop flavors. Serve the steak with sauteed potatoes and plainly cooked spinach. Serves 3-4.

Steak Diane

2 small sirloin steaks
Salt and freshly ground black pepper
2 tablespoons butter
1 tablespoon chopped shallots or green onion
1 tablespoon each: chopped chives, parsley

Wash the cress; pluck off a few good sprigs to use as a garnish and chop remainder finely. Cut the bread into small cubes; heat the oil and fry the bread cubes in this, shaking and turning to brown evenly. When done, turn onto paper towel to drain and sprinkle lightly with salt.

AT THE TABLE: Heat the soup. Warm the bourbon in the soup ladle, ignite and pour flaming into the soup. Pass the egg and lemon slices separately. Serve 6.

Watercress Soup

1 bunch watercress
2 slices bread, trimmed
2 tablespoons oil
Salt
2 cans (10 1/2 ounces each) frozen condensed potato soup, thawed
2 soup cans milk (or 1 milk, 1 water)
2 egg yolks
1/2 cup light cream

AT THE TABLE: Brin; oil and simmer 20 minutes, shake pan occasionally to mingle ingredients. Lower heat, add sour cream and heat through, lifting meat balls slightly to mix in cream. Sprinkle chives on top and serve. Serves 12-15. Smaller quantities can be cooked entirely at the table in the chafing dish.

Flaming Rock Cornish Hens

1 can (1 pound 1/4 ounces) pitted black cherries, drained
1 cup red wine
2 tablespoons cornstarch
1/4 cup cherry juice or water
2 tablespoons butter
Salt and pepper
1/4 cup vodka or kirsch

Heat cherries and red wine in pan. Mix cornstarch and cherry juice, add to cherries and simmer 1 minute until clear.

AT THE TABLE: Melt butter in top of a chafing dish, lay roasted hens in (split large ones in kitchen beforehand), sprinkle lightly with salt and pepper and heat through 10-15 minutes (more if they have been in the refrigerator). Add cherry sauce to pan, bring to boil. Heat vodka in ladle or copper branded warmer, light and pour flaming over birds. Serve when flames die. Serves 4.

Crab Maryland

4 tablespoons butter
3 tablespoons flour
1 cup milk
1 pound crab meat, picked over
1/2 cup cream
1 teaspoon salt
Grind of fresh black pepper
1 tablespoon lemon juice
1/4 cup sherry

AT THE TABLE: Melt butter in top of a chafing dish, add flour and when smooth, stir in milk. Stir until boiling, simmer until thick and smooth. Place over hot water pan of chafing dish, or keep over a low flame. Add crab meat, cream, seasonings and lemon juice. Stir occasionally until hot through. Warm sherry in a ladle or copper branded warmer, light and pour over crab mixture. Serve on freshly made toast or split biscuits. Serves 6.
Ham with Cumberland Sauce

2 pounds good ham, sliced
1 orange and 1 lemon
1 cup red currant jelly
1/2 cup orange juice
1/2 cup lemon juice
1 cap port or good red wine
2 tablespoons cornstarch
2 tablespoons cold water

If canned ham is used, scrape off all gelatin. Pare rind from orange and lemon, using a vegetable peeler. Cut into very thin strips, put into boiling water and simmer 5 minutes. Drain, rinse with cold water. Put jelly into a pan with fruit juices, simmer 3 minutes, then add port. Mix cornstarch with cold water, stir into boiling liquid, cook 1 minute. Remove from heat, add blanched rind. This sauce is best made ahead. Makes about 1/3 cups sauce.

AT THE TABLE: Bring sauce to boil in chafing dish, add ham slices and serve when just hot with risotto and green salad. Serves 6-8.

Veal Kebab-Style

11/2 pounds veal cutlet, 1/2" thick
1/2 teaspoon each: salt, oregano
Dash of pepper
1/2 teaspoon sugar
2 bay leaves, crushed
1 tablespoon lemon juice
1/2 cup olive or salad oil
12 sweet red peppers
4 ounce piece Parmesan cheese
6 slices bacon
1/2 pound zucchini, sliced

Cut meat into 1/2" squares. Combine salt, oregano, pepper, sugar, paprika, bay leaf, lemon juice and oil. Soak in this marinade 2 hours. Cut peppers in 1/2" pieces, the cheese in 6 squares; wrap each cheese square in a bacon slice. Choose skewers that fit the chafing dish or electric skillet (bamboo ones are ideal). Thread with meat, cheese and vegetables, piercing zucchini through the skin.

AT THE TABLE: Heat 2 tablespoons of marinade in skillet or chafing dish, lay in skewers, Cook uncovered over medium heat for about 30 minutes, turning often, adding a little more marinade if needed. Serve with pilaff and tossed green salad. Serves 4.

Tempura

As shown on cook book cover

Batter:
1 1/2 cups cake flour
4 tablespoons cornstarch
1 1/2 teaspoons salt
1 1/3 cups water
2 eggs, separated

Selection of foods for frying:
Rum shrimp, skinned and deveined, tails intact
Scallops
Sole, small pieces of filet
Green pepper rings
Asparagus pieces
Sweet potatoes, sliced
Eggplant, sliced
Bamboo shoots, sliced
Mushrooms, sliced
Whole green beans
Carrots, sliced or julienne
Onion rings or scallion pieces

Garnish: watercress, parsley
Oil for deep-fry frying

Mix the flour, cornstarch and salt in a bowl. Make a hole in the center, pour in 1 cup of water and the egg yolks. Add remaining water and stir to mix. Just before using, fold in stiffly beaten egg whites. This makes enough batter for 6 servings. Arrange the selected foods attractively on a platter (you may, if you like, vary the list with whitefish or smelts, chicken or beef strips).

Tempura Sauce:
Combine 1/2 cup each stock, sherry and soy sauce, add grated Japanese radish and grated fresh ginger root to taste.

AT THE TABLE: Heat oil in electric skillet about 1/2" deep to 360°. Have the foods ready with tongs or chopsticks for lifting. Tempura is more attractive if drained well, so if you are not using a frying basket, line a pretty serving basket with foil and fill it with paper towels.

Start with the milder foods to keep the fat from flavoring other foods . . . beans, eggplant, carrot and lastly fish and onions. Dip the food a piece at a time in the batter and drop into the hot fat. Do not fry too much at a time. Food is cooked when brown and is usually served to each guest as cooked. Serve with small individual bowls of tempura sauce.

Veal Gruyère

B veal scaloppine
8 thin slices ham
8 thin slices Gruyère or Swiss cheese
2 tablespoons seasoned flour
Grated nutmeg
1 egg, beaten with 1 tablespoon water
1 cup seasoned bread crumbs
3 tablespoons butter
1/2 cup dry white wine

Pound veal until very thin. Lay on each piece of veal a slice of ham and a slice of cheese, tuck edges under if necessary. Fold veal over and fasten with toothpicks. Dust veal with the flour to which grated nutmeg has been added. Dip veal in beaten egg, press in crumbs. Refrigerate until ready to cook.

AT THE TABLE: Heat butter in chafing dish or electric skillet, sauté veal in this until brown. Turn and finish cooking on other side. Cook about 10 minutes altogether. Add white wine to pan, simmer about 3 minutes, scraping brown bits from bottom of pan. Serves 4.

Tea cart rolls in paraphernalia for preparing Petites Omelettes to order: Teflon-coated skillet on spirit burner, bond of egg mixture, garnishes. Lower tier holds plates, flatware and napkins.

Petites Omelettes

6 eggs
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon dried salad herbs or tarragon
3 tablespoons butter

Beat eggs slightly with salt and dried herbs.

AT THE TABLE: Heat 1 tablespoon of the butter in 5" chafing dish or crêpes pan over table burner. Pour about 2 tablespoons of the beaten egg into the bubbling butter, tilting pan to spread the egg evenly. When bottom is cooked and top almost set, lift omelette with spatula and roll. Repeat with another 2 tablespoons adding butter as needed. To serve 3 or more, arrange omelette rolls on serving plate and cover with diagonal strips of any of these:
Red caviar with chopped parsley or chives
Artichoke hearts, cut in quarters, heated with lemon
Mushrooms, sautéed in butter, flavored with vermouth
Caponata (eggplant relish) heated through in small pan

Smoked Salmon Scrambled Eggs

6 eggs, beaten
2 tablespoons lemon juice
4 tablespoons water
Freshly ground black pepper
5 tablespoons butter
1/2 cup smoked salmon, cut in strips
4 slices lightly toasted buttered whole-wheat bread
Chopped chives or parsley for garnish

Combine eggs, lemon juice, water, season with freshly ground black pepper.

AT THE TABLE: Melt the butter in the top of a chafing dish over hot water, pour in the egg mixture. Stir occasionally until it begins to set. Add the smoked salmon and finish cooking until creamy or firm, as you prefer. Spoon at once onto slices of whole-wheat toast. Sprinkle with chives or parsley and serve. Serves 4.
**Chateaubriand**

1. **Chateaubriand**
2. Salt or coarse (if possible)
3. Freshly ground black pepper
4. 2 tablespoons butter

**Chateaubriand Sauce** (see below)

Chateaubriand is the fillet of beef cut in thick pieces. Originally, the steak was sandwiched between thin slices of inferior steaks and cooked. The outside steaks were theoretically thrown away! No need for such extravagance with this procedure.

**AT THE TABLE:** Season the steak at moment of cooking. Melt butter in chafing dish or electric skillet. When really hot, cook steak quickly for about 3 minutes. Reduce heat and cook 5 minutes more. Turn steak and repeat on other side. When done, remove to a board and cut in thin slices across the grain. Meanwhile, add sauce to the pan and heat while you slice the meat. Stir to incorporate any pan drippings. Serve steak slices with sauce beside the meat, not over. Serves 2.

A classic accompaniment for Chateaubriand is pommes soufflées. They can be bought frozen and puffed up in hot fat in an electric skillet at the table.

**Chateaubriand Sauce**

1. 1 small onion, finely chopped
2. 1 small carrot, minced
3. 2 tablespoons oil
4. 1/8 cup finely chopped mushrooms
5. 2 tablespoons flour
6. 1/2 cup red wine
7. 1/3 cup beef stock or bouillon
8. 1/3 cup tomato paste
9. 1 small bay leaf
10. Vi teaspoon salt
11. 1 teaspoon sugar
12. Freshly ground black pepper

Cook onion and carrot slowly in oil until golden. Add mushrooms and flour and cook until brown but not scorched. Add remaining ingredients, bring to boil and simmer uncovered for 30 minutes. Remove bay leaf. The sauce should be well-flavored and glossy. Taste for seasoning before serving with steak slices. Makes about 11/4 cups sauce.

**Sukiyaki**

- 2 pounds beef sirloin
- 3 stalks celery
- 1 large Bermuda onion
- 1/4 pound mushrooms
- 12 scallions
- 1 cup (5 ounces) water chestnuts, drained
- 24 medium shrimp

**Veal Valentino**

8 veal scaloppine
2 tablespoons seasoned flour
4 tablespoons butter
1/2 pound sliced mushrooms
2 tablespoons lemon juice
1/2 cup sherry
1 cup heavy cream
1/2 cups cut asparagus, cooked

Dust veal with flour. At the table: Melt butter in chafing dish, add mushrooms, sprinkle with lemon juice and cook for 5 minutes. Remove to plate. Brown veal on both sides in pan, pour sherry over, light and allow to burn out. Add cream, mushrooms and simmer uncovered 10 minutes. Add asparagus, heat through, taste for seasoning and serve. Serves 4.

**Shrimp and Scallop Curry**

Curry sauce is always better if made the day before. This is a lightly flavored sauce enhancing, not drowning, the delicate flavors of scallops and shrimp.

- 2 tablespoons butter
- 1 small onion, chopped
- 1 teaspoon curry powder (or more)
- 1 tablespoon flour
- 1/4 cup light cream
- 1/4 teaspoon salt
- Dash cayenne
- 2 teaspoons apricot or other preserve
- 1/3 cup white wine
- 12 sea scallops (about 3/4 pound)
- 12 medium shrimp, peeled and deveined
- 1 teaspoon lemon juice

Melt butter, add onion and curry powder. Cook together very slowly 10 minutes. Stir in flour, cook a few seconds more, then add cream. Bring to boil, add salt, cayenne, preserve. Simmer slowly 5 minutes (sauce will be thick, so stir constantly). Cool, then refrigerate till evening or next day.

**AT THE TABLE:** Heat wine in chafing dish, add scallops and simmer 3 minutes. Add shrimp, cook for 3 minutes more, then add curry sauce and lemon juice. Heat all together, taste before serving. You may need more lemon or salt, so have both handy. Serves 4.

**Sherried Chicken Livers**

1 pound chicken livers
4 tablespoons flour
1/2 teaspoon salt
Freshly ground black pepper to taste
4 tablespoons butter
2 tablespoons sliced green onions
1/2 cup sherry
1/2 cup chicken stock or bouillon

Prick chicken livers to prevent popping. Combine flour, salt and pepper. Dust livers.

**AT THE TABLE:** Melt butter in chafing dish or electric skillet, add livers and onions and cook slowly for about 7 minutes, turning occasionally and shaking pan to brown on all sides. Pour sherry over livers, light and when flames die down, add the stock or bouillon. Simmer 5 minutes to mellow flavors. Serve with freshly made toast. This makes an excellent brunch or dinner dish. Serves 4.

**Sweetbreads Amandine**

1 pound sweetbreads
4 tablespoons butter
1/4 cup slivered almonds
Freshly ground black pepper
2 tablespoons lemon juice

Soak sweetbreads in cold water for 2 hours, changing water once or twice to remove any blood. Put sweetbreads in a pan of cold water, bring to boil and simmer 2 minutes. Drain and plunge into cold water. Remove any skin and visible membrane, slice into thin chunks. This preparation can be done any time, the morning or day before a party, Refrigerate.

**AT THE TABLE:** Melt half the butter in chafing dish or electric skillet, add sweetbreads and cook for about 5 minutes until brown. Lift out onto platter. Add remaining butter to pan with almonds. Cook together until almonds are toasted and butter is deep brown. Add a grind of black pepper, pour in the lemon juice and pour sizzling over the sweetbreads. Serves 2.

**Fondue Bourguignonne**

2-4 ounces beef tenderloin per person

**Scallions**
Salt, black pepper
1 cap oil
1/2 cup butter
Sauce for dipping

Cut the meat in thin strips, about 1/4" long. Arrange on a platter, garnish with scallions.

**AT THE TABLE:** Sprinkle meat lightly with salt and pepper just before cooking. Heat oil and butter in fondue bourguignonne pan or a copper brandy or sauce warmer. Skin off foam if desired and keep over flame. Guests spear meat with long wooden picks or dipping fork. Hold in hot fat about 1 minute until cooked. Have Chateaubriand Sauce, mustard sauce or any well-flavored steak sauce for guests to dip their meat in. Serve with French or garlic bread and a finger salad—radishes, cucumber chunks, carrot curls, cherry tomatoes.
DESSERTS

Zabaglione

3 egg yolks
2 tablespoons sugar
6 tablespoons Marsala or sherry

Sponge fingers or macaroons

AT THE TABLE: Choose a tall chemist's glass or deep bowl and set in or over hot water with gentle heat underneath. Put yolks into the glass or bowl with sugar and Marsala. Using a wire whisk or wooden salad fork, whisk mixture over moderate heat until foamy and thick. Pour into small goblets and serve with sponge fingers or macaroons. Serves 2. (The sponge fingers or macaroons can also be used to line the glass before pouring in zabaglione.)

**Chocolate Chestnut Sauce for Meringue or Ice Cream**

- 1 jar (8 ounces) chestnut pieces in syrup
- 1 cup black coffee
- 1¾ squares unsweetened chocolate, cut up
- 1 square semi-sweet chocolate, cut up
- 1½ teaspoons powdered coffee
- ½ teaspoon vanille

AT THE TABLE: Heat syrup sauce, lay in crépes and simmer about 5 minutes. Base often with sauce. Scatter almonds over and serve at once with heavy cream. Serves 6.

**Cherries Banville**

- 3 to 4 tablespoons sugar
- ½ cup water
- 1 tablespoon lemon juice
- 3 strips orange rind
- 1 pound pitted cherries, firm and ripe, or 1 can (1 pound, 13 ounces) drained
- 3 tablespoons kirsch or vodka
- 4–6 macaroons, broken, or a handful of miniature Italian macaroons

**Whipped cream flavored with grated orange rind**

AT THE TABLE: Dissolve sugar in water in chafing dish or sauce warmer over hot flame. Add black coffee, chocolate and powdered coffee. Stir till dissolved and allow to simmer 5 minutes till rich and syrupy. Add vanilla, chestnut pieces (and vanilla bean if included in jar). Heat through and serve over meringue or ice cream. Makes 1½ cups sauce.

**Basic Recipe for Dessert Crêpes**

1 cup flour
Pinch salt
2 tablespoons sugar
2 eggs
1 tablespoon salad oil
1 cup milk
3 tablespoons cream
½ cup finely crushed macaroons (optional)

**Melted butter**

Sift flour, salt and sugar into a bowl. Make a depression in center, break in eggs, pour in salad oil and half the milk. Stir round and round, gradually working in the flour from the sides, till batter is smooth. Beat for 5 minutes. Stir in remaining milk and cream, let batter stand 10-20 minutes. Stir in crushed macaroons. Heat a 6" crêpe pan, brush with melted butter. Spoon about 2 tablespoons batter into pan, tilling to cover bottom. Brown, flip over, brown second side. Pile up and cover with a towel as made to keep moist. Makes about 20 crêpes. Crêpes can be stored for several days in refrigerator if kept moist. They also freeze well.

AT THE TABLE: Prepare your choice of the following sauces in a chafing dish. Roll or fold crêpes in quarters, handkerchief-fashion, and heat in sauce according to following recipes.

**Potpourri Crêpes**

- 1 cup chopped mixed fruits (raisins, apricots, prunes)
- ½ cup chopped candied peel
- ½ cup syrup from canned fruits
- 1 tablespoon rum
- 3 crêpes
- ¼ cup water
- ¼ cup lemon juice
- 1 teaspoon cornstarch
- ½ cup sugar
- 5 tablespoons apricot jam
- 2 strips lemon rind (cut with vegetable peeler)
- 2 cardamon seeds, braised
- ½ cup whisky

Cut up fruits and peel and soak in fruit syrup and rum for 5 minutes (or more). Bring to boil, simmer 10 minutes till thick, taking care not to scorch. Spoon onto crépes and fold in fourths.

**Sautéed Bananas**

- 6 firm bananas
- 3 tablespoons butter
- 3 tablespoons dark brown sugar
- 3 teaspoons rum

Peel the bananas and cut into diagonal chunks. AT THE TABLE: Melt butter in top of chafing dish, add sugar, rum. Stir to mix, then add bananas. Cover and cook over low heat 3-4 minutes. Turn and cook on other side about 3 minutes more, till soft and aromatic. Serves 6.

**Rum Omelette**

- 2 eggs
- 2 tablespoons sugar
- 1 tablespoon rum

AT THE TABLE: Separate eggs—yolks into a small bowl, whites into a larger. Sprinkle 1 tablespoon of the sugar onto the yolks. Put 1 tablespoon of the rum in a warmer, and put an omelette pan over medium heat. Beat egg whites stiffly, add remaining tablespoon sugar and beat again till really stiff and glossy. Lift egg beater into yolks, with a small amount of the white, and beat till pale yellow. Add yolk mixture to whites, folding in gently with a spatula—not beater. Melt half the butter in pan, spoon in half the egg mixture and spread out about 6-8 inches. Cook slowly, till underneath is browned (lift edge with spatula and peek). Turn and cook 2-3 minutes more. Meanwhile, heat the rum and when omelette is ready, light rum and pour over. Serve at once to 1 person (omelette must be eaten immediately) and repeat procedure with remaining mixture and rum. Delicious with fresh strawberries.
A French chef has packaged two delicious desserts you must discover: light individual sponge cakes flavored with fine rum or brandy. They’re delightful served slightly warm, either alone or with a dollop of whipped or ice cream. An ideal answer to a quick and different dessert for luncheons, dinners, bridge, or after-theatre. Four cakes to the can. At gourmet shops everywhere.

write M. Bertauche, San Anselmo, California, for name of dealer in your area.

LaVille rum cakes • brandy cakes
French Foods and Sauces made by Maurice Bertauche

HOUSE & GARDEN
COOK BOOK BINDER

Start your permanent collection today by sending $1.50 with the coupon below for your personal binder. Or, if you’ve already filled one, start a second. Colorfully illustrated Cook Book sections housed in H&G binders also make wonderful gifts for almost any occasion.

P. S. A limited supply of Cook Books from past issues of H&G is still available. If you would like a free check list, just indicate your request below.

To: House & Garden’s Reader Service
Dept. CB, Box 211, Village Station, N.Y., 14, N.Y.

☐ Please send me one Cook Book binder.
I enclose $1.50 check (or money order).

☐ Send me_____copy(ies) of the H&G “Chinese Cook Book” Part 2 (10c each).

☐ Send FREE a list of all Cook Book sections now available.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
ZONE
STATE

H&G’S GOURMET’S GUIDE
to the finest in Foods,
Beverages and Table Delicacies

QUICK GOURMET RECIPE OF THE MONTH

Clams Casino

2 dozen clams in shells
1/2 cup dry white wine
1/4 cup water
6 tablespoons butter
4 cloves garlic, very finely chopped
4 tablespoons finely chopped parsley

Scrub clams thoroughly. Place in top of chafing dish or similar pot. Pour wine and water over, cover and let steam just until the shells are open. Cut butter in pieces and add with garlic and parsley to clams. Spoon the liquid over clams for a few minutes while flavors mellow. Serve in bowls, ladling the liquid over the clams. Serves 4.

To make a delicious main dish, allow 12 clams per person and serve over hot noodles in bowls.

France’s noblest after-dinner liqueur, Grand Marnier has been savored by connoisseurs for generations! Write for our free recipe booklet, filled with enticing ways to serve.

HEUBLEIN FOOD IMPORTING CO.
3 East 54 Street, New York 22

MAD WITH FINE COGNAC BRANDY / PRODUCT OF FRANCE / 80 PROOF / CARILLON IMPORTERS, LTD., DEPT. HG1, 730 5TH AVL. N.Y.C. 19

THE WORLD’S MOST EXPENSIVE SAUCE...AND WORTH IT!
Created by the world-renowned chef, A. Escoffier.

Sharp and zesty Sauce Diable — particularly fine with fish . . . excellent with meat.

Smoothly balanced Sauce Robert — a must for steaks, chops, poultry

MAYVILLE HB-61 WISCONSIN
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Looking and listening

Most happy roommates

MUSIC AND DINING

The restful atmosphere of a dining room is just right for listening to music during the day or while you dine.

One of the most rewarding ways to expand the use of your dining room is to make it double as a music room. Since you probably have more free space in this room than in your living room, it is a natural place for your hi-fi system. You can be more flexible in arranging your music equipment, and yet, at the same time, you can choose consoles or shelves for components that could well double as dining room furniture. In such a room, you can listen to your favorite records undisturbed between meals and during meals enjoy music while you eat.

If you are giving a party, sitting down to dinner to the soft strains of music from "Camelot" or sparkling Rossini overtures is bound to get the evening off to a smooth, festive start and reassure even your shyest guest. For if music can soothe the savage breast, it can also soothe the shy one, filling conversational pauses with melody and generally relaxing the spirit and helping create a gay mood. But you don't have to reserve music at dinner for a party treat. Try it out for family dining, too, letting each member of the family take a turn at choosing the records. (Or you might tape the music during the day from records or a radio program and play it back during dinner.) Bear in mind that you will want music that creates a pleasant background but does not intrude upon conversations. So, choose records that do not demand strict attention—medleys of show tunes, ballet music, light classics, chamber music. Below and page 233: attractive ways to place music equipment in your dining room, plus a list of records to dine by.

A long cabinet for components with speakers flush at both ends could double as a buffet. Equipment is installed in top part, records are stored behind louvered doors. Cabinet by Glenn of California.

Continued on page 233
Look for this seal on foil packages & Roquefort dressing bottles at best stores & restaurants. For The Roquefort Cook Book, write: Roquefort Assoc., Inc., 8 W. 40th St., N.Y. It's free!!

Only if it's made from the milk of the ewe. Only if it ripens in the caves of the Combalou. Only if it's born in Roquefort, France, can a cheese be called Roquefort and wear this red seal. The flavor: fragrantly French. Unique...and unmistakable! FRANCE
Waste King Universal gets rid of food waste twice as fast as any other disposer ever built!

Go ahead—drop in those big steak bones, corn cobs, artichoke leaves, and rinds. See just how fast they disappear. This trouble-free disposer simply won't jam, and it lasts twice as long as any other disposer. • The unique Waste King Universal liquefying chamber does it all fast, and so noiselessly you can talk above it in a whisper. Exclusive "lifetime grind control" insures perfect performance from the first day it's used till the sink wears out.

• Only Waste King Universal has made two million disposers—a third of all the food waste disposers in use today. A demonstration proves Waste King Universal superiority. So ask your dealer. • And see the handsome Waste King Universal dishwashers...free-standing gas ranges...and built-in gas and electric ranges. Los Angeles 58, California.

Corkscrew

HOW TO BE YOUR OWN BARTENDER

The smooth-running party has a well-prepared host in charge

BY JAMES A. BEARD

It's the easiest thing in the world to give a cocktail party if you can afford to hire professional help to do all the work. But I think everyone agrees that the atmosphere never seems to be as hospitable as when you are your own bartender. A self-assured and thoughtful host presiding over the bar at his own party gives a feeling of personal warmth that no professional bartender can ever impart to the occasion.

The do-it-yourself party means a bit of work, however. It requires careful planning. Of course, I am not suggesting that you try to bartend for a hundred people. But I assure you, it is quite possible to manage a cocktail party for fifteen to twenty or even twenty-five, on your own, and do it gracefully.

Remember a few good rules

First of all, let me warn you of the main pitfall. Many host-bartenders make the mistake of adding a little "sweetener" to their own drinks every time they pour a drink for a guest. This is mighty dangerous. Last summer, I attended a party where the host was so enthusiastic about a grand reunion with old friends that he celebrated heartily. Before the cocktail hour was half over he had to be carried to bed, and the rest of us finished our convivial time sans host.

So here is the first rule for the host-bartender: Stay on your feet, bright-eyed and coherent. Remember, you are not only in charge of dispensing liquids, but also responsible for catering to your guests' whims and wishes. If you feel you cannot nurse a mild drink for the better part of the fête, then sip Perrier water with a twist of lemon. You must not start your own cocktail indulgence until the party has begun to taper to a close.

Next rule: Plan your party in detail. If you prepare well in advance, you will have no fuss or confusion when guests arrive. First of all, decide where is the best place to set up your bar. I know many houses today have built-in bars, but they are sometimes inconvenient for parties. They are often set into a wall, and when guests crowd up to them—the bartender—have little space in which to work. Or, the bar is located in the recreation room—a long trek from the living room where the cocktail hour is in full swing.

For parties, a temporary bar arrangement is usually preferable. If you are having only a few guests—perhaps six people—you can set up your bar on a serving tray on a table or on a nearby buffet. For larger groups, place a good-sized table—round or oblong—at one side of the room, but away from the wall so that you can stand behind it when bartending. This allows guests plenty of room to move up for refills. The table should be close enough to the conversation centers so that you can pour and mix casually while entering into the general talk. Always remember you are host as well as bartender.

Stick to basic drinks

Now, about the liquor. Being your own bartender for a sizable group means you must limit the types of drinks served. There is no reason for you to feel you must offer everything from a Pink Lady to a Sazerac. The basic drink, of course, is the highball. Add to this one cocktail (either a Martini or a Manhattan), one light drink and one nonalcoholic drink. Your light drink might be chilled dry sherry or chilled white wine. For a nonalcoholic drink, I find well-seasoned tomato juice the best choice. If you keep a bottle of vodka on hand, offer the tomato drink spiked with vodka for a tasty Bloody Mary.

When you are serving Martinis, it's a smart idea to have a larger pitcher of them mixed in advance. Mix them without ice and Continued on page 232
Entertaining or every-day, GAS makes cooking fast, cool and clean on this fabulous new TAPPAN

CONTROLLED—WITH GAS. Burner-with-a Brain guards your Hollandaise sauce! Controls cooking temperature so even delicate foods won't scorch, burn, or boil over. Regulates itself automatically.

FLAME-BROWNED—WITH GAS. Even Crème Brulée is a triumph. Easy: with fast Gas broiling; sure: with Tappan's accurate controls. And shut-door Gas broiling keeps you and your kitchen delightfully cool.

SAFE—WITH GAS. Oven, broiler, all burners light automatically. This Tappan is safe automatically, all over. If oven or broiler pilot goes out, this tiny "sentry" device shuts off the Gas automatically.

Help like this makes parties fun! Try new recipes you never dared before—make old favorites newly great—with automatic controls to smooth every step. Have perfect roasts—with even Gas heat, automatic meat thermometer. Enjoy succulent barbecues—flame-browned, basted automatically. Sauces you never knew could do are safe automatically, on the Burner-with-a Brain. Guests late? No panic—"Keep-Warm" oven control (140°) holds meals "table ready" for hours without overcooking. This new, fabulously-styled Tappan "400" is a superb example of ranges built to Gold Star standards.

At your Gas company or appliance dealer's.
The Lady Knows What She Wants...

The Weiman Touch

Contemporary French
Cocktail Table—No. 1322.
L. 64", W. 22", H. 15".
Shown in gold leaf.
Other sizes available.

THE WEIMAN COMPANY • ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS
MUSIC AND DINING  continued from page 228

A pole system of adjustable shelves would be a space-saving way of adding music to a small dining room. These shelves hold a tape deck, a sliding-door compartment for tape storage, speakers at top. Pole system by Westwood.

Records to dine by—some old, some new

Evening at the Café Carlyle George Feyer, piano. Cadence 3051; 25051

Just for Listening André Kostelanetz. Columbia ML 5463; MS 6133

Family Fun with Familiar Music Boston Pops. RCA Victor LM 2549; LSC 2549

Songs to Remember Mantovani. London LL3149; PS 193

Dinner Music for a Pack of Hungry Cannibals. Decca DL 4113; DL 74113

Presenting Peter Duchin—A medley of show tunes. Decca DL 4190; DL 74190

Light Classics Boston Pops RCA Victor LM 2547; LSC 2547

Music of Frank Loesser Boston Pops. RCA Victor LM 2486; LSC 2486

The Golden Age of English Late Music played by Julian Bream. RCA Victor LD 2560; LDS 2560

Ballet Highlights from Opera Concert Arts Symphony, Erich Leinsdorf. Capitol P9488; SP-8488

Lollipops—Classical favorites with Sir Thomas Beecham and the Royal Philharmonic. Angel 35506; S-35506

Guitar Worlds with Laurindo Almeida. Capitol P8546; SP-8546

NOTE: FIRST NUMBER IS MONOAURAL RECORDING, SECOND STEREO.

STRANGE LOAD? Could be—for some dishwashers. But not KitchenAid. KitchenAid power-washes—even unusual items. Lifetime "Guided Action" wash arm controls both water volume and velocity for the most effective washing of every piece in both upper and lower racks. Then everything is dried better than "by hand" in sanitized hot air, fan-circulated. Ask any owner about KitchenAid.

Why everything comes cleaner in a KitchenAid DISHWASHER

SEE THE NEW PUSH-BUTTON SUPERBA VARICYCLE. Partial loads are rinsed and stored until the "load-as-you-like" racks are filled. Then dishes get a double wash, three rinses, and unique Flo-Thru drying. Pots and pans get special treatment. Automatic detergent and rinsing agent dispensers. Dual Filter Guards. King-size capacity for 12. Vari-Front selection now includes wood—or match walls, counters or fabrics.

SEE ALL THE OTHER GREAT KITCHENAID MODELS, including the beautiful "Imperial Series" and the budget-priced "Custom Series." Remember, there's a KitchenAid for every kitchen...every budget.

Too much to do...too little time?

you deserve a KitchenAid

The Hubert Manufacturing Company, KitchenAid Home Dishwasher Division, Dept. KHG, Troy, Ohio.

In Canada: 190 Railside Road, Don Mills, Toronto

November, 1961
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This is a Salton HOTRAY®

...I just cannot manage without it!

It's unique ... this automatic electric food warmer keeps cooked foods ready for you, hot and appealing, until you are ready to serve. It's the perfect solution when dinner is ready but your husband or guests are delayed. Superb, too, as a kitchen assistant to ease the tension of timing your cooking—as each dish is "cooked to perfection" just place on your Salton Hotray until the complete meal is done. At the dining table, it keeps second helpings as hot as the first, without up-down trips to the kitchen. And you can stay cool and charming as a party hostess—no more nagging worry about lukewarm food or beverages—your Salton Hotray will preserve their "just cooked" flavor for hours. Elegant and efficient for serving indoors or outdoors—in nursery, playroom or sickroom—around TV, or for defrosting frozen foods. A lovely gift to give (or receive) for better living everyday.

Salton Hotrays retail from $5.95 to $59.50. Hotable Serving Carts with Hotray tops from $64.50 to $200. All with shatterproof radiant glass heating surfaces that clean effortlessly. Can't burn fingers or mar surfaces. Adjustable temperature controls. Send for free recipe and "Gracious Living Begins with a Salton Hotray" booklets.

Available in these and other fine stores in the U.S. and Canada: Macy's, N.Y.C.; Sibley, Lindsay & Curt, Rochester, N.Y.; Halle Bros., Cleveland; J. L. Hudson, Detroit; Yeomans Bros., Des Moines; Halls, Kansas City; Broadway Dept. Stores, Los Angeles; The Emporium, San Francisco; Frederick & Nelson, Seattle.

NEW DINING TABLES continued from page 177

A trio of gate-leg tables of maple in Early American design can be lined up end-to-end and secured with metal clips to form a banquet board 159 inches long. Center table with two deep drop leaves would be ample for most family meals. End tables with one drop leaf each are 42 inches square with leaves raised, can be used as serving console with leaves dropped. The three tables in tandem could seat eighteen for Thanksgiving dinner. If you had room to set them up as three separate tables, they could accommodate twenty-six. Crawford.
NEW!

Guarantees the most
spot-free dishes
any dishwasher can wash!

Double flip-top table of teak conceals a pair of leaves under its center-hinged top. By lifting parallel edges of the top and pushing the under leaves outward, you can extend this sturdy Scandinavian table to 110 inches in length—ample for a bountiful Smorgåsbord. With its under leaves in retirement, table comfortably seats six; between meals it would make an excellent work or study table. Dux.

First dishwasher detergent with germ-removing Purisol!

Not even hand-polishing gets glassware, dishes and silver more spotless than new Dishwasher all (now with Purisol added to safeguard family health). It's recommended by dishwasher manufacturers. Satisfaction is guaranteed by Lever Brothers or your money back.
The Kirby...

A classic touch of yesterday preserved for the ages


The Kirby vividly portrays the superb craftsmanship of an era remembered for discriminating taste.

Compatible with any decor. Three drawers, solid brass pulls. Dimensions: 26” wide, 17” deep, 28” high.

Fine Silver since 1893

POOLE SILVER COMPANY
TAUNTON, MASS.
SEND FOR FREE BOOKLET SHOWING COMPLETE LINE

CHRISTMAS GIFTS continued from page 197

A once-over-lightly selection of Christmas gifts for everyone—at a variety of prices

Free-form bowl by Flygsfors of Sweden, for fruit. Hand-blown, in tangerine with a clear border. 10¾” by 9¾”, 18” at highest point. Burdine’s. $15.

Three-dimensional picture for the hobbyist to paint, assemble in a shadow box. Plastic. 9¾” wide. Higbee Co. $2.98.

Pillow for a little girl’s room. Of pink felt, kapok-filled, with black tassels. 21” long. W & J Sloane, New York. $4.95.

Pocket pepper mill of walnut with a red leather carrying case. 1” in diam., 2¼” tall. Stark Valla Emporium. $5.50.

All prices are approximate and include Federal tax. Store directory, page 241.
Linen wall scroll with Mexican boy and girl hand-blocked in bright colors on beige. 53" tall. W & J Sloane, San Francisco. $37.50.

Book on the Renaissance has 480 illustrations (160 in color), plus historical text and biographies. 12 1/4" high. Doubleday. $17.50.

Linen wall scroll with Mexican boy and girl hand-blocked in bright colors on beige. 53" tall. W & J Sloane, San Francisco. $37.50.

Book on the Renaissance has 480 illustrations (160 in color), plus historical text and biographies. 12 1/4" high. Doubleday. $17.50.


Tote bar of black or natural wicker, lightweight and handy. Top shelf is plastic—comes in yellow, red or blue. 22 1/2" tall. Macy's. $14.98.

Scandinavian ironing board—a reproduction in marble composition for the folk-art lover. To hang on wall or stand on table for decoration. Brown-red-yellow; 24" long, 6" high. Abraham & Straus. $38.

for discriminating young moderns
with more taste
than money

There is no need to compromise your own very good taste with a lack of budget money! This is specially true when it comes to selecting your dinnerware. For here comes Royal with beautiful dinnerware specifically produced with your budget in mind. Take an example. Illustrated above is our very sophisticated design, April Showers. It is a gay multiple-color design of aqua, yellow, green and scarlet. It fits any decor . . . lets you serve with pride! How do you save? Look! A 16-piece starter is only $6.95. And the complete 45-piece service for 8 is only $19.95! Made by American craftsmen in America! Four patterns to choose. Plan your Royal setting today . . . and save!

All prices slightly higher in the West.

Available at Better China Departments or Send for Free Color Brochure and Name of Your Nearby Dealer.

Royal China Inc.
Suite 15-70 D • Merchandise Mart
Chicago 54, Illinois
For those in search of the unusual, George Nelson’s trend-starting concepts begin with clocks, bubble lamps, net lights, ribbon wall, planters... and know no limit. For complete free information, write HOWARD MILLER CLOCK CO., ZEELAND, MICHIGAN.

FREE TOY CATALOG
From The World’s Greatest Toy Store
OVER 100 PAGES
To be mailed after Oct. 15
Send Today!

FAO SCHWARZ
745 Fifth Ave. at 58th St., New York 22, N. Y.
Dept. HG-2

Name.
Address.
City. State.

COOK YOUR ORNAMENTS
continued from page 167

Each kit contains 1 pound of clear plastic crystals (enough for about fifty ornaments), glass nuggets in six colors, three capsules of instant color (red, blue, yellow), a packet of Christmas tree ornament hangers and a 24-page booklet with instructions and designs.

Metal molds of every shape and size can be used to make the decorations. You can use jello molds or muffin tins for Christmas tree ornaments, lady-finger pans for prisms to hang in a window or doorway, or miniature angel-food-cake pans for chunky candle holders.

Hangers for the ornaments can be inserted in the dry mixture before baking by bending them up to fit into the molds, then bending them back straight when the ornaments have cooled. To pierce a hole, you heat the tip of an ice pick and force it through a finished ornament.
New Dining Tables

Continued from page 235

Elevator top on a mahogany pedestal table has a special high-low mechanism that raises it from 21 1/2 inches to lock at any height up to 27 1/2 inches. The diameter is 32 inches—a good size for cocktails, games, dining a deux. You might use it as the second table in the dining room, perhaps in a window bay, where it could perform alternately as a breakfast table (high), sewing table (low), game table (high) or Lilliputian dining table (at a level to suit the size of the guests). Kittinger.

Continued on page 243

The Wythe House Clock

A Gift of Beauty and Tradition

Made Exclusively

By Chelsea


Approved this article made under its supervision and special license by the best manufacturer.

Chelsea Clock Co., 1111 Everett Ave., Chelsea 50, Mass.

A guest room is more inviting with Schumacher's fabrics and carpeting

For decoration that reflects your discriminating taste it's wise to shop Schumacher's first. There's a world of difference except in price.

This elegant guest room designed by Mrs. Henry Parish II, Inc. is a fine example. It features the charming cotton print "Noailles" from our exclusive "Newport" Collection with chair in "Namur" linen and "Cariba Cloth" for the fabric wall covering. The carpet is our hand woven "Costillon."

Available through decorators and decorating departments of fine stores.

Schumacher's

Fabrics • Carpets • Wallpapers

F. Schumacher & Co. • 60 W. 40 St., N.Y.
Gifted homemakers prefer HOUSE & GARDEN. A Christmas gift subscription to HOUSE & GARDEN is the finest compliment you can pay to good taste. HOUSE & GARDEN gives the special friends on your gift list the magic means to turn inspiration into practical reality. When you send HOUSE & GARDEN you send a full year of exciting, adaptable ideas that put more comfort and pleasantness into better living... plus timely views of music, art, books and travel. You give more than you could with other gifts of many times the cost. Just $5.00 sends 12 issues... a saving of $1.00 under the regular yearly rate. And you complete much of your shopping with ease in comfort of your own home. Each of your gifts is announced before Christmas with a beautiful, specially designed greeting card signed with your name. Detach and use the special Christmas gift order form opposite this page... today!
Once the basic pieces are accurately measured and cut, even a Sunday carpenter can do the rest.

The hardboard parts, cut according to H&G's specifications, can be assembled easily without complicated joinery. Work on a large table in a cool, dry room where the glue will harden quickly. You can paint walls before putting house together if you are sure of colors you want.

The front wall goes up first. Begin by swabbing the bottom edge of the wall with ordinary white glue. Insert the wall firmly into the groove routed in the base of the house, wiping away any excess glue that oozes out. You might prop the wall with books or blocks until the glue dries (about twenty minutes). If the wall is still a bit wobbly even after the glue has hardened, keep it supported until more walls are erected. While you work, be sure to keep your hands clean of glue smears.

The floors fit into slots in the center panel that divides the two houses. Stand the panel up vertically and slip each floor into its grooves. You will probably need an extra pair of hands to hold the center panel steady while you insert the floors. If the floors don't slide in smoothly, they can be hammered into place. Don't hammer the edges of the hardboard itself (the edges may chip) but use a block of wood to spread and cushion the blows.
FRASER design and workmanship transform stainless steel into objects of art. You will be reluctant to put such beautiful holloware into the oven, but of course you should. Then discover how elegant a table you can set by using the same pieces for serving! TRIPLE-DIP TRAY, $10.95 • OVAL TRAY, $7.95 • COVERED VEGETABLE DISH, $9.95 • PITCHER, $22.50 • LARGE DIVIDED VEGETABLE DISH, $9.50. Write for illustrated brochure 40 and the name of a store nearest you.

STAKMORE CO., INC., 200 MADISON AVE., NEW YORK 16

A DOLL HOUSE YOU CAN MAKE
continued from preceding page

The center section goes into place next. Cover the bottom edge of the panel with glue; also spread glue along the edges that will abut the front wall. Fit the panel into the groove in the base of the house and press the edges against the front wall. Brace both sections so they are steady while the glue is setting. The distance between the floors should be 6 inches, so if a floor tends to sag, push it up to the proper level and tape it against the front wall until the glue is completely dry.

The rear wall can now be glued to the center section. Tape it firmly in place until the glue is dry. Again, check the floor levels at the back corners to be sure the floors are straight and true (if necessary, reposition the floors and tape them to the rear wall). To get this far in the assembly takes about two hours. Now is a good time to stop for a while. This interlude will allow the glue to achieve a really firm bond so the doll house will be steady and strong when you insert final pieces.

Roof and interior partitions finish the shell of the house. Before the glue has set, check the partitions by eye to make sure they are perfectly vertical. Add the exterior garden and terrace walls and your doll house is assembled and ready for the finishing touches. The quantity of molding and trim you will need is given in the plans, but the style is up to you. Add the moldings, paint inside and out, paper the walls and lay the vinyl tile floors. Now the fun of furnishing the doll house begins.
NEW DINING TABLES

Don’t wait to inherit Spode®

Three-in-one table of French walnut starts out as a console 40 inches wide by 21 inches deep. By adding one aproned leaf, you get a 40-by-36-inch card table, or by adding three leaves you get a 96-inch-long dinner table. This would be an inspired choice for a small dining room that you had frequent occasion to convert into an extension of the living room for parties—making leaves the rule; no leaves, the exception. Table by John Widdicomb.

Greet the Holidays with Masterpieces in Wax by Colonial

Bells and Holly, significant of Christmas, are handsomely featured in these exciting Colonial 2" pillars. The Bells are 9" high and come in red, silver, blue, purple and gold at $2.30 each. The Holly is available in either green and red or gold; 9" is $2.30, 12" is $2.70. The combination 6" red pillar with holder and holly wreath is only $2.50—a wonderful gift. Ask for genuine Colonial Candles at your favorite shop.

Mississippi Glass Company
88 Angelica St. • St. Louis 7, Mo.
NOVEMBER, 1961
Authentic “Hummel” figurines capture for eternity the timeless moods and dreams of the world’s happiest children. Master crafted, hand finished with love, by meticulous old world techniques, these famous ceramic figurines are truly collectible items and lend charm and grace to any decor. Authentic “Hummel” figurines are identified by the indented \( \text{M\text{\tiny HUMMEL}} \) on the base of every piece, as well as the familiar trademark. Available at leading gift and department stores from coast to coast.

Made exclusively by

W. GOEBEL • HUMMELWERK
BAVARIA, WEST GERMANY

FROM THE
Elizabeth Hager
COLLECTION

Designed by
J. Gordon Pichman
& Associates

Webster himself might have browsed over just such a library stand as this one—crafted by Brandt in the spirited tradition of early colonial design. Genuine cherry wood in Colonial Cherry finish, with antiqued brass hardware. Just one of many interesting pieces in this colorful collection. About $60 at fine stores (not including dictionary).

DISTINCTION YOU CAN AFFORD
THE BRANDT CABINET WORKS, INC., HAGERSTOWN, MARYLAND

SHOPPING INFORMATION
FOR GIFTS SHOWN ON COVER

1. Pony, 43" x 10", 28" h., plaster copy of American 19th c. carousel animal; 8" pole; $250. Hammacher Schlemmer.
2. Bird cage, gilded bars, red lacquer base, long orange tassels; 14½" x 9" x 14½"; $315. Lord & Taylor.
3. Papier maché heads, by Gemini Taccogni: pin cushion head, 7½" h., bust, 10" h., 2-part container, 10½" h., $20 each. Leslie Tobin Imports.
4. Flower horns; 18" green stalks, two for $1. Van Keppel-Green.
5. Wastebasket, raffia; 10½" h., 12½" diam. at top. $3. I. Magnin.
7. Velvet stool, $75; Lucite cover, $20. 17½" h., 15½" w., 18" long. Bergdorf Goodman.
8. Child's bergère, from Touraine group. Walnut, cane back seat; 16½" w., 25½" h., $79. Drexel Furniture.
9. "Kitten" doll; soft body, vinyl arms, legs, head; washable hair; cries, sleeps; 24" long. $16. Alexander Doll Co.
10. Oval velour paper boxes: 10½" x 7½" x 2½"; 8½" x 5½" x 2½"; 4½" x 4½" x 2½"; set of three, $35.50. Stuart Becker.
12. Glass bottles, gold-blown: 20" x 3½" x 3½"; 22½" x 3½" x 3"; $29.95 each. R. H. Macy.
13. Candlestick, handmade, painted terra cotta; 13½" h., 7" diam. at base; $20. Van Keppel-Green.
14. Wood plaque, architectural design; red, gilt finish; 23½" h., 17½" w., 2" thick; $150. Piazza Monici.
16. Lacquered leather chest, natural suede finish interior, brass trim, Chinese lock; 16½" x 9½", 8" deep, $80. I. E. Geary Hammond.

STORE DIRECTORY FOR WALL SCONCES
(pages 40, 42)

Angel Loft, Inc.
254 North Laurel Avenue
Des Plaines, Illinois

Yale R. Burge
315 East 62nd Street, New York

Craft House
Williamsburg Restoration
Williamsburg, Virginia

Doris Dessauer
Through decorators

Warren Kessler
Through decorators

Nesle, Inc.
151 East 57th St., New York

Palladio-Interiors' Import Co.
208 East 52nd St., New York

Coming next month

100 new ways to make your home enchanting for Christmas

On your newsstand November 16th
Dining rooms
Page 171:

Page 172:
Privately owned.
Window shades, upholstery in garden rooms. Wale Furniture Inc. 52 W. 46th St., New York.

Page 173, top:
Privately owned.
Bottom:

Page 174:
Solid cherry furniture from the Pennsylvania collection: settee bench. 72" w... $151; harvest table, 72" x 22"; with leaves up, 72" x 40", $138; buffet base. Formica tray above center drawer; 62" x 20", 3314" h., $288. Consider H. Willett.

Antique whale-side hanging shelf, four graduated shelf widths. Spencer & Jud, 246 E. 53rd St., New York. Celeste blue glass jars; swan, $2.50; pineapple, $5; covered ben, 2.50; jam, $1.20; ribbed ball, $3.50; bun­ny, $2.50; dolphin, $3.50; footed pigeon, $6; iced tea glass, $2.50; Renaissance jar, $6; chinoiserie candlestick, 84; ribbed candlestick, $3.50; square base candlestick, $4; large candlestick, $4.50; swivel powder jar, $3.50; cache pot; $4; apothecary jar, $1.55; eat box, $2.50. The Unicorn, 723 Broad St., Shrewsbury, N. J.

Page 177:
Privately owned.
Dining tables
Pages 176, 177, top:
Rosewood table, 72" x 35½" closed, George Tanier.* Sculpture, brass, bronze, copper; 20" x 13", 23" h., Orchard House, 245 E. 53rd St., New York.
Page 177, bottom:
Extension table with three leaves, $190. Founders Furniture Co.
Page 234, top:
Flip-top table; lined storage compartment under top. Directional Showroom.*
Pages 234, 235, bottom:
Gate-leg tables: center table, two drop leaves, $99; console tables, one drop leaf each, $70 ea. Crawford.
Page 235, top:
Double flip-top table; closed, 40" x 53"; open, 46" x 82"; under leaves increase length to 110"; $329, Dax.
Page 239:
Elegant top table with height adjusting mechanism, $280. Kittinger.
Page 243:

Bright-on-a-budget
Page 179:
Furniture, brushed white finish, gold trim, from "Urban" group: table, 60" x 10", one 12" leaf, $114; buffet, 60" x 18", $114; armchair, $85; side chairs, $25 ea. Brayhill.
Nangahdy elastic vinyl on dining chair seats; flame color (H&G Geranium "Pink"); 54" w. Available throughout upholstery dealers.
Wrought-iron furniture from "La Roma" ironwork, painted H&G Geranium Pink; glass top table, 40" diam., $89; chair, brass trim; cushion covered in "Kenya" linen-supported plastic, $38. Aladdin Iron Works.
Acoustical tiles, "Bamboo Trellis," green and white; Wainwright (H&G Absinthe) and white, 12" x 12" x ½"; designed by Michael Greer. Johns-Maxwell.

Certified Quality Performance Certified Fine Furniture

FREE FOLDER — Shows most popular patterns in all groups. Write for folder and name of your nearest dealer.

Dining rooms
Pages 176, 177, top:
Rosewood table, 72" x 35½" closed, George Tanier.* Sculpture, brass, bronze, copper; 20" x 13", 23" h., Orchard House, 245 E. 53rd St., New York.
Page 177, bottom:
Extension table with three leaves, $190. Founders Furniture Co.
Page 234, top:
Flip-top table; lined storage compartment under top. Directional Showroom.*
Pages 234, 235, bottom:
Gate-leg tables: center table, two drop leaves, $99; console tables, one drop leaf each, $70 ea. Crawford.
Page 235, top:
Double flip-top table; closed, 40" x 53"; open, 46" x 82"; under leaves increase length to 110"; $329, Dax.
Page 239:
Elegant top table with height adjusting mechanism, $280. Kittinger.
Page 243:

Bright-on-a-budget
Page 179:
Furniture, brushed white finish, gold trim, from "Urban" group: table, 60" x 10", one 12" leaf, $114; buffet, 60" x 18", $114; armchair, $85; side chairs, $25 ea. Brayhill.
Nangahdy elastic vinyl on dining chair seats; flame color (H&G Geranium "Pink"); 54" w. Available throughout upholstery dealers.
Wrought-iron furniture from "La Roma" ironwork, painted H&G Geranium Pink; glass top table, 40" diam., $89; chair, brass trim; cushion covered in "Kenya" linen-supported plastic, $38. Aladdin Iron Works.
Acoustical tiles, "Bamboo Trellis," green and white; Wainwright (H&G Absinthe) and white, 12" x 12" x ½"; designed by Michael Greer. Johns-Maxwell.

Certified Quality Performance Certified Fine Furniture

FREE FOLDER — Shows most popular patterns in all groups. Write for folder and name of your nearest dealer.
**MEIER'S WINE CELLARS, INC., Silverton, Ohio**

**Candlelight Dining and MEIER'S Rosé**

Enjoy MEIER'S Rosé with any entrée—meat, fish, or fowl. You'll find the exquisite flavor of this rose-petal-pink wine a refreshing companion to all foods.

A free copy of "Wine Cookery," prepared by the staff of Gourmet and containing excellent wine-cooking recipes, awaits you. Write for your copy and the name of your nearest MEIER'S Wine dealer.

---

**SHOPPING INFORMATION continued**

**signer Palette Series:** Avocado (H.G. Absinte) and Sagebrush; 9" x 9". Draperies, "Orchard" textured Celanese acetate and rayon 90" length, unlined, $19.95 pair. Richard Shear curtains, while tailored Chif- onese, 90" length, $32.95 pair. (Given decorative trim of deep green cotton bias tape). Vogue Curtains, Hexagonal tile chandelier, H.G. Citron, Empire Green and white, $179.90. Gilbert-Whitbeck, 1103 Third Ave., New York.


Flatware plate "Queen Anne," 3-piece fork, $1.67; dinner knife, $3.04; butter knife, $2.92; teaspoon, 70c; dessert spoon, $1.29. Robert Ensko, 682 Lexington Ave., New York.


**Curtains and bedspreads**

**Page 180:**


**Page 181:**

Curtains, "Botanical Print," sheer acetate mine Chifonese; 56" length, $4.50 pr., 45"; $4.95; 90" length, $9.95. Vogue Curtains. Bedspreads, "Gainsborough" acetate taffeta; quilted top, knifepleated flounce. Twin, $29.95 ea. Crosby Products. Area rug, "Country Spice," Thyme coloring (H.G. Periwinkle); fringed all around; Acrylic, 6' 8" x 6' 8" octagonal shape, $79.50. Cabin Crafts.

**Page 182:**


**Now Dad and I can ride upstairs together**

"We put the Inclin-ator in our house because the doctor told us that my father should be saved the strain of climbing stairs. But I soon found out that it was just as big a help for me. "Now it carries Dad, the baby and me up and down safely a dozen times a day. Often it takes up a load of bags and parcels or a basket of laundry. It is just as important to us as our modern heating system, or conditioner and deep freeze cabinet. I just couldn't be without it."

You, too, should have an Inclin-ator in your home. Or perhaps an Elevette, the vertical lift which carries three passengers or a wheelchair and two passengers up two or more floors. Both are safe for all ages and operate on house current.

**Send for FREE folder, "Stop Climbing Stairs."**

**INCLINATOR COMPANY OF AMERICA**

2300 Paxton Blvd., Harrisburg, Pa.

---

**Page 183:**


**Bottom:**

Curtains, "Hampton," rayon and acetate print; 56" length, $4.98 pr., $5.98; 94" $6.99; 63" $6.98; 90" $7.98. Walter Fabrics. Tie backs, brass leaf, $11 pr. Otta- via, Inc.

**Doll House**

*Page 210:*


**Entertaining**


*Page 215:*


Flatware, sterling silver "Joan of Arc," 6-pc. place setting, $37.50. International Silver.

Dining tables, designed by Hands
Kaufman: 42" diam., plastic wood firaiii to|i. $55 ea.; chairs, black with white seats. S23.50 ea. StaknioTe.

Screen; tree, flower, bird design, hand-painted; four 18" panels 7' 3" h. cusluni order. Charles R. Cracie & Sons, 148 E. 58th St., New York.

Crepes Suzette utensils, copper and brass: crepe pans tinned; healer with 12½" top, $43; 8" top, $35. Bazar Frangais. 666 Sixth Ave., N. Y.


Nolsjoe salad bowls. charcoal glass, $3.75 ea.; stainless steel salad servers. $11 pr. Seabon, 54 E. 54th St., New York.

Plates, green pottery leaf design. $6 ea., butter crock, $1.50; wine glasses. $3 ea., set of 8 mats. 8 plaid silk napkins, $42.50. Hammacher Schlemmer, 145 E. 57th St., New York.

Rotiasserie, stainless steel; vertical center spit; removable racks, trays. $169.95. Bonwit Teller, 721 Fifth Ave., New York.

Hathore House. 542 Third Ave., N. Y.

Flalware, "Classique" sterling silver 6-pc. place setting, $46; salt and pepper shakers. $10 pr., matchbox holders, $2.75; ashtrays. $3.95. Gorham.

Soupcon, 147 E. 70th St., New York.

Serving tables, on casters: 35" x 24"; walnut; $70 ea., exp. collect. Saks Fifth Ave., New York.

Sconce, gilded wood; 11 lights. Interiors' Import Co.*


Waterford "Lismore" goblets. $6 ea., wines. $3 ea., B. Altman & Co., N. Y.


Bazar Frangais. 666 Sixth Ave., N. Y.

Mats, Siamese silk, bright orange; set of 8 mats. 8 plaid silk napkins, $42.50. Shubu Shop, 251 E. 57th St., New York.

Rayon cord, 65c yd. Consolidated Trimming Corp.

Hobnailed glass candle holders without candles. $4.80 doz. B. Altman & Co., New York.

Rayon cord, 65c yd. Consolidated Trimming Corp.

VIBRA-Barbell

More than a barbell, because it's electric . . . first and only exercise appliance of its kind! Sends a glorious tingle from head to toe with every motion . . . makes you feel exhilarat­ingly alive all over!

VIBRA-Barbell does every­thing ordinary barbells can do — and more! Tones, condi­tions muscles like magic — yet weighs only 12 lbs.; the whole family can use it, with­out overexertion.

Enjoy the convenience—and economy—of no more snow to shovel, no more ice to chop! Pre-assembled electric SNO-MELTER is ready to roll out under new concrete sidewalks or drives. Speeds installation, cuts labor costs. Economical to operate; no need to melt entire drive—just 18" tracks for your tires. Ask your architect, builder or electrical contractor. Or, write:

EASY-HEAT, INC. "Electric Snow Removal Equipment" Dept. HG, New Carlisle, Indiana

NOVEMBER, 1961
One Swing-A-Way is Just Right for You!

Automatic Electric Can Opener can be used on the wall, under cabinet, or on the counter. It can be beautifully screened or unusual in design, large or small, standard or Safety and Beauty with Standard or Modern Screen. Choose from 27 beautiful new metal finishes. Price from $22.00.

Deluxe Automatic Can Opener features the newest and neatest look in can openers, and beneath its beauty is a time-proven mechanism to give years of trouble-free service. Six decorator colors and all-chrome. $6.95 and $7.95.

Portable Can Opener is double geared to give easy, effortless cutting and a safe, smooth edge. It has a handy bottle opener, too. Use it anywhere...kitchen, patio, picnic, trips. Chrome finish $1.98. Magnetic model $2.98.

STORE DIRECTORY
Addresses of stores listed in the gift pages of this issue

ABERCROMBIE & FITCH
New York 17, N.Y.

ABRAHAM & STRASS
Brooklyn 1, N.Y.

R. ALTINAN & CO.
New York 15, N.Y.

BACCARAT
55 East 57th Street
New York 22, N.Y.

L. RAMPBACH & CO.
Newark, N.J.

STUART BECKER
1036 Third Avenue
New York 21, N.Y.

BEAUTIFUL BOOK COVERS
160 East 57th Street
New York 22, N.Y.

BORDEN GOODMAN
New York 19, N.Y.

BLACK, STARR & GORHAM
594 Fifth Avenue
New York 36, N.Y.

BOYCE MFG. CO.
444 Park Avenue South
New York 16, N.Y.

BOWEY & FELDER & CO.

BRENNAN'S
Miami, Fla.

DAVID BURBIDGE
184 Main Street

CHRISTOPHE SILVER
55 East 57th Street
New York 22, N.Y.

CLOCK SHOP
220 South Marion
Oak Park, Ill.

GEORGE COHAN'S, FLORIST
1027 Third Avenue
New York 21, N.Y.

ELDER CRAFTSMEN SHOP
520 Lexington Avenue
New York 21, N.Y.

FAMOUS BAR
St. Louis, Mo.

MARSHALL FIELD & CO.
Chicago, Ill.

JULIUS GARFINKEL & CO.
Washington, D.C.

GEORGE'S
New York 1, N.Y.

HAMMACHER SCHlemmer
145 East 57th Street
New York 22, N.Y.

LEIGH HAMMOND, INC.
903 Madison Avenue
New York 21, N.Y.

HARVEY-KILGORE SALES CORP.
Bolivar, Tenn.

HATHOR HOUSE
542 Third Avenue
New York 16, N.Y.

HERCULES CO.
Cleveland, Ohio

THE J. L. HUDSON CO.
Detroit, Mich.

HOTEL'S
Baltimore, Md.

KAUFMANN'S
Pittsburgh 19, Pa.

LA CUISINIÈRE
903 Madison Avenue
New York 21, N.Y.

LORD & TAYLOR
New York 38, N.Y.

R. H. MACY & CO.
New York 1, N.Y.

L. MAGNIN & CO.
Union Square
San Francisco, Calif.

MILLER & RHODES
Richmond, Va.

NEIMAN-MARCUS
Dallas, Houston, Texas

PAMPEER KITCHENS
220 Fifth Avenue
New York 1, N.Y.

PLAZA MONTI
19 East 55th Street
New York 22, N.Y.

RED SHUTTERS
207 East 52nd Street
New York 22, N.Y.

THE RICHMOND ART CO.
101 East Grace Street
Richmond, Va.

F. O. SCHWARZ
745 Fifth Avenue
New York 22, N.Y.

SHERIDAN
253 East 57th Street
New York 22, N.Y.

W. & J. SLOANE
216 Sutter Street
San Francisco, Calif.

W. & J. SLOANE
575 Fifth Avenue
New York 17, N.Y.

STARK VALLA EMPORIUM
109 West 10th Street
New York 11, N.Y.

ALBETT WERNER CO., HALL GALLERIES
Springfield, Mass.

STRAUB & CLOTHIER

STYCH & MORTEN
Dallas, Texas

LESLEY TOMIC IMPORTS
253 South 16th Street

TICE & COBB
New York 1, N.Y.

THE UNICORN
723 Broad Street
Shrewsbury, N.J.

VAN KEFFEL-CHURCH
116 South Lasky Drive
Beverly Hills, Calif.

VAN KEFFEL-CHURCH OF CHICAGO
161 East Erie Street
Chicago 11, Ill.

WALLACE'S STORES
New York, N.Y.

JOHN WAXMAN

THE WHITE HOUSE
333 Bryant Street
San Francisco, Calif.

WILKING AWARD SALES CORP.
660 First Avenue
New York 16, N.Y.

CHARLES W. WOLF
50 Broadway
New York 4, N.Y.

WOODWARD & LOTHROP
Washington, D.C.

ZELL BROTHERS
Morrison at Park Avenue
Portland 5, Ore.

BEAUTIFUL FIREPLACES...can be beautifully screened

Large or small, standard or unusual in design, your fireplace can be properly screened for safety and beauty with a Modern Screen. Choose from 27 beautiful new metal finishes. Priced from $22.00.

Send for FREE holder "The Modern Approach to Fireplace Beauty"

PORTLAND WILLAMETTE CO.
2161 S. E. 7th Ave. • Portland 14, Oregon

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City ____________________________
State ____________________________

Mental Illness

FIGHT
SHOPPING INFORMATION
continued from page 247

designed by Count Bernadotte, Copenhagen. $1.75 ea. Bloomington, New York.


Page 222:

Page 223:

Flatware: "Milano" 5-pc. stainless steel luncheon place setting, $7.75. Fraser's, Inc., 226 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

Page 224, left:
Pyrex pitchers: 3 pts. size, $9.50; 1 pt., $8.50. Chemex Corp.

Right:

Page 225:

Page 226:
WHILE THE GARDEN AWAITS SPRING,
GROW BULBS IN YOUR WINDOW

Growing house plants from bulbs is the gardener's readiest answer to winter

H & G's GARDENER'S

There is nothing wrong with a hyacinth bulb or a handful of paper-white narcissus in a bowl of water that the onset of spring won't cure. But winter gardening has a greater variety of strings to its bow than these, as the inventory of bulbs alone will prove. Consider the nature of a plant that grows from a bulb. By definition, it has a built-in storage reservoir that manufactures and lays away during one growing season the complete making of next year's plant—root, stem, leaf and flower. This means that if you can grow a bulbous plant acceptably for any one year, all you have to do is repeat the second year whatever it was you did the first, and success will be practically automatic. In between seasons, most bulb plants rest. Getting down to cases: There is an enormous number of plants that may be brought to flower on your window sill during the winter and that obligingly disappear into dormancy when summer comes. There are also some (and these can be even more satisfactory) that rest without becoming really dormant, requiring only occasional watering and a little light and air to remain presentable until the next flowering spurge is due. With a few kinds, normal flower-rest cycles are subject to considerable variation.

The plants suggested on these pages all grow from bulbs and all will survive outdoors only where winters are mild. But they differ markedly in their behavior and requirements from such winter-hardy bulbs as daffodils, hyacinths and tulips, which at best we may only "force" in the house prior to their normal outdoor season. The bulbous plants from tropical or subtropical regions will behave more or less normally when you grow them in pots in your (Continued on page 253)
Now that the garden year is virtually past, the present is all tied up with the future. Bulbs, indoors as well as outdoors, are matters of great current interest.

**Nerine** is a small scallion-size bulb that likes to be crowded, on the soil surface, four or five to a 3-inch pot (bigger pots, more bulbs). You water them freely all winter. Then, from May to August, let them become bone dry. The flowers, in scarlet shades, normally precede slender strap-like leaves.

**Gerenux**

**Freesia** is one of the most fragrant of all flowers (some people even find the fragrance cloying) and bears its trumpetlike florets in airy sprays of several pastel shades. Bulbs are potted outdoors in fall, allowed to form roots, then brought into a cool, sunny room for their winter flowering.

**Lachenalia** is notable for drooping clusters of mostly reddish and yellow flowers. Its bulbs are potted and grown in much the same way as freesias. But lachenalias will do well in a higher indoor temperature (up to 60° at night rather than 50°). Plant twelve bulbs (average) to each 6-inch pot.
NOTES FOR NOVEMBER GARDENERS

Gleanings among the post-season stubble include a few push-ups, an idea or two and a splendid lily book:

to build a safe fire. Or cut the canes into manageable lengths and bundle them for the refuse collector. Or simply chop the pieces into short lengths and make a delayed-action compost heap of them. In five or six years, even the thorns will have begun to decompose.

First Weekend

Rose exercise. If ever-planting is important to the good appearance of a flower garden (see September Ha, page 133), then lux-uriance should be essential to the effectiveness of your climbing roses. Should be, and is—provided that the luxuriance consists of young, vigorous flowering shoots rather than superannuated growth. A climbing rose that is overgrown with branches more than three years old cannot be fully productive. After heavy pruning, it will also be far less so—at least, for a season or two. The answer, of course, is a program of regular annual pruning, preferably at season’s end, that will keep the bush always free of superannuated growth. Under such a program your bush will put all its energy into making the kind of vegetative shoots that will bear the optimum number of blossoms, of good quality, consistent with a “well-clothed” look over-all.

It is possible to rejuvenate a severely overgrown climber by easy stages, cutting back this fall only the oldest and most barren stems or canes either at ground level or just above the point where desirable side-shoots emerge near the base of old canes. Next year, you will repeat the process making further net gains on obsolescence. And so on, until the whole bush is finally on a pay-as-you-go basis. Alternatively, if you are the slash- and impetuous type, you can cut out all unwanted growth at one fell swoop. This can be a complicated and lacerating project if you happen to be tackling, say, Paul’s Scarlet or New Dawn bush that has had his head for a few too many years. (Parenthetical note: rambler roses, as distinct from climbers, should be pruned after flowering time each year to leave only the new shoots. On these new shoots next June’s best flowers will be borne.)

Second Weekend

Up-swept lawn. Fashions in lawn care change as do fashions of other kinds. The trend now is to the up-swept lawn—as opposed to the self-mulched or leave-the-clippings-lay type of turf. The object is not to make more work for the lawn tender, but to pre- vent the incidence of disease that a lush, vigorously growing lawn may fall victim to if cut grass is left to form a soggy winter blanket. Just as the development of more efficient delayed-action fertilizers has made more homeowners want to produce more abundant turf with less work, so the added growth of the lawn itself has made the removal of clippings all but essential to lawn excellence. If you have removed clippings at each mowing throughout the season, the fall cleaning problem will now be less difficult. But even capacious grass catchers and the built-in collection devices featured by some mowers will leave, by year’s end, a considerable accumulation of clippings to form a “thatch” or blanket of dead mat- ter down among the grass crowns. A stiff rake (one with strong wire times or knife-like cutting-raking teeth) will do a good job and stretch every muscle in your aching body before you finish. A good lawn sweeper, power- ed preferably by two healthy teen-agers or the equivalent in gasoline energy, will do a passing job—but only if the brush is set low enough to really bite into the turf. (Lawn sweepers that are adjusted for easy pushing are also adjusted for inadequate sweeping—hence two pushers.) Continued on page 256

English Holly Ideal for Christmas

Send it to friends as gifts and use it for your own home decorating. Oregon holly is tops in quality. Long branches carefully selected for perfection, filled with bright scarlet berries. Shipped fresh cut, treated so berries and leaves will not drop during holidays. Included in sample and a 21 box from holder for engravings.

Packed in gift boxes (Shipped prepaid)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. 1 box 20 x 6 x 5.25</th>
<th>No. 2 box 24 x 10 x 6.25</th>
<th>No. 3 box 30 x 12 x 5.75</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$5.25</td>
<td>$6.50</td>
<td>$7.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Send for illustrated folder N. VAN HEVELINGEN, Growers BOX 507ANG PORTLAND 13, OREGON

NEW LOW FALL PRICES RUSTICRAFT WOODEN FENCES

CEedar Picket Fence Our Other Products

Imported French Picket, Woven Cedar Picket, English Hedge, Post and Rail, Lawn Fences, California Redwood Mortised Board and Cali­fornia Redwood Basketweave Fences, Children’s Outdoor Play-Pens (Portable, 15 ft. wide).

RUSTICRAFT FENCE CO. a King Road, Malvern, Pa.

DOG-TEX CLEANS AND DEODORIZES DOG STAINS

REMOVES SPOTS

Saves Rugs - Restores Colors

Cleans Other Floor Areas

Box $1.50, Pt. $1.25, Qt. $1.00, Gal. $5.50

FREE!

Mony Rack Guarantee

Proved Over 20 Years

AT Your Dealer's or write us for Illustrated Folder

CONSOLIDATED CHEMICAL WORKS

X. VAN HEVELINGEN, Growers BOX 507ANG PORTLAND 13, OREGON

FARM-ETTE

Best in powered lawn and garden equipment

Write department & for catalog

FARM-ETTE

TESTED • PROVED

HYPONEX

Silicate PLANT FOOD Complete

Grows Better Plants in Soil, Sand or Water

Preferably applied once a week for best results. Simply dissolve and water your plants, fol­lowed by a weekly application of a little liquid manure. Always add 2 for oak, cam, peony. 10-16-50 gallons

REED BROS, SEWICKLEY, PA.
INDOOR BULBS
continued from page 250

CROPS
SUPER-FAST—RELIEF!
DOUBLE-QUICK

Dr. Scholls' Zino-pads not only speedily relieve corns—they also remove them one of the quickest ways known to medical science!

CAT CALENDAR
1962 desk size with easel. Twelve photos of lovely cats. Send 15c and bottom flap of 2 bags of KITTY LITTER or 25c in coins. Track-proof cat litter absorbs moisture, odors. Sold at pet counters. GET FREE FOLDER on cat needs!

THOMAS STRATHAN COMPANY
FINE WALLPAPERS
CHELSEA, MASSACHUSETTS
Shawcorps at 115 Madison Ave., New York 22 Merchandise Mart, Room 620, Chicago 54, Ill.

IN THE MEANTIME, buy a potted clivia and simply put it in a sunny window. Or a veltheimia, which may lie alive to help you. A neighbor whose success with indoor bulbs you know about could also help. Best bet would probably be reference to a good book in your local library (Montague Free's All About House Plants, Rockwell and Grayson's Complete Book of Bulbs, Ruth Peters' Bulb Magic in Your Window are all good). As for dealers from whom many of the dormant bulbs can be bought, Ha&G will help you locate them.

In the meantime, buy a potted clivia and simply put it in a sunny window. Or a veltheimia, which should be potted half out of the soil and watered as soon as green leaf shoots show. Chances are that both of them are new to you (they are to most gardeners). Then, later, you can turn your hand to the host of others, great and small, that make indoor gardening such a happy adventure.

If the random foregoing leaves you still uncertain about house bulbs, your dealer or florist may be able to help you. A neighbor whose success with indoor bulbs you know about could also help. Best bet would probably be reference to a good book in your local library (Montague Free's All About House Plants, Rockwell and Grayson's Complete Book of Bulbs, Ruth Peters' Bulb Magic in Your Window are all good). As for dealers from whom many of the dormant bulbs can be bought, Ha&G will help you locate them.

In the meantime, buy a potted clivia and simply put it in a sunny window. Or a veltheimia, which should be potted half out of the soil and watered as soon as green leaf shoots show. Chances are that both of them are new to you (they are to most gardeners). Then, later, you can turn your hand to the host of others, great and small, that make indoor gardening such a happy adventure.

Freecias like to grow cool (near 50° at night). Since that may be too low a temperature for your living room to achieve comfortably, you may wish to grow freecias up to the bud stage in a bedroom window, bringing them into the warmer temperatures only for flowering. Freecias and lachenalias are a nuisance to carry through the dormant season. We suggest you discard them each spring and start anew each autumn.

Nerine's delicate grace is best enjoyed when a dozen panocy bulbs are crowded in a 3-inch pot. They multiply like mice and need separation every year or two. Caladiums, which may be left dry in their pots to rest, may be brought into new growth almost any time of year. They may be grown through summer from a spring start or started in fall for late winter show. The big amaryllis may be plunged up to pot rim in the outdoor garden and kept in leaf, or it may be dried off in late summer, kept dry till late fall, then watered into winter vigor.

ANARYLLIS, the large-flowered hybrid that makes such a spectacular window-sill plant is available in new shades of pink and red, may even be gaily striped with white.

If the random foregoing leaves you still uncertain about house bulbs, your dealer or florist may be able to help you. A neighbor whose success with indoor bulbs you know about could also help. Best bet would probably be reference to a good book in your local library (Montague Free's All About House Plants, Rockwell and Grayson's Complete Book of Bulbs, Ruth Peters' Bulb Magic in Your Window are all good). As for dealers from whom many of the dormant bulbs can be bought, Ha&G will help you locate them.

In the meantime, buy a potted clivia and simply put it in a sunny window. Or a veltheimia, which should be potted half out of the soil and watered as soon as green leaf shoots show. Chances are that both of them are new to you (they are to most gardeners). Then, later, you can turn your hand to the host of others, great and small, that make indoor gardening such a happy adventure.
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MAXWELL ROYAL CHAIR CO.
HICKORY, NORTH CAROLINA

SET AN AH-INSPIRING TABLE WITH WEST VIRGINIA GLASS!

Nothing can so glamourize your table settings as this 3-pc. Console Set of flawless, hand-wrought crystal. The 10-inch Footed Console Bowl and 6½-inch Candle Holders may be purchased separately. Your dining room deserves it, and your purse will hardly notice it!

West Virginia Glass Specialty Co., Weston, W. Va.

Canadian Club Whiskey.............74
*Cointraut Cordials.................29
*Drumhirs.........................49
Escoffier Sauces....................227
Gilbey’s Vodka......................119
*Grand Marnier Liqueur............227
Grant’s Scotch......................42
Haig & Haig Scotch..................59
Harvey’s Sherries...................220
La Ville Food Products.............227
*Meier’s Wines......................246
*Purity Cheese......................227
*Roquefort Cheese Associates.....229
Rose’s Lime Juice...................20
Vat 69 Scotch......................134

Automotive
Cadillac.............................25

Bathrooms
Crane Co.............................62
Hanson Scales......................252

Building Materials & Equipment
California Redwood Assn...........23
*Dover Home Elevators..............255
Easy-Heat Sno-Melter...............247
*Fornica......................120
Inclinator Home Elevators...........246
*Mississippi Glass Walls...........243
*Thermo-Rite Fireplace.............253

Decorative Fabrics
Celanese Fortrel Fibers.........34-37
National Cotton Council.............6
PPG Fiber Glass Fabrics............107
Schumacher Fabrics...............239

Draperies & Drapery Hardware
*Newell Drapery Hardware.........249
*Owens-Corning Fiberglas Draperies...13

Floors & Floor Coverings
Allied Chemical “Caprolon”.......72, 154
American Cyanamid “Crespan”......110
*Armstrong Vinyl Floors
Inside back cover
Avisco Rayon Carpet Fibers.......131
Callaway Carpets...................60, 61
Chemstrand “Acrilan” Fibers.......98
Chemstrand “Cumulofib” Nylon Fibers..83
*Congoleum-Nairn Vinyl Floors......86
*Kentile Vinyl Floors..............95
Schumacher Carpets...............239

Foods & Beverages
Bénédictine Liqueur...............152
Bols Liqueurs.......................33

*Furniture
*Baker Furniture....................256
*Brandt Cabinet Works..............244
*Dunbar Furniture...................41
*Ficks-Reed Furniture..............24
*Hekman Furniture................245
*Heuronda Furniture................1

*Decorative Accessories
Chelsea Clocks......................239
*Howard Miller Clocks..............238
Hummel Figurines...................244
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Mirrors....122
*Portland-Willamette Fireplace
Screens.................................248
Sheffield Clocks.....................7
Viking Glass Co.....................3
West Virginia Glass Co.............254

*Garden
Consolidated Chemicals.............252
Farm-ette Power Equipment........252
Hydroponic Chemicals..............252
John Scheepers....................250
Rusticraft Fences..................252
Van Hevelingen Holly Growers.....252

*Heating, Ventilating & Air Conditioning
Carrier Air Conditioning............9
*Honeywell Electronic Air Cleaner...4, 5

*Household Aids
*Bell Telephone System..............14, 15
Cascade Dishwasher Detergent.....18
Gulligan Soft Water Service.......8
Dishwasher “all” Detergent.......225
Hagerty Silverpolish..............249
Pacific Silverscloth...............52
In this guide to House & Garden’s advertisers you will find the nation’s leading manufacturers—the ones you are most likely to rely on for top quality products and services for your home.

An asterisk (*) next to the products or services listed below indicates an offer of booklets, catalogs or other information. Please refer to their ads and write to these manufacturers today!

### Kitchens & Equipment
- AGA-Tappan Range 221
- Cory Electrical Appliances 221
- *Delta Faucets 249
- Hamilton Beach Appliances 44, 45
- KitchenAid Dishwasher 233
- K.M. Nesco Electrical Appliances 132
- Presto Electrical Appliances 249
- *Salton Hotrays 224
- Swing-A-Way Can Openers 248
- Waste King Universal Disposal 230
- West Bend Coffee Maker 249

### Lighting & Lamps
- Bradley Lamps 248
- *Stiffel Lamps 32

### Linens & Bedding
- Cannon Bedspreads 26
- Cannon Towels 71
- Chatham Blankets 34
- Cone Towels 23
- Craig Bedspreads 255
- Electo-Warmth Bed Warmer 229
- Morgan-Jones Bedspreads 46, 47
- Morgan-Jones Towels 151
- Slotter Place Mats 108

### Music, Radio & Television
- Conn Organ 258
- Magnavox 28, 29
- Motorola 23
- *Olympic Radio & Television 46
- V-M Corporation 245
- Wurlitzer 39
- Zenith 168

### Paints, Finishes & Preservatives
- Krylon Spray Paint 253

### Services
- Davey Tree Experts 251

### Tableware—China, Glass & Silver
- *Franconia China 241
- *Fraser’s Stainless Holloware 242
- Gorham Sterling 21
- International Sterling 43
- Lunt Sterling 31
- Pasco China 228
- *Poole Silver 226
- Reed & Barton Sterling 10-12
- Richard-Ginori China 246

### Travel & Hotels
- House & Garden’s Travelog 30, 31

### Upholstery & Upholstery Fabrics
- *Bolta “Vinelle” Vinyl Upholstery 85

### Wall Coverings
- Schumacher Wallpapers 225
- Thomas Strahan Wallpapers 225

### Miscellaneous
- B. Shackman & Co. 52, 53
- City Savings Association 253
- Colonial Candle Co. 243
- Dr. Scholl’s Zino Pads 225
- *Hercules Wall Vaults 252
- *Low’s, Inc. 225
- Montag Writing Papers 40
- Schultz Co. 253
- *Slim-Master Exercise Appliances 227
- Tie-Tie Gift Wrappings 121
- Acushnet Process Sales Co. 147
- Charm & Treasure 69
- Duncraft 90
- F.A.O. Schwarz 224
- Gotham Gifts 89
- H. M. Allison Co. 123
- Harry and David 56, 91
- Here’s How 93
- Homespun House 141
- House of Maps (Madison House) 79
- Jamaica Silversmith 105
- Jordan’s Old Virginia Smokehouse 87
- Madison House 65
- Miles Kimball Co. 75
- Mural Arts Center 125
- Palley’s 67
- Pinnacle Orchards 82
- Schrift, Ltd. 81
- Sherle Wagner 77
- Spear Engineering Co. 139
- Spencer Gifts 57
- Sunset House 63
- Shopping Around 54-166

---

**POTPOURRI** quilted cotton, a bed in flower. Colorwise, 4 ways. Coverlet 29.50, double 39.50. Petticoat 20.00, double 22.50.

---

**COINS** quilted Carina cotton bedspread, tailored corners. 23 colors. Single 59.50, double 69.50, continental 135.

---

**CRAIG MFG. CO. 345 HUDSON, NEW YORK 14 WRITE FOR STORE NEAR YOU**
NOTES FOR NOVEMBER GARDENERS

continued from page 252

Recently developed machines that slice the turf by means of rotating knives will loosen any thatch if properly adjusted. Then the loosened debris may be picked up either by vacuum attachments on the cutters themselves or by some form of raking. Slicing devices may prove preferable to others mentioned since they add the positive benefits resulting from the cutting action—which is both hard on weeds and helpful to good turf grasses. Such machines are just now coming on the home market, and they are expensive to own for only occasional use. If rental is possible in your community, you might take one on for a weekend.

Third Weekend

Automation’s price. The very people who claim they know nothing about machines, and prefer to know nothing about them, seem also to be the ones who put most reliance on machines. Imagine their surprise when a neglected lawn mower or power cultivator chooses not to run some fine spring. Well, it will so choose unless at least a minimum of autumnal care is given to vital parts. With internal combustion engines, the critical parts are the spark plugs, the carbureter filters and the cylinder walls. Gummed up or faulty plugs are quite likely not to fire after a winter’s layoff. Cylinder walls on which water vapor has condensed and rusted during the winter will yield to early obsolescence. Clogged air filters prevent proper operation of the carbureter and may soon yield either a worn engine (due to a poor gas mixture) or no engine at all because of excessive cylinder wear that may bring on premature obsolescence. Two procedures are appropriate, even for operators who know nothing about machinery. One is to drain or run the gasoline out of the tank and carbureter, unscrew the spark plug, and squirt a few drops of ordinary oil into the cylinder through the spark plug hole—cranking the dead engine once or twice and replacing the plug. The other is to take your machine to a service man and have him do the job. (He may do the job no better than you could do it yourself, and he will have to collect a fee for his time.) One thing you should not attempt is to sharpen the blades of a mower’s cutting reel. That is a job for a professional. It should be done at least once a season.

Fourth weekend

Cover-up. Every fall careful gardeners put wire collars around the small plants that rabbits seem to depend on for winter forage (azaleas, euonymus, for two). And every winter when the snow lies deep, the rabbits come in on top of the snow, reach over the wire collars and chomp on the plants. It seems impossible to make the collars high enough to outguess winter—or the rabbits. But let snow-country gardeners try this: Instead of collars, improvise wire vents. Shape chicken wire (3, 4, even 6 feet wide) first into a collar about the plant to be protected; then pinch the wire in at the top as though it were a paper bag. If necessary—or anyway, as a wise precaution—drive a single stout stake at an angle alongside the plant, its upper end extending over the center of the plant and clear of its tip. Around the stake at this point the wire may be easily drawn and wired. This precaution, cumbersome though it seems, will not only thwart rabbits seeking small plants, but may even frustrate a full-grown deer.

Urgent book note. We had a handful more of late season chores to toss your way when a new book arrived in the office: The Complete Book of Lilies (Doubleday, $5.95). This volume is welcome on two important counts. It is the first really substantial discussion of lilies and their care in 20 years or so. And it is far and away the most useful, readable, dependable and inclusive book on the subject that the amateur gardener has been offered in recent memory. The three authors—F. F. Rockwell, Esther Grayson, his wife, and Jan de Graaff, who is one of the ranking lily experts of the day—offer the happiest possible combination of fact, appreciation and enthusiasm that we have found in any garden book for a long time. The book is extensively and felicitously illustrated.
PHOTOGRAPHER SWEARS HE SAW A ROYAL GHOST AS HE TOOK THIS PICTURE OF A PALATIAL VINYL FLOOR. STRANGE! Yet oddly enough, several people have reported the same illusion. The only explanation is that Palatial tends to set people thinking of things regal. The majestic sweep of its design. The nobility of its golden tracery. Palatial! IF YOU THINK YOU SEE A KING WHEN YOU LOOK AT THIS PICTURE, your brating imagination is sure to be royally stimulated by Palatial Corlon. For a special booklet of color schemes designed to go with Palatial Corlon, write Armstrong, 6111 Maple Ave., Lancaster, Pa. In Canada, Dept. 111-K, 919, Montreal, P. Q. Palatial Corlon is one of the famous Armstrong VINYL FLOORs.
TIME AFTER TIME CLEAN
GOOD TASTE

and you can wash them both under water

Presto Submersible Coffeemaker gives you perfect coffee every time. Because you’ll wash it as easily as a cup—completely under water. Presto’s wide-open spout, and the silky smoothness of fine stainless steel, let you suds away any lingering bitter taste. Brews coffee just as you like it, keeps it piping hot. Choose the 9-cup or new full-12-cup size.

Presto Cook ‘n Serv’ Ery Pan—a joy to cook in, to serve in. Even, all-over heat, and exact automatic control, assure perfect results. And for a party or buffet, it’s beautifully at home on the nicest table. Presto’s Control Master unplugs, lets you wash the entire pan under water. In 11” and 12” sizes. Also with DuPont Teflon® cooking surface for frying without fats.

PRESTO

 NATIONAL PRESTO INDUSTRIES, INC., EAU CLAIRE, WIS. • IN CANADA: PRESTO DIVISION—GENERAL STEELWARES LTD., TORONTO